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The conventions used and the presentation of the Texts 
Undsrlined`lstters ins word indicate a'ligature; or tW'long German 191. 
A number`in a box thus 
® indicatäö one'of'the plates appended here. 
Reference tö'the bibliogr8phy'given here are by way of a-capitalization of "e 
the author's nams'and a bracketed" date to give the work"or edition, e. g. 
VALLE (1524). Works that have not been seen have an asterisk"against them, " 
e. g. (1589*). 'No generalsolution to the'problem of the capitalization of 
titles has been found and therefore no particular' significance should-be`' 
attached to the form given. Exact references to a text'are'given by way of`--' 
f. (folio) or'p. '(page), depending on'uhether the sheets are numbered, on 
only one (f, ) or on two (p. ) side; 'a' or 'b' have been used to indicate 
the different"'sidee'ofaa'folio, and recto (r. ) and verso (v. ) only occasionally 
fornparticülar'reasons. "The unnumbered'eheete at the beginning or"works 
have been generally given e-notional numeration, by way of f. or p. 
depending on the'usy the leaves of the work are numbered and with a' 
bracketed roman numeral, counting the'title page'as (i), 'e. g. p. (viii) 
or f. (vib). Signatures (Sg. ) have generally been referred to throughout 
when the leaves are unnumbered in a work. Generally, ''references`to the 
different volumes here'have been by way of a Roman 1 or II thus underlined. 
'Below' or 'above' refer to the same-volume. B1oo. refers to the'biographical 
sections of Pt. Ii(i). Referlnce'to the texts given here in volume it 
have been byw ay of a page, and generally`a line reference (1. ). These 
line references are purely internal. A reference'to ths'plice in'the orininal 
work where the 'text occuirs'is"found at the* beginning of'each'section of - 
text except when one section begins'on the eame'page, on which the last 
finishes. Where a change of page occurs in the original work an asterisk. - 
will be found in the margin; indicates'a n i+ peragraph, 'generelly. 
In quoting texts, 'generelly, the intention has been to follow as far as 
possible the original text quoted in terms_of'spelling, 'printing style, 
and the use of abbreviations. '"IsIc' has note'generally"been used and 
errors have been given as in the original, although the difficulties 
proof reading preclude sny'absolute guarantee on this being given. 11'"" 
There are a number of reasons'for the presentation of the texts in volume 
II as has been done. These texts indicate how discussion on practical 
matters often had a strong philosophical cast. Taken singly the pieces of 
text quoted, generally formed only a very small"portion of the uorks'from 
which they come, and hence are'all too easily"paased'over lightly, or' 
dismissed. Yet assembled they 'do show a'ccaimon concern with wide ranging 
problems. Secondly, what is manifest in these texs'are the assumptions 
that their authors! held, 'rather than substantive points which their 
authors wished to put forward. These assumptions often have to be 
Itessedt out, but when this has been done these some assumptions can be 
seen working at many other places in the texts, where this at first sight 
may be by no means so clear. Only a substantial body of texts allows this 
to be done, and the commonness of these assumptions to be demonstrated. 
Thirdly, the authors in many of these texts tended often to drift from 
idea to idea with no vary definite linking notions, and without definite 
breaks in expression. It is difficult therefore to excise brief sections 
to illustrate their views without distortion, and the continuous text needs 
to be examined. Forthly, what these texts manifest is not particularly 
vi 
the gppsarance of, neu ideas, or, the steps in the development of an idea, or 
ideas, so that only the relevant texts have to be quoted to`show what'idea 
was expressed at any particular time', but rather the widely held assumptions 
of the writers involved and the variation in emphasis they gave to some of 
them. In order to demonstrate' any such effect the techique must be relatively 
exhaustive, and hence'the amount of texts given. 
Translation of the texts into English has been undertaken for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, there is no better way to get at the details of the ideas 
involved than by attempting to translate the texts in which they occur. 
' Ambiguities in one language' often do not occur, when an equivalent term 
in another language is used, and hence force decisions about the underlying 
'ideas, for-example. The very, _attempt at modernization 
that automatically 
occurs equally often forces decisions to be made which help to clarify the 
original. The translations given are thus seen as a commentary on the 
original texts; and'are in no way intended to stand alone. This sort of 
commentary has been considered desirable because in many cases while the 
surface language may seem' relatively clasr, the thinking behind it'may-'be 
,, relatively confused and'unclear. On the other hand in many cases it,, seems, 
, that in a searchjfor'elegance of expression and diction -- possibly to 
impress the patron -- these often relatively unlettered writers drift into 
, &AW&rÖand convoluted 
language which does, require at least. the attempt, to 
unravel their thoughts in order to be even fairly-sure that'their meaning 
is being assimilated. Irk order to follow the underlying ideas as faithfully 
as possible word order in the'original language has often'been"followed at 
the expense of an'English version that can become veryiwkuard, but this has 
been found'necessery because as soon as paraphrasing is resorted to the 
roughness and vagueness of the original, can be all too easily lost. In 
the translation ofrpärticular`uords or terms, when an English word, 
particularly of a similar form to that of the original language, has a 
common root meaning or meanings with that-of`the'original, it has'often been 
preferrsd,, even though ths, differenttusages may vary somewhat in emphasis. 
(Sae for example VIRTU 'in-the aection on to; nos given here. ) In terms of 
grammatical forms either oftsingualer or plural, of'nouns, 
_, 
or. "of<the different 
forms or aspects of verbs, for "example, the-translations are not intended 
das faithful' renditions, rather gramatical equivalence has been given a low 
priority as against' expression of the underlying ideas, when these can be 
more happily expressed in English in'änother way. These tranelations'are 
thusRin no way definitive particularly from a linguist's point'of view, 




Act. nt. Cong. Art. History: Astes of-thp International 
Congress of Art Hist- 
ory. (Or. as similarly giv. n in other languages. 
) 
.. vtor, f' r ,, 'j' a 
n' 
Act. Int. Cong. Hist. ScActes of the 
`International Conress of the History 
of Science. (Or, as similarly given in other 
ý. s . spa' n" t slanguages. 
) 
ALLG DEUT 8IOG: Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 
(Leipzig 1875/1912) 
Am.. Hist. oRev.: 1American Historical Review 
Antiq Jour.: 'Antiquaries Journal (of the Societey of Antiquaries, London. 
) 
Arch. -Stor. -Ital. ": #Archivio 
Storico Italians., ''* , 
Arch. Star. Lodigianot Archivio Storico Lodigiano. 
Art Bul.: Art Bulletin. 
Atti di Cong. Int. -de Sc. Stor.: -Atti di CongressoInternazionale di Scienze 




BALTEAU: Dictionnaire de bio ra hie francais. 'Sous le direction de J. Balteau 
... M. Barroux.... M. Prevoat Paria 1933-) 
Bibliography, and similar forms in other languages. 
816 NAT PRS: Bibliothetique Nationale Paris. 
Bib. Nez. Cent. Fir.: Biblioteca Nazionale Centrals di Firenze.. 
BIOG NAT DE-BELGE: Bio re hie nationale publiee par l'Academie Royale ... 
de eg que ruxe es - Y, 
BIOG UNIV: Biographie universelle ed. Louis Gabriel Michaud (Paris 1843/65) 
Bk. s`Book. t 
Bod. *The'Bodlsian Library, Oxford. 
B. M.: 'British Museum; 'the'older designationrused here-, for what Is now the 
British Library; Reference division, Bloomsbury, Dept. of Printed Books, 
and of manuscripts. 
Brit. Jour, for the Phil. of Sc.: British Journal for the Philosophy-of Science. 




Comm.: Commentary, commentator. 
Deec.:, Description. 
D. N. B.: The Dictionar of National Biography ed. Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee (London 
D. S. B.: Dictionary of Scientific Biography ed. Charles Coulaton Gillespie (New York 1970-) 
DZ 8106 ITAL: Oizionaria enciclo edico di architettura a urbanistica. Diretto 
a Paolo or oo ea (Roma 1968-) 
Ec. Miet. Rev.: Economic History Review. 
ed.: edition, editor, edited. 
ENC ITAL: Encicolpedie Italians di acienze. letters ad arti (Milan 1929/39) 
ENC UNI ILL EUR AM: Enciclo edis Universal Illustrada Euro eo-Americana TBarse one 907- 
Eng. Hist. Rev.: English Historical Review. 
f.: folio, a shoot numbered on one side only, in contrast to a page (p. ). 
fce.: Facsimile. 
fec.: Fascicule. 
GR DZ ITAL: Grande dizionario delle lingua Italians (Turin 1960-) 
ad. Salvatore Bat aglia. 
GR ENC PORT BRAZ.: Grande Enciclo edie Portuguese a Brasileire (Lisboa, Rio da 
Janeiro 
INDEX AUR: Index Aurelieneie. Catalogue librorum sedecimo eaecuto im reesorum 
Aure ae Aquensis 2- 
I. M. 1 Imago Mundi. 
Jour. s Journal. 
Jour.: of Econ. Hist.: Journal of Economic History. 
Jour, of the Miet. of Ideas: Journal of the History of Ideas. 
Vlil 
Jour. of the Soc. of Arch. Hist.: Journal of the Society of Architectural Historian. 
Jour. of the Warb. -and Court.. Inst.: 
Journal of, the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes. 
Jour. RIBA: Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects. 
1. s lins., , Vila r_ :Fr. k 
l. h.: left hand. 
lit: literally. 
Misc. di Star. Ital.: Miscellanea di storia Italiana. 
m. s. 0mas. Manuscript(s). 
n.: note 
NEUE DEUT BIDC: Neue Deutsche Biographie (Berlin 1953-) **" 
No.: Number. 1. I "' "" 
NOU BIOG GEN: Nouvelle Biographie Universelle`(Generele) (Paria 1852/66)"ad. 
eý3o ann . 
hoofer. 
N. U. C.: The National Union Catalogue (London 1968-) ,. "j,. 
O. E. D. i, The Oxford English Dictionary (A Now English Dictionary on Historical 
Principles) (Oxford 1884/1933) 
p.: page, a shoot numbered on both sides as opposed to a folio, (f. ). 
Pl.: 'Plate. 
Proc. Int. Cong. Mist. Sc.: Proceeding of theInternational Congress of the 
1 `"4 History of Science. 
r. h.: right hsnd. ' 
rpr.: 'reprinted.. a^ý "- 
SALVATt'Diccionario "nciclopedico Salvet(8arcelonä 1960)''" 
Ser.: Satie, 'and similar forme"in other languages. ' 
Sg.: Signature. 
Soc.: Society. 
s. l.: Without placer 
s. d.: Without date., "- - 
T &'C: 'Tachnology'and Culture. ' - F^ 
t. p.: -title page 
Tom.: Tome. -. 
tre.: Translated,, translator.. -- ý. 
Trans.: Transactions. -T> d. A 
iX 
Notes on some of the terms discussed and used in the work' 
ART (v. SCIENCE): Generally modern commentators warn the reader that art and 
science during the renaissance were equivalent terms. It In certainly true- 
that these terms could be synonymous, but this is only part of the story. 
Sae I p. 76, & n. 4ff. and the citations from Errard there. 
BASTION: While this term was in use during the renaissance the treatise 
uriters"much more frequently employed the term bulwark (or its equivalent 
term in the relevant language). However modern usage favours the use of 
'bastion' in such phrases as 'the angle bastion form'; or he pointed 
bastion system'; and this usage has been generally followed throughout, to 
indicate the characteristic structure designed in accord with the principle 
of no dead ground. The term 'bulwark' has been reserved for a wider usage to 
indicate any strong defensive mass. 
BEAUTY (v. STRENGTH): I p. '84, n. 7. 
CASEMATE: Typically this term in English suggests an enclosing masonry struct- 
ure containing guns. It has been used here without this implication of the 
structure being a totally enclosing one, particularly to refer to the gun 
positions in the neck of the bastion. (As it was sometimes used in the 
contemporary period -- sea Rojas II p. 214,1.41. ) The English term 
'flanker' for such an emplacment has not been generally used as not tran- 
slating any particular contemporary Italian term very well. Most commonly 
here Italians referred to the 'piazza' (Valto, de basso, etc. ). which does 
not translate directly into English in any easy way. 
CITADELLE: This spelling has been used here to emphasise that what is being 
referred to is the characteristic structure to the pointed bastion trace, of 
a relatively compact size, which was so often built with an urban enceinte as 
a garrison container. See, for example Theti, II p. 72,1.6/14. 
DISEGNO: See i p. 42 , n. 
6. 
FORBICI: lit. scissors. On plan a re-entrant trace, most commonly conceived 
to ensure that shots strike the curtain at an angle. 
INGEGNO: The 16th. century treatise writers tended to use this term as merely 
equivalent to 'skillfulness'. However the root notion of 'inrienuityI. partic- 
ularly of mind, and a sense of being 'art'-full, with all the connotations 
that involved, was probably always present to some degree when they used 
this term. The pairs 'ingegno/fngegners' and 'ingenious/engineer', bring 
across something of the same relationship in Italian and English, and thus 
'ingenious' and 'ingenuity' have been used here more frequently than other- 
wise would be the case. See Cestriotto II p. 62,1.37/8, who directly 
related the terms of the Italian pair. 
METHOD: 'Metodo' the Italian term, during the 16th. century had very much 
the saner which attaches to the way Descartes, for example, used the term. 
CR D! Z ITAL for Example give a citation from Benedetto Varchi 1503/65 
Imetodol.... "uns via o un modo dritto e brave, cioe agevole e spedito, col 
quale e'insegna aleuna arte ovvero acienze, conciosiscosache niuna arte 
ovvero scienze non si puo.... epprare senza alcuno metodo... " Yet this 
1. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list, particularly in regard to 
technical fortification terms. Such terms have generally been eschewed here, 
except for a relatively small number (such as 'ravelin' and tcavelier9) 
whose moaning is clear and commonly accepted, in order not to suggest a 
pesudo precision through the use of technical terms which had often a vary 
wide and variable usage. Again artillery nomenclature is not considered 
here as the relevant terms could be very variable in this field also. 
,y.. 9 i>. _, . : AC 
x 
term was rarely used by the treaties writers considered here.: They much-more 
frequently referred to doing things by or or according to. rule(s), in an . 
orderly way, or by reason, or 'rationally', or the like. _There may have bean- 
s number of reasons for this. On the one hand in fortification the notion of 
the orders of architecture was probably always very much"to., the fors in-the 
minds of the urittgre concerned. On the other, this term occured relatively 
frequently in the titles of works in Latin (like Aconcio's), which were 
generally learned works heavily dependent on the, ancient authors with a. strong 
Aristotelean cast, and were not concerned with any mathematical-'method' as 
in the treatises considered here. Thus it may be that to writers in the 
practical mathematical sciences eschewed this, term in order, not to become tvao 
entangled in debate with such learned writers. Be that as itrmay, -the'under- 
lying notion at work in the treatises considered here seems#to be sokveryr, ', 
much that of 'method', that that term has been continualy-used here without 
reservation. ., . -- . _- t, - -1 , 
PIATTAFORM(S): This rather 'bastard' term has been used here for the 
rectangular platforms intermediate between bastions, -found; eo-often in-" 
earlier 16th. century structures. The English term 'platform' is too general. 
PORTULAN/PORTOLAN: There have been disputes about nomenclature hers. The form 
'portulan' has been used to refer to the 'true' portulans, or-lists of..,, 
nailing instructions. Uhils the form 'portolan' has been-used in the phrase 
'portolau charts' to make the distinction quite clear. ora--. 
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY: In Italian and French during ths, l6th. centurythis.,, 
terminology referred most cheractarieticaly to surveying, but. also to men- 
suration in general. This sort of usage sometimes had a tendency to a wider 
extension, as for example, when Thomas Salusbury referred to, 8snedetto-,, 
Castalli's work in hydraulics as practical geometry. This does not seem to-- 
have been very common however. This terminology because. of this kind of-->, 
ambiguity has not been generally employed here. , *T 
PRACTICAL MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES: This-is not, a contemporary, usage. Undoubtedly 
the practitioners in the fields considered, here, were keen to emphasise the. 
quality of science in their efforts; and mathematics had a major role-in 
the fields at issue; equally these fields were directed towards, practice. 
Yet it is difficult to conceive that the practitioners involved would have 
happily accepted this type of usage., Their, move was centrally-to assimilate- 
to contemplative study their disciplines, hence the-formal distinguishing-of+ 
their arts as of a practical nature would hardly have been congenjal, tolthem. 
On the other hand to a modern mind the idea of"'16tho century-science!  
tends, 
to suggest speculate/contemplative knowledge,, ifnotvin some way modified. 
The whole phrase thus takes what"'uould, be acceptable to renaissance views-in 
terming the relevant areas 'mathematical sciences', while the modifier ; %ný 
'practical' precludes any confusion. Ln terms of modern usage. 
The division of the 'practical mathematical., sciences' into-the various , 
disciplines involved, is by no means an absolute ons., One might include f 
under, or with, surveying, general mensuration as ; an allied or-sub-section 
of a single discipline, with perhaps gauging-as"alsub-section, of general 
mensuration. But it has not been considered necessary to give much, attention 
to these fields as separate disciplines, hsre. Another possible"candidete for 
inclusion as one of the practical mathematical sciences; of. the period is 
music, which clearly had its mathematical-theory-during, ths, ranaisssnce. '°, 
ýo-1 4ý. 
xi 
But the. idea of practical application is too distant from this discipline. 
Certainly one might say that perspective for producing beautiful views, is 
very similar to mathematical analysis of sounds for the production of sweet 
music. But perspective was very much a practical 
(engineering) tool in the 
16th. century as well as being conceived as the method for producing beautiful. - 
views. But music was relevant to architectural practice. It is a matter of 
degree. Perspective was a"drawing technique relevant to"daaign in many areas. 
Music had only relatively tenuous connectione"uith architecture, and so has 
not been included for consideration here. 
RETRENCHMENT: Any ad hoc work built behind a fixed defence line, into which 
the defenders might retire when their permanent world were breached. ' 
RITIRATA: a Retrenchment. 
RIPARATIONE. FORTIFICATIONE & EDIFICATIONE: The tripartite distinction of the 
16th. century treatise writers. (See I'p. 81, Texts 11 p. 62/3 & p. 77. ) The 
idea of 'edification@' is perhaps not so clear as the others, but Castriotto's 
account seems to b of the design and carrying out of a total scheme of a 
fortress such as Palma(nova), as against a more fortifying or atrengthning 
a place. 
SCIENCE bee ART & PRACTICAL MATHEMATICAL' SCIENCES For an older usage sea 
II p. 2, n. 
' 1. 
TERMINI: Sae I p. 41 n. '5. r 
TERREPLEIN: (- Ital. rterrspteno'). 'A bank, particularly, forming a level 
platform behind the parapet, sepeciälly for mounting guns. 
TYPE FACE DIAGRAM: The 16th. century treatises when discussing arrays, often 
used ordinary characters from the printers font to represent the different 
units in an array, , different litters indicating . different types of troops, 
so forming diagrams which have been thus referred to here, 
TECHNOLOG/Y. (IES): ' O. E. O. for example gives "the scientific study of the 
practical or industrial arts"; and Weboter's'"The science of the application 
of knowledge to practical purposes". It is in this general sense that this 
term has been used here. Yet sometimes to the modern mind what is most 
charecteristicaly suggested by this term is knowledge relative to indust- 
rial, particularly productive, processes, " or, on the other hand to machines 
or processes associated with machines. In this sense to consider surveying' 
for example as a technology may seem rather obscure. But this is fully in 
accord with the root idea, with all its history, of the difference between 
practical and contemplative knowledge. Generally when discussing and describ- 
ing such areas in their historical context, the terminology of the 'practical 
mathematical sciences' has been preferred. On the other hand when concerned 
with these areas more generally and as involving a certain kind of' knowledge' 
the term 'technology' has been more frequently employed. 
VIRTU: The English term 'virtual has been used as equivalent to the Italian 
form quite unrepentantly. Commentators often warn that it is not equivalent 
to 'virtu' in Italian. Undoubtedly as it was used in the 16th. century the 
notion involved was not a great deal more than that of a certain force or 
effectiveness. Yet a certain residual sense of rightness simply because of 
effsctivenees seems to form a halo around that usage. In English while a 
, general sense of 
(moral) rightness seems to suffuse the equivalent term 
most characteristically, there is a perfectly good equivalent usage in, 
rin virtue off, or 'by virtue oft (and an older usage again equivalent to 
the Italian when the virtue of plants or minerals was referred to). Thus 
egöivalence between the Italian and English terms has been accepted, while 
the difference in emphasis must always be kept In mind. 
1 
BATTISTA DELTA Vfýll E 
Vallo.... (1st ed 1521')! 
Bibliography: This work went"through'a large'number of editions, including: Napo 
1521*'; Venetia 1524 Venezia 1526*L; Venetia 1528*3; 'Venetia 1529;, Vineggia 153l* 
Vineggia 1535; ' Venetia` 1538*'; VinRggia 1539;, Vineggi4'1543; vineggia 1550; uineggia 
1558; Venetia"1564x! s'ý^ g t; ý 
A'French version appeared, at Lyon-lin 1529*3'and'°1554. " 
A"German translation of"parts of"-this work appeared"in, Kriegs und Archeley Kunst 
Hieronymum Ruscel l um, (Francofurti , 1620) ý E" 
General Description: A rather4small volume 41Z"x2}l text, (viii)+ 71 folios, with 
many woodcuts and typeface diagrams. .-r 
Contents: ' ". , 
f. (ia): Title page: Vallo` libro cö/tinente appertenente, ad Capita-/nii, retenere & 
fortificäre una Cit/ta cö bastioni, con "noui'artificii de/ffuoco aggiöti, come -. -" 
nella tabola ap/pare, & de diuerse sorte poluere, / & de expugnare una Citta cö" 
p5/ti, scale, argani, tröbe, trenciere, / artigliarie, taue, dare auisa/menti, senza 
' messo'ällo/ amico, fare ordi-/nanze, batta-/glioni', Et/ponti de disfi/da=con lo :,, 
pingere, / opera molto'utile'con'la/ experientia de'larte militare. 
f. (ib): Dedicatory verse. 
f. (iia/va): Table of contents. 
f. (vb/viiib):, "CapitoIi'tre de Artificii de''fuoco nouamentiýaggion ti '! to - ký - ,. 
f. la/2a: Dedication "alo excellentissimo et molto '; trenuo"caualierod S., Herico 
Pandone Conte de Venafra lhumil seruidor Baptista de laiValle Venafrar, o. "- 
'f. 2a/2Oa: Bk. I: Discusses topics relevant to°a captain's duties and the defence of 
a place by various means, the use of earth gabions as temporary or remedial works#', 
and the use of artillery fire, 'in particular. ,-AII 
f: 20a/29a: 'Bk. I1:, 'Discusses methods"of attack. Shows zigzag, and sinuous trenches 
defended by`gabions. Also contains descriptions and'illustrations of machines. 
f. 29b/53 : Bk. 'III: 'Thls section is mainly Concerned with the formation of orderly 
arrays of infantry armed with the pike, though oct*sionally some hand quns'art" 
involved (Capt. '''x, for'exatnplef. " It eontains also 'n illustration of :i oivrr'" 
rnask. 
f. 53 /71a: 'Bk. 1111: "questo'quarto, et ultimo libro trattare de Duello, et prima 
"qualsin'maggiorfnobilitar. le arme; o, le lettre". 
`Colophont Finisse Libro-intitolato VALLO pertinente ad militi Con noui Capitoli di 
artificii de fuoco agionti Como nelle soa tabola appare. Stampata in Venitia. Nel 
, anno-de 
Signore Dio nostre. M. D. XXIIII. Adi. XI. Marzo. 
1. `ee'AYA1 A '(1854)", discovered by him. 
', -Artur nY(, LA (1ßr14), Noither klt.: t'N! 1,4111)3), nor r+. U. t,.. know thin, FI: ýt i n. 
't. 
4. 
'., [ III: KL1 (lYti0) 'rjive'a .. r, edition of 11)31 uhirh sm'm!, tu Lit, t rti'-print. f ut' 
4'. Ay. +ltt ttivea tho ". tlt1it P-4,1 1! of ,t ltr. 
Fallt1'"".. 1'r, 'i Ctrsltion . t, rr'. rr11ctrl r"y., rtIy 
f 1m nnmtt+ a-% t hte ah1JU4', nU Ltt. tt, tact Ltrrr'ta If 
h, rt. t I'! trlrlnrl -; t 1.11, " hr1y t nn r n, i 
riot. nxl, r: i to t. h. tt F'tlitiron on ono, mi'tht "trwtrn"rr", -. nil thr 'n rlý., t, 
lrr, it, ii 
appn: tr in thu turnip of Contents t'r': l ltt+ wh. it thn 11t. [' p. ryt' , t. rt. 's; Iby trt- 
r'rlurilly unpur)inrrt. Nd. Thu same ptrt. t, r"rn hulls In all otnt"r tut, rr'^, vx. tmrnr"ct, 
7. If thu 1"n744 t'tlitinn. 
I 
Vallo.... (1524); Texts. 
f, 2a. QVANTVNQUE. molti, famosi Scriptori 
de scientia, & arte Militare & de Duello 
scripto habbiano, opere molto utile, & de 
memoria dignissime con altiloquo stilo, & 
*5 terse, elegante, & limitate parole comp- 
oste, nientedimeno la for compositione e 
stata solamente per, authorita,. & imitat- 
ione de altri authori, & non per propria 
exercitatione, Ma io elquale da mei 
toteneri, & giouenil anni in gli exercitii 
de larme me son io exercitato non ho 
scripto; altro in questo mio libretto 
excepto quello the per. longa experientia 
ho experto, & prouato con continue fat- 
taiche.... 1 1, ,., . v. z.... 
Et pero primamente secondo. il mio iud- 
icio dico the al buon capitano de Fät- 
aria in prima e necessario d, gli, con- 
uiene p exercitare la militia sapere 
tomettere. in ordinäza'qualse voglia num- 
ero, saperlo spartire, smembrare, & 




QVando mancasseno le fascine per 
reparare bisogna fare de molti gabioni 
ss, tond. i a modo de, botte aperti, sotto, & 
sopra & drizando, in piede, & metterli 
doue e i"1 bisogna, e, impirli di terra, 
& calcarli ben forte, & quests gabioni 
sono molts utili,, &, mettendoli uno poco 
*3olarghetti. luna da laltro acio si possa 
3 
. Et quando, man- far uenire le candonere 
casse il modo de fare li, gabioni bisogna 
hauere dc le botte uacue, &, sfenestrarle 
da una bands, & impirle di terra bene, & 
sscalcarli como has fatto a gli gabioni. Et 
quando mancassero, le. botte bisogna pre- 
ndre sacconi de letti pieni de paglia, 
r' 
In as much that. many fanoLs writers of 
the science 
1and, 
art military, and of the 
Duel, have written works, very useful,. 
and of the most worthy memory, and of the 
highest style, with short, elegant, and 
few words composed; nevertheless their 
compositions-have been purely from auth-° 
ority and (in) imitation-of other-authors 
and not from personal experience., Hut I, who 
from my tender-and, juvenile years, exerci- 
sed in, the-practice of, arms, have'not '' 
written anythingiin"this little book of'' 
mine except that which through long exp- 
erience I have-tried and proved with cont- 
inuous travail.... - 
But, firstly, according to my judgement, I 
say that to the good captain of infantry, 
it is first necessary and proper to him, 
for his military practice, to know how to 
marshall in arraytwhatever number, to know 
how to separate and divide them and unite 
them in battalions, with-art and rnison..... 
When: fascines for repairs are lacking it 
is necessary to make many round"gabions 
like casks open above and below and str- 
aight in the-base. and to put them where 
they, are needed, and fill them with earth. 
well packed, down; and these gabions are 
very. useful and putting them one a little 
wider, the one to the other-one, can form 
the embrasures And when the means of mak- 
ing gabions is lacking it is needful to 
have empty casks,, to close them. at, one and 
fill them with good earth and compact them 
as you have-done with the gabions. Anti 
when casks are lacking it is needful to 
take bed sacks full of straw, and flock 
and feather matt- 
t 
1. Valleys use of the term}'scientia''here, and` throughout his uork, seems to 
indicate-not a great deal more than prudent conslderation, 'or"as he puts In the next 
passage "art and reason". This usage was of"course traditional. In a military 
context for example, Egidio COLONNA (1502) Pt. III, 'Cap., i, wrote "Quare 
sicut nullus efficiendus eat magister in aliis"scientiis: nisi tonstet ipsum 
esse doctum in arts, illa. Sic nullus aseumedus eat ad dignitatem militarem: 
nisi.... " See also Lull II p. 275. 
Z. Florio. "Ordinanza di soldati: An array, a'marshalling, or putting of soldiers in 
ranks". FLORIO (1611) 
3. Taking 'candonare' - 'cannonier. ', for just previously Valle utotc "torettF' 
con case matte con soe candonere chn battnnn per fianrhi". (f; hh. )' 
3 
mattarazi de letti, & plume & altre tap- 
ezarie per non mancare al reparare, 
perche non solo e la perdita de gli huom- 
ini per non riparare. ma la importantia, 
se the ogni diece di dentro imports per 
cento di fuori 
resses, and other tapestries, so as to not 
lack in repairing, because not only are 
men lost through not repairing, but the 
importance is that every 10 on the in-- 
side carry 100 on the outside: 
f. 6n. QVesto e modo de Bastione quadro 
con le soe chiaue`& candonere con doe 
case matte, elquale bisogna Como e stato 
ditto the sta al sapere murare le soe 
manocchie, & calcarli como per l'altro e 
dicto, & facendose como conuiene & con 
larte & intendimento pertinennte ad epso 
sera de gran perfetione. Et piu e da 
iosapere the li Bastioni son trouati per 
molti boni respeti, prima son piu exped- 
itiui alla guerra chel Muro, & se rese- 
ccano piu presto chel muro, & mancho 
spesa, & anchora resisteno piu ad colpi 
:o de artellarie.... 
f. 7a. M0D0 DE FARE VNO BASTIOne tondo 
per defendere con le soi chiaue, & case 
matte, & cannonieri. 
EDa notare anchora di questo Bastione 
ettondo per defendere in uno luoco the sia 
apto, & necessario, Nel quale bastione 
gli siano doe case matte con soe candon- 
ere come q appare3 & con soe chiaue le 
quale ueneno calando cö soi bisogni b 
x nella parte di sopra ci uiene'uno Caual- 
ierorcon uno parapetto, & el ditto bast- 
ione e da tanta uirtu facendose alloco 
Y ditto the le de marauiglia. 
This is the way of ä square bastion with 
its walls and embrasures with two case- 
mates, for which, as has been said, it is 
necessary to know how to lay its turves 
and pack them, as for the other said, and 
made properly and with skill and the rele- 
vant understanding, it will be of great 
perfection. And to know further that 
the(se) bastions are devised for many 
good qualities, firstly they are more 
expeditious in war than (masonry) walls 
and are repaired more 'quickly than (such) 
Walls, and cost less, and yet resist 
better the blows of artillery.... 
The first way of making a round bastion 
for defence with its sides and casemates 
and embrasures. 
Now further note this round bastion for 
defence in a place where it is suitable 
and necessary. In which bastion" there 
should be two chambers and 
their embrasures as here appears, and 
with their sides which are reduced as 
necessary. * and in the part above there 
comes a cavalier with a parapet and the 
said bastion is of such virtue (when) 
made in the said place that it is marvel- 
lous. 
f. 53b. DELLA NOBILITA DE LITERS 
, f. 53b. El preuenire de grandeza, Titoli 
is& gradi, et nobilita aduiene per Longo 
tempo stentare in litere & quelle pseru- 
ando. studiare in puerile eta el princi- 
pio, in la eta perfetta il mezo, in la 
eta decrepita lo optimo fine, & quante 
Precedence in greatness, titles and deg- 
ree, and nobility, occurs, through long 
labour in letters, and those preserving 
to study in youth the beginning, -in matu- 
rity the middle, and in old age the high- 
est results, and such are the labours of 
1. The meaning is a little obscure here. What seems to be implied is that lack 
of attention in repairing will lend to Casualties among the defenders, which are 
all the more significant because one defender can match 10 attackers. 
2. "Chieue", the French (1554) vrrsion given "clayes" which in nrlual to 'hnrrller' 
or 'fence' in the singular. Vdllo talks about 11Jlar. inps', which surigente stich 
hurdles or fences as forming the sides or faces of the structure. The term 
"chiave" however, ultimately refers tu 'keys'. The root sense then seems to hp 
the framework that keys the face together. JNHNS (1H89) p. 7710 stated "Lhiave 
sind Klammern huerhdl, nr". 
'S. Unfortunately, Valle's illustrations are very obyr. ure. 




sono'le. fatiche`de mente, & de'corpi con the mind and of the body, and with 
quanti incommodi notte & giorno de aud- so much discomfort night and 
ire. & legere, perdeno il sonno, et nutr-11, ýday, of listening and reading 
menti de cibi per: attendere ad studiare- 'they, lose sleep and nutriment of., fooo 
s non temendo freddo. 'fame, sete, &-_fa tiche, ' through attending to study, not fearing 
incommodi grandi, solo per uenira a cold,. hunger, thirst, and labour, great 
questa`nobile, `Excellente & utile'scien- . discomforts, merely to come to this noble, 
tia, per laquale se gouerna & regge w° ", ýexcellent & useful sciences, by, which is gov- 
tutte luniuerso. the "senza'iei non se erned and ruled all the universe, and 
a potrebbe uiuere rectamente. 0 quanta without which one cannot live rightly. 0 
dufferenza, o "quante'insidie. ''o'quanti:.,,, '" what disagreements, what traps,. how much 
adulti,, o quante roine de'corpi, & de,, 'sin, how much ruin of bodies, of peoples, 
0 popoli, de regni, de amid, quests. of kingdoms, of friends, this science 
scientia admodesta, applaca, concorda, moderates, appeases, reconciles, and uni- 
is& unisce, o beato'e quello the la -tes, and blessed is he who reveres and 
reuerisce, & tene, o beato e quello'che keeps it, blessed is he who loves and 
lama, & continuamZte'seque, oýqual'cosa en'. continuously follows it, 0. what. thing is 
piu appresso a. Dio'che la sapientia, nearer to God, than wisdom, God being. the 
siche Dio e somma sapientia; Ket. la, *sap=a*, summit. of'wisdom, ýand, wisdom is in. God, 
eoientla e in a Dio adoncho, e da%pensare : soithat'arises-the thought that he who is.. 
che'quello che'"se inueste del'ragio'diu- -e invested with divine reason, can be said. 
ino'se'puo dire nobile & grande. ' - to be noble and grand. 
DELLA,. NOBILITA ET GRANDEZA delta"militia! 
IN. prima se dice la scientia e' il fiore, Firstly'"it isisaid, that'science'is the 
b la militia el. frutto , adöcha de una flower and warfare the fruit, so that of 
as gran cosa ue e_principio, mezo, & fine, one great thing there is beginning, 
per tanto non e da fondarse come el fjore, 'means 
rand end, in as much as it is not to be 
ma dito al frutto, & quello demonstra la based as the flower', but I "say, ' as' 
perfettione del suo optimo, b bel fine, e the fruit, and that demonstrates the per- 
piu dico.... chedio non sia somma sapien-'fection of its'ex"qüisite and beautiful 
'o tia, ma anchoraý e somma potentia.... siche end, and further I say`.:.. that' God ' being 
della degna & nobile, & splendissima mil- not only the sum of uiedom, but also the 
itia titulato Capitano, elqual Capitano 'highest pöuer... '. so that of the worthy, 
nö. uolse. tanto adoperare la scientia, ma'' noble 
and most splendid military title of 
la magnanimita"della, forza dico, uero mil- Capstan, "that"Capstan should not-so much 
isitia.... employ science but (rather the- 
magnan-imity of the force truly'called. military... 
1. This whole passage and its"relation'to the previous section is somewhat obscure. 
Della Valle seems to have-been indulging in a very peculiar kind of argument'here. 
He relates "science" and warfare in a process which he describes through the use' 
of a biological analogy for reasons which are unclear. Then the equation 
warfare . fruit   final cause is considered to give value to warfare, perhaps partly 
because final causes are equated-to perfection, but also because science, valuable 
in itself, being equated with the flower, is only an early stage to the final end, 
which is the fruit, and equal to warfare. However, the peculiarities of this argument 
do not obscure the general tenor of clella Valle's`contention that valuable as such 
'science' may be the nature of military art does not depend fundamentally on such 
knowledge but on power. ' 't'ý a 
Z. This elision concerns the hard labour and dangers-attendant on the acquisition of 
military skills. 
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Nova Scientia, (1st ed., 1537) k 
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Vinegia 15371; Venetia 1546*; "con4una giants al terzo Libro*, Vonet`s 
a 
1550; do., Vinegia1551* ;, do. Venetia 1553*a; do.. Vinegia 1558; do. Venetia*, 1562*ý; 
do. Venetia 1583*ý; In Opere.... Venetia 1606. y ,. 
, French, translation 
Jules RIEFFEL. (1845). 
English translation of, the first two books Stillman DRAKE and I. E. DRABKIN 
Mechanics in 16th century Italy (1969). 
General Description: 3A short workunpaginated' 6kx3j". text. 48 folios. Set out in 
,, propositions. Many, good quality, geometric 
diagrams, and illustrations. 
Contents: 
. 
Sg. *1a.: Title, page: NOVA SCIENTA DArNICOLO TÄRTALEA. B. 'A over., woodblock illustra- 
"tion 
with figures labelled, philosophy, Geometry. Musice'etc., and Plato, Aristotle 
and Euclid, this last allowing entry into, the first of two enclosures, in which a 
cannon and a mortar, are shown firing., The second enclosureis only entered through 
the first, and shows Philosophy and Plato inside, with Aristotle guarding the door. 
Plato holds a banner with the. well known inscription dsnying'entry to all those but 
who know geometry. At bottom: Dislplinae Mathematicae loquuntur/ Qui cupitis Rerum 
uarias cognoscere causas/ Disate nos: Cunctis hac, päret una uia. 
Sg. *i, ia/b. 
"List of, contents 
headed: 
ý4 
Inuentione nouamente trouata da Nicola Tartalea 
brisciano: vtilissima p ciasuno speculatiuo Mathematico, Böbardiero 3 altri intito- 
lata Scil<tia noua: " diuisa in cinque libri.... 
Sg. *iiia/Aiiib. Dedication of 5 folios to Francesco Maria Feltrense dalla'Rouere 
Duca di Vrbino. Dated XX di Decembric. MDXXXVII. 
Sg. " Bia/Dib. IBook I: 9 folios on the nature and effect"of heavy bodies under two 
different kinds of  ction, i. e. natural and forced. 
Sg. Diia/Hia. Book II: 15 folios on patterns of art111ery'fire'änd proportions 
of 
ballistic "paths, 
Sg. H'ib/Liiia. Book III: 14 folios on the measuring ofrheights and distances. 
Colophon: In' Vinegia per Stephano da Sabio. Ad instäntia'di Nicola Tartalea brisc-- 
1ano il qual habita a San Salvador MDXXXVII. 
Con gratis at priuelegio dal Senato Venato che"niuno ardisca ne"prosuma di stampare 
ne stampati, in altroue uendere come se contien°etc. 
1. The Venetlan`archlves contain a notice' concerning a vote to allow Tartaglia the 
concession he asked regarding the printing of a work. It is dated 17th May 1538. 
This date does not correspond to any known"work of Tartaglia's so it is Just pass-, lble that it does refer to the first edition of the Nova Scientia which Tartaglia 
had already had printed in 1537 as it is dated, `but for some reason did 'not get his privilege granted until the next year, so that the work may only have been issued In 1538. The late date of the dedication (20th December 1537) tends to 
support this., But of course the notice may In fact refer to another edition of this 
same work, or. to another work altogether. This notice lsýgiven by Vicenza TONNI- 
BAZZA: "Frammenti"d1 nuove richerche intorno a Nicolb Tartaglia". ti del Con re- 
sso n di Scienze Storiche 1903, Vol IZ (Rome 1904), 29j/307. 
2. After RICCARDI. (1893) 
3. 
_ 
Of the first sdition. -4. This table of contents-'lists books 4 and 5 which in fact'do"not a'ppearrin the work. Book 4 on the proportions of all ranges-of all sorts of'artillery. Book 5 a`, discussion after Galen, Avicenna and others on gum, oils. minerals and other mater- ials for use in powder. This same list, in slightly altered form, appears In the later editions although books 4 and 5 are still not given in any of them 
Ll 
Nova Scientia (1537): Texts 
4 
Sg. Aiib. .... Ma poi fro me pensando 
in But then thinking to myself one day, 
giorno (Magnanimo Duca) mi parue cosy bia- Great Duke, that it appeared to vie a 
smsuole, uituperossa, et crudele, et degna blameworthy, shameful and cruel thing. 
di no puoca punitione appresso " Iddio, a and worthy of no little punishment under 
" uoler studiare-di assotigliare tat esserc- God. to wish to study and sharpen this 
"itio dannoso al pssimo, Imo destruttore practice, dangerous at the very least, 
della specie humana, & massime de Christ- (and) at its lowest destructive to hum- 
iani in for continue guerre. Per ilche (o an kind, and especially of Christians In 
eccellente Duca) non solamente pospossi their continual wars. Therefore, 0 exce- 
w totalm'ete il studio di tal materia & att- llent Duke. I not only put off totally 
esi a studiar in altro, ma etiam strazzal. the study of such matters and attended 
a abrusciai ogni calculatione & scrittura to other studies. but also tore up and 
da me notata: the di tai  ateria parlasse. destroyed all calculations and writings 
-Et moltl mi dolsi, & auergognai dil tempo set down by me, that spoke of the subj- 
iacirca a tal cosy speso, et quelle partic- ect. And it saddened and shamed me gre- 
olarita, the nella memoria mi restorno atly, the time spent on such a thing; and 
(contra mia uolunta) iscritte mal ho uol-, those details which in  y memory 
uto palesarle ad alcuno, ne per amicitia remained inscribed, against  y wishes, 
ne per premio (quantunque sia stato da I have n"ver'wished to reveal to 
samolti-richiesto) perche insignandole mi anyone, neither for friendship nor for 
pares di far naufragio e grande errore. Ma reward, although it has been requested-by 
hor uedendo il luppo desideroso de intrar many, because tsching them seemed to 
nel nostro armentoaet accordato insieme  s a disaster and great error. But 
alle diffesa ogni nostro pastore non mi now the wolf comas desiring to intrude 
u par licito al presente di tenere tai tose into our flock, and all our shepherds 
occults, anti ho deliberato di publicarle coming together for defence, it does not 
parts in scritto, at parts uiu" uocs a ogni seem legitimate to me at the pr. sent to 
tidal chri"tiano, accioch" cadauno sie mag-keep such . 
things secret; thus I have 
lio atto "i nil offenders come nil diftand-decided to publish then partly in writing 
eoersi da quello. It molte mi doglio (Signor and partly by word of mouth to every 
Magnanimo) the tal studio all'hora abando- faithful Christian, so that each one will 
nai, perche son certo the hauendo seguito be better prepared in attack as in det- 
fin hors hares trouato tose di magior ual- ence against that. And much it pains me, 
ore (massime nella cöposition de fuochi)I great lord, that I had abandoned such 
1. The 1550 edition reads 'dannoso al "prossimo, anzi destruttore%. DRAKE&'DRAIKIN (17G9i, p. GB. 
_ 
9ive 'to study and improve such a damnable exercise, destroyer of the human species'. 2. The Ottomans are the clear culprits here. and in 1537 the Sultan had marched to Valone in Albania preparatory to attacking Italy, at the same time as attacks were made on the Venetian strongholds along the Adriatic coast and on the isle of Corfu (see Cambridge History of Islam. I p. 327). And in the Quesiti et Inventions (f. (ia) 1546ad. ) Tartaglia gives the Turkish movements of this date as l sigRit 
ones. But the Turks had been a threat to the Christian world in one way or another. from time to time all through the 1530's. 
3. DRAKE & DRABKIN, op. cit., omit this clause altogether. It is in fact dropped in the 1550 and other later editions, presumably because Tartaglia dealt with this topic in the 3rd book of the Quesiti et Inventioni. But the above authors claim to translate the 1537 edition ands is a rather crucial remark to drop. In his table 
of contents to this present work Tartaglia gave book S as discussing such matters (see g , p. S, n. 4) yet in this place indicates that he only hopes to do great things in this area. Thus it would appear that Tartaglia was tending to advertise himself as able to do more than he had yet done. This then throws doubt on Tartaglia's apparent claim implicit in the description of book 4 to be able to give detailed range tables for artillery on theoretical grounds: 'In lo quarto se dara la proportione & l'ord- ine dil crescat callar the fa ogni pezzo de artigliaria nelli suoi tiri.... mediante is notitia dun tiro solo'. Of this Drake & Orabkin (op. cit. p. 63) say 'a project far beyond Tartaglia's powers'. Yet Fronsperger's construction does Just this nicely (see p. f1e19) and as it was unlikely to have been Fronsperger's own invention it may we 1 have come from Tartaglia himself. for it certainly had to come from someone rather like him. However the point remains that Tartaglia was probably claiming more than he could actually yet achieve in this purported 4th book. 
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come Spero in breue anchora di trouare...: study till today. because I am certain 
that had I followed it until now I would 
have found things of great value. espec- 
ially in the composition of powder, as I 
hope shortly yet to find.... 
Sg. A111b. .... Et se in questi tre libri 
non satisfaccio plenariame`t" uostra Ecc- 
ellentissima Signorla insieme con le pre- 
s dettl suoi peretissimi bombardieri, spero 
in breue con la practice'del quarto & 
quinto libro non gia in stamps (per piu 
rispetti) ma ben a penna ouer uiua uoce 
dt satisfar in parte uostra Sublimate In- 
io sl eme con quegl i... . 
And if in these books I do not fully 
satisfy your most excellent lordship. 
together with the above said, your most 
skilled gunners. I hope shortly (to do 
so) with the experience of the 4th, and 
5th. books, not yet printed. for various 
reasons; yet truly to satisfy in part 
your highness, by pan or verbally, to- 
gether with those (of your choice)..... 
J 
Euclide tugarense -(35.43): T. xt 
%Ib. Quale. A quante siano Is scientie, ouero What, and how many are the sciences or 
discipline Mathematice 4 Mathematical disciplines 
LE SCIENTIE, ouero discipline Mathematics, The sciences, or mathematical disciplines 
secondo il volgo sono motte, cioe, Arith- according-to the vulgar, are many, that 
is metica, Geometria, Musics, Astronomia, is Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, Astronomy, 
Astrologia, Cosmographia, Geographia, Astrology, Cosmography, Geography, 'Topo- 
Corographia, Perspettiva, Specularia, La graphy, Perspective. Optics, the'science 
1. It is difficult to know how seriously to take this whole passage. On the one hand 
there seems no reason to doubt Tartaglia's assertion that he found the cultivation 
of knowledge concerning artillery distasteful for the sorts of reasons he gave and 
that a new onslaught by the Turks was significant in stimulating him to publish such 
work. But to accept such an account as the whole story would be rather naive. Espec- 
1allr in view of the way Tartaglia claims that he had been offered payments for his 
results previously, yet would disclose nothing; but now Is willing to publish his 
results partly in writing and partly by word of mouth. It is difficult not to read 
this as if Tartaglia was delicately indicating that he might rightfully expect pay- 
ment from those so taught. The table of contents claiming more apparently than 
Tartaglia had yet achieved was presumably there to encourage such as might wish to 
hear the verbal part of his teachings. Thus the possibility of financial benefit 
from the publication of this work does not seem to be too distant from the motives 
behind it. But this does not mean that Tartaglia has to be taken as completely 
insincere in the above passage, rather, perhaps quite genuine feelings went along 
with the opportunity Tartaglia saw, with some particular new movement of the Turks. 
to publish some earlier work to the benefit of the Christian commonweal (and keeping 
part secret for viva voce teaching was of course completely consistent with this) as 
well as to aid hs own a vancement when this suitable opportunity arose. 
t. 'practica': experience or practice. It is not clear here whether Tartaglia means 
his own practice in creating the 4th and 5th books, or the practice that is contai- 
ned in these books. The difficulties at the very level of-the language of this whole 
. passage and 
its vagueness ('per piu rispetti" _ 'for many reasons') further suggest 
something off-key about these two unpublished books. 
3. Title page 0.... Dells Sci"nti" Mathematics .... Ta1. ant"*chiara, 'ch" ogni mediocre ing"gno, ""nz" is notitia, oust suffragio di alcun'altra "ci"nti" con facilits, 
sets capac" a'pot"rlo intenders. " Colophon: "Sts. pato in Vin"gi" par V"nturino 
Roffinelli ad Inatantis " requisitions d" Guili"lmo d" Monf"rra, A d" Pietro di 
F"colo do Vin"gia libraro, i d" Nicola Tartal"a Brisciano Tradottor": Sal Mesa 
di F"brsro Anno di nostre salute M. D. XLIII". General privil"ga granted to 
Tortaglia 11th. December 1542 by the Venetian 5"nst" for this work and others. S"" TONNI-BAZZA (1904) p. 294. 
4. A preliminary note before the dedication. 
S. Prospettiva, Specularia: It is not too clear in which sense Tartaglia is using 'perspective'here-as synonymous, as it was In the middle ages, with present day (geo- 




scientia, de&pesi, -la Architettura, & mol- 
te altre. Ma'alcuni Sapienti, prendono 
solamente le quatro prime, cioe, Arith- 
`metrica. Geometria, Musica. & Astronomia: 
ab tutte"le altre dicono esser subalter- 
nate. cioe, dependente dalle dette qua- 
''tro: Alcuni altri moderni (per'alcune sue 
ragioni) vogliono the le dette Mathemat- 
ice siano Cinque, peroche alle"dette qua- 
iötro aggiongono la Prospettiua. Nientedim- 
eno il Reuerendiss. Pietro, de Aliaco, 
Cardinale; nella prima questione sopra 
Giouanni-di Sacrobusto, conclude-la Musi- 
ca, & la Astronomia, & similimente la, 
is Prospettiua non esser pure mathematice 
(come e il vero) ma medie fra le-mathema- 
tice & la science naturale; perilche seg- 
uita, che`solamente'la Arithmetica, i& la 
Geometria`siano pure mathematice 
6& tutte le altre esser media, ouero 
dependente b miste dalle'mathematice dis- 
cipline, &d lla natural Philosophia: =, _ 
eccettuando la Astrologia giudicaria, )a- 
Iqual egli conclude esser pure naturale, 
{sin quanto alla sua essentia. 
'F. lk.. molti philosophl determinano,, le par- 
ti delta sapientia esser due, cioe, spec- 
ulatione, &'operatione, ýouero prattica, & 
theorica.... Et tutti li antiqui Discrutt- 
soatori delle cose"äffirmano toccars e piu 
"la verita nette mathematice`(cioe nette ' 
Arithmetlca, & Geometria) the in quälunque 
altre arte libarale; perilche determin- 
ano, quelle esser net primo grado di cer- 
sstezza.... queste due discipline, & massime 
delta Geometria.... in quelle si contenga 
il puro cibo delle vita intellettuale; 
, Perche il Geometra non si cura delle 
` linee, ouero figure materiale, di legno, 
foouer di alcuno metallo, ma solamente si 
cure di quelle come the sonn in se medes- 
ime; Auegna the quelle non si trouano 
fuora della materia, ma l'occhio sensible 
4iguarda le figure senslbile, acclo the le 
4smentale possano esser viste dalla mente: 
of-Weights, Architecture and many others. 
But some wise men, take only the first 
four, that is Arithmetic, Geometry, Music 
and Astronomy; and all the others they 
say are subordinate, that is dependent on 
the said four. Some other" moderns - for 
their, own reasons - would that, the said 
Mathematics are five, because to the, said 
4 they-add Perspective. Nevertheless the 
most reverend-Cardinal Pietro de Aliaco 
in the first question on John Sacrobosco 
concludes that, Music. and Astronomy and 
similarly Perspective are not, pure mathe- 
matics -, which is true - but in between mat- 
hematics and natural philosophy. from whi- 
ch it follows that only Arithmetic and,,, 
Geometry are pure mathematical discipli- 
., nes and all the, others, are between and 
dependent and a mixture of the mathemati- 
cal disciplines and of natural philosophy 
excepting judical Astronomy which he con- 
cludes is purely natural (philosophy) in 
essence. 
4' ý .. 
... many philosophers. define the, parts 
of knowledge to be two, that, is speculat- 
ion and operation or practice and theory 
.... and all the ancient, commentatorss. ofv 
the subject affirm the truth is more 
touched in mathematics, - that is Arithme- 
tic and Geometry - than in any other lib- 
eral art, because they determine them to 
be of the highest degree of certainty.... 
these two disciplines and especlally*Geo- 
metry.... in which is contained the purer 
, nourishment of the life of, the intellect. 
because Gsometry, does not have regard of 
lines or figures, material, of wood, or 
any metal but purely takes account of'those 
as they are in themselves. It happens that 
these are not found apart from matter, but 
the sensible eye attends to sensible 
, 
figures, in order that the mental (figures) 
can be seen in the mind. 
1. These 
. 
of course form the quadrivium. ,, 2. Peter of Ailly 1350/1420. ALLIACO (1498) Sq. aiiib "Yarn cV duplex sit 
, 
scionaiarü mothawaticarü ganust has quid ount"pura mathematics vt_orithaatica & 
Oaoaatria. Ills varo mixte out' inter pfiicaa 4 mathematicaa media musics "cz p*pectins 4 aatrologia..... " 
3. Literally $discussants'. 
r 
iII,.,, n f4 
9 
Ne etlam Is mente vede Is figure mentale Not that the mind sees mental 
figures 
men vere. dl quello the vede Vocchio less truly than the corporeal eye 
corporals le sensible: ma tanto piu vere sees the sensible 
(figure] but as 
quanto the Is mente uede quelle figure much more truly, because the mind sees 
in se separate dalla alterita dells mat-,. those figures-in themselves separate 
from 
eria.... the accidents of matter.,.; 
MO E tent ae l'vtilita, oltra la soau)ta And so much is the, usefulness, besides 
dolcezza di studio the si troua nelle the pleasant. sweetness of the study that is 
contemplationi mathematice, piene di found in contemplative mathematics, full of 
tocertezza; the Archimede siracusano per. certainty, that Archimedes of Syracuse. 
il studio di quelle con suoi mecanici, through his study of these with his artful 
ingegni diffese vn tempo la Citta di machines defended at one time the City of 
Siracusa.... Per mezzo di queste si fanno Syracuse.... By means of this are made 
varii, E diuersi modelli: fabricansi Pon- varied and diverse models, are built bri- 
isti con archi, quasi alla natura impossi- dges with arches, almost impossible to nat- 
bili: Anchors chi con l'intelleto ben ure. Further who with the intellect clearly 
considera tutte le sorte di antique & considers all sorts of ancient and modern 
moderne machine, & stromenti bellici.... machines and instruments of, war.... as 
come dimostra Vettruio: '... Delle noue 
, 
Vitruvius demonstrates.... (and)... the 
toinuentioni per me trouate sopra il tirar new invention discovered by me concerning 
delle modern machine tormentarie (dette the firing of modern hellish machines - 
del volgo, artigliaris)... in parts pub- by the common man called artillery.... in 
licato. Basta solaments i dire, the per part published. Enough simply to say that 
consiglio di queste (senza alcuna pratt- solely by the counsel of, these - without 
tsica in tal esercitio) la maggior parte any exercise in such practice - the grea- 
ritrouai. Da quests medesimo discipl- ter part I found. From these same disc- 
wine germoglio, & nasce ponderibus, la iplines springs and is born ponderibus-" 
scientia di pesi..... per mezzo della the science of weights.... by means of 
questa scientia Aristotle nelle sue que- these sciences Aristotle in his mechanical 
iostioni mecanice aIssegnaYla causa d'ogni questions assigns the cause of every mere- 
era y 'alteration' of matter. 
L. It becomes clear in the section after the passage quoted why Tartaglia wanted to differentiate Geometry and' Arithmetic. He argues that physical figures or solids only 
roughly approximate to the ideal figures of triangles, cubes and the like '- and thus the universals cannot be found to matter. With Arithmetic it is far more difficult to 
say-that 5 somethings are not precisely 5. There seems to be nothing very original in this 
_passage, _the_ideas_being 
fairly common coin. Tortaglia qeve Aristotle in the Metaphysics as the source of the distinction between the various-kinds of knowledge; 
and gave Nicolas of Cuss as the source of the later notions of the passage,, such 
as the certainty of mathematics, 
_____ 3. From the dedication to "Gabrielle Tedino Prior de Barletta . signor suo". (There are two folios marked III, this is from the first of them. ) 
4. The idea that mathematics was distinguished by its certainty was of course an old 
one. The sort of place Tartaglia must have come across it was just the sort of work 
he quotes in his pre-dedication note on the sciences, by Peter of Ailly (sw 4wa, p"e. ". 2) 
in which one finds for example "sciencie inquit mathematice sunt in primo sumoq gradu 
certitudinis" (ibdem). But Peter of Ailly was quite emphatic that the "mixt, " scien- 
ces were only certain insofar as they were mathematical while Tartaglia in this pass- 
age rather glosses this over, referring to the certainty of mathematics and, then go- 
ing on the extol its use in the "mixt" disciplines, without mentioning this sort of 
reservation. Indeed he seems to state here that Archimedes' efforts in defending 
Syracuse stemmed from the certainty of mathematics in what were mixed disciplines. Equally he seems to ignore the fact that Ailly's discussion was more concerned with 
contemplative knowledge while Tartaglie's own emphasis was on practical knowledge. 
S. This can be taken as "almost impossible in nature" equivalent to: of a type almost 
impossible, or - almost impossible to be created by the ordinary processes of the nat- 
ural world. It is difficult to decide which - perhaps the two senses are assimilated here. The arch was of course one of the things Vitruvius had almost nothing to 
say about. There seems also to be very little evidence of any mathematical treatment of the arch in the ancient world. 
4. Vitruvius gives the rule for the relation of the basic module of a catapult to 
its projectile weight, which involved a square cube relationship. This had been elab- 
orated earlier by Heron. It was perhaps one of the most beautiful pieces of applied 
mathematics of the classical period. However it is probable that this was no more 
than a codification of existing practice rather than a tool to enable new results to 
be achieved in practice. See MARSDEN (1969). Tartaglie may also have been thinking 
here of tuning catapults by their musical note which Vitruvius mentions. 
UO 
miracolosa mecanica inuentione. Di qua- 
nto aiuto e presidio siano le dette due 
scientie, ouer discipline ally Archite- 
ttura Vittruuio Pollione.... lo fa manife- 
sto. Anchora the ben considera & guarda 
la scientia Perspettiua.... Che diremo 
della Cosmographia, & Geographin.;. Non ci 
dimostra Phtolomeo, & tutti Ii altri ecce- 
llentissimi Cosmographiy & Geographi, 
ioquanto gli-siano necessarie queste due 
scientie, ouero discipline. Quando de 
tutto l'uniuerso, debitamente portion- 
ando li for gradi delle longitudine, e 
latitudine, rendano inv na piccol carta 
tatutte le famose Prouincie.... siti marit- 
imi & mediterranel(come piu volte insi- 
eme con V. R. sopra la sua carts nauigat- 
oria, habbiamo discorso.... Et quella 
sappia2. che non per altra causa al pres- 
toente e penuria di buoni, & excellenti 
Astronomi.... Bartolo da Sassoferato.... 
espressamente dimostra la Geometria ess- 
er necessarie in iure.... non dimostra 
apertamente il R. Cardinale Nicolo di 
zsCusa.... senza detta Geometria non puote- 
rsi alli intelletti nostri communicare... 
Ma piu, eglie di tanta necessita questa 
Geometrica discipline., & scientia, the non 
solamente li huomini mortali nelle sue 
socose commensurablle vsano quella (come di 
sopra piu volte e detto) ma anchors il. 
magno Iddio,, il qual e misura di tutti be 
tose; in formar be parte del corpo humano 
non si gouerna senza quelle, con laqual 
stanchora questi Compositors di imagini, & 
pittore eccellenti si conformano, ad ogni 
ellous mechanical invention. How much aid 
and help is in the said two sciences or 
disciplines to Architecture Vitruvius 
Polio ......... makes clear. Further that 
well handles and guards the science of 
Perspective... What will ue say of Cosmo- 
graphy and Geography - is it not shown 
by Ptolemy and all the other excellent 
Cosmographers and Geographers how much- 
are necessary these two sciences or disc- 
iplines when the whole universe, duly 
proportioned in its degrees of longitude 
and latitude, shows in a little sheet all 
the famous provinces.... (and) sites marit- 
ime and mediterranean - as many times tog- 
ether with your worship upon your sea 
charts we have discussed.... And that know- 
ledge is the cause that there is a lack 
of good and excellent Astronomers at pre- 
sent .... Bartolo da Sassoferate.... expre- 
ssly shows Geometry to be necessary to, law 
.... did not Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa show 
clearly that without Geometry it would not 
be possible for our intellects to communi- 
cate.... But further this Geometrical disc- 
ipline and science, is not so much nec- 
essary that only mortal men with regard 
to measurable things use it -- as above 
many times is said -- but also the 
great God, who is the measure of all 
things, in forming the parts of the human 
body was not the ruler, without that, to 
which also these creators of images and 
excellent painters conform, for every mem- 
ber, using their compass. . Wherefore also 
the most experienced Architects ... search 
with every diligence for the proportion 
1. 'Prssuuably the -'lack of that knowledge" Whkctt the context calla for but which 
the language does not make very, olear st, this point. 
2. 'fhia has the ring of a catch phrase rather then being an attempt to precisely 
define rel'ationahips'of measurement and geometry between God and the world; 
Tartaglia just pr. aviously had quoted the well known phrase from the Book of 
Wisdom, that God had created everything by number, weight and measure. (See 
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 embro -weando il suo co. passo. Per il the of the Temple and their other public ..... 
.. etiam 
li, pertissimi Architetti.... cercano private buildings in similarity to the 
con ogni dill, igentia di,, proportion la Aede; human body, because - as is said r-y 
the 
i altri suoi publics, e priuati aadificii highest architect with due measure built. 
e alla, siwilitudine del detto corpo humano, Further is known the nobility. excellence 
per esser quello (come e detto) dal,. sommo,, and, grandeur of the said Geometry by, the 
Architettore, con debite misure fabricato' great fame and namesof those who have 
Anchors el si cognosce la nobilita, ecce- laboured to adorn and study the said. sci- 
llentia, & altezza, di detta Geometria, per ence".. 
401a grande fama, & nome di quelli, liquali 
hanno dato opera ad exornar. e studiar 




3. Presumably Tartaglia ha in mind such detailed studies as that by Durer on the 
proportions of the human body. But of course this general idea was'a fairly'well known 
one during the period. It is surprising that Tartaglia does not. use the example of 
the painter's perspective here. presumably a much more familiar example. Perhaps Tar- 
taglia considered the complexity of the human body to give his kind of example-the 
greater effect. 
, 
2. From the Latin. 
3. This öf course was a fairly common notion during the period. As'in'Leonardö''. 
notebooks. Francesco di Giorgio Martini sketched a fortification superimposed, on a 
human body, the extremities of the limbs positioning towers. while the head was cro- 
wned by the mastio or keep. See also Pietro Caetano who in his I Quattro Primi Libri 
de Architettura(1554)showed a temple so defined. f37a. 
4. Tartaglia gives a long list here mainly of 'pure'. geometricians from the ancient 
world but he also includes "Iordano &, Vittruuio Arch. tetto" and very clearly conc"i- 
wed the "nobility excellence & grandeur" of Geometry to be just as much"a part of the 'operative' field as of the field of contemplative knowledge. 
t, ýcý vý j»sý 
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Quesiti et Inventionl (1st ed. 1546)' 
Bibliography: Venetia 1546; Venetia 1550*fi withythe addition, to the 6th book;, Vene- 
tia 1551* do.; Venetia 1554 do.;. Vinegia, 1562* doa.;. In, theROpere 1606., Frenchivers- 
ion of Bk 6 Reims 1556*3. English version of Bks I, II and III by Cyprisn Lucar Lon- 
don 1588. Modern facsimile. of the. 
11554 edition., edited;. 
by MASOTTI, A. (Brescia 1959). 
German translation of parts in Ryff (see below here). French translation of 
parts REIFFEL (1845). 
General Description: Rather average quality production. 7"x4}" text with many illus- 
"trations and small diagrams-'in the text (it5"+ 132 föliös: °Diälögüe form generally. 
Contents: 
f. (ia). Title Page: QUESITI, ET INVENTIONI DI-/VERSE DE NICOLO TARTALEA/ BRISCIANO. / 
Con gratis, & priuilegio dal Illustrissimo Senato Veneto, the niuno ardisca ne pres- 
uma, di stampare Is presente opera, ne stampate altroue uendere ne far uendere in 
Venetia, ne in alcuno altro luoco, o terra del Dominfo Veneto, per anni dice sotto 
pena de ducati trecento, & perdere le opere, el terzo della qual pena immediate the 
vksia denontiate, si applica al Arsenale, 3; un. terzo sia. del. magistrato. ouer rettore 
-, del luoco doue seifara la. assecutione. & laltro. terzo saradel denuntiante, ouer,  
accusatore,, & sara tenuto secreto,, come nel priuilegio appare.;,,. 
f. (ib). Vsrse to the, reader. -ý-__ ,, , t, ,,. yo, f.: (iia)/1s.. Dedication toHenry VIII, "per, la. Dio Gratis Re de Anglia, de F 
Francis, 
"at 
de Hibernia, etc. " _A a raw ýýQfg B. ý't`A"ýr t -r, y 
f. lb/2b. List of Errors. '- 
f. 3a/4b. Tables of contents.. 
f. 5a/33b. -Book I: On-artillery according to its, position, and elevation. 
f.. 34a/39b. Book II:, Discussion, of shot of different material - lead,, stone, iron, 
etc., 
f. 40a/46a. Book, 
- 
III: Powder. 
f. 46b/58a. Book IV: The organisation of squadrons. aF,,; frr q. f. 58b/68b., Book; V: Surveying, witha compass. 
f. 69b/75b. Book VI:, This is given in the table of contents as - "Del modo del fort- 
ificar Is Citta, a questi tempi per ouiare, alli, uigorosi colpi delle Artegliarie per 
uigor, della forma. " 
This book, -Includes, two-very. small maps of Turin-as a-square with very. small. bastions- 
at its corners.. In, discussing fortification here Tartaglia did not give, actual"des- 
igns of how. a fortified'city should appear. He gave rather'6 conditions or determi- 
nants relative to how such, a, fortification should function. Namely, (1) Shots from 
attacking artillery should strike'the curtain obliquely s (2) There should be no 
place in which the attacker can place his guns in battery so, that they are nearer., _ the wall which he is. attempting to breach, than they are to the defenders' ' guns5 (3) 
Attacking troops should be covered from at least four sectors, by the defenders' 
1.3AHNS (1889)-p. 597, mentioned an edition of 1538 with a copy'in the Bib. des 
Zeughauses zu Berlin, and DE LA CROIX (1963) follows him. However this edition is not generally accepted, nor is an earlier one of 1528., (Ses for example' 
MASOTTI (1962) p. 52, n. 46) DE LA CROIX (1963) also gave Sul modo de fortificare 
in cittl ris atto 1a forma (1536) which is very close to the title o k. V or 
the Quesiti s nven on . but of which there seems to be no other trace. `°2. RICCARDI (1893). There is a good deal of doubt about these editions. (See 
MASOTTI ibid. 
3. See MASOTTI ibid. $-p= 
4. See below p. '1T, 1.27/32. `5. f. 71a. "Le seconds qualita, ouer conditions, e quests, ehe bisogne ben 
antiuedere di essatter tutte la sue cortine, & baluardi, con tal soda Z foams 
the li nemici non possano trouer luoco alcuno di poter piantare is sue arteq- 
lierie, the se pre non sia manor distentia dal detto luoco i quells cortine the 
desiderarano da batters. " 
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guns. ' (4) Beaten down walls should provide more of an obstacle 
than they did when 
standing! (5) At the moment of assault it should 
be possible to attack the assaill- 
ants generally. ' (6) When a city is threatened 
by a great power It should be able 
to resist for a period of years. 
4 
f. 76a/80b. Book VII: Discussion of the Mechanics of Aristotle. 
f. 8la/98b. Book VIII: Science of Weights. 
f. 98a/132a. Book IX: Various problems of Arithmetic and Geometry, and speculations 
in Algebra. (La Practice Speculatiua di Algebra) 
Colophon: Stampata in Venetia per Venturino Ruffinelli ad instantia et requisition. 
&a proprie spese de Nicolo Tartalea Brisciano Autore. Nei mese 
di Luio 'anno di 
nostra salute. M. D. XLVI. 
Qussiti at Invsntioni (1546): Texts 
{1s. D! Qu"sta  i pars uns coon  olto dura do - D. This appears to me (to be) a thing 
credere, & tanto piu the nel uostro lib- 
retto (a me intitulato) uoi diceti the 
mai tirasti di artegliaria, ne di schlo- 
6ppo, & colui the fa un gludicio di una 
cosy delle quale non habbia uisto lo eff- 
etto, ouer isperientia. la maggior parte 
delle uolte se ingana, per the solamente 
locchio e quello the ne rende uera test- 
very hard to believe. and much more. that 
in your book - addressed to me - you said 
that you have never fired artillery or 
musket; and he that makes a judgement of 
a thing whose effect he has not seen or 
experienced is deceived the most part of 
the time, because only the eye is that 
which renders us true testimony to the 
. toimonianza delle tose immaginate. N0 Eglie thing conceived. N. It is very true, that 
ben uero the il senso isteriore, ne dice the exterior sense speaks the truth 
la uerita nelle tose particolare, ma non about things in particular, but not of 
nelle uniuersale, per the le tose uniuer- universals, because universals are subj- 
sale sono sottoposte solamente al Intell- ect only to the intellect and not to any 
lsetto, i non ad alcun sensö. D. Basta se ssnss. D. Enough, if you would make  n 
me fareti ueder questo (cosy the non cre- one this -- a thing I do not believe -- 
do) el me pares un miracolo. it would seem a miracle to me. 
. f. 71b'"La terza Condit one, quests the ei 
b sogna, the Is forma di tal citta 
sia talmente disposita the se li nemici deliberasseno di darui uns battaglia ordina- 
ta, chel non si trout alcuna Parte di quella tal citta, the possar esser assaltata da 
nemici the quelli non possano sempre esser offesi da quelli dalla terra almen da 
quatro diuerse bande con le artegliarle " 
t. ibid. "La quarta, conditione the si conuien, nel fortificar una citta respetto 
alle forma dells mura e quests. Che nel far fabricar & in alzar le sue mura. ouer 
cortine. Bisogna fra le altre tose esser cauto de farle in alzar con tal modo e forma, 
chs so per caso quelle fusseno ruinate da nemici con artigierie. the tal mura cosi 
ruinata. redano quasi maggior difficulta, & pericolo sill detti nemici uolendo 
quells intrar nella detta citta.... " See also Wow t. 17,107. st. Jaq. 
3. f. 72a ".... occorendo the il nemici uenissono per scalarla con scale the con fac- 
ilita u. i si potesse rompere totalmente ogni suo disegno. & con suo grandissimo danno, 
& uergogna.... Et per tanto dito the bisogna prepararui tose the offendano Ii detti 
nemiciin generate,.... " 
4. f. 73a "La sesta qualita, ouer conditione e quests. Quando the la citta. the se 
ha da fortificare. se dubitasse'del Turco.... ouer de qualche altra potentia simile, 
cioe the fusse atta, & sofficiente 1 uantenerui molti anni l'assedio...: 
5. The very specific wording here makes clear Tartaglia's own central role in the 
production of the book. 
6. D" Duca. 
7. Cf. Nova Scientia Sg. "IIia "E a benche in tal arte io nö hauesse pratica alcuna 
(per the in uero ccellente Duca) "gis. ail discargheti artegliaria. archibuso. bomb- 
arda, ne schioppo.... niente di meno.... ai poi che. habbi ben masticate et ruminate 
tai materia, gli conclusi et dimostrai con ragioni naturale. et geometrice.... "(1537) 
s. N" Nicolo. 
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EM. P! Non credeti uoi the lo ingegno del P. Do you not believe that human ingenuity 
huomo al presente sia peruenuto ä quel has at present reached to that sublime deg- 
sublime grado doue 'Si. possible a peruen- roe which it ought to be possible to attai- 
ire, per fortificare una citta. N. Di n in the fortification of cities. N. 
"questo non ui seprei risponder, perche I should not know how to answer you beca- 
non solamente ho praticado poco per Ital- use not only have I practised little in 
1a, E manco fuor de Italias... La causa fu Italy, and less outside.... the reason was 
the ä quel tempo non mi dilettaua, de tai that at this time (i. e. previously) I did 
particolarita. ne mai hebbi in animo di not take pleasure in such details, neither 
tedilettarmene in conto alcuno. ma questi had I any spirit to delight in any 
suspetti, & mouimenti turcheschi3m" account, but these suspicious 
(doings) 
hanno dato nouamente occasione di ponerul and movements of the Turks have newly 
alquanto cure, come cosa utile E necessa- given me occasion to give to this some 
ria.... N. Lo ingegno del huomo, nel for- care as a thing useful and necessary.... 
u tificar una citta (secundo il mio garere) N. The ingenuity of man in fortifying a 
se conosce per la forma, 3 non per Is city - it seems to me - is known through 
materia, perche a fortificire una citta the form and not through the material. 
simplicemente per uigore & forza de mat- because to fortify a city merely through 
eria, La non mi pare cosa molts ingeniose, the strength and force of the material-- 
miene di molto laude degna. P. lo non ue in- that does not seem to me, very ingenious 
tendo. N. Dico, the a fortificar una cit- or worthy of much praise. P. I do not 
to ui concorre la materia, & Is forma, b understand you. N. I say that in fortify- 
che lo ingegno del huomo se approua per ing a city the material and the'shape go 
Is forma delle sue mura & non per Is mat- together, and human ingenuity is confirmed 
a eria, cioe per Is grossezza de quelle. Et through the form of the walls and not 
per tanto quantunque habbia uisto Is gro- through the material --that is through their 
ssezza delle mura. & torrioni de tai cit- massiveness. And, in as much as although I 
ta, 'non hauendo considerata Is sua forma should have seen the greatness of the 
non posso far guldicio di quello, the me walls and towers of such a city, not hav- 
aoha adimandato uostra Signoria, perche ing considered its form, I cannot judge of 
quelle (se ben me aricordo) me ha adiman- that which your excellency has asked me, 
dato, se a me mi pare the lo ingegno del because that - if I well remember - you 
huomo eia peruenuto a quel sublime grado have asked me whether it seems"to me that 
doue sia possible de peruenire, nel fort- human ingenuity has reached to that sub- 
isificare una citta. Onde se lo ingegno del lime degree which it ought to be possible 
huomo, in simel caso (come di sopra'e to attain, in fortifying a city. Whereby if 
detto) se approua per Is forma, & non hau- human ingenuity, in such cases - as is 
endo 1o considerato alcun forma non posso said above - is approved through the 
far alcun guidicio. 
4 form, and not having considered any form 
I cannot make any judgement. 
1. P" Priore   Prior di Barletta. 
2. The elision is mainly concerned with Tartaglia agreeing that he has passed thro- 
ugh or lived in many famous places but never paid much attention to their fortifica- 
tions. He explained then that for the past 12 years he had not been outside venice 
except once to Verona on business. This dates this section as of 1546 because 
Tertsolia moved to Venice in 1534. 
. 3. The Sultan had in fact agreed to make peace with Venice in 1140. In 1545 he had 
signed a peace treaty with Charles V through the intermediary of Francis I and 2 
years later he signed a5 year truce with both Charles and Ferdinand. Cambridge Hin- 
t___ryof Islam j, p. 321/& Perhaps it was the end of the 1545 truce with a eil: ndant move- 
ments the concerned Tartaglia, but the number of Turkish scares all through the 
period, as well as before and after it, makes this reason seem even less significant than in the case of the Nova Scientia. 
A. The emphasis of this passage is rather odd from some points of view: Tartaglia 
did not consider the function of a fortification as the starting point in 
assessing particular structures; rather it was the signs of ingenuity in their 
design that he considered important and which he insisted could only be found In their particular form. Thus the whole problem of the assessment of structures 
seams to take precedence over function in determining what were the significant 
characteristics of stsucturee, rather than ; unction in any direct way. 
15 
f. 69. b. Quesito secondo... 
P. Yedeti qua questo e 11 disegno dells 
pianta de Turino; qual dalli huomini de 
ingegno e giudicato esser inespugnabile. 
Hor the diceti di quests figure. N. In 
squesta tal figura, non ui discerno alc- 
una gran sutilits de ingegno. P. 0 uoi 
seti, non solamente contra alla opinione 
de ogniuno. ma anchors contra ä tutto 
quello the per. sperientia se 
e ueduto, 
is toccato, a palpato. N. Non dico no manco, 
uoglio dire the Turino non sia forte. 9 
forsi fortissimo, perche una citta puo 
essere alle uolte forte per Is natura'del 
luoco doue the Is se ritroua. S alle 
nfuolte solamente per atificio del huomo. 
& alle uolte per luno, e per laltro! 
Quelle the Sono forte solamente per to 
natura del luoco. (cioe'quando the quells 
fusse cinta, ouer circondate da acque. 
aofiumi. ouer paludi) io nö ne parlo, per- 
che el laude di tal sua fortezza si debbe 
attribuire piu presto alle natura, the a 
l'ingegno'del huomo. Ma quelle the Sono 
forte solamente per artificio del huomo. 
tstal sua fortezza puo accadere in duos 
modi. cioe tal hors puo esser forte, piu 
per ulgor3della pura materia, the delle 
forma . cioe piu per uigor delle sue 
grosse, mura, bastioni, larghe, & profonde 
w fosse, the dally forma di quells, elqual 
modo, anchor the faccia quasi lo effetto 
n dislderato, a me non pare the sia de mol- 
to ingengo. L'altro modo. e the tal hora 
a una citte puo esser forte piu per uig- 
%sore dells forma. the dells materia, cioe 
Second Enquiry.... 
P. Look here, this is the drawing"of the 
plan of Turin which is judged to be impr- 
egnable by ingenious men. Now what do you 
say to this figure. N. In this figure I 
do not see any great subtlety of art. P. 
0, you are not only against the opinion 
of everybody but also against all that 
which through experience is seen, touched 
and felt. N. I do not say, no less wish 
to say, that Turin is not strong, perhaps 
of the greatest strength, because a city 
can be sometimes strong through the nat- 
ure of the place where it is found, and 
sometimes by human artifice alone, and 
sometimes by the one and by the other. 
Those which are strong purely through the 
nature of the place - that is when it should 
be girdled or surrounded by water, or ri- 
vers or bogs -I do not speak of them, 
because the praise of such strength ought 
to be sooner attributed to nature than to 
human ingenuity. But those that are str- 
ong purfly through human artifice alone, 
such strength can occur in two ways, 
namely sometimes they can be strong, more 
by the strength of their material alone, 
than by their form, that is more by the 
strength of their great walls, bastions, 
wide and deep ditches, than by the shape of 
these, which manner, even though it gives 
nearly the effect desired, does not app- 
ear to me to represent much skill. The 
other way is that sometimes a city can be 
strong more by the strength of its form, 
than of its material, that is that the 
form 'of 
1. The plans of Turin are extremely poor in detail and badly out of scale with the 
bastions being proportionately far too small in comparison with other probably more 
accurate representations. of the early 16th century layout. As for example in "Breve 
Ragioni del Fortifiate di Francesco Horolo9gi Vicentino". Bib. Naz. Fir. XIX. 127. 
which shows a rectangle of proportions 19: 17 with the faces of the bastions in rat- 
ion of 3: 17 to the short side of the rectangle and with a piattaform on the west (? ) 
side. Also indicated is the old rocca on the north (7) side. This system joins onto 
the old medieval walls as Tartaglia elsewhere indicates Quesiti et Inventioni (1546) 
f. 70a. so that what is represented is probably the same Scheme as Tar ag a was 
discussing and not a later one. 
t. i. e. Sometimes a city is strong by nature (of the sitej, and sometimes through 
human skill, and sometimes by both together. The language is slightly ambiguous, but 
the context makes this the most likely interpretation. 
3. Vigör(s): FLORIO (1611) gives "vigor, force, strength, courage. vertue, lustiness 
or liuslinssss". This description has then s slightly different emphasis 
from that 
of the term 'forte' which seems to convey mors a passive strength as 
in 'fast- 
holding', one of the translations Florio gives for that term. At the other pole 
is 
the adjective often used in similar contexts by many authors: 
'gsgliirdo'. 
strong, lusty or nimbly dispose4 of bodyq as 
Florio put it -- a much more active 
kind of strength. The term Tartaglia chose then, 
'vigors' seems to be a strength 
rather between these other more passive and more active 
kinds. This adjective 
could then be applied to both material, and 
tors. squally implying neither too a 
active nor too passive a strength for one or 
the other. 
IL 
the la forma delle mura del circulto de 
tal cittas potria esser alle uolte dl tal 
forte the quella non saris dl  enor Imp- 
edimento. ouer ostaculo alli nemici. di 
aquello the saris le sue grosse aura. bas- 
tioni. larghe, t profonde fosse. IL qual 
cosa essendo guidicarel tal opera esser 
composta. ouer ordinate da non mediocre 
ingegno 
the well of the circuit of such a city 
can be sometimes of such strength, that 
It will not be of less Impediment or hin- 
drance to the enemy. than that which will 
be of great walls and bastions, and of 
wide and deep ditches, which being the 
the case. such a work I would judge to be 
composed or organised with no little 
skill. 
f. 70b. Qussito Terzo. Third Enquiry 
io P. Voi concludesti hiersera the Is detta P. You concluded last evening, that the 
citta de Turino, nö ha in se gran forte- said city of Turin does not have in it 
zza, per uigor della forma delle sue great strength. by the robustness of the 
mura, ma solamente per uigore delle gro- form of its walla, but only by. tnsir 
ssezza de quelle. et delle sue profonde, strength and massiveness, and by its 
is & larghe fosse hor uoria the me dicesti, deep and wide ditches. Now I wish that 
le conditioni. qualita. ouer oarticolar- you would tell me. the conditions, qual- 
ita, chs a uoi pare so dousria fare, ities or aspects, which seem to you. that 
Quer Cho dousria heuere la forma delle ought to be made, or which ought to 
wura de uns citta 
a dousr esser torte have the form of the walls of a city 
toper uigor do tal forma, accio Cho io to be strong by the robustness of 
sappia in the riprendati, ousr in its for., so that I should know in what 
coca pecca, ouer manca is forma do you condemn, or what is faulty,: or lac- 
Turino. N. Le conditioni, qualita E part- king in the form of Turin. N. The condit- 
icolarita, the doueria hauere, ouer the si ions. qualities and aspects, which ought 
tspotria adattare. alle forma, & mura de una to be, or which can be adapted to the 
citta, si per resisters a questi tempi form and wall of a city in order to res- 
alli uigorosi colpi delle artegliarie, ist in these times the forceful blows of 
come anchora per+potere con facilita, reb- artillery, as also to be able to easily 
attere, & offendere in uarii modi li Min- beat back and attack the enemy in many 
3oici in ogni for Impetuoso assalimento. ways in their every headlong attack, lt 
eglie da credere. the siamo4molti. Ma qu- is to be believed, are many. But those as 
eile the cosi per al"presente me ho imag- much as I have at present conceived are 
inate. sono solamente sei, & perche queste only six, and because these six can be 
sei se possono alterare, & uariare in varied and altered in many and diverse 
ssuarij & diuersi modi secondo uarij, 5 
1. Tartaglia puts forward in this passage tha definiti. nposition in 16th century fort- 
ification, not only for the first time in print but also in perhaps its starkest and 
clearest form. Fortifications are strong by nature and by artifice. These last are 
of the greatest interest because they show human artifice to the greatest extent and 
this is the crucial factor. . Amongst those strong by artifice only 
those that are strong by way of their form rather than by way of their material, for 
the same reason, are of real interest. Tartaglia puts this all very clearly 
and the interruptions and insistence by the Priore that he does not understand seem 
to function only to emphasise precisely what it is that Tartaglia is saying. But on 
one point the discussion does seem a little weak because the notion of a structure 
being strong by virtue of its form is not define (here) in itself, but only under- 
stood as something somehow parallel to. or as a substitute for, strength by way of 
mere material. Of course, strength by way of form was understood in 16th century 
fortification to arise through the principle of flanking fire. But Tartaglia does 
not seem to want to refer to any such notion here that belongs rather with his 6 
conditions (See above ? "12/13, ra4u"s. ). Thus TartaglIs appears to be searching here 
for a justification of a general nature to support that approach. This is seen the 
way in which he accepted ongoing practice even as he tried to generalise and improve 
on it. 
t. 'particolarita: Tartaglia continually uses this word in the sense of 'a quality' 
or 'characteristic'. But the word has also in part the sense of detail and Tartslia 
seems to be using it to refer to particular aspects of the structure. Thus this last 
word has been used here in translation. 
3. rebattere  'ribattere: to beat or strike back or again FLORIO(''"1. 
4. 'siano"as in later editions. 
'7 
diuersi rispetti, ä me saris necessario N ways, after , varied` and diverse respects, 
(ä uolere a sofficientia ben dechiarire, it will be'necessary for me = wishing to 
& con rag lone dimostrare di cadauna di sufficiently wall'"discuss with deiionstra 
quelle particolarmente sia ualuta) 
a des- ted reasons the value of each of these`asp- 
isignare, uarie, & diuerse piante, ouer 
e 
ects -, to design many"and'diverse plans, 
"fabricare materialmente uarii, & diuersi or to make°in'material many"and'diverse 
modelli, Is qualcosa non si puo fare cosi models, which it is not possible'to do 
al improuiso, anti ui uol tempo, & non extempore, without not a little of'your" 
poco, & massime ä me, the nel operar man- 'time, and especially for me, who in man- 
-iouale non son molto isperto! P. Anchor the manual work is not very expert. 
cosi al improuiso, non possiati designare P. As much as extempore you can 
le dette piante,, ne"fabricar material- not design the said plane, nor 
mente li detti modelli, non poteti almen "" make in material the'said models, 
sotto breuita narrare Is conditione, & can you not at least briefly relate the 
ioproprieta di queste üostra sei imaginate condition and quality of these six con- 
7,1-particolarita, '& dapoi designare con ceived aspects of yours, and afterwards 
uostra cömodita Is dette plate, °ouer mod- at your ease design the said plan or 
, elli. PN. "Le posso. dir si. -P. Mo ditteli model. N. I can do it. P. My delight 
adunque consequentemente, Luna drieto therefore follows immediately, because 
tolaltra, perche in effetto e me'mi pare in effect it seems to me, that it is 
"*'che. sia quasi impossibile dl poter tess- nearly impossible to be able to tax 
rare, la forma de'Turino de un solo, non the form of Turin with but one, let al- 
, che de-sei diffeti. N. "La'prima cosy the one six defects. N. The first thing, 
a me mi pare, ýchs doueriethauers"1s forma which it seems to me that the form of 
tedelle mura+de una. citta, ouer the uise the wall of a city ought to have, or 
"doueria-fare uolendo a quests tempt fort- 'which ought to be made in it, wishing at 
ificar quells e quests, che, mai, in"conto Bithis time to fortify this or that: that 
""alcuno se doueria far pals 
`de, alcuna'sue the face of the curtain or wall should 
cortina, ouer muraglia, 'talmente the 1i never on any account be made in such a 
sonemicioui potessono'percotere, ouer tir- 'way that the enemy can there strike it or 
w are perpendicolarmente con'le artegliarie, -shoot perpendicularly with artillery, 
rperche, ogni muraglia cede molto piu'fac- because all walls yield much more easily 
ilmente alle percussioni delle balle the to the impact of the balls, which strike 
ferisconosperpendicolarmente sopra perpendicularly, than to those which 
isquella, di quello fala'quelle'che gli -strike obliquely, that is asquint.... 
'feriscono obliquamente, clue in sq'uinzol. 
`f. " 72a. N. 'Questo e vero the Is saris This is"true that it (i. e. the city) will 
quasi 'piu forte, perche se le"mtira'cad- ' be almost stronger, because the fallen 
ute, & riunate'causeranö'quasi maggior and ruined walls will cause almost grea- 
todifficulta, & pericolo ells nemici 
ä'uoler ter difficulty and danger to the enemy 
intrar dentro della, detta citta, 'di que- who wishes to enter into the said city, 
llo fariano essendo fintiere & sane. Segu- than would be if they were entire and 
Ira de necessi'ta the Is dettaJcitta-sia sound. It necessarily follows that the 
piu forte"'con-''ls mura ruinate che'con`qu- said city is more strong with the 
h alle intiere e sano. P. Io'non posso walls ruined, than with them whole and 
quasi credere quests coca. N. Quando the sound. P. I find it hard to believe this 
'., The usual Tartaglia disclaimer as to any familiarity with manual practices. 
2, pals: literally a spade or shovel, particularly a flat one; but also applied to 
many characteristically flat-shaped objects, the blade of an oar, for example, hence the flat of-anything. Thus here the flat face of the wall. See FLORIO. (i6in) 
3. From ferire: literally to wound or hurt. 
4. An idea to appear from time to time all through the renaissance In the early 
part by way of the splays at the bottom of the walls; later in the 'forbici' as Tar- 
taglia described It in the Gionta to the 1554 edition. 
is 
uostra Reuerentia hauera uisto el modello 
de tal forma de mura son certo the quelle 
affermara tutto quello, the hauemo 
detto. Ma piu the gli faro uedere, & con 
a ragion toccare, potersi, tal particolarita 
condur ad effetto in tre diuersi mods. P. 
Quando che'questo fusse la uerita. 'le ar- 
tigliarie haueriano perso la mite della 
sua reputatione, neue ispugnation della 
io`citta. , 
N. When your reverence has seen the model 
of this form of wall I am certain that 
this will confirm all that which we have 
said. But more, I will make you see, with 
the reasons touching its that this aspect 
can be achieved in three different ways. 
P. When this will be tI truth, artillery 
3r-- 
will have lost the myth of its reputation 
in the taking of cities. 
f. 74b. N. A me non pare the nelli caua- N. It does not seem to  e that euch large 
illeri, 'ne simelmente nelli baluardi ui pieces belong in the cavaliers or similarly 
si conuengono cosi grossipezzi, perche in the bastions, because the large pieces 
li pezzi grossi sono (secondo il mio par- are (as it seems to me) purely for the 
Isere) solamente per ruinar le mura delle battery of the walls of a city and not for 
citta, 6 non per tirar nelli"esserciti, shooting'in the army, and the little 
& li pezzi pizzoli, 3 mezzani, sono per pieces or medium (ones), are for firing 
tirare nelle 'ordinanz., ouer' nellt' esser- in the array; ' or'in the army, and not'for 
citi; b non per ruinar le mura delle cit- battering the wall of the city, because a 
rota', perche un pezzo pizzolo, `"ouer un mez- little piece or a medium (one) seems to 
zano, a me mi pare esser di tanta. facci- me to be of as much effect for firing at 
one, per tirare in una bands de fantaria a troop of infantry that comes underneath 
'che uenis'se'sotto a tal'citta, quanto the (the walls of) such a city, as will be a 
'saria un canon da . 50. ouer'da . 100.6 cannon of 50 or 100, or perhaps more. P. 
aforsl'pIu! 1P: Questra uostra opinion no This opinion of yours does not displease 
me displace, perche un sacro, '& altri me because a sacro or other similar e 
pezzi simili, nel tempo the uora uno di piece. in the time a larger piece would 
detti pezzi grossi a tirarlo due uolte, fire twice, can fire three times'and`per- 
se potrano tirare, tre uolte, & forsi piu haps more, and the one with as much eff- 
»A tanto effetto fara forsi luno quanto ect as will be'the other perhaps, '`for 
laltro per cadauna uolta. N. Cosi 
e da every round. N. This is to be believed, 
credere, oltra che"sariano-dl molto menor besides which they will be of much less, 
spesa. et occupariano manco luoco. ' P. Cer- cost, and take up less space'. P. Truly 
Umente pensando sopra di uoi stago stup- your thinking here amazes me, that you not 
s efatto the non hauendo'uof'mal tirato. ne having even fired. or delighted in the 
dilettato, da Lirare di artegliaria, arc- firing of artillery, archibuses or musk- 
1hibuso ne-schioppo, ne'esserul giamai ets, nor having ever practised in the 
essercitato, nell'arte militare, ne pract- military art, nor experienced where was 
. 
'icado doue se'fortifichi alcuna citta fortified anji'city or^fortress. and 'yet 
4souer'"fortezza. Et the ui basta l'animo non you dare' not 'only' "to talk. but to deal 
solamente di parlare, ma di tratter di" with this subject. N. "There is", o marvel 
quests cose. N. El non e da marauigliarsi in this because the mental eye sees more 
Al questo, perche l'occhio mentale uede deeply into things in general, than that 
19 piu intrinsicamente nelle tose generale. which does the physical eye 'in particulars 
4fdi quello the fa l'occhio corporale, ..., ' 
nelle particolare.... 
This seems to be an ea of Tartaqlia's a his own, and an unusual txalieration 
of the value of desirable form, even for the period. 
Z. Ibis idea that the, defensive guns needed only to be of-light calibre and that-the heavy bombards were really to be reserved for battery was common coin in the 16th 
. century treatises and in all probability was equally well known among the military men of Tartagli's time, ' if only because of its practicability. The whole passage then is not so much Tartaglia trying to claim how clever he was, but to illustrate 
"again his favoured principle that knowledge about such matters could be cultivated. apart from practice. 
3. 'Stago" ? 
r ,a 
19,.. ý 
f. 75b.: Senza'dubbio dellamaggior: parte N. Without a doubt. 
I will design the grea- 
designaro prima le sue piante. '& dapoi ter part first in its plan, afterwards 
sopra I quelle andaro eleuandoýle sue upon that 
I proceed, to raise its curtains. 
cortine'& baluardi secondo the occorrerat and bastions as 
they will occur., , 
wa It 
ýý- 
Quesiti et'Inventioni (1554) 
General Description: This edition is similar to'the 1546 edition but of a rather 
better quality, and contains an appendix to the sixth book. 
Contents:. ' 
Title page: QUESITI ET'INVEN-/TIONI DIVERSE/' DE°NICOLO'TARTAGLIA; / DI' NOVO, RESTAMPATI 
CON VNA/ GIONTA'AL SESTO LIBRO, 'NELLA/ quale si mostra duoi modi di redur una Citta 
inespugnabile. / CON PRIVILEGI. O/ APRESSO DE`L'AUTORE/ MDLIIII: 
The appendix to the sixth book: This appendix contains 7 folios (70b/77b) with 3 
perspective' type"illustrations (one with'a scale) and one*diagram'of'a'bastion. tOne 
of the'illustrations', shows a zig-zag front with bastionst'at the'points and reentra- 
nts. Another shows curtains'meeting at an acute angle änd'defended by a cavalier on'` 
on the external point with a splayed off face. 
This appendix has a special privilege printed immediately after it on the same lines 
as that of the first edition. 
In'the appendix Tartaglia"goes'some way-to indicate how'he thought'his=six'aims'asl 
set Out in the' first'edition'could be met, as'for example with his"zig-zag front. He 
also discüsses'the section of's wall that will be more of"an'obstacle after battery 
than"before: 
Colophon: 'In Venetia per Nicolo de Bascarini, ad instantia & requisitione, &a prop- 
rie`spese de Nicolo Tartaglia Autore. Nell'anno de nostra salute. M D LIIII. 
pý .r, . ". ula a- "" 
Quesitl et Inuentioni (1554): 'Texts. 
La G1onta''de1 Sesto Libro. 
,,, : ý, Mt -ý 44; ý, I ;,. . .111, - 
I. ý<ß ', Iw: tt , "jb 
k, Ifw? r x 't ,5 
%72o. M... Et questä'tal uia uenira, a esser And this (covered) way comes to be guar- 
ottimamente guardata. 'et difesa, non sol- ded to the best extent, and defended not 
amente dalli. baluardi, et, dalli dui-cauall- only1from the bastion and from the two 
W one- 'fälc' eretti.... et dalli falconetti the staräno little cavalliers.... and by the 
sotto a quells argenetti della sus oppos- tts which stand under those little banks 
soite cortina, ma ancora piu minutamente (which make the covered way) of the oppo- 
sara guardata, et difesa da quelli archi- site curtain, but also more in detail 
buseri, the saräno, sotto alli medesimi will be guarded and'defended by those ar- 
arginetti.... chibusiers which will be under the same 
little bank.... 
1. While in an earlier section (abort p"UU, 1.3 45. ) he had applied the notion of 
desirable form to the section of the wall, here T"rtaglia gave expression to the 
standard emphasis on the plan in 16th. century fortification. 
2. During 'the later 16th century the use of pandguns in defence of fortification 
come to be emphasized much more than formerly, particularly in defining the distance between bastions. Tartaglia's suggestions for their use are rather different, for here they are to fire across the reentrant area of the 'forbici'. 
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f. 1.734N. Perche se langolo . b. fosse retto, N. The angle 'b' being right or acute - 
ouer acuto (uolendo procedere regolame- wishing to proceed regularly - it will be 
nte) saris necessario a far li angoli a. necessary to make the angles 'a' and 'c' 
8 . c. di quells medesima qualita, & nelli of 
"the 
same amount, and on right angles 
aangoli retti, ouer ottuii non uia se puo 'v orsobtuse (? ) one cannot make worthwhile 
far balüardo, chi" uaglis & quest0 pro- bastions and this arises because the 
cede, 'perche langolo'del baluardo e nec- angle ofIthe bastion must be less than 
essärio a farlo meno-re del angolo delle the angle of the said curtains because if 
dette cortine, perche, the lo facesse it were equal or greater it would be imp- 
isequale, ouer maggior di quello, el saris ossibleffor. the bastion to be. able to,, 
impoljible tal baluardo"a pote"r esser' guard the other two standing next to it 
guardato da alcun delli'altri dui circon- 
stanti baluardi. 
s. r+ 
Trattato di Numeri-et Mire (let. ad. 1556/60) 
Bibliography: s 
Vinegia 1556/60; The first part was published as Trattato di arithmetica Venetia 
1556* (a 1560*); & Venice 1592/3*. 
French translation of the arithmetic Paris 1578; Anvers 1578*; Paris 1613* 
General Description: "Arlarge very'dense-production usually found in three volumes. 
9"x5}" text with much working in relatively"wide'margins. Vol: "i: Part I, f, -1/277 
(1556); Vol 11: PartlII, f. 1/186 (1556); Partý. III, f. 1/51 (1560); Vol . III: Part 
IV, f. 1/63 (1560)F Part V, f. 1/90 (1560); Part VI, f. 1/44 (1560). ' - `" 
Contents: , ý,,, .*m. ," 
Part I: Title page: Gives-subject as, -O"tutti gliiatti operativi, pratiche. et reg-, 
ole-necessairie non"solamente in tutto Parte negotiaria; r&cmercantile; ma anchorrin- 
ogni altra arte, scientia, ouer discipline, doue intervenghi'ii calculo. " 
Con Li Suoi privilegii. - -, . "' 1 "- 1,4' 
In Venegia per Curtio Troiana. dei Nauo MDLVI.,, '. 
Dedication to Richard Wentworth dated 23 March/1556. 
Part II: Title page: contents given-as - "la piu+elevata. «et speculativa parte dellar- 
practica Arithmetica, laqual e tutte 1a regole, a operationi praticali delle progress- 
ioni, radici, proportioni, 3 quantita irrational=. " -ar- , ! -", +, -- . -+ r"--- 
Con priuilegio della, santita di Papa Paolo IIII. Della: Illustrissma Signoria di Ven- 
etia, & dell'eccellentissimo signor-Duca d'Urbino. - ra -* ýfl r 
In Vinegia per Curtio Troiano de -i Nauo MDLVI. ý4 =s. .3 c" ! ,,, ý _> r ý,. ý c 
Appresso dell'Autore. r ,. _-, "., --_'- 
Dedication to Conte Antonio "1'Andriano dated 3 April "1556., - :, r x6 
F ". - '. . N"r, . ,. 




., srF. E. +,. * !" 
L. All unexamined editions on the authority Of Riccardi. 
_ 3. Ignoring unpagineted leaves generally., 
-- ,` 
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Part III: Title page: Contents given as, -a`i"primi principii, et_la prima parte ,. 
"" delle Geometria.. '.. dimostrasi-oltra di cio, Is prattica del, Misurer@, ciaacuna cosa, 
con'brieus, &"facile via. " 't. +"°. , _' of ".; ." 4r ," 
1n Venetia per Curto Troiana MDLX', with-privilege, to himý. ý--. 
Part IV: Title page: Contents given as -""nellaiquale si riducono, in, numeri quasi 
la 
maggior-parte delle figure, cosi superficiali, come corporee della. geometria. 
' 
Same date printer and privilege. 
Part V: Title Page: 'Contents given as - `1l", modo, de essequire-con il"compasso, et 
con le regha tutti, li problemi geometrici di Euclide et-da altri philosophi.... non 
men'utile the necessaria a Geometricl, Designatori, Perspettiui, Architetori, 
Ingegn- 
eri; 1-Machinators, si naturali, "come Mathematici. ,., 
Same, date, printer and privilege. i ,,,, 
"Part VI: Algebra. Same date, printer and privilege. 
Fa Trattato'di Numeri e Misure Vol. -i (1556): Texts 
';, '(QGtr antlchi sä pienti, 'honorando signor ' The wise ancients, honourablelsir whom I 
compare (come scriue Ptolömeo nel', princ-`address, 'divided wisdom - as Ptolemy wri- 
ipso del Almagesto) di uiderno la'sapie- tes in'the beginning'of the Almagest - 
ntia in due parts, la prima dellequali ''` into two parts. The first of which after 
" tdal detto Ptolomeo e detta speculatione, '-the said Ptolemy is called speculation 
9,11A 1 tra'e chiamata'operatione, lequali and the other is named operation, 'which 
' due parts communamente anchors a l'una" two parts'are'commonly further called on 
ä'detta Theorica, ouer speculatlone. & the one'(hand) Theory or speculation, and 
1'altra Practica. ouer`attlui, oiler ope- on the other Practice or activity or oper- 
. oratiua, fra lequali due pärti (come aff- ation: 'amongst which two parts - as affi- 
'ý { `erma, esso Ptolomeo) non u'ire'puoco diff- `rms`the same Ptolemy - there is no little 
erentia, la causa e che'tendono''a'diue- difference, the cause is that they hold to 
rso fine, perche 11 fine della'scientia different-ends, because the end of spec- 
speculatiua (come dice Aristotile nel ; ulative science'- as Aristotle says in the 
issecondo della Metaphyisica) non e altrot 2nd. -(bgok) of the Metaphysics - is no 
the la uerita, & della-operatione, ouer other than the truth; and that of operati- 
pratica 1'opera compita, & abenche la ons, or practice. the work accomplished; 
speculatione (per esser inuestigatrice and although speculation - through being 
delle propinque cause, at augmentatrice the investigator of proximate causes and 
aodella scientia) sia molto piu nobile the augmentor of science - is much more 
della operatione, ouer pratica operatiua, noble than labour or practical work, which 
laquale solamente attende a'sapere con . 'only harkens to knowing how to diligently 
diligenza essequire, & condur attualmente execute and actually lead to an end, or to 
1. Dated 29 July, f, (ib . 2. "Those who have been true philosophers, Syrus. seem to me to have very wisely 
separated the theoretical part of philosophy from the practical. For even it happens 
that the practical turns out to be theoretical prior to its being practical, never- 
theless a great difference would be found in them; not only because some of the 
moral virtues can belong to the everyday ignorant and it is impossible to come by 
them by the theory of the whole sciences without learning, but also because in prac- 
tical matters the greatest advantage is to be had from a continued and repeated ope- 
ration upon the things themselves. while in theoretical knowledge it is to be had by 
a progress onward. " The Almagest trs R. Catesby TALIAFERRO (1952) p. 5. 
3.0It is also right for philosophy to be called 'a science of truth'. For the end 
of a theoretical science is truth, but the end of a practical science is perform- 
ance. " Metaphysics trs H. G. APOSTLE (1966) p 35. 
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a fins, oust ad offstto tutte is case put into effect by rule all the things al- 
gis ap. culatluemente ritrouats, notif- ready by speculation discovered and known; 
icsts, & r. golataaents in atto posts, nevertheless in as much as I am able to con- 
nondimeno per quanta posso considerare. ceive, it seems to me, that however much 
as me mi pare, the quanta plu la parte more the speculative part exceeds the 
speculatiua ecceda di nobilita Is parte working part, In nobility. so much the 
operatiua, tanto piu Is parte operatiua more the operational part exceeds, not 
ecceda, non solamente di utilita, Is only in utility, the speculative part, but 
parte speculatiua, ma anchora di laude, also in praise, because. as Cicero says in 
e perche, come dice N. Tullio nell prima the 1st. (book) of De Officiis, any praise 
ode officis. ogni laude della uirtu con- of virtue consists in action, or operat- 
siste nell'attione, ouer operatione. ion. Whereby considering one day, honour- 
Onde considerando un giorno honorando able Sir, that I have to the common good - 
signor compare, the hauendo io a comun as you know - translated and made clear in 
sabeneficio (come sapeti) tradutto, & del- our Italian language. the speculative 
ucidato nella nostra lingua Italians I-& Geometrical and Arithmetical doctrines of 
speculatiua dottrina Geometrica, & Ari- Euclid of Megera, in which faculty is obt- 
thmetica di Euclide Megarense, che in tal ained the beginning. I judged such labour 
faculta ottiene il principato, guidicai of mine to tie little worthy of praise, if 
metal mia fatica esser di pochi lauda deg- besides that was not shown the practice 
na, se appresso di quelle non mostraje of knowing how to operate and actually 
Is pratica di saper operare, & attualme- execute, and exemplify, whatever proposi- 
nte essequire. & essemplificar qual si Lion is wished in these two sciences, or 
uoglia propositione in tal due scientie, disciplines, brought out by the some Euclid. 
saouer discipline da esso Euclide adutta. And thus I though in my mind to compose, 
E per tanto deliberai nella mente mia di for the common good, a general treatise on 
componere a comun beneficio un general numbers and measure. as much according to 
trattato dt numeri, & misure, si secondo natural consideration as mathematics, and 
la consideration naturale, come Mathem- not only in the practice of Arithmetic 
soatica, & non solamente nella pratica di and Geometry, and in proportion and prop- 
Arithmetica & di Geometria, & delle prop-"ortionality, rational and irrational. but 
ortion i proportionalits, ei irrationali, also in the speculative practice of the 
come rationali. Na anchor nells practice great art of the Arabs called Algebra and 
epaculetiua dall'arts Magna detta in Almucabala, or rule of the thing.... 
MArabo Algebra, i Almucabals, oust regola 
dells Co...... 
1. For the whole glory of virtue is in activity' Virtutis enim laus omnis in actione 
consistit. ) De Offlclis trs Walter MILLER (1913) BkI, VI. 
. 
The Tartaglien argument about the importance of form in design 
Z3 
.>1 The argument that Tartaglisput forward in Bk. VI of the Quesiti 
at Inventions (1546) had a relatively simple structure. Places strong by 
nature do not demonstrate any ingenuity on the part of the designer. Only. 
-those made strong through human skill can demonstrate euch ingenuity. But of 
those made strong by human skill, those strong through their. great size and 
mass of material, equally do not demonstrate much skill on the part of the 
designer. Only those strong in virtue of their form truly demonstrate a designer's 
ingenuity. The conclusion, never made explicity by Tartaglis, but undoubtedly 
his central point, was that one ought to concentrate on form in order to design 
, the most perfect 
fortress. 
-c .° But 
this argument is defective in that it is only by assuming that 
form is the central aspect of design, that the conclusion holds that form ought 
to be concentrated on in design, so that the arqument is hopelessly circular. 
,, 1, However there is a certain kind of plausibility to Tartaglia's 
remarks so that it is worth examining this argument in some detail to see what 
kind of factors many have been at work in it. Firstly, it might plausibly be 
contended that an object designed for any purpose will have to have a particular 
form. 'That very generally, and particularly with the sorts of objects at issue, 
form-will relate to function to some fair extent. That therefore, by and large, 
the better designed an object is, the better the form will it have. So that, 
with this type of design the provision of the best form in an important aspect of 
the design process. But what can be argued further, from the conclusion that, 
the. provision of the best form is an important aspect of design ? What can be 
concluded about the nature of the design process ? Th. t it ought to concent- 
rate on form ? But if this is"the case, we fall into the trap of circularity 
because all we have concluded is what we were willing to assume. That is, that 
form is an important aspect of the sorts of objects that are under consideration. 
Wu. therefore learn nothing more about what should be concentrated on in the 
design process. One course open here would be an attempt to fall back on the 
general premise that any physical object has a form which is central to its 
functioning, and hence, form must be a basic consideration of design. If this 
uere. true-for all physical objects, the conclusion that we do have to concen- 
trate on form in design would tend to follow. But this general premise simply, 
does not hold. If one wants to design a toddy-beer, texture and resilience 
maybe the most important considerations, not form. Experiments in fact show 
that it is texture that is all important in the behaviour of neo-natal monkeys 
with regard to surrogate mothers, for instance. Or what about a msttress? 
Carpet ? Brake-Lining ? Electrical Circuit ? Thus we cannot fall back on' 
any general premise about form. 
'Another possibilty I. to consider the Tartaglian argument as 
indicating something of a heuristic nature about design. That is, that in 
euch cases that we do know that form is an important aspect of the effectiveness 
of the desired object, we ought to concentrate on form in design. But again ' -'' 
this, enlightens us little, if  t all. that we want to know here is how form 
In to be constrained in design. In fact Tartaglia in his first condition 
considered form to be determined in such a way as to organise the material to 
beat resist impact in the face of attacking artillery, while the most common 
approach of the 16th. century-treaties writers was to determine form by ref- 
errence to the needs of defending artillery. In both cases the same argument 
was used to support these different approaches, so this argument can h. "dty be 
taken to distinguish anything about the way form ought to be constrained in 
design. 
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Possibly then under such circumstances -- that is when form is known 
tobe crucial -- the Tartaglian argument indicates how one is to recognise the 
designer's skill or sfficisncty: which after all use one of the things Tartaglia 
strongly emphasised. Mora, -further, suggested quite reasonably, that 
'any simple 
man' could fortify using great masses of material. Therefore what now seems to 
be at issue is efficiency in design, obviously an important characteristic for 
us to be able to recognise. Thus we may now conceive the discussion as an attempt 
to show that only in the manipulation of form can the efficiency of the design 
be recognised. But the situation here is that what is to count as a good design 
is, a design which shows ingenious manipulation of form. This therfore can not 
simultaneously act as a criterion of the designer's skill. Fore if skill in 
designing an object is producing an object that fulfils some function effect- 
ively, which it seems reasonable to assume, that effectiveners must be independ- 
ently assessable if we are to be able to judge how effectively this task has 
been achieved. It it is not, the skill relates to no function except its own 
fulfillment and this may be relevant, or it may not, in the production of the 
required object. But, we may say, we have previously agreed that form is 
relevant. However, we are then only back in the same position as before because 
the argument increase, understanding in no way, over and above what was assumed 
in the first, place. 
The"Tertaglian argument then, in anything like the simple form in 
which it is given above, seems to be little more than an insistence on the 
assumption of the importance of form in design. Indeed, in putting forward his 
position Tartaglia may have been indicating something like this by his reservation 
"itiseems to ma". - 
However, there is more to the Tertaglien argument than the some-, 
what simplified account given above. Tartaglia in fact implicitly, insisted that 
" good design should have (relatively simple) publicly'. apparent,,; demonstrable, 
desirable characteristics. He admitted that he had no experience in fortificet- " 
ion. Yet he insisted that in his examination of a design such as that of. Turin, 
that the subtlety of the design should be plainly inherent in it for=him to, 
discover, -if it were a good design. Clearly the geometric plan form of the fortress 
was, something which could manifest this kind of quality very well. So the 
dsmand; for, concentration on form in design seems to have been, tied up with they 
demand-for publicly , demonstrable, eveluetable characteristics, in design., Thus 
e moreicomplex argument bringing in this aspect needs tobe examined in order 
to elucidate the possible lines of though underlying the Tartaglian type of 
argument. 
Now it seems possible to argue thus: If geometricform in, concen-, 
trated on in design (A) (Ghich Tartaglia clearly called for), then, a. _, _ 
public quality. of demonstrability in design will tend to easily follow (8). If 
this (8) is true, thin,, public demonstrability of the, skill of the designer., 
will'ensue (C), (which Tartaglia called for). If (C), then, good design will 
follous(D). This last inference seeming to hold because, if good (and pertinent) 
reasons can be given for a design it should surely be 
.a 
good design., Schsmetic- 
ally, then it"seees possible to argue=, 
s, 
Y (A) ý (u) (C) (D) 
Concentration on form. Public quality of Public demonstrability 'Good 
in design ' 'demonstrability in of skill of, designer. '. design 
o design 
Then A ---o -D, seems reasonable. But even if it is true that concentration on 
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form in'designAleads to good design, ' it 'is an elementary logical error to 
arqüs from this'alons, that if one does not concentrate on form good design 
will not occur. That ie that ons' mast necässsrily concentrate on form in 
design. 
In fact this in how the Tartaglian argument in the hands of many 
of the treaties writers seems'to have operated. That is, 'by proceeding' from the 
idea that since concentration on form in design gave good results' particul- 
arly1by"giving public demonatrabilityof the advantages of the design, that 
es a result'one necessarily had to'concentrate on form in design. Thus they 
assumed not'merely, if A then D, but if and only if, A then 0, -which is in 
no way supported by the Tartaglian'argument. 
However if'it uers'poseible to`argue that each of the implications 
° in the chain A to 0, was of the form of if and only if, 'rather"than'just the 
plain implication, then A +-+ D would hold, so this must be examined. 
Noü cönsidering C-'- O: hers the Tartaglian argument seems to 
conflate two things. A well designed object undoubtedly shows, manifests, or 
demonstratessoma kind'of skill on the part'of the designer in? functioninga 
effectively: it must do so to be a good design. Equally it is reasonable to 
suppose that this has to bathe result of the ingenuity of the designer,. 
n3 -. 
generally. But does the how or thi'uhy'of this ingenuity have to be demonstrated 
by-the design for it to be a good design.? Obviously not, because, a watch for 
example may dsmonstrate'it is"a'göod design by keeping good time. Even if we 
, ti Ew" w. 
open up`its back, or examine the drawings that'uere used in its c.. on". s.. truction, 
it may be by no moans clear uhy`it'keepa'such good time. The designers ingenuity 
may in fact relate a good deal to his"providing a design which wee suited to 
the available skills of construction; 'and to the selection and treatment of 
ths'materials that went into its construction, which may be by"no'maans'immed- 
lately obvious. Thus one can not'argue generally that a design has to manifest 
the designer's ingenuity in the sense of making plainly obvious why it functions 
well, for it to be a good design. Even though one can perhaps argue that a good 
design must demonstrate the designer's skill, by functioning well. The conflation 
of these two notions of demonstrating the designer's ingenuity, however, tends 
to support the contention that, if and only if, the design demonstrates the 
designer's ingenuity -- in the sense of making clear why it is is a good design -- 
will a good design ensue. That is, C +--. - D, which does not in fact hold. If 
however we modify C to C', that is to simply demonstrating the skill of the 
designer -- by way of functioning well -- then we do seem to get C-%-+ D, and 
this part of the chain A to 0 can then be seen to allow the implication in the 
opposite direction. 
With regard to A --P -B (concentrating on form leads to demonstrability 
in design), it does not appear immediately obvious that only through concentration 
on form does public demonstrability of the design's good qualities arise. A 
design might appear obviously clever because of the selection of particualar 
materials of which its is constructed and their known qualities, as in the 
case of a waterlnatress, say. However if we consider the quality Tartaglia 
had in mind of Euclidean geometry involving relatively simple intellectual 
demonstration of the way the design works, with certainty, (B9), it seems 
far lase implausible to suggest that only if form is concentrated on in 
design will this type of quality appear in the design. Thus it might be 
argued, if and only if, form is concentrated on in design, then simple 
public demonstrability which is intellectually certain follows. That is 
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A"-«B: It only remains then to get B++ C for B-C to close the chain to 
got A-w--. O'for A-. 0. 
Now it seems reasonable to agree that if B. that is the design 
manifests public demonstrability, then"C, the ingenuity of the designer will 
be publically demonstrated, and further B '-º C. But to close the chain we 
now need the some type of implication between B' and CO. Certainly we might 
argue B' -+- Cri that is if a design has simple, publicly and intellectually 
demonstrable good qualities, it will than demonstrate the ingenuity of the 
designer by functioning well, generally. But the idea thatonly if B' -- that 
is the design being simply and publicly " demonstrated as a good design -- will 
the designmanifest the ingenuity of the designer, that is C', by functioning 
well, certainly can not be accepted. The designer's skill which leads to an 
object functioning well being such a variable thing as the above noted examples 
show. 
Thus as we strengthen parts of the Tartaglian argument A--. D in 
order to try and get 
`A .. -. D, other parts of the chain which before miqht have' 
been reasonably acceptsble, are 'weekend if 
snot destroyed. 'This is probably why, 
in part, the TartBglian argument seems to have a certain plausibility as an 
argument 
; 
of necessity. Its parts independently *can'be seen as relatively 
strong; ''even though when taken together the strengthening of one involves 
the weakening of another. 
°s On the other hand the desire for both public demonstrability of 
good qualities in design, 'together with the concentration on form in design 
by way, of a geometrical treatment, were mutually supporting-aspects of the 
discussion; In so'far*as either was conceived. to be independently valuable, 
the other tended to follow, so that the treaties writers tending to favour 
both qualities"for`their own reasons often felt that=they had an inescapable 
argument to necessity on the lines of the Tartaglian argument. 
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I'Quattrs'-Primi Libri"di`Architettura (1st ed. '1554) 
Bibliography: 'Vinegia 1554; enlarged edition Venetia^1567, under the title L'Archi- 
tettura! fcs. of'the 1554 ed.: 1964 Ridgewood N. 3. ' 
General-description. ' 'A large high quality production, lOj"x6}". -text: Folios (ii) + 
1/56. Many marginal notes, and large good quality woodblock illustrations, often in 
perspective. 
'Contents: 
f. (i): 'Title page: I QVATTRO-PRIMI LIBRI/ DI ARCHITETTVRA/ DI PIETRO CATANEO 
SENESE: / NEL PRIMO DE'QVALI SI DIMOSTRANO/ le buone'qualitä de! siti, per l'edificat- 
ioni delle cittä/ 9-castella, sotto diuersi disegni: / NEL^SECONDOJ`4 QYANTO SI ASPETTW 
' 't alla materia per la fabrica: / NEL TERZO SI VEGGONO VARIE MANIERE/ di tempii, & di 
the forma si conuenga fare il principale/ delta citta: & dalle loro pinnte, come 
ancora/ dalle plante delle cittä & castella, ne/ sono tirati gli alzati per or-/dine 
dl'Prospettiua: / NEL QVART0 SI DIMOSTRANO PER/ diuerse piante l'ordine de piu pal- 
. azzi 8°casamenti, / uenendo dal palazzo regale & signorile, / come. di honorato, gentil- 
; huomo, /,. sino alle cast di persone/ priuate. / Con priuilegio"del sommo Pontefice per 
anni X. / & dell'jllustrissima Signorls di Vinegia/ peranni XV. 
"C (iia): Dedication to Enea"Piccöchomini. ' 
f. la/25b: 'Book I on fortification. "^ 
f. la/lob: 'Cap. I/VII: General discussion about the'architect's role; 'the'need 
for protection for men'in cities; choice of a site; the buildings of a city and its 
various parts. 
flOb/14b: Cap. "VIII/XI: Setting' out of the regular cities - square, 'pentagonal, 
hexagonal and'heptagonal. 
` f. '14a/18a; 20b/24b: Cap. XII/XV; XVIII/XIX: Cities'on various sites"-"on'mount"- 
ains"and hills, 'and'in maritime'situations. ' '' "" 
f. l8a/20b: "Cap: =XVI/XVII: Citadelles in general and a pentagonal, citadelle with 
min=regular 10-sided city. ,- -1 -" "X .. '" 
''Cap. VIII gives the length of°a foot set out on the page. -- ''"° 
'Most of the cities are 1llustrated"by both'a plan and a'bird's'eye view (persp- 
ective) type"presentation . 'r+r*; , ". ,%°.. .µ 41 , °. .. 1 
f. -26a/35a: Book II'on materials. 
"4.05b/46a: Book III on-temples (or. churches). ` 
f: s46b/54a: "". Book IIII"on, royal palaces and lesser houses. 
f., (55a/56a): List of chapters. 4i + 
Colophon: iIn Vinegia, -in casa'"de'figliuoli di Aldo. M. D. LIIII. 
1. Sei the' next work bs1ou'. 
"2., Of the first. sdition. 
I Quattro Primi Libri äi Architettura (1554): Texts. 1.0 
f. (i1a)i SE la nobility del Soggetto. If the nobility of the subject - as well 
come ben sa la S. V. illustrissima, nob- knows your most illustrious - enobles 
ilita is scienza the ne tratte; l a. piu the -science which treats of it, the most 
u" belle parte dell'Architettura certamente beautiful part of Architecture will cer- 
f ear& quella, the tratta dells cittä, `"'ta'inly be that"'which treats of the city, 
doue piu moltiplicano gli huomini, where men incrreasethe`most, and flour- 
Li fioriscono li notitie & seer-A ishes knowledge and4human practices which, 
r 
citti humani. le quali essendo moderne- now being attacked-by artillery 
mente offese delle artiglierie, the non which the ancients did'not have, it'will 
sehaueuano gli anltichi; non sera presont- not be presumptuous of me if' I` show how 
ioneIla mia, se 1o mostrerö di edificar- " to build differently', ' to defend against 
le altrimenti, per difenderle'da quelle "*this attack'. against which they did not 
offese, alle quali esst non hanno potuto have to be able to provide, through not 
prouedere, per non hauerle hauute'at having had 'it' 'in their 
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f.. 1a., ESSENDO 1'Architettura scienza diý Architecture being .a science' adorned by 
sp,, piu 
dottrine d, uarii amaaestramenti orn-' many` doctrines and varied disciplines' 
eta,, & col giudicio di, quelle approuand- and with the judgement"of which are app- 
osi tutte Topere, the delle altre arti roved all the works that by the"other ar- 
assi finiscono, serä, di bisogno, ancora a` is are finished, it will'ilso be necess- 
_, chi uorra 
fare professions di buono Arc- ary of "who would 'undertake the- profession 
hitteto, essere scientlfico, & di natur- " of a good architect to be -scientific and 
ale, ingegno dotato. per; the essendo endowed with' natural` skill, because who- 
ingegnoso senza scienza, ouero scientif- ever is skilful., without, science, or 
atico senza ingegno, non potre farsi per- scientific without ingenuity, cannot make 
fetto Architettore, Douegli serä nec-" ''a perfect Architect. Whereforeit, will be 
essario, prima the si possa rendere bene' necessary before he can' be'rendered'well 
r"istrutto 
di questa arte, o scienza, ess- {nstructed'in this art ; 'orlscience, 'to 
ere bonojdisegnatore, eccellente"Geomet- be a 'good'designer, excellent geometer, 
, sera, boniesieo Prospettiuo, ottimo Arith- the best of perspectivists; 'exceptional 
 stico, dotto Istoriografoi i habbia tai arithmetician, learned`historian, -and to 
cognition. di Medicine, qualm i tale sc- have such'knowledge of"medicine, whatever 
" , sienze ei. conuiene=+iýsie prattichiasiao of this science is relevant; and to be 
nell'adoperare bens Is Bossola. peroche practised'in using the'compase, -bec-- 
ascon quells potre pigliare qual, ei uotlin ause'with this he"will'be`able"toltake 
eito in propris forma, essando the di whatever site is wished in its proper 
sr "; fuore, o di dentro ei possono ueders 
form , when from' outside`orAinside'the 
1'estreaitl de'suoi anguli, & per extremities of, its angles tan be"seen and 
quelle conoscer" le rsgioni del cielo thus 
he will knowýthe regions of the sky 
aöcol, ferimsnto de i uenti.... Me se 19 with the variation of the winds... But if 
Architetto non, sera Prospettiuo, non 
jR From the dedication'. -ý- 
t. This work does focus almost entirely, on the, city. and the way it may be defended 
comprises a good part of the work. Pietro here felt it necessary to justify 
his not following the lessons of the ancient's in fortification. 
3. Lit. '*Instructions'. -- - -, - " . -... . 4R This is & , straight 
rendering-of Vitruvius. "Architecture est'scientia pluri- 
bus disciplinis. A uerijs_eruditionibus ornate, cuius iudicio probantur omnlaqu, " 
ab c&jteris artibus perficiuntur opera". Opening to BkI cap I (Florentiae 1522, p. 5) 
'Finished'   'brought to their desired end'. 'Perficio4. in Latin, having the sense of to 
finish, perfect, bring to completion. rº 
- 5. The use of "scisntifico" - 'scientific' was not very frequent during the 
period. FLORID (1611) for example gave it - scientiato - scienced, skilful' 
full of sciences, learning or, knowledge. O. L. D. gives the earliest use in 
English of this word (in roughly Pletro's sense) as 1569., 
6. "ferimento" - variawento. 
Z' 
poträ mal cost ben ne honorarsi. ne most- 
rare per disegno il suo concetto, per 
4eccellente dlsegnatore ch'e1 si fusse... 
E quests sono g11 studs, in the piu 1'Ar- 
irchitetto si debbe esercltare. & se place 
ä Vetruuio. the lo Architetto debbi anc- 
ora heuere cognitlone de Filosofia, d'As- 
trologia. da Musics, e di Legge... 
a 
f. 7a. Primieramente gli antichi nell' 
'. edificare cltta o Castello usorono la 
figura circulare. cost anco mostra Vetr- 
uuid the si debbi fare. ma essendo l'ang- 
ulare piu atta 
a difendersi coi fianculi 
.& 
angulari baluardi dalla moderns artig- 
p lieria. per esser tale offesa nuoua; non 
si scema in tal caso l'antica uirtü loro 
con l'auuertenza mia da edificar le 
citta non circulari, ma angulari. in 
modo the tutte le parti dells muraglia 
a. si possino facilmente difendere, i scop- 
rire dalle cannonlere o feritoie de i 
. fianchl de gli angulari 
baluardi. E da 
considerare dipoi, che. essendo la cittä 
piu di ogni altre fabrics importante, 
caper esser ricetto de gli huominl. & di 
qualunque altro edificio. c. he ancora la 
piu importante cosa di tutta l'Archite- 
ttura, oltre al recinto delle mura, sono 
oi buoni compartimenti i distrlbutioni- 
sedelle strade... 
the Architect will not be a Perspectivist. 
he will never be able to be clever and 
honoured. nor to show by design his 
concepts as an excellent designer would 
be... And these are the studies in which 
mostly the Architect ought to be pract- 
ised, and also it pleases Vitruvius that 
the Architect ought further to have know- 
ledge of Philosophy, Astrology, Music and 
Laws ... 
s 
Mainly the ancients in building city or 
castle used the circular figure, a thing 
further Vittuvius shows ought to be done, 
but the angular being more suited to def- 
end with little flanks (? ) and pointed 
bastions against modern artillery, bec- 
ause this attack is new, the virtue of the 
ancients is not reduced in this case with 
my advisment that the city should be ang- 
ular, and not circular, in the manner th- 
at all the parts of the wall can be 
easily defended and uncovered to the can- 
noniers or loops in the flanks of the 
pointed bastions. And to consider after- 
wards, that the city being the most impo- 
rtant of all other constructions, through be- 
ing the receiver of men and of whatever oth- 
er buildings, that then the most import- 
ant thing in all Architecture. apart from 
the walled enceinte, are the good divis- 
ions and distributions of the streets... 
f. lla. Ma nel recinto delle cltta gran- 
di, per douersl fare di molti piu angull, 
si potranno per la ulcinita Toro difend- 
ere he mura in tutto con g11 archibusi 
"ida postal. o da nano. 11 the per uiio au- 
uiso e da laudare . 
But in the enceinte of a large city because it 
ought to be made of many more angles, it 
is possible because of their nearness, to 
defend the walls wholly with the archibus 
'da posta'aor of the hand, and that is to 
my advice to be praised.; _... 
f. 26a. NON debbe 11 buono Architetto. The good Architect, good sir, ought not to 
Illustrissimo Signor. heuer manco notit- have less knowledge of-materials suited 
is delle materia atta ad ogni generatio- to every type of building, as to what- 
Aene di edificlo, the de qual si uoglia ever is wished, other thing.... 
astra cosa.... - 
While Cataneo finishes here by rejecting Virtuvius' view as requiring too much of 
a san. his whole account of an Architect's skills has a rather Yltruvian ringethe 
need for medicine - which is needed to judge healthy sites. 'Pietro like Vitruvius 
sets up a wide range of skills as necessary to the Architect Including History for 
example. On the other hand the very strong emphasis on Perspective is new. The title 
to the chapter from which this comes, in fact* has as subtitle "di quanta importanza 
g11 eia )lesser buono ProsDettiuo" His position was perhaps something between 
the differing positions of Alberti and Vitruvius. 
2. Lit. lest or placed'. A gun that was set on the well or on a special rod. 
L'Architettura (1567) 
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" General Description: This Is an enlarged version of I Quattro Primi Libri di Archi- 
tettura to which the author added 4 new books. It Is a production similar to the 
earlier edition. (iv) f 196 a (ritt) pages. 
Contents: 
p. (1): Title page: L'ARCHITETTVRA/ DI PIETRO CATANEO/ SENESE/ 
Alle quale oltre all'essere/ stati dall'istesso Autore riuisti, / meglio ordinati, e 
di diuersi dise-/gni. e discorsi arrichiti i primi quat/tro libri per 1'adtetro 
stampati, / Sono aggiunti di piu il Quinto, Se-/sto, Settimo, e Ottauo libro; / Net 
quinto si tratta di, quel the s'aspetta all'/ornato per le fabbrichi. /Nel sesto si 
mostrano le buone qualitä de11' acque per l'uso del uiuere: e cost simil-/mente 
dell'acque de i bagni, con/ alcuni loro disegni. / Nei settimo s'adducono quelle cose 
di Geo-/metria, & de gli elementi suoi, the piu/ all'Architetto faccino di bisogno: 
/ con un nuouo, & facil modo/ di pigliare in propria/ forma qualunche/ fabbrica. 
sito. / o luogo. / Nelllottauo s'insegna a operar practicamente, / nelle case di Pros- 
pettiua. co n. inciando/ da I primi principii, & elements/ di quelle. / CON PRIVILEGIO. 
p. (iii) Dedication to Francesco di Medici. 
p. 1/109: Books 1/1111 as in the 1554 edition. 
p. 110/136: Book V: Ornamentation. deals with various features of the various orders. 
p. 137/149: Book VI: Deals with the supply of water to the city, and bath.. 
p. 150/174: Book VII: Geometry and surveying. 
p. 175/197: Book VIII: Perspective. 
p. (198/203): List of chapters. 
Colophon: In Venetia M. D. LXVII. 
k'Architettura (1567): Texts 
Per il quale si dimostrano quelle cose 
di Geometria, & elements di quelle, the 
all'Architetto sono piu necessaria, con 
un nuouo e facil modo di procedere nel 
s pigliare in propria forma qualunque fab- 
rica, sito, 0 luogo 
1 
By which is shown the subject of Geometry 
and the elements of which that are most 
necessary to the Architect, with a new and 
easy way to go about taking in proper form 
whatsoever building, site. or placei 
Dl tutte l'arti o scienze the apparteng- 
a, no all'Architettura. non 
e cosa the 
posse porgere piu sicurta, e rendere 
ID cosi honorato l'Architetto, quanto 
1'Ari9 metica, e Geometria. Onde 
prima ch'esso faccio professione 
d'Architettura gli bisogna di quelle 
esere intelllgentissimo, per; the non 
ushauendo di tall scienze buona cognitions, 
non poträ dare all'edificatore uera not- 
Me delle spesa, ne anco mai alcuno 
edifitio ben terminare.... Vedesi dunque 
1'Arismetica e Geometria esser base, e 
jfondamento dell'Architettura. si come 
ben dimostra Vetruuiö nel primo capit-, 
Of all the arts or sciences which belong 
to Architecture, nothing can offer more 
security, or render the Architect honour. 
as much as Arithmetic and Geometry. Whence 
firstly to him who would make a profession 
of architecture it is necessary that he is 
of the greatest intelligence, because if 
he does not have a good knowledge of these 
sciences. he will not be able to give to 
the builderttrue information about the 
cost, or even to determine any building 
well.... Arithmetic and Geometry are seen 
to be the base and foundation of Architec- 
ture. as Vitruvius shows3well in the first 
chapter of his first book.... 
ale del suo priso iioro.... 
1. Subtitle to 7th book, p. ISO. 
L. That 1s the client. as the later context makes clear. 
$. This is somewhat of a distortion for Yitruvius tended rather to emphasize the 
many different skills necessary to an Architect. 
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French version Lyons 1556* by, De-La Treillet . 
ke 
General Description: A small book, of some"64. pages. 3}"X5}" text. 8 woodblock 
illustrations of an average quality. 1. ,. 
Contents: t, a 
p. 1: Title page: -DEL 
MODO, DI FORD-/IFICAR'LE, CITTA/, TRATTATO DI M. GIOVAMSATTISTA/ 
q, 
DE ZANCHI, DA PESARO. / AL SERENISSIMO ET INVITTISSIMO/ Re MASSIMILIANO d'Austria, Re 
di Boemia, / IN VENETIA, PER PLINIO PIETRASANTA MD LIIII 
p. 3s, l,., 
Portrait anacribad'Giovanni Batista Bonadic di Zanchi da. Psearo., 
p,,, 5/9: Dedication. 
P.,. 10/12: A i, lettori. 
p.. 13/14: Della Intentione dell'Opera. 
p.; 15/59: Short chapters.. unnumbered: "DegliInstrumenti Offensivi" (p. 15/16); "De 
, "gli 
Effetti et Forze;, dell'Artiglieria" (p. 17/19); Delle Fortezze de i luoghi, cosi 
Naturale. come dall'Arte" (p. 19/22); "Della Forma de i luoghi Forti in universale 'A 
. 
(p. 22/23); "Delle Forma Perfetta" (p. 24/28); "Delle Modo Accompagnar la Forma Per- 
fetta" (p. 29/33); "Essempio dells Forma Quadrats" (p. 34/39); ".... i Beluardi et le 
Cortine". (p. 40/42); ".... le Fossa.... cauallieri. Porte, & contrascarpe" (p. 43/47); 
"Delle Case Matte" (p. 47/50); "De i vantagi de gli Offensori et Difensori" (p. 50/ 
53); Hill or Plain sites (p. 53/56); "Delle Conditioni the si Richieggono al vero 
Artifice delle Fortezze" (p. 57/59). 
p. 60/63. Letter of Girolamo Ruscelli headed:, Al Molto Magnifico et Eccellente Sig- 
nore, il S. Dottor. Nicola Manuals. Dated Venice 14 Luglio M, D, LIIII. 
Colophon: In Venetia, Per Plinio Pietrasanta MDLIIII. 
Del Modo di Fortificar le Cittä (1554): Texts 
p. S, ANCOAAche una delle piu' necessarie. & Although one of the most necessary and, 
principals fortezze delle cittä, sia principal strengths of a city is set in 
poste nella beneuolenza, S uero amore the good will and true love of the valor- 
de'u. alorosi. popolt, i quali con. la dirr- ous"people, which with the equitable adm- 
sita amministratione di giu. stitia, & con inistration of justice, and the conjunct- 
la, collatione, de'benefitij hora nel, pub- ion of benefits acquired now by the pub- 
lico, hora, ne, i priuati si acquistano. tic. now by private persons, nevertheless 
nondimeno, oue saranno quelle delle mura. where these will be joined to the walls 
S de gli altri edifitij4ad esse apparte- and the other structures to 
ienenti. aggiuntei chi"nonFsa. Serenissimo. "-these appertainingo who knows 
a 
1. RICCARDI (1893). 
Z. See CORNEWEYLE. R. The manner of Fortification of Cities Towns and Castles and 
other places (1972, Farnborough). Introduction by Martin BIUDLE. who g vesd oca on 
of this rare edition. WHITEHORNE (1562) f. 16/23 gave an English translation of 
some sections of Zanchi's work. CORNEWEYLE (1972) is a facsimile of an English 
a. s. version of thia"work, of 1559, with cows additions and rearrangements. 
3. Of the first edition. 
4. Zanchi does not indicate what other structures he is thinking of here, 
perhaps ravelins and outworks; maybe barracks or other inner structures. 
5. Dropping the not as an emphatic, from the later context. 
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& inuittissimo Re, the uie, maggior situ- most serene 'and enviable King, ` which way 
rezza apporteranno, in, tanto che: par dif- brings the greatest security, in a's much 
ficil cosa il discernere. qual"delle"due, as it. appears difficult to perceive-which 
dico 0 quella, de, gli animi. de'cittadini, - of the two, -(as)'I'say, either that of the 
so quelle delle, mura -sia, daessere. ante- spirit of'the citizens, or''that öf the 
poste ? anco-che, secondo. l'opinione di walls, As 'to be 'put foremost ? and further 
molti. savij,. b giudltiosi'filosofi 'a g11 that according to the views'of"many wise 
animi, i Lprima- Iuogo, dar si douesse,; 'r- and judicious philosophers, the first 
come the io cost leggiermete non lo-con- place ought to beýgiven to the spirit -- 
esceda, nondimeno essendo the molti'della -y whichI do not lightly concede, 'neverthe- 
loro edificatione habbiano'per li'passati less (the case) being'that many of their 
*tempi,, & ne i presenti ancora ciascuna structures'in"the past and still Fin the 
regola, & fondamento+con grande studio, present, had'each one e rule and foünd- 
3 dottrina dim ostratos gran'marauiglia ation with great study and doctrine 
ns i'dee porgere il non'uedere the pur'un demonstrated; A great marvel, of what it 
solo di quella delle mura habbia partico- ought to yield to*us not even one of that 
lar memoria lasciato, 'essendo eile cost of the walls has bequeathed's specific 
necessaria cosa"per-dar perfettione a memory, it being a necessary thing to''' 
quests fortezza, come'le'uicine disposit- give perfection to this strength, ' 
uioni alle materia. se alcuna 'particolar ' as in the relative' dispositions of 
forma riceuer deue. Lä onde'sopra questo the material in whatever particular' 
discorrendo talhora facilmente(harei giu- form it ought to receive. 'Whereintin die- 
dlcato, -, cia. poter'essere accaduto, perö cussing this"I'may have'iömetimes'jüdge'd` 
the'interamente-datalcuno, ne'prima, 'ne too'easily; what can'have'happened, but 
uposcis -intesa si fusse;. se non the molts that' not wholly'"in " nö rway, ' either in 
ualorosi"soldati, & essercitati, & giudi- the beginning or afterwards, should be 
ciosissimt Capttant., rttrouaitf ne ho, & understood; if not that many valorous 
anco'per fame`cönosciuti; iquali non-' soldiers and-practised and'most'prudent 
credo the restassero mai`di°tal cosy alp- captains; 'I have discovered rand alto thr- 
j. osteri lasciare; inuidiosi, `ch'altrl ough reputation known, who, I'do not'bel- 
nell'otio, & piaceri apparandolct quello =eve, would'ever allow such a thing to be 
di honor procacciar si'potesse, the con left`to posterity, envious, ` that others in 
grandissime fatlches 3 lunghe esperienze ease and peace learning that by which 
esst di acqulstar"si ingegnarono3. Perciö can be gained honour, 'wh; ich with great 
ache sola'ä pratici, & giudlciosi"nell'ar- "labour and 'longexperlence, these 'strove to 
te, leggendo d1'pienamente raccoglierne'11 acquireý'Thirefora only tö the practised 
frutto, lecito saris stator ma pit tosto and judicious of the art, reading to the' 
ho sempre creduto; 'che doppo il ritrouar fullest "to collect the fruit, will it 
dell'artiglieria4 nuouo magisterlo nel legitimately belong; but I have always 
4bfortificar le cittadi. & non quel solo sooner believed that'sinc`e the discovery 
"che da g11 antichi si usaua, richiedsndoei, of artillery 4 new master in the fortific- 
non e ad alcuno"ualoroso Capitano cost_-" ation of'cities, and-not-that merely wh= 
facilmente accaduto in, poco spatio d'anni ich the ancients, used, it'is'necessary 
1'hauer that, to no valo'r'ous'captain will It eas- 
1. This of course is pure assumption on Zanchi's part, despite his arguments below. L. I. e. the rule and foundation of design. 
3. This last section is merely an attempt by Zanchi to explain away that fact. that 
the sort of evidence about the, walls of cities being based on demonstrated methods 
did not exist. 
4. It is not fully clear. why the invention of artillery should make as much differ- 
ence in Zanchi's terms. Probably-he considered its power made it that much more-in 
need of human ingenuity to deal with it. 
q 4ý 
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Ai molte-concluaioni aenza aiuto dell' , ily happen that in the apace of a few 
opinioni, de gli huomini de' passati years,. that he will have many conclus- 
;, atempi reccoglisre potuto, pero the cia- ions without the aid of having been, 
scuna-regole de ss, per suo natural fond- able totcollect, the opinions of men of 
lamento, molte, & non sonnolenti caper- past times, unless that every rule 
ientie ricerca, at stalcuno he lung-S from itsessential 
afoundation. 
" 
amente is militia essercitata, &a in a great deal-and, not indolently, he 
ease talments uiesuto, the copra diuerse searches for, and if anyone has long 
pruoue hobble potuto come, sopra form- practised militarily. and in this way 
gissime basi numero di cöclusioni fondare, so much. seen, that, upon diverse proofs. 
rche-a pochi ciö puote sonars auenuto, 
he can have, as upon the most firm 
; per. susntura questi pochi 
o diffidatiai bases numerous conclusions founded, but 
del potsrle esprimers, ö come quelli, _ 
this can have happened but little, fär 
. che. alla, sola essercitatione delle, 
by, chance, these are few, or distrust- 
itmilitia, & nö alle dotrina attendeano, ful of being able to express it, or, like 
tal cosy sprezzando, se ne sono, tacit- those, that,, attendonly, to, military 
amente passati, &, tanto piu, facilmente, practice, and notto doctrines, which. 
the non ne easendo alcun notabile. uero acorned,. if they are not, silently passed 
principio da altri sin'hore, ch'io. by, and as much moreteasily, there not 
assappia, dtmostrato, a chi intal materia,, being"any notable true beginning by 
dar regole, & modi intendea, ei faces, othera, up-to nowv, that, I, knou, demonst- 
ls uiamen facile, anzi. maggiormente -rated, by which in this subject to give 
'-esse difficultä per la uarie arti the rules and purposeful methods. is made the 
-in simile esercitio di necessiti, con- wayless easy, on 
. 
the contrary-this-dif- 
U corrono, ei"aumentaua, dells quali non ficulty is greatly increased through 
cosi"facilmente, ciaacun;, soldato, per the many.. arts, that in the same practice 
*uslorose, & graue ch'egli-ai sie, of necessity concur; which not 
a. tk tapste si ritruoua., Ore auenga ch'io nö easily by every soldier through the 
. mi? presume sasere in fatto quel ueterano valour and weight that in his capacity 
W& eapertissimo di quarre Buggetto, the are found. Now it happens that I do 
a ciö fare basants saris,, ne, meno mi not, presume to be in fact a. veteran_and 
reputi pienamente heuere quells arti expert on the subject of war, to that 
oppresses the a cosi fatto, negocio. extent that will be sufficient, no 
,,, necessarte Bono, nondimeno 
deeideroeo less do I, deem myself to have fully 
JSin case nobile, & grande, inaieme molti learnt the arts that are necessary , 
to 
porgendo utilita,. far'anco seruiti al the business, nevertheless wishing in 
-gran nome, d allo incöparsbile ualore this noble and grand topic ' which also 
di. V. Serenissimo..... is very yielding of usefulness, to do 
,.., -further 
service to your great name and 
: P" .. p 
incomparable valour, your serene 
64 Majesty.... 
4 
1.. Lit. natural. -' 
2. There seem to be'a`number of ideas in tanchi'e mind here. Certainly that! 
long military service, without attention to doctrines will not produce, the 
relevant understanding. Equally those that have this relevant understanding' do 
not express it or else there are too few of them to provide any worthwhile ad- 
vance. On the other. hand the notion of proven results on firm foundations from 
first principles, also figures an an important contributor to the relevant 
knowledge. But in this passage Zanchi gives no, very clear indication of how 
this sort of approach relates to practice. 
3. This is an echo of Vltruvius'.. extensive list of_the, Architect's skill. 
4. 
_This 
is an aspect of the usual type of disclaimer as, to the author gaining" 
benefit from publishing his work. 
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p. ll.... dt non picciola lode degni sono .. are (not) reputed as worthy of no 
li- 
reputati.... i quali non principalmente ttle praise those (who act) not mainly in 
per tal desto, ma per beneficio della pot- such desire (i. e. for fame, etc. ). but 
sterit'a, & per commune, & publico inter- 
, for the benefit of posterity and for the 
se; Ie in qual si voglia cosa affaticand- common and public interest, in 
whatever 
e osi 
a uarli trauagli & infini'ti pertcoli thing laborious and subject to many 
dt sottoporsi non 
schifano? Certo e. troubles and infinite dangers, they do 
che"tanto in me ha questo dt honesta, & not shun? It is certain, that as much 
as 
umorale, & cristtana sembianza, the al I`have in me of honesty, morality and 
a consiglio della presente opera gagliard- Christian bearing, it has strongly pushed 
amente spingere mi hi potuto; nella qua- me as far as it has been able in the cou- 
le si come molts ne I passatt secoli di ncil'of the present work; in which if li- 
qualche egregio & lodeuole edificio per ke many in past centuries. who. excellent 
eternamente riminere doppo'glialtri and praiseworthy buildings eternally to 
u'nella memoria dt i posters fare s'ingeg- remain after others in the memory Of pos=" 
narono, qual piramidt, quallanftteatri, terity they endeavoured tö make, as 
the' 
cerchi, & colossi drizzando; cost to per pyramids, amphitheaters. circuses, and 
°lungamente douer'altrui giouare, non large statues erected; thus I fora long 
particolari fabriche come plantar st time earnestly others to aid, not'in how 
z debbono, d'insegnare mi sono affaticato; particular structures ought to be planned, 
ma st bene di mostrare 
ä ciascuno certo have I laboured to teach, "'but rather 
modo, 'i uniuersal regola di talmente to show to each certain method and 
`edificare. &-förtificare le cittä; & per universal rule of such wise to 
`'conseguenza I regni . the I Maestrati, build, and fortify a city. 
that, as a re- 
ýesPrincipi. & Republiche con le sue leggi. sult, 'the kingdoms of Rulers. Princes and 
facoltä. 3 honors ageuolmente entrö ui Republics, with their laws, power and ho- 
''st conseruino, non solo dall'impeto del- pour are easily conserved within them, 
fle fiere sicuri, ma ancora da quello de' not only from the violence of wild beasts 
pis numerost, potenti, et perfidi 
huom- secure, but also from those morenumer- 
*Hini. the in Lora danno nascere ci pote- ous, powerful and wicked men which to th- 
ssero... 1 air danger can arise..,. 
sp. 13. DOVENDO inuestigar la maniera di In order to investigate the way of forti- 
'fortificar le cttta, castella, etaltri fing cities. castles or other closed 
eluoghi serrati necessaria cosy e, prima places it is necessary a's the first thing 
oche ad altro si uengan. conoscere in before others are come to, to know in what 
quanti modt si possano espugnare. accto ways they can be-captured, so that how they 
che da quali dt questi restino per tale from these remain secure by such art, is 
artificto sicure, apertamente si ueda; clearly seen; and where it is necessary, 
-6'oue bisogno sia. 'chi custodirle dis- he who will wish to hold it from others, 
' . ldera ne gli a)trig come gouernar si as to how it ought to be governed, and 
`debbe, & altronde douerlo apprender. st what else he ought to learn, in known. 
conosca. Et perche tre Sono al mio giu- But because'in my judgement thereare thr- 
'ditio I mezi, co'qualt le espugnationi ee'ways by which the capture of a fortr- 
'delle fortezze si consegiuscano; la for- ass follows - force, treachery. and that 
`u za, il tradimento. 3 quello the in app- which in appearance is nearly the mean of 
arenze a quasi di quests nel mezö. dell' these; the one and the other being a part 
cuno & l'altro participando. ne semplic- of it, not merely to the one, or to the 
emente nell'uno, ö nell'altro collocare other, being able to'ba}assi ilated, 
by us will be cal- 
71. This section is obscure in-detail although the main ideas are clear enough. Z. Chapter heading "Della Intentione Del l'Opero". It is typical of Zanchi's rather 
convoluted language in these early more general sections. 3. i. e. strength and treachery interacting. 
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1 
potendost, da not sara detta rubbamento; led robbery; note ought to be taken thet 
auuertir st deue, the qualunque uolta si when strength will be spoken of, 
parlerä delle fortezzs concio sia cosa, because such in part consi- 
the alcune conststano ne gli animi di sts"in the spirit of those who live with- 
r quells, ch'entro alle citta dimorano, 9_' in the city, and part in, the wallsand 
. altre nelle mura, 
& edificij, the into-' structures which are built relevant to 
rno'di quelle 
'st 
fabrtcano, delle sole these only the exterior are understood 
i 
estertort lntendendo onde procendendo Wherein simple treachery proceeds from 
il simplice tradtmento dalla debolezza, the weakness and fault of the spirit ma- 
io & uttio de glt anima principalmente, & inly, and not from defects of the wall - 
non. da difettt delle mura, l'opporsi 
äy its opposition by 
, 
similar means will not 
simil mezo non sara lntentione del pre-, be the intention of the present treatise, 
sent trattato, ma st bene il dar regola but rather to give the method to such wise 
dttalmente fabricare esse mura, &, sue construct these walls and their parts, that 
is party. che, possano ragioneuolamente alla it can reasonably resist the force of the 
xforza de'nemici" per, 1'ordinario resist- enemy generally? In as much as they can 
ere, ne quanto a loro steno capaci di support the occasion of robbery I say 
apportare occasio ne di rubamento, dico something of them, because not only is 
quanto a Toro, perö the non solo st poss= it possible to rob the city through the 
u ano rubbers le cittä per diffeto delle defect of the wallsand their buildings, 
mura, & sous edifittj; ma anco senza que- but also. without these, through the neg- 
sti par is negltgentia di quellt. the le ligenceof those who have charge of them, 
custodiscono, is qualenon essendo uolo- rywhichnotrbeing voluntary, is not called 
* ntarla, fa the non si chiama tradimento 
_treachery, 
as when it malevolently occurs, 
gscome se malittosamente succedesse, tradi- which ought to be truly called treachery. 
mento ueramente chiamar, st douerebbe, & And likewise capture is possible not only 
stmilmente espugnar si possono, non solo by-the greatness of the force. but also 
per is moltitudine delle forze, ma anco by any defect of the guards, or of the 
per. alcun difetto di t 'custodi, ouera de- structure, which ' part' alone to give 
» llawfabrica, alla qual cola, parts dire- remedy to is belonging oursskill'as when 
medio dare al nostro artefttto si appart- those of the siege do not intend 
tene, come the a quelle dell'assedio'anc- to'repair their strength"-- in no way is 
ore the forza sie niente Intends di rip- it in these three said headings---.. through 
arare, ne punto e in quests tre caps del- it being suspended, soýthat, it ever ....: . ham 
3f'ti, da star sospeso, se ben sempre pare, appears, ''that the strength-of"the, other,. _ 
che_la foria gltaltrt due accompagnt, two accompayning, being without it, neither 
essendo the senza quella ne I tradimenti, treachery nor robbery can have full effect. 
ne t rubbamentt possIono heuer pieno eff- However'all this has its place distinct 
at 
etto; perd" the con tutto questo he ells from the other two ways, "as when those 
oil suo luogo da glt altri due modi'sepe- within are of sincere spirit and watch- 
rato. come'quando quei di dentro sono'di ful in"such a way to this alone force 
sincero antmo, 3 utgilanti, di maniera, resists to make proof by"ths capture 
$.. 
the ad essa sole forza resists di far' " and then truly it'is necessaryrthat the- 
pruoua per la espugnatione & allora uer+ fortress'should be well designed for res- 
4tamente fa bisogno, the is fortezza sie `istance. I say that of, the_wa113, and talk 
bene intesa douendole in fatto resisters. of the force, against whichoit+is opposed, 
dito quelle delle mura. & parlo delle and in'this'manner intendingtto'show the, 
forze, con is quell ad esse si contrasts. ends and the reasons of construct- :. -.. 
1. "delle sole esteriori intendendo"? "The walls ?' 1.0r: that lt can with reason ordinarily resist the face Of-the enemy.. J. What Zanchi seems to mean 1s that being resolute precludes robbery or treachery. 
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13 di tal mantere intendendo di mostrare 
glt termtnt, '&, le r&gioni dt fabricare la 
nostra', per, quanto sarä 
possible per gli 
sits come poco appresso ne suoi luoghi 
ediffusamente si dira prima de i mo'di' 
d'offendere, ch'usauano gli antichi, & 
moderns alcuna'cosa, si discorrera. 
ions of ours, as far as it will be possi- 
ble-from'thair, lack'of propinquity in 
their places. 'Firat in detail ", 
will be discussed the methods of attack 
which the'ancients, and sometimes the 
moderns used. o-° 
p. 15, ESSENDO in questo trattato Pinte-. The intention of this treaties 
being the 
nttone di regolar le fabriche delle fort-'order''$'of, the buildingýof 
fortresses in 
ioezze st fattamente. the per quanto comp-" euch wise,, 
in-as much as will allow the 
orterranno I sitt. & le necessitä del sitae"and'ths necessity of 
fortifying, all 
*forttftcare, tutto quello. the possible that which Lt-'is possible to the human 
e all'humano tntellecto di operare'per intellect to'uss-to'defend 
them against 
difenderle dalle forze de nemici, & farle the force"ofrthe enemy and make 
them lass 
Mme no atte ad esser rubbate'ui si accomodt, suitabls'to 
be robbed, not, uishing to 
non uolendo comprehendere"la difensione consider 
the'defsnce which is against 
the all'espugnattont. lequali per üte di seizure by-uay'oVtreachery, or other 
tradimentt ö altra mantera dt forza. 3 manner of1force and-negligence of 
the 
negligenzä'dt guardatort facendosi conu- guardians, which-could. 
bs made to occur, 
40enirebbe; ma cola quelle, che'nel modo dl but only 
that which in the mode of 
fabrtcare st comprende.... ' construction is understood.... 
p. 16. .... 
önde gii antichi 44uersamente 
fabricauano anco da quello. the not ogg- 
idt facciamo, perl the le loco arms. R 
&Ibellicose 
machine offenslue erano anco 
molto disimilit percheeon st, battono piu 
hora le mura con gli Artett b testudini. 
ma con piu impetuosi. & gagliardt instru- 
menti In luogo di quellt. &cost come 
joessi usauano arglnt. 8 taue sotteranee, 
not mine, & trincere factiamo; co quail 
tuttt se ben'hora molto pl dt rado sit 
conquistano le fortezzeý, non e pero the 
gli Artett. & similt anttche machine, In 
.... whereas the ancients constructed 
differently from that which we do, 
because their arms and warlike machi- 
nes of attack were very dissimilar (to 
ours), because the walls are not battered 
more now with Rams and Törtoises, but with 
more forceful and robust instruments in 
place of those (of theirs). and where they 
used banks and underground excavations, we 
make mines and trenches; with all which. 
if truly now the conquest of fortresses is 
much more rare, it is not that the Rams 
and similar ancient machines -- in place of 
uuiuogo aerie quad nora i"arzigiieria e which now artillery has succeeded - were 
succeduta non erano cost attt alla difesa not so suited to the defence as the 
oltra 1'offesa come essa e;, dalla qual attack, as this is, by which mainly are 
princlpalmente guardandosi dt essere off- guarded cities from being attacked. and 
ass Is citta 3 Is fortezze restano diffe" the fortresses, stand defended, and as to the 
gase, & quanto ails fabrics de'loro circut- construction of"their impregnable circuits 
ti inespugnabili. onde intendendo dar re- wherein intending to give the rules of 
gole dl fortificarle in tal guise, egli fortification in. this wise. it is first of 
necessarlo primaalcuna. cosa preponere all necessary to set forth something conc- 
intorno alle forza di esse artigileria, erning the strength of this artillery so 
Wacclo the intendendosi tl modo de g11 ef- that the nature of eta*offectslbeing 
fette soul! si mostri pis facilmente, 6' understood, is shown more easily and is 
si truoui is uia ails difesa. found the way of defence. 
Is-Artillery. 
.. a tI' ns tGOts 
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pero che'l fortificare de' 9... but, the fortification of our time 
nostri tempi 
e orrtlo, piu in questi is-, is foundedmore, in these. instruments 
ýrqa trumenti, coal nell'offenders, come nei. t(i. e. artillery), --, as much in attack, 
difendere fondeto..... Maesimigliano - tae 
in. defence....... Maximilian, at the 
4rne11'assedio di Padua is uso, the . siege, ofPadua used 
them, according to 
secondo, ch'io Who udite relation. which+I, have heard theyipassed through 
uintiquettro piedi di terraglio; fresco 24 feet, of, rampart, albeit it, was , neu 
rpero, 
passorono..... made... Kt + x 
I f, 
p. 19. Sono i luoghi. o; per sole naturaa,, PlacesLere, strong; through nature alone, 
E 
loforti, o per artificio humano ä quelle or-througho-human, skill accompanying 
accompagnato, ouer senza beneficio di. , 
this, or without the benefit of such 
ease natura, per Is sole arte usataui, nature, (and) only through the art used; 
& ciascuna di quests tre maniere di and every one of these three types of 
fortezze uiene ad eager tale per due,,, strength comes to be such under but 
Issoli caps; cioe per la quantity delle two heads -- that is by the quantity 
materie, & per is forma d'essa. Della of the material, and by its form. Those het -i_ ea 
`natura sono"forti"quendg-sonrposti in"o"'ströng by nature are placed in mount- 
'" monti, leghi, paludi, a in mere, ýo in eins, lakes, marehes, or in the sea, 
alts fees .: in'alcuni de'quali non 
"' or in'heigh clefts.... in any of 'which 
solo Is nature ha'dato forma' ö mat- not only has nature given'an appropriate 
erie conuenionto; me encore dell' a'+A' from or material, buttart has been con- 
arte`ui ä"steta aggiunta 'come facil-"' " joined to it as cän'be ahöün'to whoever 
tj '' cents si manifestrebbe'ä chitinque per 
Iwould'uish to discuss their'qualities. 
is loro qualitä-discorrer uolesse. Di" Of material and of art, äs was 'anciently 
""tlmaterie; '6 dell 'artecome fu antic- Babylon, 'which had as high and massive 
emente Babilonia4, '1. qual'hebbe si alterc'ualle es today is seen at Padua; and 
& grosse cure, & , Come o9gidi ei' uede `' "raf förm aä sox 'hat the city of Pesaro. 
# *Pedua; & di forma, "; come alquäto Is '"' From natu'r'e 'and' art together, through 
" Cittä di Peäero. 'Dilla'nature, & arte the'form''end the material'-- it is dif- 
3einsieme, per forms; & meterie; 'dif- 'ficult to find a"place completely 
ficil coca e"di" troüer luogo cöpiut- "strong, because 'where the'sLte by 
"oments'fort.; peroche oue'il''sito; arv '' `nature will be of such` a form, it is 
per nature 'sara, tele'di forma, non " not easy for'the material to accompany 
ti i'fecil"cosy chela'msteria üi sie it; ýend to the'contary; and if these 
'3iaccompegneto, &'pei'il contrerio; 
i 
uill'ba he d'by nature Iit will have 
as questihour's per'natura; "auerra perhaps that it can not 'receive the 
"4i"'forse the dall'arte non'poese'riceuere '' like from art as in"many auch is 
''il'simigliente, come in'molti cast man-' clearly 
" "' ifeetamäts si ueda; ''.. '.. ' 
1. The'shote of'th'e artillery. '' 
: L, FLDRIO"(1 -I4) gives "terraglio" -+"terrapieno".  r" -, "" 3. The elision gives Siena and Perugia in the mountains; Mantua in a lake as 
well as S. Leo on a height, and Ischia. 
ýý. , 
4. Afavourite example. -; , ý" ._ ,ý 
S. Cf. Tartaglia'e views. This echoe, them of course but it is difficultto, 
" '-decide'whether they are both quoting something' that''was'commonly. e". pressed 
in the business or whether Zanchi was following. Tarteglia directly. Zanchi'e 
claim above (p. 93)'that nobody had given a proper'demonstration'of a true ' `""-'" beginning in. the art would seem to go against his knowing Tartaglia's remarks. 
But the clarity of the expression"and the ideas expressed, in comparison to some 
of Z"nchi'e distinctions such as between, treacheryt force robbery and eupries, 
make it likely he was using an expressed version and hence probably Tarteglia'a. 






P. ZI.... pero fortificando 
i necessario non ... therefore it is necessary in fort- 
solo per eeeo sito gouernersi, il qual ifying not to be governed by the site 
talhore at ben is necessiti del fab- alone, which sometimes it is very nec- 
ricere ricercherebbs di poter gran essary in building to seek to be 
able 
gcorpo di gent! coei 
ä pied!, co.. a to hold in it a great body either of 
cauello per custodia del Rogno, i*Xaltri foot or horse, to protect the kingdom, 
preaidij, i bisogni, tenerui; 
ö fosse or other garrison, and necessities; or 
fronte, o peso, ö per altri rispetti if it would be the frontier or a peas, 
douessi esser grand*, L quento i as or for other reasons ought to be large, 
» non lo comportesae; allore Is bisogno and as such as if it will not suffer it, 
di trouar modo con farts di supplire then it is necessary to find a way with 
al diffetto dells natura in easo.... art to make up for the faults of nature 
soeeaeente, auuertir si deue the tutti in this.... above all it ought to be 
i luoghi, i queli sono piccioli, i noted that all the pieces which are 
Testre.! sono deboli per cagions di nö small and extreme, are weak by reason 
heuere csapo de ritirarsi... perö 
i da of not having"a field for retrenchment 
fuggire 1'estrSwo delle picciolezza, . ... therefore extreme smallness ought 
i alle eediocrita toner si deue.... to be shunned, and the mediocre held 
to.... 
p. 22. FRA tutti i particolari the si Amongst all the particulars that are 
=aricercano ä luoghi per fare, the riss- looked for in places that they should 
cano forts, di uii maggior'importen2$ prove strong, of muchtgreater importance 
di chiascun'altro i, the sieno di buone than any other is that they should be 
forme accomodati, is qualli alli loro suitable to a good form, to which their 
siti conuensuolments rispondano; pari site conveniently answers. Because 
&eche as can regions sopre qualli sarrano if with reason these will be introduced 
introdotte, A secondo 1s occorrenti and following the required necessity, 
necessltä bentintess; sempre e nemici, well directed, they will always cause 
the offendarli disegnsssero, maggior the greatest difficulty to the enemy who 
difficult& apporteranno, onde se per designs to attack them. Whereas on the 
soil contrario di non ragionsuoli, d contrary if unreasonably and with bad 
male intsea ai febricassero; come di intentions, they should be made, as in 
triangolari, i quadrate i altre diuerse, the triangle and square and various 
the per lo piu henna gli angoli, a others, which for the most have the 
tutti, ö Is maggiore parts non ottusi, angles, either altogether or in the 
ski anco talhora acuti, a quali di nee- majority not obtuse, and further 
essitä li Bsluuardi difformi, i acuti sometimes acute, from which of necessity 
succedeno, molto piu facile ä nemici deformed and acute bastions orris, much 
1s uis dell'offendere si scuopre; me more easily are the ways of a.. eck dis- 
perche il mostrere di ciascuna forma covered by the enemy. But because to 
sa a parts quail sisno Ii difetti & uan- show of every form its defective parts and 
taggi loco, *aria case piu tosto its advantages, would be something sooner 
tediosa, the utils 
a gli. intendenti, tedious than useful to the listener; 
come anco il discorrore copra Is as also discussion upon the diversity 
diuersiti di molts particolari siti, of many particular sites, and their 
4C& loro conuenienti forme, non solo convenient forms -- not only the most 
tediosissima, as fores anco impost tedious, perhaps even impossible, thus 
reduced to brevity I will talk first 
1. Taking "uLU" " plu. 
L. Tedious yes. But why impossible ?A good classification to ecke this 
possible seems not an unreasonable thing to expect of Zenchi. 
39 
Bible, parö rsducsndomi alle breuitä, of the perfect form or that somewhat 
parlsro prima delle forme perfatts, 
ö, near it, discussing in part its util- 
a'quells alquanto uicins, diacorrendo ity and hendyness, from which also 
in parts sopra is utiliti, i comodl. with reason talking, should be to all 
esuol; dal the ancora the ragionouol- manifest the defects of others. I will 
mente, parlando, fossero 
a tutti pal- not omit therefore, to the greatest 
sei i difetti delle altre; non resterö clearness of the subject from showing 
% 
pero a maggior chiarezza delle case as an example further in the square, which 
dimostrare uno easempio anco nalle is the most imperfect of those that 
r quadrate, lequali nano Is piu imper- are commonly built, because the tri- 
fette di quelle the sieno in use di angle and that of only two angles, as 
"aser fabricate, perö the is tri- being the most imperfect, in as such as 
angolari, &. di due soli angoli. 
1 
come those formed with less sides, 161 do not 
the imperfettisime sieno, quanta can find, that any have ever been used, and 
u minor numero di quellissono formate, because this body of walls is necessarily 
non truouo, the de alcuno sieno mai made up of three main parts, and at 
state usate, & par! the questo corpo least one to the defence, but that more 
di mura si constituisce necessariamente in the quiet, than in the hubbub is 
de tre parti principali, & uns mono done, I say (then)-of the bastions 
stalle difensions, psro chi piu nells curtains and cavaliers...... 
quiets, the ne in rumori si opera, 
dito, di Beluardi, Cortina & caualieri.... 
p. 24. LE FORME, the alle circolare 
figure piu alauicinerranno da pratici, 
tsd giuditioei soldati, 6 anco da gli 
architetti sopra tutte la altre sonn 
regioneuolaente lodate..... 
s 
The forms which to the figure of the 
circle most nearly approach, by pract- 
ised and judicious soldiers, and by 
architects, are above all. with reason, 
praised..... 
p. 57. Delle conditioni the ei rich- 
i. ggono a1 vero ertefice dolle 
jefortezze. 
Of the conditions that are required in 
the true art of fortification. 
1. The form of two angles only seems impossibe. But if it is remembered that 
the angles were the key points of the bastions, one might conceive of two 
bastions joined by a line. The idea is not then complete nonsense, only very 
close to it, for the bastions set out-in terms of flanking fire in euch a case 
would become so acute as to be lines themselves. 
2. This passage become more and more obscure as it continues. "con minor numero 
di quelli", 'with lase than these' seems to mean less than the triangle of one 
of two angles. What can that be ? An isolated bastion ? Than Zanchi sees to 
imply there is some rectical difficulty about using this figure. The three 
principle parts are equal y obscure, presumably sides, of which at least one 
is for defence. But what does that mean ? The clause which seems to close this 
set of ideas, 'in the quiet, etc' may perhaps be meant to cover these sorts 
of difficulties by suggesting this is a very abstract type of discussion, 
with rather difficult theoretical problems requiring much discussion. 
3. WHITEHORNE, P (1542 . 15a, gives "The forme which unto the circular fati8 
dedh moste resemble, of apperteand skilful soldiers., is aboue all other with 
mostgreason praised. " 
4. For the usual reasons of obtusenc of the bastions, if sufficient can be 
employed with requisite length of curtains. There is a size factor implied 
here. 
r1. = a 
La principals, el mio giudicio, & di 
ciescuno, the l'intende e 1'hauere Is 
gis dette regale, non solo per regions 
intese, ma anco per esperienza altrui, 
o sendo possible, ancor propria, alle 
5quali parti. seruono 1a prötezza, & 
uiuacita dello-spirito, & 1'uso 
do lungo dolls "Llitia, 1'uno 
quali dalla natura principalmente si 
riceue,. Al'altro 
dall'esse rcitatione, 
ion propria deliberations depede: Vi 
gioueno poi,. & in parts son necesearie 
la. geometria, Petit metica, per num- 
erere,, & diuider is misure delle 
fortozze, la prospettiua ui he parts, 
stper potsr cösiderarle distantie, & 
altezze, is manuals architettura de' 
modelli; "per far palese to ides del 
suo intelletto a ciescuno.... 
40 
The main (thing is) to my judgment and 
that of everyone who understands it, 
is to have the already mentioned rules 
-- not only through reason itself, but 
also through the experience of others, 
or, it being possible also personally, 
in which parts serve the quickness 
and vivacity of the mind, and long 
military usage, the one of which is 
mainly received from nature, the other 
depending on practice and personal del- 
iberation! Subsequently in this there 
help and in part are necessary geometry 
and arithmetic, to number and divide the 
fortress; perspective has a part there 
to be able to consider distanceiand 
heights; the manual architecture of 
models ; to make clear the idea of ones 
intellect to everyone..... 
GIROLAMO RUSCELLI1 
p. 60itQVESTA'ste nostra si come nelle 
aecifre, nil nauigere, & in moltiss- 
, ime altre tose si undo di gran lunge 
. auanzar d'antichs ds'Romani, de'Greci, 
& dfogni! altra fa. oaiasima nations, 
coil sirusds chairamsnte auenzarle 
ufin; quirtutte intorno al modo dolle 
fortezzs. F 
This era of ours, in figuring, in nav- 
igation and in many other things, sees 
a great long advance over the ancient 
Romana and Creeks, and over other famous 
nations, as is clearly seen advanced 
hitherto all that which concerns the 
method of fortification. 
f 
rd 
I. "Zenchi's dicotomiss here are not altogether clearly expressed. To the 
true method there is necessary, first reason and experience, experience being 
personal or by way of that of others. Mow presumably we return to the original 
dicotomy between reason and experience, so that the former is supported by 
greatness and vivacity of mind, while the later depends on actual military 
practice; and equally the former is found in the person's nature, while the 
other on practising -- but then Zanchi adds -- and personal deliberation. He 
than seems to be seeing reason as having a separate role from practice and the 
discussions that go along with it. Geometry and arithmetic ere then added in 
as useful tools, rather than being central to the rules, or method, and their 
reasons. 
2. I. e. craftsmanship in model making. 
3. See contents above p. 31. 
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GIi COMO` LAU T1RI 
Delle Fortezze iecondo Es. clide(18t. eG. 1557) 
Bibliooraphy: 
tVenetia 1557; with Zanchi and Lupicini, Venetia 1601. 
General description: A fairly average production. 6" x 4k" text. (viii) + 95 
pages. A number of small illustrations in the text all using the diagraminitLic 
style of'geometry. In dialogue form. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: UVE UIALDGHI/ DI N. IACCMU UE'LANTERI/ DA PAkATICO, 
RRESCIANOZ/ NE I QVALI S'INTRODUCE MLSSER/ Girolamo Catanio Nouarese, & 
messer Francesco Treuiai/ ingeynero Veronese, con un Giouene fires-/ciano, 
a ragionare/ DEL MUDD UI UISLGNARE Lt/ piante delle fortezze secondo Euclide; / 
tT DEL MCDO DI COMPURRE I MCLELLI, / & torre in disegno Is piante delle Cittä. / 
Con priuilegio dell'Illustrissimo/ benato Veneta. / In Venetia appresso Ylmtsnzo 
Valgarsi, & Baldassar/ Lonstatini MULVII. 
p. (iii/vi): Dedication to Marc'Antonio Moro. 
p., (vii/viii): Ai banignI Iettori. 
p. 1/42: Book I with no internal divisions. After a short introductory section 
about the use of geometry the first problem dealt with is the construction of 
the regular polygons. Next is given the construction of the trace of a_bastion 
for the case of a pentagon (diagram p. 13). The construction of a stretched 
hexagon is then discussed. Then the fact that the anale of the point of the 
bastion is always less . 
than the internal angle of the curtains, is proved 
(diagram p. 25). Next it is proved that the greater the number of sides the 
regular polygon has the better it is because the bastions are less pointed. 
The fact-that the larger the size of the area fortified, the more angles it 
can have, is then discussed. Round bastions are next dealt with and it is 
shown that there must always be an area of dead ground by way of a Euclidian 
proof (diagrams p. 36 & 37). 
p. 42/43: Introduction to the second book, addressed to Giovambattista Gavardo. 
p. 44/93: Book II: Beginning with a general discussion of architecture and 
fortification the text then goes on to. discuss the use of the magnetic compass in 
the taking of plans of sites, and the production of drawings to scale. An 
. irregular trace is then discussed. There follows an analysis of the chain of 
a-droubridgs and the rate of its raising, in terms of the geometry of the sit- 
uation. The rest of the text involves discussion on the compass, a square 
fort, and general remarks about a bastion trace. 
p. -94/95: Closing letter addressed to Ulivero Conte d'Arco. 
1. AYALA (1854) lists other "dition" of 1559 & 1583 not otherwise known. 
2. Of the 1557 edition. 
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Delle Fortezze Secondo Euclide(1557): Texts 
p. "(iv)...... mi risolai di douer"mandare ... bsingxresolved Ilought to publish for 
, 
in luce per publics vtilitätquesti due 'the common ' goodithese two dialogues of 
mies dialoghi, sotto il nomme d'alcuno `mine, under the name of"some of my 
de'mici compatrioti gentil'huomini. la ' gentlemen compatriots, whereby is made 
Sonde fatta-vna diligents eseaminatione, ' a'careful-examination, 1 thought no one 
ä". 
niuno"pensai meglio conuenire questo `better`suited to this, than 
" 
, primo,, chara V. 
S;. sendo egli quasi-vn you air, it being almost a repetition 
ritrstto di molts propositioni d'Euclide, of many propositions of Euclid, in the 
dells lettura delle qualt (come m'ha reading of'which =- as h. r Girolamo 
;, oecertificato messer 
Girolamo catanio Cataneo of Piedmont has certified to 
, "Piedmontese) sö the vi pigliate non me -- I know you will 'take no'little' 
poco diletto; si como ancho nö coos- delight, as'also because at no point 
ate punto di dar'opera 
a 
gli alti studi{ does it cease to involvs'ths high study 
delle Oiuina philosopha 
s' 
of divine philosophy 
isp. (vii). TVtti coloro, the per il "All those that in ths- past 
'spent 
passato epesero il tempoin qualche the time in'whetever"honeet study 
honeeto studio, si, sforzarono di giou- 'strove 'tö give aid -- according to 
are (eecondoiil poters delle forze loro)'the power of their strength -- to  ort- 
nai mortali. onde da*posteri poi non als, whereby from posterity afterwards 
lopoco laude molti di loco conseguirono, nq_litlle praise many of them att- 
ä, i quali noi-douemo insieme con qua' ainadý to'uhom we ought, together 
the doppo not verranno confesaare'df with thoae'üho will come after us, to 
-weere non poco'obligati, Al°che confess to be no'"little obliged. Having 
f hauendo io'riguardo; 'grandiasimo des- regard to`this a great desire 
lfiderio mi venns-(s'io potessi)"di fare came to mä --'if I could -- to do some 
-alcuna operations, 'della quale il mondo 
`executiön, from which the world could 
pigliasse qualchs: giduamento. Et'rauol- 'take some benefit: And revolving in 
-gsndomi, nella mente'ä quase di molti my mind to 
ühich 
of many studies 
,1 
studi'lo mi douessi appigliare, per' `ought to appiy myself, to put my desire 
Jimettere in essscutione il mio desiderio, into effect, the study of'mathematics 
allo-studio dolls mathematiche'diedi I laid upon as the most certain of all 
dells mani, come'al piu certo di tutti the others -= excepting that of'sacred 
gli altri (eccatto quello delle socte letters -- in uhich'I being practised, 
-i littero), nel quals sesereitendomi, thinking how I would be able by such to 
4spenssua come io me no potesei seruirs, fulfil my aim, when it came to me 
per, adimpir'il-mio penaiero; Quando vna that"one'of the most necessary things 
dells piu necessarie Co.. del mondo mi in the world is the method4to beQkept 
si-parö dauanti, eioe l'ordine4che si in fortifying '" cities, in which -- for 
des toners In fortificare-als citta, the most' --f the walls'being saved from 
4pnalle queli'ý(psr il piu)-"conseruate the the'fury'of the enemy"its inhabitants 
siono Is mute dal, fame -de"nimici,, sono `'a " 
1. 'for the common good's. this sort of statement needs generelly. to be taken 




t. Quite why_Lanteri thought "divine philosophy" was-involved le'not-'altogether 
clear. Perhaps he meant that being geometrical his work was a part of that' 
divine activity known as philosophy. 
3. Again this needs to be taken only loosely. 
4. Cf. The 'orders' of Architecture. 
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qusllche not parliamo. 
a cut rispose il or of that which we talk, to which rep- 
Conte Felix: come ditechs non he cognit- lies Count Felix: How say you that he has 
ions di quasto I egli uni per pure d' no knowledge of 
this ? He seems to me 
hauar'isteso, ch'egli non solo intends to have fully such, because he not only 
g& dichisre benisssimo Euclid 
(il qual's understands and discusses Euclid very 
In chiaue di quests ocienze) ma the well -- which is the key to these 
presso 
ä cio molto bons regions del sciences -- but along with this reasons 





top. 5. Diteci di gratis, per quale via 
ei puo egli render conto, cost del die- 
egnare 1s piants delle citt:, come del 
delle fortezze istesse ?.... egli fa 
di m. stieri (ä colui the di ciö vole 
as perfettamente esser'instrutto, ) capers 
is propositioni de i sei prima libri 
d'Euclide; perch. per via di'quelli ei 
pub d'ogni  eniers di plants beni_eiwo 
tretters. 8'4 
Tell us please in what way can an 
account be given of the designing of 
the plan of the. city, as of the fort- 
ress itself ?.... it is necessary -- for 
those who wish to be perfectly instruc- 
ted -- to know the propositions of the 
first six books of Euclid because by 
this method can everything be best 
treated. '4 
sop. 7. Si the potato comprenders ch'egli if you would understand what is nec- 
fa di meeteiro (per intenders Is case essary'-- to understand thi difficult 
difflcili) prima capera Is facili. 
9 things, first know the easy.... t 
p. B. ..... M. Girolamo, hauendo fatto .... hr. Girolamo, having made one side 
vn lato d'vns pianta, ouero (vulgarmente of a plan, or -- commonly speaking -- 
isparlando). vna cortina, come si Cobbs a curtain, how ought one to proceed in 
procedure s far'il rimanente de 1 latti making the remaining sides of the plan, 
Balls paints. altre di cio fatto il and further, having made the first and 
prima 8 secondo lato, vorrei capers, second sides, I would wish to know, 
come ei posse fare the venghino tutti how can it be done that all the angles 
jpgli angoli simillal: prima, fatto nella come out similar to the first, made by 
congiuntions do i due prima lati 
ö the conjunction of the first two sides 
cortine..... G. VoL dito bens, the 
a or curtains.... G! You say well, that 





poco, si verra piu odically through the whole little by 
alordinatements ad intenders il tutto. little the whole will be more with 
Et pero quanta  lla prima parts, credo order understood. But for the first part I, 
the vi rammenti, the is prima petitions believe that you remember that the 
d'Euclidedica! the se gli concede, the first petition of Euclid says that it 
da vn punto ad vn'altro punto ei posse is granted that from one point to enoth- 
a#tlrare vne lines retta. Sappiste adunque er it is possible to draw s straight 
line. You should know then that the first 
ý. Of war and fortification-and the like. 
Z. This dialogue described in the basic dialogue of the book which is put in 
01542 ch'io hebitai ad Arco" (p. 3), Girolemo speaking. 
3. These two passage* give the standard defence of science against practice 
in this literature. Being able to handle things by way of Euclid was constantly 
assumed to be able to give valuable answers. 
4. But see below p. 41 on ca+inonlers uhercths implication is quite against this. 
S. This is with reTerence to starting with the first principles of Euclid. 
6. Girolamo Catanso, the protagonist of Lanteri's ideas. 
7. This is the term generally use in the 16th. century. ý. pe 
HILLINCSLEY (%S70) in his translation of Euclid. 
B. In Tartaglia's translation (1543), the sort of work one expects Lenterl to 
have known, the 1st. petition is given thus: "NndiatnA. woch'l ce ale consesso 
the do qualunque ponto in qualunque pant. ei possi conducts uns lines rette". 
45 
the is prima lines the Lirerate, nal line which you will draw, in wishing to 
voler disegnare vna pianta (delle cort- design a plan, of the curtain, I say, 
ins dico) Sara di necejitä, the sie it will be necessary, that it is drawn 
tireta per quests prima petitions; poi by this first petition; then it is nec- 
seie di bisogno (per Is terza diffiniti- essary -- by the 3rd. definition of 
one del detto primo)1che sia terminate the first (book of Euclid) 
5. 
-- that the 
da due punti is detta prima lines; said straight line ends in two points, 
dall'vno de'quali, per Is seconds pet- from one of which by the second petit- 
itionet tirarete vn'altra lines retta ion you draw another straight line with- 
»non terminate, ma alquanto maggiore out an end, but somewhat greater than 
dells prima; & da quests non terminate the first, and on this not terminated 
poi. ne taglierete una parts eguale line then you will cut a part equal to the 
alle prima, per Is terza propositions first by the 3rd. proposition of the 1st. 
del prima! fatto ciö, haueretedue lati (book of Euclid). 3 This done you will have 
irdelle vostra plants equali l'vno all' two sides of your plan equal, one to 
# altro, quali verranno ä formarg vn'ang- `the other, which 
form an angle between 
olo nol mezo di loro, qualm poniaeo casoothem, which we put the case*, that it is 
the sitretta, vol pi. glierete il com- right; (so) you will take the compass and 
passo, d nel punto doue terminera il in the point where the second line will 
lleecondo latto, vi formarete vn'angolo end, you will form an angle similar to 
simile al prima, fatto nella congiunt- the first, made by the meeting of the 
Lone de'due prima lati, per Is vigeeima first sides, by the 23rd. proposition 
Oterza propositions del primor.... 
4tir- 
of the lat. (book of Luclid)... 
'(then) 
arete il quarto lato ad. quale si you will draw the 4th. side 'ad' which 
iscongiungera col prima ab. in punto a. is joined to the lat. 'ab'. to create 
per essere Is pianta quadrats; ma as the square plan. But if the plan was 
fosse is plant. di maggior numero at of greater number of angles you should 
angoli, vol. seguireste in quests procede in this way, until the last 
maniera, per infino ch l'vltimo Into side shall be joined to the first, such 
i si congiungesse col prima, tal the that you have in the end your plan of 
hauereste al fine Is vostra pianta di sides and angles equal, as you see 
lati, & d'angoli eguali, come vedete' happened in the figure 'abcd' of 4 
the e venuta Is figure abcd. di quattro equal : sides and angles. F. This in as 
latti, & di quattro angoli eguali. F. 
6 much I see (it) shall be a perfect 
$f Ouesto per quanta io veggo aim quadrato square. G. You speak the truth by the 
perfetto. G. Vol date il veto, per Is 30th. definition of the lat. (book of 
trentesima diffinitions del prima! Euclid) Gaul! Lan not a square fig- 
GGil: a Non si potrsbbe egli piü brau-, ure or plan be made more quickly by 
scant. (as ben  i ricordo) fare vna the 46th. of the first (book of 
40? igura a plants quadrats per Is 
qusrsntesi. a seats del 
1. "The 3rd. definition of the lst. 8k. reads, ibid, "La lines rette e' Is 
breuisaima estensione da uno ponto ad un'altro the riceue 1'uno a l'altro di 
quelli nelle sue astremita. " 
2. The 2nd. petition, ibid. "Anchors adiaeandamo the ci sia concesso ch"'1 si 
possi elongate uns rette lines terminate dirrettamente in continuo quanta 
no-par*. " 
3. Proposition 1, ibid., "Proposte due lines rette inequale, dalla piu longs 
di quelle poesiamo tagliarne una parts equals alle minors, " 
4. I. "o assume. 
5. Proposition 23, ibid., "Data uns linen rette, eopra un tormine di qualln, 
potemo designers un angolo rettiltneo equals ä qualüque angolo rettilineo pposto. " 6. The elision contains a long detailed instruction about drawing each side 
one after the other all equal and at right angles to the last. 
7. Lanteri's diagrem, '. 1, "d 
The letters at the intersections of the 
II curves and the straight linos, 
b are omitted here. 
0. Frenceeo Treulei ingagnero Veronese, see tittle page, above p. 41. 9. This involves simply the oefinltion of a square (in some traditions of numb- 
ering). 
10. Giulio - un Giouene'Bresciano, 860 title page above p. 41. 
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^''t - 'A. .. i - 
primot? C. Carta si. wa perche noi. sup- 
ponsmmo°nel principio, chs al primo an- 
polo si doueseero fare tutti, gli altri 
Luclid)I --. if I--remember well. G. 
Certainly, but because we supposed at,, 
the, beginning that to, the first angle 
eguali, per le°regole ordinarie, per- all, 
the other, angles ought to be made n yA 
gcio non mi'curai'di dirui the Is quer- equal, by a common rule, 
therefore I 
ant eGlee aeat& vi sodisfacesse, per- did not care to say to you that the 
ciö'che alle eölamente eerue ai 46th. could satisfy you because this 
quadrati, & non ad aleun'altro figura, only serves 
the square and not any 
a tal`che as voi voleste dissegnare other figure, such that if you wished 
tevna plants di cinque angoli equilatera, to 
design a plan of 5 equal aides and 
8 equiangolare, vi eia di bisogno angles, you need to proceed as it wool,,. 
procedere come 
vi'diaji disopra, non said above, not wishing to use _ 
volendoul seruire delle regole del the rules of the 4th. book of Euclid. 
quatro libro, d'Eclide. Si'che per If, fin"thisrrespect my discussion uas. 
sequesto rispetto fu force il mid, region- perhaps somewhat 
longer, in your judge-, 
are alguanto piü lunge, a vostra ment, that could not, but., be necessary 
giudiclo, the non feceua di bisogno, not being able to be shorter, 
quals, non potea per; Baser piu braue, than has been done here, given 
che"si"eia stato, douendd quests that this rule ought to serve, all ., 
uregola seruirui'in'tutte5le maniere manner of plans. Liul. Wishing then to 
di piäte. Giul. "Volendo adunque die- design a plan of 7 ort8 sides and 
egnare vna pinnte di settee ouer Otto angles, I need to proceed as you have 
lati, & angoli, 'mi sie di'mestiero shown-me 7 G. In this way you need to 
tprocadere come mlhauete'mostrato 7 G. proceed not only'in the plan of 7 or 
tuCosi a punto vi bisogna operare, non 8 sides and angles, but in the others 
solo nahe plants di sette & d'otto ofý9 or-10,11, -12, and,, 16, and what- , 
1ät1, & engoli, ma in quelle altresi di ever you wish, to infinity, }and. smaller 
noue, "di disco, d'vndici, dodici. & and greater, as you will please. Giul. 
sedici, at di'quantivarette voi in Because above you brought to mind the 
ninfinito, d pochi & molti, come vi " 4th., (book) of Luclid, it, came to my , 
pisceri; G"u ." Perche disopra vi senti mind -- 
if, I, well remember, - - that the 
ricordere il quarto d'Euclide; m's- said, 4th. (book) very well, teaches to 
venuto in manta (se bone mi si ramenta) describe*the, figures of equal, _sides 
the il'detto quarto beneseimo insegna and angles. G. It is true b 
*a descriuere'le figure di lati, & d'. way of the circle -- you remember it 
angoli eguali. C. Egli e vero, per via very well -- by which I see pleasingly 
del'circolo, vol Is vi rammentate ben- that you have understood*me and heard 
iseimo, per quel ch'lo veggo, piacemi ý me not in. vain. ¢ 
°-che il'mio hauerleui, lette, & il vostro 
,p hauermi'vdito non sie in vano. 
1., The 46th. proposition of book one gives two constructions for a square. the 
first involves'rsieing two perpendiculars from the ends of a given line and 
equal to it. The second is more like Lanteri's construction. W perpendicular is 
-, raised 
from one--end of the given line; and equal segment is cut off. dut then 
.a line parallel to the first 
line is drawn, and a se ment equal to the first 
cut off from it to allow the 4th, side to be drawn. (In Tartaglie's version. ) 
2. Bk. IV of Luclid gives constructions for the square, pentagon, hexagon, and ' 
quindecagon. At the and of this book 1artaýlia in his version noted "In queato 
loco, in is primo tradottione eglis stato eggionto uno modo da diuid"rn vno 
angolo in tre perti squall, & consequentemente a descriuere vna figure nonan- 
golo equilatera & equiengole in vno dato cerchiov' ma perche tal euo proceaere 
non o'demonstatiuo lo hauemo'interlassato come tose inutile. " 
3. "Describe", a very typical Euclidian"usage as"in 'ueacribe a circle'. Not 
give an account of, but rather produce, set down. 
-p4. Lit. 'read me'. - 
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p. 14.0.... v'habbiate dimenticato 
% disci alcuna coca copra is 
cannoniere. G. -Io non mi ricordo d' 
hauerui promeaso di dir eapra di cio 
tcosa alcuna, & se pure io vi haue Ui 
promeeso, non veggo come per via d' 
Euclid ei poses neue plante dar 
regola delle cannonniere sendo clo 
appertinente plu toeto 
ai modelli, 
ache alle plante, nelle quali non ei 
puö dimostrare alcuna parts da gli 
interiors 1 
You have forgotten 
to say something 
about the cesemates. G. I do not rem- 
ember having promised you to talk on 
any such thing, and if yet I had prom- 
ised I do not see how it is possible 
by way of Euclid in the plan, to arrange 
the casemates, this belonging sooner 
to models than plans, in which it is 
not possible to show any parts of the 
interior: 
p. 23. ...... di necejita bisogna the 
1'angolo d'vn beluardo, fatto sopra vn' 
11angolo retto, venghi eempre minore 
dell'interiore, sopra del quale sera 
formato, o fabricato; la onde sendo 
febricato sopra 1'angolo retto, direi 
the ne diuenisse acuti. 
tp ..... maggior parts di architetti 
di i nostri tempi..... procendendo 
al contrario de gli antichi 
eccollenti, etudiano solo 1 
dieegnere piente senza numero, &a far 
tt modelli per via d'vna carts prattica 
lasciandoai a dietro Is cognitions 
delle mathematiche scienze. Is onde 
segue loro quel the ad elcun rozo huomo 
incontrorebbe, alle cui mans peruenisse 
3oqualche bella pietra 
ö margarita di 
grandijimo valore, il qualm non bane 
cognoscendola, cola so Is ponesse fray 
suoi boecherrecci arnesi, oprandola 
qualche suo seruigio vilmente, & non 
flcome farebbe vn valente gioielliere, 
the cognoscendo il valore di quelle, 
con 1'ingegno suo l'adornerebbe di 
maniera,, che piü sarebbe stimata, the 
non ne ceuerebbe in mill'anni colui the 
anon bens as ne sapesse earuire. Chi dub- 
itera, the nö facciano il simile questi 
delle belligeima arte the coal strap- 
azzano, the apparendo solo Is prattica 
(come, 
_vi 
ho detto lasciano da parts lo 
4 studio dells mathematiche, 'tanto ad 
ogni conditions humane necessarie..... 
.... of necessity the angle of a bastion 
made upon a rioht angle always comes 
lees than the interior (angle) upon 
which it will be formed or constructed 
whereby being made upon a right angle 
I say that it becomes acute. 
.... (the) greater part of the arch- 
itects of our time.... proceeding 
oppositely to the ancients ex- 
parts, attempt only to design plans 
without number, and to make models, 
by way of a particular practice, leav- 
ing aside the knowledge of the math- 
ematical sciences whereby it happens to 
them like it occurs with any rough 
man into whose hands comes some 
beautiful stone or pearl of great value, 
which he does not properly understand, 
so that he puts it among his, crude 
instruments, working it to his own 
detriment, and not as would do a good 
jeweller who knows its value and who 
it 
with his skill would adorn it in 
such wise'that it will be Biore val- 
uable, which they could not aehieve' 
in a thousand years by those uhö do 
not know well how to achieve it. Iiho 
will doubt that those will not do 
likewise to the fine art. which thus" 
they mistreat that learn only, 
practice, as I have said to you, leav- 
ing aside the study of mathematics so 
much to every human-condition necessary. 
p. 27. Ultra di, cio (come vogliono i Besides which -- as the Philosophers 
filosofi) arm d1 mestiera, cho il mondo would have it -- it was necessary 
hause. e vna forma simile el mbndo arch- that the world should have a form like 
1. Cf. above p. 44,1: 0110. Yet the casemates were a critical part-of' the type of ,°N 
fortification design Lenteri was discussing. Consider in comparison also. the" 
representational techniques of Hachot to do what Lenteri wanted here, without 
models. Lenteri presumably knew no such techniques. 
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etipo, qualm era la idea delle diuina the archetypal world, which was an 
sepientia, prima'che queeto. creasem idea of-the divine wisdom, before this 
Ache not vediamo.... La onde"dico the created what we see.... uhereby I say 
(al parer mio)"tutte le fortezze, 0 that -- it appears to me -- all the 
reittä the pit s'auicianauo a quests fortresses or cities that most approach` 
formainel'recinto delle muraglie loro this formt in the enceinte of their 
siano pit perfettamente forts, the walls are more perfectly` strong' than 
quelle the le'si discosteno, come e Is those that are distant from it, 'aa is 
quadrangolare..... sopra de'quali (per the square.... about which -- by the 
" 
ple dimostrationi-gia datteui) e di demonstrations already given you -- it 
necessity che"gli angoli de i beluardi is necesarythat the angles of the"' 
venghino scutii & per consequente deb- bastions occur accute and in consequen- 
oli. - -- ce weak. 
p. 4B. Giul. .... vorreate voL force, 
Gull. ... would you perhaps, that the 
fische I nobili essercitaasero quest arte 
nobles should practise these arte with 
manualmente ? F. S, ben'io, the voi non 
their hands. F. I know well, that you'do 
. 'hauste per 
huomo di COOL POCO dis- not have me as a man of such little talk, 
Corso, the possiate credere ch'io vol- that you would believe that I would wish, 
eeee, chleglino si esaercitaasero 
ä that they ought to practise for pay, or 
2oprszzo, ýouera che: si poneesero ä fab-. that they are themselves put to 
ricers per so medesimi Is case. Anzi constructing houses. Rather this would 
questo sarebbe molto da biasimare. be very blameworthy 4" 
';:.. F; "Anzi vi"dico, the con regional, .... F. Rather I say to you that with 
io consiglierei tutti i virtuosi ad reason I council all the virtuosi 
lfhauer di"qusets' (per via' di acienza to have in thisl(by way of science and 
non di prattica) qualche cognitions; not by practice) some understanding 
bec- 
perche cosi sarebbeno sforzati adýimp- ause thus they will be forced to learn 
ararne molts altre,,, aendo the quells, much else, it being the case that one 
non ei piü"perfettamente hauere'coeiý can not perfectly. have, thia (knouledga) 
so per so solo .... Vitruuio... vno the 
fosse on its oun.... (as) Vitruvius (says).. 
perfetto architetto, potrebbe ancho one who would be a perfect architect, 
direi, ch'egli non solo fosse buono it can also be said that not only 
me filosofo, medicoo& ast- ehoulo he be a good humanist, but phil- humaniatap 
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rologo. Ma läuciamo pure; the a tutte osopherprphysician ano astronomer. But 
siqueste non si voglia dar'opera, at-, " finally, that all. those, who would not 
latendaei almeno a vno'sola.... etudiar'' wish-to. do the work, to attend at least 
almeno i principij di filosofia, per to one single (area)... to study at least 
is quele l'huomo viene in cognitions-&. the foundations of philosophy, by which 
"delle grandszza dell'opere miracolose man comes to know the greatness of 
45 da Iddio ottimo maessimo fabricate... lo the miraculous works built by God the 
studio delle buone arts non e coca da very greatest.... the study of the 
huomini volgarl.... l'architettura puo good arte is not a thing of base men 
dopol'agricolturavottenere`il prime.. .... architecture after agriculture can 
luogo. obtain the first place. 
1. That-is of the circle. 
2. This rather Platonic, or perhaps more strictly neo"Pletonic approach seems 
to support the, approach of some writers. But 
noticeably this rather general attitude is quickly shifted to the common and 
-very mundane pointabout acutely pointed bastions beine too weak. 
3. Architecture. 
4. 'humanists" - humanist, one who studies rather 'belles lettr"as$ than sciences 
and philosophy. 
5. BARBIERI (1961) in this context pointed-out some rather conflicting strands 
i , in Lenteri'e ideas. He described Lanteri es "aristocrato e spirito "attinato", 
who emphasised the traditional values of the aristrocracy, insisting for example 
that their sumptuous palaces would not be fitting residences for merchants, and 
emphasised the value of agriculture in this context. While on the other hand 
Lenteri argued against those who suggested trade was not an honourable occupation, 
and insisted that it ought to be practised more by those of high estate. Views 
which were wholly consistent with Lenteri's stance in fortification. 
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p. 50. .... che si Paccia vn breue ois- 
corso, di quanta gentilhuomini conosc- 
iamo in quests citts, the ei dilettino 
dells scienze, ousra d'alcuns partic- 
s olpre virt,, per Is quals wsritino 
esser chia. ati di qusi the nalle op- 
erationi, 
o costumi volgari tutto di 
non se rauuolgono: 
... (I would) that is made a brief dis- 
course of how many gentlemen we know 
in this city, that delight in the sc- 
iences, or of any particular virtue by 
which they merit to be named to those 
who do not apply themselves in every- 
thing to labour or common practices. 
I 
p. 53. Ma fu voetro argomento di voler 
q prouare, se era pos, 3ible, ä far vn' 
architetto senza gli ordini, the vi si 
ricercano. Come Barebbe ä dir se si 
volesse fare vn Vescouo senza mitra, 
ouero vn frate senza ecapulare. Guil. 
isNonlo vi dissi 
a 
cotal'effetto certo, 
ma solo perche mi pares, the fosse 
a 
r_=bastanza il saper disegnare. Perche 
mi credei the con questo senza altra 
scienza, potesse 1'huomo disegnare 
&Ocosi vna plants di citta, come ogni al 
eltra Cosa? 
Portificationi di terra (let. ed. 1559) 
But was your argument to wish to prove, 
if it were possible, to make an arch- 
itect without the orders, which are 
required there. As if to say that 
one would make a bishop without a mitre. 
or a monk without a cowl. luil. I did 
not say to you to this affect with cer- 
tainty, but only because it seems to 
me, that it; would be sufficient to know 
how to design. Because I believed that 
with this (i. e. mathamatice), without 
any other science, can a man design 
the plan of a city, as any other thing 
8iblio raphy: Vinegia 1559; with Zanchi & Lupicini Venetia 1601; Latin version 
Venetiia 1563 Do modo substruendi terrena munimenta; and Venetiis 1571 
De subtilitate ac stratagemate utenda in rebus belliciswhich is the same text. 
General description 
46i" 
x 4" text, marginal notes. (ii) + 16 + 114 pages. Some 
-large pullout illustrations. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: UVO LIBHI/ UI M. DIACOMO LANTERI DI PA-/RATILO UA BRESCIA. / 
DEL MOOD UI FARE LE FORTIFICATIUNI/ di terra intorno alle Citte, & alle 
Castello/ per fortificarle. / It di fare cost i Forti in cempegna per gli 
allogiamenti do gli/ eseerciti; come anco per ander sotto ad uns Terra, & di/ 
fare i Ripari nulle batterie. / IN VINEGIA, APPHESSU BOLOGNINU LALTIERI. / LUN 
PHIVILEGIO DEL SENATO VENITIANU, / ET DEL HE CHHISTIANISSIMC, PER ANNI X. 
p. 1/3: Dedication "Allo Illustries. at Eccellentise. Signore, il Signor 
Don Alfonso da Eats, Prencipe di Ferrera". Dated Venice 2nd. October '59. 
p. '41 Ai lettori. 
p. 5/6: List of errors. 
^-+, p. 7/26: Alphabetical list of contents. 
p. 1/27: Book 1: 
p. 1/6: Promeo. Cap. I/II: Introductory discussion. Sites. 
" 1: -This refers to a passage that is to appear at the and of the book and which 
in not given at this point.. 
A. That is knowledge of mathematics. 
3. This very, radical sentiment, expressing a belief in the possibility'of 
"designing in architecture without the ortirire, which were such is part of th. it 
activity of the time, and by way of mathematics alone -- which was good enough 
, to design anything, was 
in fact put very tentatively. It in only given is a 
belief and not as something certain. It is also put in the mouth of Liulio who 
can be taken here as a rather over impetuous youth. Yet for all, that the sent- iment seems to have been acceptea by Lenteri and it is not set up to be knut. ked down as ridiculous, but rather for the reaper to ponder after another repetition 
of the value of cortaintly that is got from mathematics. 
4. Of the 1st. edition. 
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p. 6/7: Cap. III: "Come si debbiano moltiplicare gli angoli, il the 
fatto con ragione, rende la forma piu perfette". 
p. 7/23: Cap. IIII/VIIIzDiscussion of various parts of the fortress: 
Bastions, the fosse, counterscarpe, etc, 
p. 24/66: Cap. VIIII/XXV: Most of this section is concerned with 
materials: earth and clay for banks, stakes and branches for reinfor- 
. cement, 
foundations, and ao on. 
p. 67/72: Now title page and promeo. 
p. 73/109: Book II: 
p. 71/82: Cap. I/V: Setting out of the pointed bastion, etc. 
p. 83/109: Mostly practical detail8. though some general points are 
discussed. Cap. XI. p. 92/4 gives an algorithm for setting out 
the regular polygons. 
p. 110/113: Dedication to Horatio Toscanella, Venice 10th. July 1559. 
Colophon: Stampato in Vinegia per Francesco Plarcolini M. U. LVIIII. 
Fortificatione di terra (1559): Texts 
p. 1. 
'NIVNA case e piu necessaria, a 
piü espediente el soldato tra le malte 
the gli sonno & ispedienti & necessarie, 
the 1'intendere l'ordine delle fortif- 
Sicationi; st per me reputo, the un' 
essercito, il quale nö habbia almeno i 
capi, the siano di ciö benissimo intel- 
legeti, deggia sempre eseere di gran 
lunga inferiore & piu infelice.... 
Nothing is more necessary and more con- 
venient to a soldier among the many that 
are both expedient and necessary, than 
to understand the rules of fortific- 
ationsi and to my opinion an army that 
does not have at least the leaders, 
in this of the best informed must 
always*be a great way inferior and 
unhappier..... 
top. 3. LA PRIMO cosa, the a colui the The first thing, to those who wish to 
si uuole dilettare calla fortificationi, delight in fortification, that is nec- 
fa mestiero; e la cognitione. delle essary, is the knowledge of form, 
forme, la quale non si puo in uero which cannot truly be perfectly 
perfettamente possedere, senza la possessed without Geometry, because to 
tiGeometria, il perche ä moiti, the ne many who make a profession of it, such 
fanno professione, ciö si mostra, & is shown, and it is difficult. There- 
a14 difficile; Per" 'o questicognitione fore in this knowledge the soldier 
douerä il soldato sopra tutto esser- ought to be practised in above all, 
citarsi, & se non potra per uia dells and if it is not possible by way of 
aöGeometria, douer allo fare col lungo Geometry, it ought to be done with 
pratticare, e speeso con persona, the long practice, spent with persons who 
di questo soggetto siano bane intel- in this subject are of good understand- 
ligenti, & da as atesso in quel mentre ing, and in himself in this, whilst 
the gli ne uerra 1'occaaione, douerä there would be the occasion he ought 
sreesercitare il proprio intelletto, to practise his personal understanding, 
discorrendo fra as madeaimo, percioche arguing within himself, because -- as 
(come dice Vitruuio) tutta l'Archit- Vitruvius says -- all architecture 
ettura nasce de fabrica, & discorso. 
L originates from construction and discourse. 
1. Of the main pagination. 
L. "Architecture eat acientia pluribus disciplinis, & uarijs eruditionibus 
ornate, cuius iudicio propantur omnia qut; j ab c: gteris artibus perficiuntor 
opera. Ed nascitur ex fabrica, & ratiocinatione. ° VITHUVIUS (1522) 8k. I, 
Cap. I, opening passage. According to LFNNGEk (193V4) this traditional read- 
ing is in error. But this is the way it was read in the renaissance. See also 
ek. I Cap. I, Sect. 15, "ex duabus rebus aingulas artes esse composites. ex 
opere, et eius ratiocinatione. ° on architecture in general again. (1522) f. 9a/b. 
f 
5! 
P. 93. ..... come partendo sei angoli ...... as, 
dividing six right angles 
retti, compresi_dal. pentagonot ne uiene 
contained in the pentagon, there comes 
fuori uno et, un quinto, d, ciascun'angolo out one and a. 
fiftht and, every angleof 
del pentagono contiene un angolo the pentagon. contains_a, right angle and 
retto, & un quinto d'un'angolo retto. a fifth of a right angle., In as much as 
s Per*tanto hauende fatto le due line, having mad e,; the two lines 'AU' and 'NL' 11 
AS, d, AC, l'angolo retto' BML, ui sL at right angles, you add one fifth part 
aggiungerä una quinta pare del detto of, the said, angle '. BAC' and in this way 
angele, BACt e 
ei formers in qual is found the angle of the true pentagon: ' 
modo l'angolo d'un pentagono giustoa 
L1RD"LAN, O° CHAT ANUO 
Rote Perpetue, (1562)ý ,. 
Title page: ROTE PEHPETVE, / PLR LE OVALI SI PUU/ CON QUAL NVMLRU DI UVE DADI/ 
SI VOGLIA, OVERU CON DUE UAUI/ secondo 1'horologio d'Italia ritrouar quendo si 
fa la/Lunas le Feste mobile ..... Ui M. Lirolamo Lataneo Nouares" delle arti/ 
Matematiche professors. 
Colophon: In Bressa+Per, Ludovico de Sabbi* M0 LXII. 
Deecription;, Calsnderaical uork, for. finding phases of the moon, dates of 
religious festivals, etc. Presented-in the form of circual, table in 7=! x 7t" 
squares. (ii) ; 
'29 folios 4,. 
, 
4otmare uns 9iuetieeime battaglia (let. ed. 1563) 
aý- 
Bibliography: Brescia 1563; Brescia 1567*; it also appeared as part of the 
same author's Dell' Arte Pliliteire from 1571 on; an English version appeared 
London 1574; London 1588. 
Description: 
4A 
small book 3" x 4*" text. (vi) + 38 folios, 23}, of tables! 
Title page: TAVOLE BREVISSIME/ PER SAPERE CUN PRESTEZZA/ quante file'uanno a 
formare una/ giustiesime, battaglia.... 
Colophons In Brescia Apresso Ludouico di Sebbi PI. U. LXIII. 
1. Lanteri had explained just' previously (p. 92) "che tutte is figure rettil- 
inss di lati, 'L d'angoli egualip contengono in so due uolte tenti angoli retti, 
in quanti triangoli, ellsno si ponno diuidars, cio= pal mica nusero de'triangoli... " 
il ß 
This is whet Lenteri's diagram should have looked 
like. The one given in the book is actually-for 
D the hexagon ' thus: AB 
3. No other edition known. " 
4. Dedication dated e Sept. 1562. 
5. RICCARDI (1893). 
6. Of the let. edition, dedication dated Brescia 5 July 1563. 
7. These tables are elaborate listings of how particular numbers of men, from 
100 to 221600ýby 50s up to 1000 and by 100. thereafter may be arrayed. They 
rather dominate the work. 
5z 
Ä formers una giustissime battagli (1563): Texts 
f. "(iiia). Per laqual Cosa 
ä tanto 
bisogno desiderando to soccorrere, mi 
son poeto 
a breuemente dar modo, come 
tosto ei posen ridurlo in battagliajd 
! quelle tosto armare, cost di corealetti, 
come di Archibugieri, °et caualleria. 
Affine'che tutto'quello, the io per lo 
spatie di trenta & piu anni ho da 
prudenti Capitani osseruato, at can 
eels sperienza della persona propria, 
coei alle guerra, come nelle discipline 
mathematiche imparato, in poco tepo ogni 
mediocre ingegno comprender posse; & 
da qui conasca; come in cost fatte 
v occorenze, per lo piu con 1'ingagno, 
the con Is forza 
a 11impeto del nimico 
ualorsamente-ei resists. 
Üherefor 
I have taken upon mee, being 
desirous to helpeat so great a needs, 
to sheu briefly the way hone it mays 
quicklye bee brought into a mains 
battaile, and how readely to arme the 
aside battaile asuell with Lorslettes, 
as harkabuzera, and horsemen. To the 
ende that every means wit, may vnder- 
stande all that, which I, by the space 
of thirtie yeeres and more, haue obs- 
erued from wise Lapitatnes, proued by 
experience in person, and learned aswel 
by the uarres, as by the Mathimaticali 
disciplines: Lihereby ache one may knows 
how at needs, valiantly to resist the 
vnset of the enemies and that for the 
most times, not so much by force as 
by policie. 
Opera Nuoua'ýde Fortificare (lat. ed. 1564) ®EMD 
9) 
r4 
Bibliography: Brescia 1564; Brescia 1567; with other material under the title 
of Dell' arts militare Brescia 1571; Brescia 1608*; French translation, without 
the gunnery instruction Lyon 1576; Lyon 1593; Lyon 1600*; Latin version 1600". 
General descriationl'Pleasantly produced work. 610 x 411 text. (vi) + 93 folios. 
Good qualityillustrations, some of a pull out type. 
Contents: 
f. (is): Title Pegel OPERA NVUVA/ UI FURTIFILARE, OFFENDERS/ ET DIFENUERE; ET 
FAR GLI ALLOGGIAMENTI CAMPMLI, / secondo l'uso di guerre. / AGGIONTUVI NEL FINE, / 
'O VN THATTATO/ de gli'essamini de'dombardieri, & di far/ fuochi arteficiati. / 
COSA MOLTA VTILE, ET DILETTEVOLE. / UI GIHULAMO CATANEO NUVARESE. / IN BRESCIA., / 
Apresso Gio: Battista Uozola M. U. LXIIII. 
f. We/va): Table of contents. 
f. (vb/via): list of errors. 
f. (vib): Lines giving different measures, and a graphical, lndication of the 
weight of a ball from its diameter. 
f. la/b: AI Lettori. 
f. 2a/b: Avvertimenti4ntorno alle presents opera. 
f. 3a/14a: Cap. I: 'Exposition of elementary geometrical constructions. 
rf. `14b/19a$ Cap. II: The setting out of the bastion by referedce to flanking fire. 
f. 19a/31. * do. s Foundations of a bastion. 
f. 3lb/46b: do. ': Mainly the internal construction of a bastion, with some 
attention to'the curtain. - 
. 1. From the English "dition'of 1574. 
-2. RICCARDI (1e93) 
3. Under the title " Cý 
4. Of the first "di on. 
ý, At 
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f. 47a/50b: Cap. III/V: Defence of-a fortress. 
f. 51a/54b: rap. VI: Attack on a fortress. " 
f. 55a/64b: Cap. -VII: Defence of a-fortress with'many nice two page illustrat- 
ions of methods; of attack and the relevant response to it. 
f. 65a/70a: Cap. VIII: Field fortifications: 
f. 70b/71a: Cap. IX: To dislodge an enemy. 
f, 71b/73a:, "Avvertimenti, et Essamine intorno a Bombardieri, & fuochi arteficiate". 
f. 73b/83b: Essamine di"Bombardierie -- elementary hints on gunnery. 
'f. 
84a/93a: Powder,, grenades, incendiary devices. 
Colophon: In Brescia, Apresso. Lodouico di Sabbio. PiULXIII2, 
Opera Nuova do Fortificare. (1564): Texts 
ff. 
` 
Ia. PERCHE con 1'ingegno, qual egli Because, with the skill, whatever it is, 
ei siev"donatooi dalla"bonati d'Iddio, given to  e by the good lord, nothing 
niuna cosa. piu uolontieri procure di more willingly do I attempt to do than 
fare, che, di-9388t9 con gratis de gli'- to be'thankfully known by my friends and 
samici, & Signori miei conusciuto per lords as a man sooner desirous to help 
huomo piu tosto deeideroso in uiua uoce others through verbal discussion in the 
con is discipline mate matiche giouar mathematical disciplines; than to be 
altrui, the dando alla stamps esser held as too forward and presumptuous 
tenuto, per, troppo audace, & presuntuoso; in-publishing, for a good space of time 
a Per, buon epatio di tempo non ho pututo I have not been able to be convinced 
persuadermi di mandar hors in luce to publish this my treatise on the 
questo mi, trattato del modo di fort-"", fortification of fortresses and their 
ificar fortezze, &, difenderle, & attack and defence.... 
ofenderle.... 
h f. 2a.. NON e dubbio alcuno, the fra Is There is no doubt that amongst the 
operationi, the (anno i Prencipi, per activities'uhich princes undertake 
Is conseruatione di glizstati loro, for the preservation of their estates; 
the Is fortifications delle Cittä. & that the fortification of Lities and 
dells Castello, possono easere con- Lastles can be numbered amongst the 
tanumerate. fra is principali, r-et import- principle and important (things) that 
anti, the essi,, facciano; hauendo a they do, having to depend on this, in 
dipendere, da quelle. in parts is saluezza part, the safety of the people and 
de populi,,, a; stati. Toro. Et come che- - their estates. And as, relative to 
intorno, a cio molte considerationi ei this, many considerations are involved, 
u conuengano, per quel poco di eapere, by that little knowledge which the 
the mi cone i dono. le matematiche die- mathematical disciplines yield to me, 
eiplina, & per quelle isperienza, the and by that experience which"I'have 
lo ho per lunge tsapo4'acquistate ne par- gained over 'a long time 'I will talk 
lern piü perticolareente, the per  e sie thereof, ' in`detail as far as it is' 
Jepossiblel. non facendo mentions d'i -, + possible to'me, not making mention öf 
molti, & eccorti'auiei oi-coloro, chs _°the`many and wise advices of those 
1. This ia'in accord with Lenteri'e picture of Cataneo's teaching from. n math-, 
emetical bass with the Lount of Arco in, 1542. Sae above p. 44, n. 2. 
2. Lit. 'giving to-tti proves'. 
3. "EstetesO rather, then "states" because below he write, of the "peoples$ 
estatne". 
4. Uf at least 30 years by the indications of the last noted work. See above p. 5 2. 
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dell'edificare delle Citt & delle (other uri. tere), which in the building 
molts conditioni, the intorno'alla of 
cities and the mäny`conditions. that 
bonta dell'aere, dell'acqua, del'ter- concern'the goodness of the°air, of 
reno, & del resto e'appartengono 
di the water'and the land, "and the rest, 
ssapere. Delle quali`cose per esser-" belong to 
knowledge (here). ''Which 
state copiosamente, d ben trattate da things have been well 
and"in detail `ý' 
loro, mi pas coca uana il ragionare. Et treated by them, it seems to me a vain 
tanto piu. perche 1'intention mia 
e thing to discuss. And as much more 
state di, parlare solamente delle fort- because it beinq my intention to talk 
Mificetioni, delle qualitä delle machine only of' fortifications, 'and the char-' 
a questo`negotio apertinenti, `'aecondo ' acteristics of the machines belonginq 
il 'costume'di tempi nostri`. '(jico adun- to this business, according to the 
que, cheýqusllo, the he nell'animo di custom of our times .1 say then, that 
fortificare una Citta, o altro lUogo', one'that has in mind to'fortify"a city 
N primieramente debbe hauer riguardo al or other place, firstly he ought to 
sito, perche tale si ellegga, the bis- have regard to the site, because such 
ognando esser frontiers 
a nemici cosi is chosen needing to be a frontier to 
in diffendersi, come in offenders alt- the enemy in defence. as in attacking 
others.., ",. .. ý, 
zo.... agli 'sarebbe molto meglio il far . 
"... it'would be much'better to make 
del tutto uns nuoue fortezza, ouero wholly'a neu fortress, or a new repair 
un nuouo''riparo in buon site posto, in a well placed site, than'to conserve 




tif. '3 a. Douendo io mostrar'il modo di It being necessary that I shou the 
far is plante, & is fabriche delle "'' 'means of making plans, and the const- 
Fortezze, con gil Alloggiamenti di ruction of the fortrxas, with the camps 
Campagna,, &' altre' cose, the all Oarte of the field, 'and 'other -things, ' uhich 
militars'appartengono, d'hauendo bis- -belong'to'the'military'art; `ano having 
ogno d'alcune operationi'Geometriche, need'of'some""geom_etrical operations, 
is quali molts uolte occorrono'nel which occur many times, in wishing to 
uoler'fare is predette case, andarö make'the"above said things, I proceed 
breuemente dichiarando quelle, the al briefly to discuss those, which to the 
proposito mi pareranno esser'piü nec- business seem to me more necessary. 
Messarie. 
f. 71b. .. 
*necesssrio'intenderai`di 
... (what is) necessary'to beunder- 
poluers; 'd'Arteglieria; di fuochi" stood of-powder; artillery; ' of artif- 
artificiatl; -l do 8ombardieri; 'come icial fire; and of"bombardiers; as'"-'- 
coee-senza is quail is militia Uel things without which soldiering" 
M tempo d'hoggi' sarebbe di'niun valor.; today would be of"no value, 1'have' 
1. I'*. -those other writers implied above. -Presumably-vitruviue. and his renais- 
sence commentators, like Pietro Cataneo, would have formed a good part of tho 
people birolemo was thinking of, hors. 
2.. By not. being suitable yet having a castle or-the like-which the sovereign 
wishes to preserve, for example. 
3. From the "Essamine intorno"a bombardiori". 
ho ridotto in brieui, & utilissimi brought into brief-and most useful 
auuertimenti quanto intorno a questo notices as much concerning this' 
negotio per esperienze propria, & per business, by personal experience and 
auiso di alcuni, esperienti misi'amici through the advice 'of some of my ex- 
ime i, peruto laser bisogno. pert friends what appears to me to be 
"" P+ , necessary. 
(1571) edition 
f. 16a 1Uueste regole di dissegnare (In) this method of design of fort- 
, fortezze, ouere forti; 
e necessario di resses or forts, it is necessary to 
eapergli ben dissegnare copra carts, know well how to design them on paper 
con Is sue misure; & ancor mettergli with their measures and also to model 
join modello, ýper potergli mostrare a them to be-able-to show them--more 
+piu pareri... clearly..... 
Nuovo Hagionamento (1571)t 
rq, 
General description: (iv) + 35 folios. 6" x 4" text. N clearly produced work 
with many diagrams in the text'and some on pull out sheets. Lialogue form. 
Contents: 
r" at'f. "(ie): 'Title'page: NVUVO/ RAGIONAPiLNTU/ LLL FABHILAHE LE/ FURTELLL; / 51 
PER PRATTICA, 'COMEJPER THECRICA; /-Due diffuaamente'si'mostra tutto quello ch' 
e"tal-ecientia si', appartiene. /'UI CIROLNNU CATANEO/NUV. RESL. / IN 8HE5LIA, / 
APPRESSO G10: FRNNCESCO, LT PIETNU MAHIM, / FRATELLI UE' MARC HETTI. rt. U. LXXI. 
f. '(Lia/iiia): 'Uedication to "ii Signor Conto 4irolamo di Lodrone; signore, 
at patron mio sempre osseruandissimo". Dated Hrescia 21 June 1571. 
f. (iva): Tabie. oferrors. -" 
,,. 
f. (ivb): Dedicatory, veresto the dedicatee. 
f. la/2a: A'lettori. I I., 
f. 2a/35b8 Thejmain body of the, text divided into 34-questionssof a fairly 
elementary-sort concerned mainly with-rudimentary geometrical constructions 
for, fortification traces. The first 4 folios for example, questions 1 to 6, 
are concerned with the angle of the bastion, -and pretty well-all that ensues 
is an instruction on how to replicate a given angle. 
Nuovo Raaionemento: (1571): Texts . ,r 
f. 1s .... lo Illustre Signor Caualier. -.... the illustrious Signor cavalier 
Guilio Foresto, huomo the hebbe, (altre Guilio Foresto, a man that had -- 
la gran cognitions di letters recödite besides great knowledge of letters, 
1tß politissime) grauissima & singolar recondite and most polished -- weighty 
eloquenza, atta ad esprimere con grand- and particular eloquence, 'suited to 
, 
issima facilit'a, & dolcezza ogni sorts " express with the greatest ease and 
di dottrina, & di-scienza, de quali sweetness every sort'of doctrine and 
1. This passage does not occur in the first edition. 
2. Only edition noted. It formed bk. II of Dell' Arte Militare (1584) 
and later editions. 
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egli era ornatissimo; era intendentiaa science, with which 
he was much adorned; 
imo de Is cove di Aristotle, & di he was the most understanding of the 
Platone;., e porous l'anima del noetra topics of Aristotle and Plato, and 
grand'Euclide, _cosi., 
bens dichiaraua le seemed the spirit of-our great Euclid, 
1secrete dottrineidi questo gran mat- thus discussed truly the secret ooct+ 
ematico; & di; queeto ei. seruiua egli,, rinestof this 
(great mathematician, '`, 
si in molts tose, ma epecialmentenelle and by this was'served 
in many things, 
coos apparte. nenti 
a Is guerre, a la but especially in what belongs to war, 
quale era per natura inclinatissimo. to which he was by nature much inclined. 
Opera del Mixure (let. ed. 1572) 
8ibliooraphy: t 9raecia"1572; Brescia 1582*,. Brescia 1584; Br'eaciä 1589*; 
ý` 
Brescia 1608*? Brescia 1682*1(two editions); Brescia by Policreto'Türlini, s. d 
General description: 6" x 4" text. (iv) +'56 + (ii) + 64 folioa'in 2"books. 
A well produced, book with, a text full of diagrams, calculations' and tables, 
but generally of_a,, pretty elementary level often simply being concerned'to 
show how to work out the relevant calculations. The second 
part'uith'a separate 
title page was mainly concerned with volumns, while`thsLLfirst'considered areas. 
Title Page: OPERA/ UELPIISUHARL/ UI M. GIHULAPIC/ CATANEO NOVARESE/ LIBRI II. / 
, NE. PRIMO"S'INSEGNA A/, Misurer, i partir'/ i Campi, 
/ NEL SECONDO A'MISVRAR LE 
MVRAGLIE, / imbottar3Grani, Vini, Fieni, i. Straai; col l. usller/ 1'Acqua, i altre 
case nscesserio, a gli Agrimensori. 
Colophon: In Brescia, appresso Vincenzo Sabbio; Ad instantia di Francesco, 
i Piet: Maria di Marchetti, Fratelli. M. D. LXXII! 
Opera del misure (1572): Texta 
pf. 2a, IN'TVTTE'le scienze, & arti lib- in all the sciences and libera1Rarts 
erali, Is quali s'inaegnano.. con dritto which are taught with 
just method, bef- 
? 'ordine, inanzi cha si veghi a trattare ore one, comes to treat of the things 
Is tose Le quell pertägono, al auggetto belonging to the subject, it is well 
loro, " ban fatto the prima s'inaeg- done that first its principles are 
: enino i principid'esss. Conciosia the taught, becauee'on these depend all'"' 
da quells dipendonoltutte l'altre tose; the other things; and upon these asß''"` 
sopre questi, ""come'ne'fondamenti; si foundation all the rest is , erecid 
drizze tutto il rimanente; 'C contenen- and being contained in the principles, " 
doss i principij in so medisimi, & Is themselves and the force of all the 
asforza di tutte l'altre tose, lequali other things, which are after 
e'insegneno doppo-loro, 
e. necessario.,, them taught, it is necessary that into 
the nel°porre i stabilire iiprincipij, the setting out0and establishing of 
si ponga diligente fatica, -accioche... _- 
the principles, is put diligent labour, 
etabiliti, &ben colloceti piLi facil- do! that established, and properlyassem- 
tfinente 11altre cos. a'intendino. Hors bled the other things are more easily 
volendo So.. trattars dells Geometrie ". -, understood. Now wishing to deal with 
1. Euclid's secret doctrines 7 Possibly, merely closed, hidden, i. e. -Just difficult. 2. The same work often appeared with the title Ue11'arte . Iel nisurore. 3. RICCARDI (1993). - 
4. In a uniform edition with Ds l'Arte M tars. 5. N. t1. C 
I. U. M. oCeto gives 1585 Y HILL.. ( U1 18)3) t N. U. L. C. 16b0. INDEX AUR shows 
this printer active in the lost-quarter of the 16th. century. 
7. The final colophon. An internal colophon at the and of Bk. I, and both title 
pages omit any mention of Sabbio. 
8. Lit. Just to put, to not. 
$7 
pratica, inanzi the 
a 
particolari practical geometry`, -before I descend 
to 
discenda, e di bisogno, the ei pod§ano o specifics, it is needful 
that I should 
quei principij, e termini, i quali set out 
those principles and terms, 
mestisri alle intellegenza di quest' which are necessary 
to the understand- 
ferte ing , of 
this art. 
'#"_ 
f. 4a. .... 
dico, 
the Is Geometria .... I say that Geometry concerns cont- 
% 
versa attornoIalla quantity continua; 
inuous quantities. But not all (euch), 
me non tutte, perioche il tg'po, & il 
because time and motion 
flare 
of other 
moto4sono d1altra cösideratione, the concern 
than of geometry because it 
wdtl Geometria; percioche gli considers considers only 
the line, the surface, 
solemente Is linea, la superficie, & and 
the body, or to say better, their 
-il corpo; 
ö per dir meglio gli eccidenti, accidents and their passions, as are 
& Is passioni loco, come sono figure, figure, greatness, equality, inequal- 
grandezze, equality, inequalita, & ity, and other like accidents. but 
it 
issimili altri accidents; Ma considers considers more 
diversely than does 
molto diuersamente di quello, che"fa. Astronomerv perepectivist, and-natural 
1sAstronom o,, il perspettiuo, i il philosopher, because the Astronomer con- 
filosofo naturali; conciosis the 10 sidera the celestial bodies, the earth, 
Astronomo considers i corpi celestis and their size, and their motion, 
M la terra, & is for grandszzas i il for wholly in the accidente, separate from 
moto, ne in tutto separa gli accidenti matter, because 
it treats of them 
dalla materie; percioche tratta egli in as much as they exist in the sun a 
di esst in quanta Sono, nel Sole, nella and moon and other celestial bodies, 
Luna, &ne gl'altri corpi celeste, me but not with those means that the natur- 
afnon can quelli mezi the fä il filosofo al philosopher does, not in as much as 
, naturele, ne in quanta in essi 
a natura in them is such a nature. The perspect- 
tale; il perspettiuo tratte di lines, ivist treats of lines, surfaces and bod- 
di superficie, & di corpi, &, de i, loro ies and their accidents as much as these 
accidenti, in quanta cascano sotto il fall under the sense of sight, but with 
Seseneo del vedere; me con proue matemat- mathematical proofs. The natural phil- 
ache. 11 naturale filosofo, considers osopher considers all the things in the 
tutte Is case in qual modo the häno way that they hevs`being in their part- 
l'essere, nella sus propria materia icular sensible matter. But the Geomater 
sensible; Me il Geometra questo fa doss this differently from all the above 
* differentemäte da ciascun de i sopra said, because with the intsllect'he- 
ßx detti; Concioeia the con 1'intelleto aspirates the things which he consid- 
aepera'le cosec chsegli considera, are, fro* the sensible matter of, motion, 
Balla materis sensibile dal moto', e' and uhateoevar changes as well can be of 
da qualunq; alterations; the se bane 
. Nl'essere dells quantitä 
e ne corps 
rt 
1. This sort of remark seems to be in part an excuse for the rather over simple ` 
treatment given. Perhaps as much a'"reflection on the audience he hoped to reach 
as on the author's abilities. ' 
2. See also not long afterwards where, (, irolamo'stated (f. 2b), "etiandio necess- 
jrio prima trotters qual sie il soggetto, & Is matteria, cerca la quale versa 
l Geometra, conciosia the dally intelligenza di questo si apporter! gran lute, 
alle cosec is quali ei direnno nel progreeso di tutta Popre. " 
3. "verse attorno" - "spreads over", "covers" (7) 
4. That is motion considered as more than any more spatial displu; cment. " 
Girolemo seems to be thinking here of euch-Aristotelian notions as natural 
and violent motion. 
S8 
naturals, nondimeno con 1'intelletto quantity and in natural bodies.. 
is considers senza materia, o senza Nevertheless with the intellect he con- 
gli accidenti sensibili. I1 perche nel sidera them apart from matter and the 
is diffinitioni dolle quantits, & as sensible accidents. Therefore in the 
sgl'accidenti, i quali sono considerati definitions of the quantities and of the 
dal Geometria, non si piglia name accidents which are considered by Geom- 
alcuno, il quale non si posse imagin- etry, no name is taken, which can not be 
are senza concetto sensibile, onde non imagined without sensible concepts, 
si fa mentions di moto, di tempo, di whereby it does not make any mention 
roleggeireza, di grandezza, di caldo, di of motion, time, lightness, greatness, 
bianchezza, a d'altri simil accidenti. of heat, whiteness or other similar 
Lt quantunq% " 
is diffinitioni, &i accidents. And although the definitions 
principij delle Geometria siano intel- and principles of Geometry are intel 
ligibili, & astratti da i sensi; non- legibili and abstracted from the senses, 
K dimeno ai accommodano encore nella nevertheless they belong also in 
Astronomic, nells. perapettiua, nella Astronomy, in perspective, in mechanics 
mecanica, & nella filosofia naturals; and in natural philosophy; and by means 
& per il mezo loro si prouano Is prop- of them are proved the propositions in 
ositioni in ciascheduna di queste every one of these sciences, where is 
sascienze, daue si tratta delle grandezze, treated greatness, shapes, lines, surfaces, 
& delle figure, delle lines, delle and bodies subject to motion, and of 
superficij, a de'corpi soggetti al sensible materials, as is clearly seen 
moto, & alle materia senaibile, si not only in many places in Aristotle, 
come chieramente si veda, non solo in but also in other philosophersi 
u infiniti luoghi appresso di Aristotle; 
me encore d'altri Filoaofii 
Hora se altre scienze ci seruono pi i Now if other sciences are served by 
principij delle Geometria contemplat- the principles of contemplative Geo- 
iua; quanta piü a me sera lecito di metry, how much more will it be licit 
jovsarli in quests opra di Geometric for me to use them in this work of 
prattica 7 Et come da Is prattica 
a 
practical Geometry ? And as from 
nata is Geometria semplice, & astratta, practice simple Geometry is born 
& dalle core osseruate nel cotidiano and abstracted, and from the 
vso del misurare ha ella hauuto il suo things observed in the daily practice 
isprincipio, cost e cosa ragioneuole the of measurment has it had its beginning, 
esse accommodi se medesima alle prat- then it is reasonable that this accom- 
tics, come a quells, a cui ä obligatas odates itself to prectide, as to that, 
Naque Is Geometria appresso gli Lgittij to which it is indebted. Geometry was 
,,. 
i' 'born Under. the Egyptians ... 
a 
1. Girolamo seems to view geometry here as a tool. It is Distinguished from the 
other disciplines by its general applicability in many other disciplines which 
in turn have their own subject matter, although in some, that subject matter is 
handled almost entirely mathematically, as in Astronomy. It then is seen as 
giving powere to those disciplines because it provides the means of proof. The 
implication at the end of the passage that Aristotle exploited mathematics at 
many points is rather intriguing. 
2. The elision gives the traditional account of the invention of geometry in 
Egypt because of the flooding by the Nile and the need for surveying. The con- 
clusion in this passage seems fairly clearly to be that contemplative geometry 
ought to `accommodate itself' to practice, because it sprang from it, although 
the language is-. perhaps not altogether clear. This is of course a rather rad- 
ical position with respect to contemplative geometry -- that it should accomm- 
odate, i. e. : Adapt itself to practice. dut4accomodareýhas also the sense of 
to lend itself to, and Girolumos's sende may be not a great dual more than 
'to allow itself to be applied to' rather than adapted. However the one notion 
tends to merge into the other. 
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W Ceometria prattica, laquale insegna 1' 
arte, & il mooo di misurare, piani, 
altezze, profundita, 
ö bassezze, the 
dir vogliamo, capacitä & ampiezze de 
scorpi, caui, ö solidi.... 
Practical geometry which teaches the 
art and means of measuring planes, 
heights, depths, or lowness, as we 
would wish to say capacity at bodies, 
hollows or solids.... 
6k. II, f. (iia). GIA molti mesi human- 
issimi Lettori, hauendo io posto fine 
a 
quests seconda parts della Geometria 
prattica, del misurar muraglie, imbot- 
atar Biade, Vini, Fieni, & altri strami, 
cal liueller is Acque, & altre cose 
necessaris a gl'Agrimensori.... 
Zany months, most human reader, have 
I put an and to this second part of 
practical geometry of measuring walls, 
encasking grain, wine, fodder and other 
straw, with the levelling of water and 
other things necessary to the surveyor 
Opera del Misur (1584 ed. ): Texts 
f. (iia)i .... nobile d'ingegno & di 
scionza PI. Girolamo Catanio Nouarese, 
K profes. sore eccallentis_imo delle sc- 
ienze Mathematiche, il quale hauendo 
composti diuersi uolumi & trattati 
sopra il misure delle terra, del condur 
acque, & d'altre core importanti in- 
: ptorno all'arte militar. 
!... (the) noble skill and science of Plr. 
Lirolamo Catanso of Novara, most excel- 
lent professor of the mathematical 
sciences, who has composed many sundrie 
volumes and treatise upon the measure 
of the earth, the conduction of eater 
and other important things concerning 
the military art. 
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i 
f. 1a. UUVENUUSI in quect'opera 
trattare delle fortifications delle 
Citta, parmi case conueniente dir 
prima qualche coca, della origins, a 
Scagione, di edificar case a Litta, 
the, cosa eia Cittä, 4 il fine di, eesa. 
Presupposto sempre adunque, come si 
richiede, per uerieaimo, quello, the 
nelle nacre letters ai legge della 
lecreationedell'huomo, e della edificat- 
ione dells prima Litte, dito che, 
secondo i Centili, the non hebbono, 
ö 
non uolaono hauere la cognitions delle 
uerita, i primi huomini, quali habit- 
y arono la terra, offesi dally ingiuria 
dell'aria, per cagione delle mutationi 
de'tempi,, a mossi dalla nature, qual 
ci, pereuade; il fuggir le, cose, the ci 
epportano iepaccio, e danno; cercarono 
tsdi schermirei, e da quella 4uanto Lora 
era concesso, difendersi. 11 perche 
altuni si messero ad habitare Is yrotte, 
& altri di legnami, Bassi, & terra con 
roza, e sconcia opra fabricarono hab- 
jitatione..... 
Texts 
As this work treats of'the fortificat- 
ion of cities`lt seems'to me'convienient 
to say firstosomething'of the origin 
of, the building of houses and cities, 
and what a city is and`ite end? 
Presuppcsing -always thereto, ' as is-"'` 
required, for truth, that what is read 
in sacred letters of the creation of 
man and the building of the first 
city, I say that according to the'gent- 
ilse, who did not have, or did not wish 
to have knowledge of the truth, the 
first-man who inhabited, thwl arth, 
attacked by the+inJuries of"the`mir, 
because of, the changes in'the weather 
and the movements of nature, which per- 
suaded them to, flee the-things %, hich 
brought dieturuance+and danger, they 
searched to fence themselves off, and 
from that as-much as possible to be 
defended. Thus some, proceeded to in- 
habit caves, and others of wood, stone, 
and earth, with rude and rough work, 
built habitations...... 
4 
If. 2b. HAVLN00. la diuina natura (comet The divine nature having given men the 
1necio ecritto Marco Uarrone) dato 
ü fields, as {Marcus Varro urote, human" 
gli. huominl. lsýcampayne, 1'art humunn art built the City. 
ediflcö is Cittä. `" 
1. tinted 1548. " 
7.. Meygi" 
3. I. e. purpose., 
4. Literary way of referriny to the classical authors. 
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nni t, 
f. 7b. HORA quanto alle piante delle Now concerning the plans of the cities 
Cittä, the si haueranno'a disegnare, "°` " which have 'to be oesigned, you ought 
deuete sapere, the is forma triangolare to knoufthat, the triangular farm and 
a Is quadra sonn is piü imperfette, quan-thesquare are the most imperfect,. in 
: to alle fortifications, a is piü dannose regard to fortification,, and the most 
the si trouino; auuenghi che, douendosi dangerous that are found. It happening 
, ne gli angoli, 
e cantoni di tai forme that, having on the angles and corners 
disegnare e'9elluardi, is punto loro of such forms' to` design the bastions, 
uengono ad esser troppo acute, massim- their points come out too acute, 
"eamente neue forme triangolari.... especially in the triangular form... 
f. 14a. 
tSonno 
hoggi di le fortezze in- Today fortresses are indefensible 
, 
4a 
defensibili per cagione delle Artig- because of the artillery,.. 
, 
lierie..... 4 
14 f. 18a. E u'ho posto anchora, due forme, 
iel'una co'Balluardi di piu facce3 the 
non s'usa troppo, e 1'altra circolare: 
is quali, como appare, saranno difese 
a bastanza. E quanto sia vtile il tor- 
narle in opera, s'intendera benissimo 
pa'suoi luoghi, facendo io argomento 
per piu d'una'ragione eh'hddur ui si 
c., 
potrebbe, the di leggierissima iport- 
`, 
anza siano quelle minut{t, the in tali 
opero trouassero alcuni nun difese. 
ss': uemto e ben da sapere the ui'crosso, 
e molti piu alle percose put resisters 
1'opera circolare, the quella cö le 
linse rettet Hora per sequitar 1' 
0intento mio, 
dirö, the nall'esserctio 
sadi guerre, is principals e piu import- 
, 
ante coca e, the ciascunodi quests 
professions, a massimamente i grandi 
c'ihabbiano ad hauer carichi, debbono 
hauere qualche intelligentia dell' 
Karte 
4d'Architettura 
grossa, the cost 
chiamo'io quelle de'solaati, c. he uol- 
garmente'in ciö son chiamati Ingenieri, 
perche applicano il loro ingagno 'a 
cost nobile"essercitio. Ua costoro, per 
Nconseiuare gli statt, Is Cittä, le 
terra, e 'le fortezze, nascono tre man, 
°inri d'ordin! d'opnre: _1'un 
im gotta 
Uipmrntinne,, 1'tilt ra for tificmti one; 
In terza Edlflcrationn" L+ Hiparationa 
And I have1put to you two, forms, the. 
one with bastions of more face s3vhich 
is not much usedi and thesother 
tc: 
ir- 
cular, ° which as appears, will, def- 
end sufficiently. And how useful is the 
circular. form in action uill, be 
well understood in its, place: I 
making argument for more than one 
reason that can be aduced in it, that 
it is of-the lightest importance there 
being minutiae that in such works c6n 
not find any tefence. 7his, is well to, 
knoo, tthat'greatly and.. much more 
, 
can,,,,, 
circular works resist the-blows. 
than that with straight linss. 
tNou in 
following my intention,. I will say that 
in the practice of war, the first and 
most important thing is that everyone 
of this'profession, and especially the 
great, that have to have charge, ought 
to have such understanding of the art 
of Architecture in mass -- as this I 
call what is of the soldiers who com- 
monly are named Engineers, because they 
apply their ingenuity to this noble 
practice., from these men, for the con- 
servation of States, Lities, countries 
and fortresses arise three manners of 
oroers of the work. Uni is Lallen 'ttep- 
oire, the other 'fortification', :a nu 
the third 'Huilding'. dnp. iir is used, 
1. MAggt. 
2. `Castriotto. 
3.111ustrntion showing th0. biintionß thus 
h. Mtnutle: Any vary emrill thing. 
5. At f. 60sß Csstriotto repeated his contention that round forms could be sufficiently defended. 
6. Cf. Locstslli below 
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e'opera ogni uolta the un Prencipe any time a Prince has the necessity to 
habbia necesaitä di difendere una terra, defend a land, from an overtakingithat 
per une soprapresa, che'1 nemico facesse the enemy should make of a sudden, in a 
all'improuiso in una carestia di tempo: dearth of time, in which case it is leg- 
snella qualm 
e lecito aiutarsi can 1' itimata to be aided by ingenuity, as it 
. ingegno, come ei puö, senza rispetto may 
be, without regard to the rule and 
d'ordine, t regale di detta Architettura. method of the said architecture. Fort- 
La Fortificatione s'adoperä, quando un 
ification is employed when a Prince or 
Prencipe o una Republics "a, the ä Republic knows that at some time one 
4ºqualche tempo una aua piazza gli haboia of his positions may be assaulted, and 
ad eseere assalita: e quest opera, this work, because there is time to 
perche u'ha tempo a proposito da poterla the purpose be able to make it 
accomodare, debbe con ordine piu d'una suitable, ought with method to be 
uolta dentro e fuora esser uisitata. vieued%more than once within and with- 
'Come poi sonn state ben uedute e con- out. AS then are well seen and consid- 
siderate 11offese e Is difese, Si crud the attack'and defence, 
(and so)the 
debbe disegnare il luogo nel foglio place ought to be designed in folio, with 
con tutto il suo giro di muraglia, & all its circuit of walls, and with 
appresso accömodarui all'$ntorno ne' regard to the necessary places, accom- 
spluoghi necessarij i Balluardi, le odated the Bastions, Piattaformes and the 
Piette forme, &i Uenti! a per dentro the teeth, and from the inside going 
ualeras a luogo per luogo da gli angoli from place to place, at the 
delle muraglie, facendoui Lauallieri angles of the walls, nuking cavaliers 
cue bisogna, a seruenoosi quanta si i, ohere necessary and being serveu as 
upuo dell'opere gia' fatte. L'Edificat- much as possible by the work already 
ione"si fa cö is comoditä ai tdpo, & mace. 
Ibuilainq 
is done with n suffic- 
si matte in opera con quella maturezza iency of time and is put to effect with 
d'ingegno, the 11huomo fa a puo adoper- that mature skill, that a man can employ 
are in questo modo. Debbesi epeso uis- 
in this way. Time ought to be spent to 
jaitare il luogo, e deus ei disegna far visit the place and where is designed 
1' -habitationi s'hä d'auuertire alla to make the habitations, notice has to 
salubritä dell'aria..... L'opera non si be taken of the health-ness of the 
douerä fare senza consiglio di multi air...... The work ought not to be 
huomini-pratichi in guerra, e'quali 1' made without the council of many men 
uesperlentia ha' moetro quello the si practised in war, to whom experience has 
debbe fare..... shown what ought to be done..... 
f. 21a. 4NON e dubto alcuno, che la fort- There is no doubt that the strength of 
ezza delle muraglia consists piu Helle the wall consists more in the form than 
forma, the nellt materia; auuenghi the in the material, for it happens that if 
Jps'ella non ears aiutata dall'ingengo it will not be aided by the skiff ulness 
dall'Architatto con detta forma, per of the architect with the said form, 
grosse ch'ella ei faccia, e di qual ei to the grestnses with which it 
1. Or eupriee. 
L. In folio " on a sheet of p. tper. 
1. Maggi f. i1n, "quelle sorti di muray1ie, chn sL chi: iin. ino Uunti' Forbii_11 
e stelle", i. e., enu-toothed. 
S. "(dificetione"" Lf" the title of Nluertiin well known work, lie Hof 1101 iif ii.. torlb 
A., M. ggi. 
>, , 
C4 
uoglia Sorte di pietra, o di matone, 
the gagliardamente resists alle per- 
'coaae, sarä nondimeno da'colpi dell' 
artiglieria, o con picconi, o con 
(mine abbatuta, 
a con scale, a machine 
sup crate. 
shoulo be made, and of whatever sort 
of stone, or brick, that robustly res- 
ists the blows, it will nevertheless be 
overcome by the blows of the artillery, 
or with picks, or with mines, or with 
ladders and machines. 
'f. 60b. 
tLa forma circolare nelfiächi, The circular form in the flanks and 
e 8aluardi, e piaciuta non solo 
a the bastions pleased not only 
Vitruuios &'Leon Battista Alberti, & Vitruvius3and Leon Battista Alberti, 
bad altri Architteti, ma ancora ad and other architects, but also Albrecht 
Alberto Durero, per la molts fortezza Dürer, throuoh the great strength that 
chs d" quests nests. is qualm pare tanto through this arises; the which appears 
pi, dsgna dl"ssers approuata, quanto the so much more worthy of approval, 
'al uede4.... nondlmeno... perche Is linse as much as is seen 
4 
.... nevertheless.... 
K de'tiri the uengono da'fiänchi, nö because the lines of fire that come 
strisciano tutto il ealluardo, io no from the flank do not graze all the' 
lodo quests forma.... 
f bulwark I do not praise this form.. 
f., 920 Per dar adunque 
ä tal case To give then this subject a beginning, 
principio, dito the hauendo chiare- I say that having clearly comprehended 
jWmente compreso nella guerra fatta del in the war of 1552 of P, irandola, (that) 
1552. alle rlirandola, Topere moderne modern works are not much to the purpose 
non esser molto a proposito in tutti in every place, so I have been forced 
i luoghi: pero son stato forzato to put in diagrams a neu method, perhaps 
porre in figure on nuouo modo forse al to the opinions of experts very good, 
ayparere di gli intendenti perfettissimo: which, if it will not be ornate and of 
il quale se non sara ornato dt quelle such a polished and beautiful appearance 
polita, a bellt uista, the all'arch- as belongs to fine Architecture, no one 
itettura sottile si conuiene, niuno se ought to marvel because military arch- 
ne daue marauigliare, per the larch- itecture is massive, and not subject 
seitettura militare e grosse, non 
e to the rules of the fine (style), and 
soggetta alle regole delle sottile, & also because if anyone wishes to im- 
encore per the uolendola. imitare, cio itate such, that can not be but with 
non pesserebbe senza gran danno de' great danger to the soldiers. 
soldati. 
1. Maggi. 
Z.. "In the flanks" is not altogether clear. The accompanying drawing-- rawing shows this 
O 
type of trace, with towers at the points and in the re- 
entrants. Perhaps Maggi meant these 'internal' towers. 
3. VITRUVIUS (1522) i. 17a. "Turres itaque rotundas, cut moX i yuy %, ". , Bunt 
faciend .e 'luadretas einem machina_ celerius dinsip7t, ( angolos . irietee Lund- 
endo frungunt, in rotunda tiunibu" auttnm (utl cunnos) ati centrum adDjotndu, 
lgyldere non posaunt. " (5k. l, Caf. V, Sect b. ) 
4. Maggi adduced hero rounif etru,. Lurue in anlmr, ls after rnristutlna tu indic., Li, 
their value, as well its the Vitruvian point. 
5. Sea also f. 27. U. where Pi., ygi expressed exactly the soma sentiment on tht, 
n. ed to avoid deed ground, t+yfkisnt the vieLis of these authors and Caalrlelte. 
f: nstriotto. 
7. Lit. gross, big, *fat. 
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Tre tlueeiti (1567) :' Texts 
f. 25b. .... tuttoril giorno-ueygo molti, .... every day I see many supplied 
forniti aesai, piu d'arditezza, the di much more with daring than with judg- 
giudicio, sforzarei di dare ad intendere ment, forcing the world 
al mondo d'essere, d'acutissimo ingegno, to understand them as of the most acute 
f& di profondiesime ecienze, a uoler,, skilfulness and profound science, and 
antiporsi a soldati di molto honors & wishing to be set before soldiers of 
dignite, con tents min male sodisfat- great honour and dignity, so much to 
tione, the adirato molto ni rimanyo, 
& 
my poor satisfaction that I remain much 
simile ad un leone, _ferito_, 
da, pungente enraged like a lion wounded by sharp 
oederdo. ondo ciö dissi, del tutto die- darts, whereby I would say, of all 
poets di mostrere ad altuni dottorl, disposed to show to any wise man, that 
the tat opinions ostinatamente manten- they obstinately hold such an opinion--- 
gono, (quentunque a soldati non pppar- ulthouyh it does nut belong to solt$- 
tengo il difenderei con parole, come iere tu defend themselves with words, 
, asi fa dc loro) the so-al non sonn degni as it does to them -- that these era 
in mode elcuno ne in tempo di-guorra, not worthy in any uayg nnither In 
ne di pace d'sssere antiposti'a soldati. time of war, nor of peace, to be sat 
A mi perdoneranno gue'dottori, ehe per it before soldiers, and they wall excuse 
1. Only known edition. 
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loro singolari uirtu Sono degni d'ogni 
honors, & d'essere meritamente con 
perpetuaLode commendati. per cioche io 
sono sforzato per lo particlare inter- 
sesso, & altrasi per 1'uniuersalel come 
amatore d protettore di soldati, di 
tenors la loro protettiona pal giusto, 
essendo alcuni disposti a uolere con 
carte Toro ragioni concludere, the 
sosolamente ne'tempi di guerra il sold- 
ato debba precedere il dottore, & non 
ne'tempi di pace.... 
me, those wise men, that by their part- 
icular virtue are worthy of every hon- 
our and of being commended with merit 
and perpetual praise, therefore I am 
forced by particular interest and 
also generally; as a lover and 
protector of soldiers, to hold their 
protection more just, being some dis- 
posed to desire for certain reasons 
of theirs, to conclude that only in 
time of war ought soldiers to procede 
the learned, and not in time of peace... 
f. 28b. ..... i filosofi, sapendo le .... the philosophers, knowing the cau- 
cause de gli effeti, per conseguente see of the effects, are in consequence 
" ysono piu huomini & piu atti a gouernare more fully men and more suited to 
the i leggisti..... govern than the lawyers.... 
f. 35b. Voi dunque hauendo desiderio You then having a desire to know how 
di saper perfettamente fo_rtificare an perfectly to fortify a place, it is 
luogo, bisogna, the consideriate prin- necessary that you should consider 
tucipalemente due case, is quali si rich- firstly two things which are required 
iedono. al fortificare. is prima e Is in fortification. The first is the 
materia, & la seconds e la forma. ad- material, the second is the form, 
unque coloro, the simplicemente daranAo Thus those who work merely to fortify 
opera a'fortificare alcun luogo di pura some place purely through material 
zsmeteria, non suranno da alcuni riputati will not be by any reputed as wise and 
saus, ne i. ngegnosi. percioche non .e clever, because 
there is no doubt 
dubbin, the ogni simplicu huomo, dis- that any simple man, intending to fort- 
posto di fortificare un luogo, con ify a place, by making walls immeas- 
fare muraglie d'un amisurata, grossezza urably large will be able to put 
jolo potra mandare ad essecutione, ma con it into practice, but with an intol- 
un costa intolerabile, & tempo lungh- erable cost and the greatest of timet 
issimo 
tilquale fares non gli sarä con- which perhaps will not be conceded by 
ceduto da colaro, the desiderano tuttauia those, who desire always to attack it! 
d'offenderlot altre the tal materia pot- Apart from which, such material which 
3srebba egli porre in opera, the di pocco will be put into effect, would be of 
ualore sarebbe, essendo he pietre uius4di little value, living stone4being of the 
grandissimo pragiudicio, nulls muraglie greatest prejudice to the walls of the 
delle fortezze, per non poter ells res- fortress, as not being able to resist 
isters al tiro dell'artiglieria5me las- the fire of"artillery: but leaving 
40ciando cio da parts, dico the primier- this aside, I say that firstly it is 
scents bisogna considerare & trouar needful to consider and find the form, 
forma, the uaglia, & secondo la qualita that it is worthwhile, and according 
de'siti & luoghi. to the quality of the places and sites. 
1. I. e. Piora addmits that he has a' personal self interest as a soldier as well 
as a general interest in the correct position. 
1. This is only another version of the idea expressed earlier by Tartagli, but 
the way Mora puts it makes clear that he was thinking along the lines of the 
old saw -- that an engineer is only someone who can do for a penny what anyone 
else can do for two pence. However it is the economy of effort that is taken 
to indicate the designers skill here, and economy is conceived to be achieved 
through the best form, while in Tartaglia's account form was significant 
. because it was_considered only through this could skill be Judged 
3. This is Slightly ambiguous but the implication seems to be as given here, 
that many would not. accept the point made, rather than that 
"ilquale" refers 
to the resultant fortress. 
4. 'living' that is strong, forceful. 
S. Mora seems rather to want it both ways. I. e. that a simple man could so con- 
struct a fortress, although others might 
disagree, but anyway one can't get 
material to resist artillery. 
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11 Soldato (lat. ed. 1569) 
IL 
Bibliography: Venetia 1569*; Venetia 1570. 
General description: 6' x 3j" text. (xvi) + 254 pages. some small illus- 
trations and type face diagrams. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: IL SOLOATU/ UI hh. DUhLNILU/ h-UkH, BCLUGNLSL, 
/ UENTILHVLIiU 
GRISONE, ET/ CAVALLILRI NCAUEh1ICO STORUITI: / NEL UVALL SI TRATTA C'E/ tutto 
quello, the ad un uero Soldato, & nobile Laualliere si con-/uiene capere, e 
essercitare nel meistisre dell'arme. / ET UVLSTA, SLCONUO L'UHUINE UA NUI/ posto 
a la quarta Clots conguinta all'Analla Bella nostra Lollana Historica. / 
ALL'ILLUSTHISSIMU, ET ECCELLENTISSINU/ Signor, il signor Uuca di Parma, 
Piacenza/ & Castro, / Gran Confalonier" di Santa Lhiesa. / LUN P IVILLGI. / 
IN VENETIA APPRE550 GAUHILL/ LIULITU UI FEhiAkI14N U LX.. 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication to "S. Ottauio Farnese, Luca di Parma"etc., dated 
Venice 23 June 1569, by Mora. 
p. (v/xii): Dedication to "Signore il Marchese Loduico Malaspina" by Thomas 
Poracchi dated Venice 18 Nov. 1569. 
p. (xii/xv): List of chapters. 
p. (xv): Dedication to "S. Plarc'Antonio Fiubbi, Acadameo Storditi, mio 
Signore", dated 23 June 1569, by Mora. List of errors. 
p. 1/40: Book I: ": iual si possano nominar Soldati & Lauallieri d'honore: 
Della precendenze tra 11arme & le lattere..... " 
p. 41/174: Book II: "contiene cio, the particolarmente a tutti gli Vfficiali 
dells fanteria appartiene..... " 
p. 175/218: Book III: "contiene, the coca sieno le Littä, Fortazze, A Fort- 
ificationi.... con l'artiglierie necossarie e yuardarle... " 
p. 219/254: Book IV: "come si leuino piante di Litte; liuelli una distanza 
h altezza...... s'operino l'artiylierie.. " 
Colophon: In Venetia Per Liovan Grissio, hiULXIX. 
I1'Soldnto (1570): Texts 
p. 3. .......: non il titolo ci capit- 
eno-fa 1'huomo soldato; ma 1'essercit- 
atione dell'arme nelle guere campali.... 
no Is toghe &i libri fanno gli huomini 
f dottori, d letterati; ma is scientie & 
uirtü loro minietrate & dimostrate. 
Laonde non uaglia el dottore il uolerai 
attribuire questo grado di caueliere 
ancbora: percioche malapeuolmente 
ro poseono Is ecienze, atte 
a for con- 
olcere uno per letterato & scientiatu, 
.....,, the title of captain does not 
make a soldier, but the exercise of 
arms on the battle field... nor clo 
the toga and books make a man wise 
and highly literate, but the sciences 
and virtues governed and demonstrated 
by them, Uhereby it is not worthy of 
wise men to wish to be attributed 
to the grade of the cavalier alsu, 
betaust (only) with "lifficulty E- n the 
sciences, suited to make one known as 
1. HIt: 1,0I4 (1093) 
2. The second edition used hers was a rsissus of the first with merely the 
addition of the dedication by-Thomas Poracchi, and bears the saws colophon. 
Other somewhat doubtful editions era sometimes quoted. 
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stare insieme con l'arme; poi the Is literary and scientific exist tog- 
scienze non ei apprendono as non con 
r 
ether with arms, for science is not 
gran risposo'& qüieteý - lungo studio U learnt but'with-long. study, and great 
dlanimot.... dico.... che"colui, ilquale' ease and-peace of. minds.. I say... that 
idesidera di caminare per lo uero sent-" ''those who desire to; travel the true 
iero, oue i soldati & cauallieri pong- path where soldiers and cavaliers place 
ono il piede, deue esserehistorico`& their"feet, ought: to. be-historians and., 
cosmografo. Cosmografo, accio sappia geographers: geographers in artier to 
benissimo condurre uno essercito con' " ''bast know'how-to'conduct-an, armyiwith 
11 
rellantiuedimento de fiumi, da monti... anticipation"as to rivers and mount- 
Unde dito non potere fermamente esset 
d ains.... 1hIereby 1 say that those can 
uero soldato colui, chi ai truoue priuo not properly be soldiers that are found 
delle cognitione di tal letters, & the devoid of the knowledge of such letters, 
non sappia almeno disegnar tanto, that do not know at least how to design 
X quanto, gli, basti prouedere ad una as much as isrsufficient to provide 
riparatione, &a fortificare un luogo repairs`and to'fortify a place accord- 
secando l'occasioni. Et per far cio, Ing to the ocassion.. And tondo this it 
bisogna, the del tiro dellea'rtig- is'needful that, theyahave good know- 
lieriehabbia piano cognitions.... ledge'of'the firing of-artillery,,... 
f 4AK '. _ (; t ", gym' 
sop. 175. .... benche il LASTHIUTTU ... 
although'Lastriotto haskperformed 
'habbia prosalnon picclola 
fatica in' no little labour'in showing varied and 
,., mostrare, uarie 
& diuerse sorti di sundrie""sorts of forms and ways which 
forme d, modi, Cho si poasonno tenere can be taken concerning this, which 
intorno cio lo quail ueramento per truly in'boingý-very well considered, 
Wessen molto bane considerate & fatte and done'from the bast reasons, are wor- 
con grandissime ragioni, sono degna di thy of every praise and of being seen by 
ogni laude, & di esaer uedute da ogni any of gentle spirit: truly including  
epirito gentile: pure essendoui enche there many things that belong more to 
malte coos, the piu 
a 
students si con- 'the student, 'than to^the soldier, "with 
Souengono, *che 
ä soldati, con molte case many superfluous things which encumber 
superflue, 
"le 
quali 'inngombranö'il desio the desire or good-understanding; 
dells buona intelligenza; 3mifsono '' I am forced in this (work) of 
, ',., sforzato 
in_questo mio fare scelta mine'to make a"Choice of the main 
,. delle, cose principals, & di 
moatr'are things and ahow"the more important 
sigli piu_importanti membri.... 
n 
parts...... " '- -.. 
1. And of course soldiering requires the opposite. 
fortification; e I 2 . . . 
3. Castriotto and flaggi's work was no doubt the one with the 
greatest"range 
of 
designs available at that time. Mora's attribution of his discussion to 
Cestriotto'emphasiees his concern with the practical aspects of the art. How- 
$ ever there appeare, to be a good deal of tension in this passage with More 
, praising 
Castriotto and then condemning him pretty harshly as giving 'superflu- 
ous things'which encumber the'desire fo r understanding' and hence writing really 
only for students and gentle folk, seem ing to imply dilett*etes. But this 
is probably an over modern reaction. Co ntemplation of much that would hardly 
ever, if at all, be met with in practic e was probably thought by Fiore to be 
no more dilett a4vttieh activity, -rather a valuable onu in the right cirLum- stancee, considering the importance ha uttnched'to nobility. 
11 Cavaliere (1589) 
1 69 
General description: 5}" x 4" text. (viii) + 289 + (29) pages. A very poor 
quality production. Title page: I1 cavaliere in riposte del gentil'huomo del 
sign: mutio Lustinopolitanoc nella brecedenza Del arms, at delle lettere. Del 
ceualiere domenico, More Bologniesi Gientil'huano Grisone, & Colonello del 
Intuitij: mo, & Sertmo sismundo Terzo, Re de Polonis..... In Vilna appresso Danielle 
Lanciense. 1589. 
As the title page indicates this is a work on the theme of whether arms or 
letters should take precedence. It is very generally argued with a great deal 
from the ancient authors. Dedication dated 10 June 1589, 
11 Cava1iere (1589): Texte. 
p. 109. ..... la citacagione di tanto 
bons, Is scienze l'arti, & tutte 
quelle coos buone, the in terra si 
troueno; sottoposte all'humano veo 
a cosi ordinato dells diuina beta, is 
quale per eesersi valea, dell'opera 
dei valorosi, per stabilire secondo il 
suo volere, Is machine, fette de lui, 
per esruicij de gli'huomini, & non de 
q discorei ds'leterati. come inutili per 
tale benefitio, percio a queeti, ei 
1s deue dare ogni"prims nobilita in 
ogni luogo..... 
..... the city, cause of so much good, 
the sciences, the arts and all those 
good things which on earth are found, 
subject to the use of man as ordain- 
ed by the divine goodness, which for 
their worth, by the work of the val- 
iant to establish according to his 
will the machine made by him, to serve 
men, and not by the discourses of the 
literati -- usless for such benefit; 
therefore these ought to be given the 
highest nobility in every place..... 
p. 259.1 ..... l'armi, il doscorso delle 
isquali con Is operationi e fermiseimo, 
& sicuriesima, per diffendere is 
verita, con heuere datto a voi ancho 
commodo di discorrere, sopre Is store, 
4 sopra delle case celeeti, come Bite, 
who fanno lettersti. ii queli fondando 
is fabriche loro in aria, agni leggier 
vento is alterra,, ma soldati & Cauri: 
ei pongeno al forma, per cio the 
qusllo the dito ehe vegono lettereti 
Mssoprs tauoll, stando Halle gprie case, 
& de paesi, jd 
dei fiumi, & del aqua, 
g& dei monti, & dell%-sue virtu, li' 
Caurli vi vanno loro stessi in per- 
one, a vederle quests case, & sopra 
Jul lfatto scoprono molts bugle de 
scrittori..... 
.... of arms, the discussion of which 
with its operations in most firm and 
secure for the defence of truth, having 
already given to you ease of discourse 
on the sphere and upon celestial things) 
as it is said, that do the men of letters 
founding their constructions in 
the air, every light air changes 
them, but soldiers and cavaliers are 
set on the ground, because as is said, 
what the literary men see on the table 
remaining in, their own houses, and of 
the countries, rivers, the waters, ~11' 
mountains, and their virtues, the cav- 
aliers go there themselves in person' 
to see these things and in action 
discover many untruthe'of the 
writers..... 
1. Only known edition. 
2. p. 258, a little previous to this passage "stragieme, the so o del pratico, 





nella operations delle 
Mathematice: is quoll sona anche 
quelle, the (anno honors 
a soldati, 
d senza quelle non compiutamente ei 
s esercita is guerre. 
.... in the operations of Mathematics 
which are also those that give honour 
to the soldier, and without which war 
cannot be fully practised. 
p. 281.1..... do letterati si hanno le 
erti del ben parlare, & del diritt- 
* amente scriuare; del persuedere, del 
discernere il vero dal falso; de' 
ilnumeri; dells misure; de1suoni, & 
delle voci; dell'edificare; delle 
bisogne della uilla: Et in comma, the 
anche le arte militare apperendono i 
soldati da gli ecrittoris 
,, Iae r' 
.... from writers is had the art of 
talking well and carefully writing; of 
persuasion, of discerning the true from 
the false; of number; of measure= of 
sound and voices; of building; of the 
affairs of the town: 
and in sum that also the soldiers 
learn the military arts from the 
Writers. 
: tARL0 THE TI 
Oiscorsi di Fortifications (let. ed. 1569)4 
, General description: 
3A small rather poorly produced work. 4j" x 7", text.; 
4. . 
30 folios. Many line diagrams in the text. No division, of the work into chapters, 
., or headings of any kind. 
The text generally is not very well organised; it 
slides from topic to topic often only to return to the same idea at alater 
point. ?, 
Contents: 
f., -Ia: Title page: Uiscorsi/ UI 
FORTIFILATIUNI, / UEL SI6.. CARLO THETI/ 
,. NAPOLITANO. 
/ AL SERENISSIMO ET/ POTENTISSIMO/" IMPERATORE MASSIMILIANO/_. , 
SECONDO D'AVSTRIA/ SVO SIGNORE.! Con Priuilegio. / ROMA, / Per Guilio Accolto. 
1569. . a,,. 
, 
f. 2a/b: Dedication. 
. f. 
3a/b: Introductory remarks about different types-of sites. 
., f. -4a/13a: ýDiscussion of the bastions, its pointedness etc., uith, much emph- 
asis on the geometrical significance of retired flanks. 
, f. 13a/15b: Different types of curtains. 
f. 16a/18b: Cavaliers. 
1. From Ti Gentilhuomo del Mutio lustino olitano ( Vanetia1571) which More 
'attacked in 11 Cavaliere 89 Girolamo Muzio, 1496/1576, published in 
-. postrll and re q on. His 1 Uualoowas published in 1550. ITAL. See- al so 
-GIAXICH (1847). , 2. Mathematics of course being written by men of letters.. 
3., A marginal note against this passage reeds "Delle anti-liberali". 
4. For bibliography see belou'p. 76/e0. 
5. Of the first edition. ý ., y 
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f. 19a/20b: Intermediate structures to be used where the bastions are too far 
apart. 
f. 20b/24as General topics such-is raised bridges, the counterscarp"u`al1 to be 
higher than the surrounding cöuntryeide, and so on. - 
f. 24b/26b: Discussion of'citadelles and castles in' 'relation `tö'the 'city 
enceinte. 
f. 26b/27b: Argument against' circular bastions. 
f. " 27b/29b: General topics --'site not to be dominated by mountains'etc. - 
f. 30a: Defence of old enceinte. ' 
r, f 
Diatorsi di Fortificationi (1569): Texts ' 
f. 0a. ESSENDO case solita di tutti i It being the common custom of all` 
buonitarchitettori; 'di! conetituir le good architects to establish their 
r, e loro. fortezze non in'ogni parts daue' fortresses not in'any part-where the 
il sito in quanta alla'positurai aua site, in so for as its settingtis found, 
"ai ritroua atto ad esser'fortificato, is suited to be fortified, but only 
ma solamente doue il bisogno richiede, where the business requires it, it 
mi>pare"douendo questo'in-ogni modo ' seems to me that owing tä this tieingk 
osseruarsi, chlio debba'dire come-- observed in every way, I ought 'to'say 
potendor, il luogo-che necessariaments how-it is possible (to fortify)'-the 
» ha da fortificarsi..... place that he-. necesearily'to be 
fortified.... -'' 
f. Be. t... parlar prima dalli baluardi, 
.... to talk first of the bulwarks, 
liquali si faceuan uoti di dentro, which were made empty inside, alth- 
anchor the fuseero ritrouate Part- ough artillery was discovered, and in 
sglieris: e in cieschedun di loro each one was made 2 or 3 floors, by,, 
nfaceuan due'o tre piazze, con far uolte making vaults; one that came at the 
au quelle the ueniua al par del piano level of the fosse, and one a little 
dolle fosse, e poco piu in. alto, higher. These bastions which further 
queeti baluardi anchor the fuser were made large, and with thick walls, 
etati fatti grandi, e con grosse mura, were weak through being empty, and 
&seran deboli per eUar uacui, e bisog- necessarily it was not possible to 
nando non ui si posseua far retirata, make 'retirate' there, or to remain 
ne star in. betaglia,, e, mentre ei in battle whilst they. were battered, 
battsusno, cost chi. staua di sü, come as. much as whoever, was above or-below, 
di giu,, nö are aicuro, ne per Ii Bassi was not safe, neitherfrom. the stones 
ache bastauano4per Is percosae, dell',, 
', 
which jumped4through the. blows of the 
artiglierie, ne per Is uolte intro- artillery, nor through the vaults rower- 
, note, e conquassate per 
lo batter, de berated and shaken byrthe battery of the 
gli nemici, a per lo peso e tremors enemy, and for the weight and vibration 
ceusato da 1'artiglierie, ch ui ei, caused by the artillery which use 
ssedoprauen dentro,. oltre che. nelle. -- employed within them, -apart-from which 
" 
piazze di gtu the uentuano coperte, the stages below which were coward in, 
ui si chiudeua'il fumo in'guiea there was trapped the smoke in such wise 
1. In any particular site or place rather than in terms of the parts of the 
: its, although "positurs" is somewhat ambiguous, and can have the sense of 
'posture' as of a person's body, in English; hence the relative disposition of 
the different parts of the site could be suggested by this term. 
2. This passage is from a section in which the flanks are being discussed. 
3.1575 edition (p. 15) "Soleueno gileß e non 3 molts tempo farei li beloardi 
uoti di dito, anchorche fuses ritrouata l'artiglieria di metallo... " 
4. Taking "bastauano" as "balzauano" as the 1575 edition gives. 
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tale, the non beatauano gli esalatoi that did not suffice the vents uhidh 
constituti per tal,, effetto far the were made for auch effect to enable an 
persona alcun; potease atarui dentro.. anybody to remain within..... 
f. 24b. Li castelli o citadelle si 
Isoglion fare per uoler toner il 
pupulo in, freno, e per non toner 
ordinartamente il presidio di gents 
agjai in un luogo piu d', importanza, 
parcioche easendo custodito il cast- 
pello, ilche si, puo fare con non molts 
spesa, per uia-di quello si portria 
recuperar is citta, che fosse state 
rubata, hauendo perö. quel, che bisogna 
per tal ricuperatione.... 
Castles and citadelles are customarily 
made in order to hold the populace in 
a bridle and not ordinarily to contain 
the garrison of sufficient men of a 
place of more importance, because the 
castle being held safe, which can be 
done with not much cost, by way of it 
can be recaptured the city that has 
been taken, 'having therefore that which 
is needed'for such recovery....... 
Isf. 26b. L'opinion, d'alcuni 
e che, in 
far un baluardo del modo ch'apparare 
nella pianta the segue uenghi piu 
grande per1'approseimarai, 
e somig- 
liarsi piu, alla, formajcirculare e 
soper conaeguente piu gagliardo, onde 
rispondendo..... -ý 
The opinion of some is that in making 
a bastion the way that it appears in 
the plan that follows, it comes bigger 
by its approach and similarity to a 
circle in form and in consequence 
stronger, but I answer .... 
t m+g ý, 
Discoursi delle Fortificationi (1575) 
1 i, F. 
General description: This is an improved version of the 1569 edition with a 
second book added. 4" x 6}" text. (viii) + 119 + (viii) pages. The text is 
reworked quite considerably at many points in comparison to the earlier edition 
with-many marginal notes. It is now divided into chapters and somewhat better 
organised.. At the and of the second book are some good quality pull-out wood 
cuts, shouing"plans and profiles. 
Contents: rr 
p. (i): "Title page: DISCOUR. SI/ DELLE FORTIFI-/CATIONI. 
/ Del Sig. Carlo Tetti. / 
Due diffueamenti ei dimoetra, quali debbano eseere i sits/ delle Fortezze, le 
forme, i recinti, fossi, baloardi, / castelli, & altre core a loro"appertenenti, / 
con is figure di ease. / Hora di nuouo da lui medesimo'ricorretti, & ampliati/ 
del Secondo libro. / Con gli Elenchi di tuttiiCapitoli; & Tauola di tutte/ le 
materie; the in. essi si trattano. / CON PRIVILEGIO. / IN VENETIA/ Apresso 
Bolognino Zaltiero. M. U. LXXV 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication to Maximilian II. 
I. Theti seems to mean 
that the circular form 




p. (v/vi): - Allettori benigni. h" `ý""` ' ý, 
° c, === ý"=cs=. c 
p. ' 1/84: Book, I': 'v " ,,: ý " a., 
,. r°.., s "" , 
p. ' 1/6: ' Cap. I: Sites'. ` 
p. 7/8: Cap. I I"Historical roots of''fortification. ' 
r'A p. 9/11: `Cap. III: Pointedness of the bastion: ` 
p. 11/20: Cap. IV: Flanks. 
p., 21/22: Cap. V: Parapets. 
P 22/38: Cap. VI/VIII: Flanking defences'and different types"of'' 
curtain. 
p. " 38/-46: " Cap. IX/X: -Platforms and cavaliers.; i °' +, " . te 
-p. 46/48: 'Cap. "XI/XIIi Gates and exits. 
p. 48/54: ' Cap. XI II :' The fosse. 
p. `54/59: Cap. --XIII/XV: tThe casematee of'the fosse and the covered'uay. 
>p; 60/66: Cap. 'XVI3 The measure"of tha'fortification. 'ei 
'p; 67/69: Cap. XVII: *Castles and citadellesý 
69/84: Cap. "XVIII/XVIIII: Of"retirete and a general discussion 
'including`e now profilB"for old-walla. 
p. 85/6: Dedication to "Ridölfo, "''Sereninsimo at invittiesimo Re di Ungaria, at 
Arciduce d'Austria, Signor miu. ' 
p. 87/119: Book'II: ý ' 
p. 87/97: Cap. I: Now style of fortification. 
p. 98/104; Cap. II:, Revetments. 
P. 104/119: Cap. III/V; 
" 
Surveying with various gadgets, descriptions 
and drawings. 
CM ry> 
'T pages of tables of contents. 
T Discoureidelle Fortificationi (1575): Texts 
p. 1. VSANO per ordinario tutti Ii Commonly all the good architects est- "¢ 
= 'buoni Architettori di conatituire Is ablish their fortresses not wherever 
loro fortezze, non ouunque il sito the site with regard to its 'position 
quanto alle positura sus ei conosce 
Fis recognised to be suited to be 
$atto ad esset fortificato: ma solamente fortified, but solely where the busin-" 
doue il bisogna richieda. La quel ass requires. Which rule, although 
regola, ancor the veramente in as truly in itself does not carry diffic- 
etessa non pati difficulte, potendo ulty, neverthless the places that nec- 
nondimeno il luogo the necessariamente essarily have to be fortified can be 
f 
ahs, da fortificarsi, hauere e piano, a plain, or mountainous, and salty 




pur' Water, or dead, or wholly riverine, or 
riuiera di alcuna di quests: & hauendo some of these, and having the diversity 
18 diuersite di questi siti dato mat- of, these sites given subject to many 
° aria a molti diLlodars per questo to praise for that (or this) effect, 
: leffetto uno piu"delvaltro"_luogo; 
_hoone more 
than another. (Thus) I have 
peneato, hauendo io ä trattare delle -e k thought, in having to treat of fortif- 
Fortificationi, non *seer fuori, di ication, not to be without the intention 
proposito, per modo solamente di by way of discussion only, and not to 
diecorso, a non per determiners hors determine noun. what opinions I have 
sequel paters lo hebbia guidicato mig- judged better, to discuss first briefly 
liore, 
_ragionsre 
prima brausmente diit 
molte parts buon"l, e cattlue, the in 
the many good and bad points that in 
every site can be considered, so that 
. ciascun aito possono"consideresis i' weighing one against the other, per- ý, 4 w _0 
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acclö the contrapssando 11uno con It sonsof judgement, to whom I alone intend 
altro, poesano 1s parsons di giuditio, to talk, easily understands the best. 
% cui solemente io intendo di parlare, Then it should be known, to everyone 
ageuolments apprendsrei al migliora. ' who would fortify on sites on a plain 
CE'dunqus da capers, cows ciascun the more times is it possible for the 
uorrä fortificare in sits piani, il enceinte of the fortress, to make the 
pi, delle volts poträ per il recinto choice of what figure he wishes, 
de Is fortezza fare elettione di quelle where by it happens, that it can be 
figure the egli vorra. onds auiene, made more perfectly, as much because a 
ache quelle ei posse fare pit perfetta, lesser enceinte can enclose a greater 
si perch* con mancho recinto si put area of ground; as that the angles 
chiuders piü superficis di terreno, which occur can be made much better an 
come the quells angoli the us intra- and lese badly; from which it follows 
'usnisssro ei potrien formers pit miglo- that the fortress can be made more 
st ri, lb Banco tristif del the segue the quickly and much better for defence 
is fortezza si poses fare piu presto with lose men1and provisions....... 
A assai msglio defenders con manco apart from which because of its capacity 
quentits d'huomoni, s di munitibni... It can serve on the frontier.... ' 
oltre the per is capsgita sus pot- 
a robbe seruire per frontiers.... 
p. 4. Ne11i monte da l'altra parts l'uomo In the mountains on the other hand, 
non'puö far alettions di quelle forma one can not make choice of chat form 
the piu Ii piece.... 4 pleases one more..... 4 
p. 7. Qu"sti: si f"c"uano piccolo a di 
tt"ura no grosso, qusdo non si "rano 
ancor trouati gli, arieti, ne altri 
istromenti per rouinsrl": ma sopre 
ven"ndo vltimemente l'artigliarie di 
pit forza. & di maggior" impeto di 
ssquelli, fu n"c"sserio anco farle mura 
migliori, is tors, pit gross., per 
hauer spatio da t"n"rui li pezzi 
d"ntrol & piü dist"nti l'vna da 1' 
altre, per "es"r maggior il tiro di 
acqu"st", ehe quelle dolls bel"etne, e 
d" gl'archi. Peru, dapoi a quelli the 
u"nn"ro "ppr"jo, ch" gli angoli nell" 
tore causau"ro debbol"zzas " cosi 
w di qu"dr" ch" "e"@ "reno, Is mutarono 
4Oin tondo, & is nominorono Torrioni? 
These were made little and of not 
very thick wells, when the rem and other 
instruments to demolish them were 
not yet found; but afterwards finally 
arrived artillery of greater strength 
and from the greater force of this 
&it 
was necessary then to make the walls 
better, the towers greater to have 
space to contain the pieces within, 
and more distant the one from the other, 
the range of these being greeter than 
that of the crossbow and the (long) 
bow. It seemed than to those who came 
after, that the angles of the towers 
caused we. sness, and thus those that 
were square they changed to circular, 
and called 'torrioni'! Afterwards with 
1. Because the enceinte can avoid unnecessary zig-zags. 
2. Undoubtedly Theti was thinking of the acutegau of the bastion being less, 
but the-text does not say so unless Itristit is to be taken in this sense. 
3. Not lees men to construct it, so much, but rather to defend it, presumably. 
4. Thati has just been listing the advantages of mountain sites. 
5. The square towers of ancient enceinte. 
6. This reads in the 1569 edition, p. 21, "Me essendosi ritrouate ultimamente 
l'artegleirie di piu forza,. e di maggior empito di qualli, non resistendoli 
alcuna fabrics antics, fu"necessario far Is mura anchor migliori, Is torri 
plu grosse..... " 
7. "per ..... dentro" bracketed 
in the 1589 edition. 
B. "Torrions" FLORIO (1611): any great toure, or strong keeps in the midst of 
a castle. 
15 
Poscia cool tempo, 1 con 1'esperienza 
s'auuiddero, the nells quadre, 
ne 1e tonds erano buons, non essendo 
Is faccie loro nettate dalli fianchi, 
icome  anitestamente ei usda nulle pia- 
nts the segue 
'.. Et non asgendo quests 
fabriche di torsi, d torrioni molto 
grandi ne terrapienate, ne potendoussi 
acco, modar ritirate, ne hauendo li 
n pezzi dell'ertigliaris Is lore rin- 
cults come 
a di region.; erano molto 
inutili; e per poco the tussero 
battuts, non ui si poteue star pia 
dentro. onde vltimamente si e prou- 
Keduto a qussti difetti, 
a si sono 
anco fette is faccie loro in modo 
the siono ben nettete, cove si veds 
ne11a.... Pianto.... 
time, and with experience it was per- 
Caived that, neither the square 
nor the round (forms) were good, the 
faces not being scoured from the flanks 
as is clearly seen in the plan followings 
... and theme structures of towers and 
'torrioni' not being very great, or terre- 
pleined, nor able to accomodats 'ritirati', 
nor having the pieces of art- 
illery, their recoil, as is reasonable. 
They were of very poor use, and batter- 
ed a little while, it was not possible 
to remain within them, whereby finally 
to provide for these defects, their 
faces are now made so that they 
can be well scoured, as can be seen in 
the plan.... 
" 
p. 9. MA per *seer cogions PPacutazza 
sedi molts cols cattius, ai hauranno 
principalmenta da fugqirs non solo 1i 
recinti triangolari. ma li quadran- 
golari....... ý 
p. 85. TO credo, anzi tango per certo, 
uSerenissimo R1, the fra 1'infinite 
infelicita, alle quali 
e 
sottoposta 
In maggior parts de gli huomini; sie 
Is principals il persuadersi di non 
potere arraro, "a spetialments in quei 
rparticolari, doue non a mono necesearia 
l'arte di quallo, the si sis is 
spersinza. Hor parlendo assolutamente 
dells cone pertinenti ails guerra, 
dico, the come the ei uegga, e pruoui 
Kcon ragiods, the per apparare qual si 
voglis arts, per basso the sis, ui 
bisogna tempo a fatica; nelle core di 
guerre nondimeno, the Sono coal dif- 
ficili, come importanti.... 
But the acuteness being the cause of 
b aäness in many things, we have to 
flee not only the triangolar enceinte 
but also the square.... 
I believe, or rather hold for certain, 
most serene king, that amongst the in- 
finite unhapp6aa, to which is subject 
the greater part of mankind, the princ- 
iple (one) is to be persuaded of not 
being able to err, and particularly in 
those place where art is no less 
necessary, than is experience 
Now talking'uholly4of things pertinent 
to warfare, 'I say, that it is seen 
and proved )with reasons, that to learn 
whatever art, hoever basic it is, 
requires time and effort, which in 
warfare nevertheless are as difficult 
es. important...... 
1. Theti's diagram. The elision simply explains the 
area of dead ground at '0'. 
2. 
3. Because the points of ths'bastions that occur are too acute. 
4. Lit. absolutely. 
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4 
Having in my first discourse shown 
how much in a feu years has varied 
the method of fortifying a city and 
similar places; and receiving the 
damage it in customary to think of 
the remedy.... 
=*! General description: A large rather elaborate work. 11" x 7}" text. 
(iv) + 
t-''49; (iv) f 86; +70; pages in 8 books. Books I& II are the same as the 1575 
edition, and have their own separate pagination. Books III to VI, have their 
oun'eeparate pagination and are introduced with their own special title page 
`, datedr1588. 'Books VII & VIII have no such title page but appear with their own 
rt 'separate pagination. The work is generally quite impressive in its compre- 
honsiveness though still rather unorganised.! 
r4, r 4 
-f' -ßp. '87. HAVEN00 io'nelli miai primi 
+<v-discorsP dimostrato quanta in pochi 
annisia=variato il modo del fort- 
ificare 1e'cittä, e luoghi simili; 
S& che`riceuto 11 dano e etato solito 
pensare alrimedio..... 
"`Discorsi delle Fortificationi'(15B9) 
Contents: 
S"kp. (i): Title page: DISCORSI DELLE/ FORTIFICATIONI, / Espugnationi, & Difese 
dolls Citte, & d'altri Luoghi. / DI CARLO THETI. / Diuise in LibrL Otto. / Oue 
diffusaments ei dimostra, quali debbano essere i siti delle Fortezze, Is forme, 
i=recinti&foei, baloardi, castelli, & altri cose 
a loro appartenenti, con 
is figure di esse. / Hora di nuouo da lui medesimo ricorretti, & ampliati. / 
, ". 
Con gli Elsnchiýdi tutti i Capitoli; & Tauola di tutte Is materie, the in 
--esst ei trattano. / CON PRIVILEGIO. / IN VENETIA, M. D. LXXXIX. / Apresso Francesco 
de, Franceschi Senses. 
. p., (iii): Dedication to Maximilian. 
p., (iv):. "A lettori begnini. 
p.: 1/49: Books I& II, very similar to the 1575 edition including the dedic- 
stion, to 'Ridolfo' (p. 35). 
p. (i): -Title page. DISCOURSI DELLE/ FORTIFICATIONI/ DI/ CARLO-TETHI. / Diuisi 
in Libri Quattro. / AL SERENISSIMO FERDINANDO/ Medici Cardinale, Gran Duca di 
-Toscana. / CON PRIVILEGIO. / IN VENETIA, / APPRESSO NICOLO MORETTI. / M. D. LXXXVIII. 
The remainder of this work -- Books III/VIII T- contains a varied collection 
of. 
topice 
ranging from complex outworks to discussion of actual sites such as 
Comer in Hungary, and Antwerp, the topics tending to be directed towards 
relatively practical problems? 
1. MARINI (1810) stated of Theti's work "a scritte con cattivo metodo, a nojoso 
stile". 
2. This is the @operate title page to Oka. III/YI. 
3. With an internal dedication to "Ferdinando Medici Cardinale, Gran Duca di 
Toscana" dated Venetia 15 Feb; 1587. 
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Diecorel delle fortiticationi (1589): T. xte 
ýt 
p. 4d. Sara "ncor d" conslderar 1" 
differenza ch'ö fro 11 fortiticars, & 
11 riparars: d come, i quando, questi 
due perticolarl ei possono, & debbon 
Efate: concia sis cha il fortificars, 
e nscsssario farlo neue parti the 
faceaaer frontier, can altri paeai, d 
nelliprincipali citts the dentro Is 
frontiere di dette paesi tosser di 
w maggior importanza, & tali fortezze 
(doue pert) i aiti focaero di maniera, 
chin tutta, o nell maggior parts di 
ciascun d'eese (Is natura non u' 
hauease fatto case gagliarda) pZ ei 
d poeson far buone, the non ui bisogni 
easel tempo, & epeaa. Nil riparare; 
cib % nil ridur i luochi in termini da 
poterli ancor difendere per non poco 
tempo: ui bisogna coneeguentemente, 
"y manco tempo, d ei cuol fare, per 
cagioni inaapettate, seruaci per 
esempio, ch'un luogo di frontiers 
fosse preso, 
a 
stesee per perderei, 
il the suol spesso accadere, per non 
ueeeer conosciuto il difetto del sito, 
a dell'arte con qual foes. steto fab- 
ricato, o the as pur fosse stato con- 
eciuto si fosse per trascuraggine Is 
lasclato di nö far is prouisioni 
'onecessaire; puö ancor accader di 
riparar luoco, l'importanza-del quale 
fosse state conosciuts tardi2 
a 
Further, to consider the difference 
bltuesn fortification and repair, and 
how and when these two things can and 
ought to be done, because fortificat- 
ion is necessarily done in places that 
make a frontier with other countries 
and in the main cities that within 
the frontiers of the said country are 
of greatest importance and such fort- 
resses -- where therefore the sites 
are of a kind that wholly, or in the 
greater part of each of them -- nature 
not having there made a strong thing 
-- it is not possible to do well, with- 
out such time and cost. In repairing, 
that is to reduce a place to the ands 
of being further able to defend for no 
little times, in consequence of it being 
necessary, lacking time, and if it 
would be done, for unexpected reasons, 
to give an example, that a place on the 
frontier would be taken, or would be 
lost, which cost occurs, through not 
being knounthe defects of the site, 
or of the art with which it should be 
built, or that if fully known, through 
negligence allowing that the necessary 
provision was not made, and can also 
occur the repair of a place, the 
importance of which was known lata1 
1. from the 3rd. pagination, 8k. B. 
t. Cf. Caatriotto 
a. Theti here does not really explain fully what is the difference between 
fortifying and repair, he explains when one or the other may be necessary. 
Repair is clearly something done under pressure of conditions. What he seems 
to be implying is that repairs do not involve a full scheme. 
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piecorai dolls Fortifications (1589): Texts 
ý" 
,d Yra , ea 
p. 44ýSera ancor da coneiderar Is 
Further, 
to consider the difference 
differenza ch'e fro il fortificare, & between fortification and repair, and 
il riparare: & come, & quando, quests how and when these two things can and 
due particolari si=possono, & debbon ought to be done, because fortificat- 
Sfare: conciö sie the 11 fortificare, ion is necessarily done in places that 
e neceseario farlo nallr parti the make a frontier with other countries 
faceeser frontiers con altri paesi, d and in the main cities that within 
nelliprincipali, cittä the dentro is the frontiers of the said country are" 
frontiere di Bette peesi foaeer di of greatest importance and euch fort- 
jemaggior importanza, & tali fortezze `reasea -- where thereforathe aites 
(doue pero) i sits fossero di maniera, are of a kind that wholly, or in the` 
chin tutta, ö nell maggior parts di greater part of each of them -- nature 
ciascun d'esse (Is natura non u', not having there made a strong thing 
hauesse fatto coca gagliarda) nö air -- it is not possible to do well, with- 
aposson far buone, the non ui bisognir out much time and cost. In repairing, 
assai tempo, & epesa. Nel riparare; that is to reduce a place to the and$ 
cib b nel ridur i luochi in termini da 
. of 
being further able to defend for no 
poterli ancor difenders per non poco little time, in consequence of it being 
tempo: ui biaogna conseguentemente, necessary, lacking time,, and if it 
semanco tempo, & si suol fare, per would be done, for unexpected reasons, 
cagioni inaspettate, seruaci per to give an example, that a place on the 
eeempio, ch'un luogo di frontiers frontier would be taken, or would be 
fosse preso, 
o stases per, perdersi, lost, which coat occurs, through not 
il the suol apeaso accadere, per non being knouethe defects of the site, 
tsesser conosciuto il, difetto del aitot or of the art with which it should be 
o dell'arte con qual fosse stato fab- built, or that if fully knounýthrough 
ricato, o the as pur fosse, stato con- negligence allowing that the necessary 
sciuto ei fosse per trascuraggine is provision was not made, and can, also 
lasciato di nö far is prouisioni occur the'repair of a place, the 
cenecessaire; put ancor accader di importance of which was known late. 
riparar luoco,,, l'importanza del quale 
fosse stata conosciuta tardi. 
1. From the 3rd. pagination, 8k. S. 
1. Cf. Caatriotto 
3. Theti here does not really explain fully what is the difference between 
fortifying and repair, he explains when one or the other may be necessary. 
Repair is clearly something done under pressure of conditions. What he seems 




Carlo Thetis Bibliographical problems and the evolution of his treatise 
The bibliography of Theti's writings poses problems. Attribuiable 
with certainty are Discoursi di Fortificationi by Giulio Accolto, Rome 1569; 
Discoursi delle Fortificationi by Bolognino Zaltiero, "Venice 1575; and the 
, same title by Franceschi Senese and Nicola Moretti in some combination, Venice 
15891 An edition by Giacomo dc Franceschi at Vicenza of 1617 is also well 
authenticated 1I., , 
, However a, number of other editions are sometimes mentioned., 
RICCARDI (1093), quotes a French-version at Lyon of 1589, after Venturi 
3 
This may have appeared although there seems to be no authoritative modern 
account of it: 
MAGGIOROTTI (113319) mentions other editions of, 1577 and 1585, without 
. locations. 
He, gave as sources Ayala and Promis Now PROMIS (1574) does not 
know, these editions., AYALA (1954) however does quote an edition at Home in 
1585.. But he gave a title page reading, which pretty well exactly replicates 
. the title page of the 1589 Venice edition; and 
this title page can hardly 
belong with an edition of this earlier date because-it describes the work 
in detail which appeared in 1589 with Theti's dedication of 1587; Thus this 
1585 work appears to be a ghost edition. 
MAGGIOROTTI. (I933/9),. also; mentioned two other works published by, 
Theti.. Dell'espuanezione e delle difese delle fortezze (1585) and, L'Istruzione 
per I bombardieri (1584). These works are not known by any other authorities. a 
, 
The first-title is not unlike they, clause that comes after "Discoursi delle 
Fortificationi" in the title"to Theti'a, 1589 edition and there may bepsome 
confusion here. Further these titles are disquietingly similar to the titles 
to two works published by Busca at just those, dates! Of course these titles. 
are of a common_enough, type, but the similarities are still disturbing. 
M+ýggiorotti also states that, Theti's work was published, many times in, the, 
17th. century and, these editions are nowhereelse reported either. 
CUCKLE, (1l00) also gave the 1585 Rome edition, but in his Theti 
entry he stated. that the 1st. edition (1569) was_"afterwards rewritten and 
": enlarged to about. eight times the original size... The ade. of the new treatise 
. are.. " and then proceeded to give the 1575-edition on. -Hut the 1575-edition 
was only a little enlarged from the veraion, of the 1569 edition in its-ist. 
8k., with-the second book added; it is definitely-not the version in 8 Bks. 
1. See above p'10172.1ý. Copies of these are held by B. M. for example and are 
detailed in'Riccerdf. 
2. Detailed in N. U. C., 'given in RILCAHDI (1593) and BIB NAT PRS. 
3. VENTURI , Qiambattista Memoria interno alle Vita ad alle 0 ere"del Ca itano 
Francesco Marchi, (Modena 1B 6. 
4. Nei her BIB NAT PRS, N. U. L'., B. M know it. 
5. Vol. to P to. 
6. In his biographical-note Vol. II p. 441. However he gives as reference 
there Promis XVI. This is presumably a misprint for. ýXIV the number of the 
Promis volume of Misc. di Stor. Ital. in which Theti's, biography appears, 
which is the only work Magg oro ists that this could be, apparently. 
%tr. 7. - And the internal title page of 1588. See ab ova p. 76. Ayale also seems inaccur. 
om this entry in that he gives-the next edition at Venetia 1589 by Nicolo 
Moretti. But Moretti's name appears only on the internal title page dated 1588, 
while the mein title page with the 1589 date lists Francesco di Franschesi 
Senses. RICCAHt)I (1495) Vol. 11,1st. series, mentions a most entry of an . 
edition of 1588 by Moretti with the first two books. But this done not tle 
up with Ayala's entry, and it may be the confusion is arising from thu 
internal title page. 
B. N. U. 1:. s BM. t BID NAT PHS, AYALA 
(t8ä4), MAHINI (1äI0)PHUMIS (1874) 
RICCARDI `1.131, RUMPF (%e . 4), LULKLI 
(1900), JAHNS (100; ) , although this lest 
does list a most of c 1583 "Luei Bücher von Lrbauinq und Helageruny der 
Festung. n"es wall as some writings of Theti relative to ry . 
9. Istruttione de'bombardieri (Larmagnole 15841 and Uella espugnatione et Mass 
s dolls fortezze Turino 1585). See below p. logo & I11. 
10. That is apart from the well authenticated 1611 edition and the bare date 
of an edition of 1619 given by Ayala. 
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, which are only 
first firmly established in the 1589 edition. Cockle's entry 
is therfore somuhat confusing, and he probably took the 1585 Rome edition Which 
he liste from Ayala. 
In view of the amount of confusion and vagueness that exists with 
regard to the bibliography of Theti's works, in order to assess the evolution 
of Theti's treatise it seems advisable to consider the three authenticated 
editions of 1569,1575 and 1589 as the only Italian 16th. century editions, 
and to suppose that all the other editions listed are ghost editions, until 
an authoritative and detailed modern account establishes any or all of them. 
The development in Theti's treatise from the 1st. edition of 1569 
to the second of 1575 is clear. The 1569 edition was published at Rome during 
Theti's period at Vienna, against Theti's wishes, not having been reduced to 
its proper intention, as he stated! The original book was extensively rewritten* 
and enlarged, and a second book added introducing a "new method of fortification" 
along with a section on surveying, in the 2nd. edition of 1575, all by Theti 
himself. 
The evolution of the 1589 edition is however problematic. The 
4uork'äe-published 
comprised 3 distinct sections, each with a separate pagination. 
the three sections being Bks. I/II; III/VI: and VII/VIII. The first stage of 
the evolution of this compilation involved Bk. III/VI, which are introduced 
by a separate title page, which refers to 4 books, gives the printer as Nicolo 
. Morwtti and the date of 1588; and which has a separate dedication by Theti 
dated 15th. Febuary 1587. A separate work comprising these 4 books was probably 
in production in 1487/8 then. A -decision must than have been taken to produce 
a much expanded version, rather that one of just those four books. Theti then 
presumably wrote or worked up the final two books which were given a separate 
pagination 
. These last two books together with the four new books, and two 
other books comprising almost exactly the contents of Theti's treatise of 
1575. -together with the original dedication and the internal dedication to 
"Ridolfo". 1 as the first two books of the treaties, were then assembled to form 
the 1589 edition. PROMIS (1874) suggested that these first two books as the 
beginning of the work were added by an editor, after Theti's death' Certainly 
one would have expected Theti to write a new dedication to the full 8 books 
1. See above, p"7tL1a. 
2. AHNS (1669) mentions this edition too, probably from the same source. 
3. -Dedication to the 1575 edition "questi mies poch! discorsi di Fortificatione, 
fett! da me ristampare, & the gia senza mia volonta (non sende de me stet! 
ridotti a qual termine ch'io dasideraua" 
4. Cf. abe, s, p. 7I& 73, to see the extent to which the language was changed sometimes, 
without becoming as clear as one would have liked. 
5. For its description see p. 72. 
6. It is difficult to see why the special title page with a printer different 
from that of the main title page was included in the work if this was not the 
case. 
7. As indicated the original book must have been in production for the 
subsidiary, title'page to have appeared in the final edition, but printing can 
not have taken place because each page at the head gives the number of the 
book to which it belongs in the final series of 8 books. The type had than 
probably been. set up, and all that required changing (or adding) for the final 
version were these headings. 
8.8k. VII p. 3. "di queeto particolare, Lo n'hebbin trattato nel terzo d 
quinto libro di miei discorei" suggesting that the 8 book version was then 
at least projectd, although this might have been an editorial emendation. 
9. see slave. P . ')Lo 10. Theti died in 1589. See the inscription printed by PULIMIS (1674). 
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and perhaps to have modified the first two books, if he had been alive during 
the final stages of the production of the work. 
However the condition of Theti in the last period of his life, 
penurious, entangled in controversy, and'dying of tuberculosis. 
* 
suggests a 
pattern connected with the evolution of this final edition which makes this 
postulated editor by no means necessary. 
It is by no means unlikely that Theti began to put together the 
Bks. III/VI when already suffering from the effects of his terminal disease, 
and not able to undertake his customary work. Certainly the decision, that 
must have come after the beginning of 1588, to expand the projected 4 Bk. 
version was likely to have been connected with some such cause? Theti then 
got out Bko. VIj/VIII. The addition of Bks. I/II could then have occured 
while Theti was still alive but too weak to do very much on the last stage of 
working up this final version 
f 
The picture that then emerges is of Theti as not over anxious to 
rush into print. The first 1569 version published against his will, and the 
second 1575 edition in part in response to the first; because from illness he 
had the opportunity to work it on it. The 1589 version, written or at least 
pr spared for publication by a sick man towards the end of his life, with 
employment difficulties. 
The general characteristics of the different editions tend to 
support this pattern. All the editions tend to lack a strong framework within 
which different aspects of the subject and particular topics could be discussed? 
They have the ring of worked up collections of notes or m. s. treatises, rather 
than of works throughly conceived in purpose before beginning to be written up. 
e 
The process of the development of Theti's treatise i. as then a gradual one in 
which various ideas on oiffsrent topics, or different Jones on the same topic 
were, for different reasons, at different times, added together, without any 
too great insistence on the importance of their organisation, to form an 
eventually quite compendious work. 
1. Ibid. the inscription gave his cause of death. 
2. The internal dedication to Bks. "VII/VI is dated 14 Feb. '1587. Theti died 10 
Oct. 15B . The 2+} year interval is perhaps just short enough to suggest that he 
was already substantially effected by the disease. In the 1575 ed. "Alettori 
begnini" he complained of bad health, stating of the work "I1 the haurei piu 
presto, i torsi  eglio fatto, at trauagli cost del animo, come 1'indispositions 
del corpo hauasssro alesno per poco *patio di tempo fatto con me triegua. " 
3. The date of the internal title page fo eke III/VI. 
4. Perhaps the penurius condition of Theti at the and of his life and the hopes 
of some money accruing through the neu work, was the reason for his publishing 
again after so long. But a sick man's search for a significant occupation may 
be the most likely explanation hers, as seems to hava been the case with the 
1575 edition. 
5. The text follows very close the 1575 edition but not exactly word for word, 
a word here and there has been changed, punctuation altered, and corrections 
made. For example cap. II 8K. I began "La Causa" in the 1575 edition, which became "La Cagione" in the 1589 edition. See also above p. 74, a. l ., Such minor titivations seem to be bdtter attributed to a sick Theti rather than an editor, 
who would have been more likely to have done more correcting or none at all. 6. One can not of course make too much of Thet! 's claim that the tat. edition 
was not to his satisfaction. All sorts of claims were made in auch pmsaagae 
which can not be taken too seriously. But the better errangment of the 2nd. 
edition makes euch a claim not unreasonable. ' 
7. The first edition had no chapter title headings or subject divisions. 
The second added a neu way of fortification in the second book and than went 
on to discuss surveying. The 1599 work wes conceived in different etnijHn. 11ke. 
III/V i VII/VIII lack subject headings and are not divided into chapters. 
8. See Marini's remark s1o. e p. 16, n. 1. He also described the book an simply coneitiny 
of "carli utili dettagli ed inventioni". 3AHNS (10 a13) noted some of the relevant 
mss, and of course the 1st. edition was taken from Theti's m. e. (See. J. - PRON15(t74) . 
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Delle Fortificationi (let: ed; 1570) WIE L® '. 
8ibliography: (Venatia)1570; Venezia 1575: 
1 
General description: An extremely large, elaborate and finely produced work. 
7}""x 11}" text with many marginal notes. (lxii) 4 406 pages. Very high 
quality engravings many ona double page spread. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: Elaborate engraving in an architectural style4 surrounding: 
DELLE/ FORTIFICATIONI/ DI M. GALASSO/ ALGHIS! OACARPI? ARCHITETTO/ DELt4ECCEL- 
ENTISS. / SIGNOR DVCA/ DI FERRARA. / LIBRE TREE/ ALL'INVITTISSIMO/ IMPERATORE/ 
MASSIMILIANO/ SECONDO, / CESARE AVGVSTO. / M. D. LXX. / D. O. M. / CHE DIFENDERA 'SIGNORI 
ET CH'AVMENTATA GLI VOSTRI/ IMPERI, VOI SOLE VERTU, ET'ARTI INSIEME. 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication dated Venice 28 Nov. 1570. 
P. (v): Laudatory verses to Alghisi. 
p. '(v): 'Con Priuelij 1. Scommunica generale del Sommo'Pontefice, & dells 
Illustrissima Signorla de Venetia, per anni XXV: 
p. ( tx /lxii): An extremely detailed table of contents. 
p. 1/8: 5Preface, 
p. 9/31: Book I: This book is a general discussion about the needs of'arch- 
itäcture, the defects of existing systems in fortification, an attack'on Maggi 
and Castriotto, and an outline of the benefits of the neu system Alghisfuas 
putting forwardo 
p. 34/308: Book II: The first section of this book up to page 102 is a prelim- 
inary discussion, to. some extent on general topics, but centering around the 
design of a fortress with five bastions according to Alghisi's method, and 
the nature of the geometrical construction involved. It also includes a dis- 
cussion of a gadget for surveying the site of the fortress, and discusses the 
profile of'the walls of the fortress. The remainder of the book, pages 103/308 
deals separately üith the case of each regular fortress from that of 5 bastions 
to that of 21 bastions. Each of these cases is dealt with ' separately' and seq- 
uentially in a standard manner. First"comea a chapter describing the geomet- 
rical construction of the particular fortress at issue, together with a large 
double page spread engraving of its plan. Then follows a chapter on the prop="" 
örtions 
of the various lines in the plan of the fortress, and another'on the 
measure of its'angles. Next comes a chapter on the measure ofYthe fortress, 
followed by one discussing the bastion of this particular fortress, with a 
large single page engraving of one such bastion. In each case each particular 
fortress is discussed with about the same amount of detail; and each discussion 
includes 's good deal of explanation as to what line is equal to which, in the 
setting out 'plan 
, 
and likewise for the angles, to an extent that seems wholly 
1. After RICCARDI (1013). "". 2. Of the first-edition. 
3. These are properly bound in as in collections, of maps so that they can 
open out fully. 
4. The architectural feature has four statues in niches labelled "Archit. "; 
"Gnom"; "Arith"; "Astr". 
5. The case of the pentagonal fortress here has a different solution to that 
of the"earlier general discussion (p. 34/102). 
6. For example p. 184. "Hora-finite Is dimostrationi delle proportioni geo- 
metrice delle fortezza d'undeci belloardi, si dichiaret anno alcune de le 
principalt misure d'essa fortezza. " 
8L 
A tar+. ý. ý ý' 
. 't.., 
o ": 
gratuitous and of no real benefit. 
p. 309/406: Book III: This book contains a series of discussions 
on various 
more practical topics including the choice of a site, the nature and'us. e of 
various materials, choice of workmen and supervisor, earth fortification and 
ancient castramentation. 
Delle Fortificationi (1579): Texts 
or 
(iii). Ma do gl'antichi modi del p But we can be-served by'the ancient . 
fabricare ei potiamo in quests nostra Ways of building in this time of ours, 
at; seruire solamente d'una parts, only in ane part, as in4public and 
come de g11 edificij publici & pri- private"buildings.... in forming and 
suati..... nel farmers, & fabricar Is constructing the fortresses of citieaz 
fortezze delle cittä, & castella and, the castles, we have, to proceed 
habbiamo da procedere molto diuersam- very differently from what these 
Rs" ente'da quello ch'esst faceuano: Per- did. Because, through the evilness of 
'Loche essendosi per is malitia de gli men in thistime are found new mach- 
. ohuomini ritrouato in questi tempinuoue, l 
ines, and modes of, attack, and of 
machine, & nuoui modi d'offendere, & demolishing the, walls, however great, 
di atterrare is inure, quantnque grosse, it is necessary then with new means 
e neceseario encore co nuoui modi di of defence to aid against their 
diffese soccorrer al laro impetuosi , violent attacksl,. 
therefore many in " 
üineulti: Pero molts in quests nuoua 
, 
this new era,, are toiling to form- 
at's si sono affaticati in former diu- sundry types of, fortresses, but*no 
*ersi modi di'fortezze, ma nissuno per , one 
to my,, judgement,, having the ability 
mio giudicio h% potuto conseguir It to achieve the intention and desired 
intento, & desiato fine, con quells end, with that perfection necessary 
aeperfettione neceesaria a cosi poteti to-this powerful attack. Which thing 
'offese: La qual cosy considerando, & considering, and being desirous to 
essendo Lo disideroso di giouar al aid the world, as. far as I am able, I 
mondo, " tutto mio potere son andato have procceded, many times to discussion 
piu uolte discorrendo intorno a diuersi, concerning, the sundry ways of fort- 
simodo di fortezze, & non Who patuto ifying, and I have not been able to 
ritrouar alcuno the piu mia paia al find anything which appears to me more 
proposito, di questo mio nuouo modo, to the purpose than this my new method, 
che nel presents Libra ho descritto, which I have"in the present book, des- 
&: figurato, & ridotto io a quells per- cribed, and illustrated, and reduced to 
sofettione di Theorica, & Prattica d' that perfection-of theory and practice 
" alcuna non mai piu fatto.... greater than that, yet°achieved by'any"" 
r'0 
jr " 
one. .. "' ý. ..,, .,. 
p. (v). SE quei, the di Fortezze henna 1If, those that have treated of the fort- 
"tratto/ Senza regbla ferma, anci in s rasa without definite rule and in 
confuso; / E per prattica sal hon confusion, and by practice alone have 
lfposto in uso/ I for precetti, lode - put 
in use their-precepts, have merited 
hen meritato. / Cho direm not del praise, then what will, w e say of the 
1. "Fortezze delle citte" - strength of cities, cities as fortresses, not 
as having in them fortresses. 
2. 'I. e. the ancients. 
3. Lit. insults. 
4. The usual claim. 
S. Verse form. 
-4 
modo inusitato/ DelýdottovAlghiei, the 
mostrazl'abuso/ Delle Fortezze, onde 
etupir quä giueo/ Ferä ciaecun, per 1' 
Arte in ogni lato ?/ Ei certo con 
: region moetre i difhtti/ Delle moderne, 
e con acuto ingegno/ Perfette le con- 
duce e parts e parts/ Onde dark ä mat- 
sris a1 dotti pstti... 
.4 ýr, 
unusedlmethod of the wise Alghisi, 
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which demonstrates the disorder'of 
fortification, whence to amaze justly 
here everyone by the art in every side ? 
He truly, with reason shows the defects 
of the moderns, and with subtle skill, 
perfectly leads them from part 'to part, 
and will give material to wins breasts.. 
p. 1. VARIE, e diuereelarti all'vso Many sundry arts belonging to human 
»humano pertinenti de'noatra antichi use, diecoved by our ancestors with 
con gran studio ritrouate Sono per great-study, are, through their indus- 
loro industries e fatica not per- try, and labour, come down to us... But 
uenute..... Me diro, bane the as fra I will say, truly if among all the gr- 
tutte le maggicri e Is piu nobile eat"st andmost noble we would search, 
j$vorremo ricercare, ei trouerä the °. 
it will be found that Architect- 
1'Architettura da quelle arti nö deue ure from these arts ought not to be 
eseere esclusa, Is quali e per futile excluded, because for utility and for" 
ep il""diletto, & per Is dignita eia 
' 
delight, and for dignity it'ia'uorthy 
riguardeuoli: Ma, prima the piu oltre " of honour., But before proceeding fur= 
seei procede parmi conueniete di far may- ther it seems to me convenient to shöü' 
manifesto qual debba eesere`l'Archit- what ought toIbe the Architect 
I 
and 
etto, a bug fortificare. Percioche p good fortifier. Because by this is not 
tale non s'intede vn simplice artifice, intended a simple craftsman, or a sim- 
ne un simplice soldato, i quali ei pl" soldier, who would wish to be equal- 
tfuogliano uguaglisre a gl'huomini dotti, led to the men, wise and expert, in those 
e di quelle ecieze eeperti, 'che Bono sciences that are necessary to the 
necessarie alle grä prole jione dell' great profession, of Architecture. 
Architettura: Percioche l'Architetto ' Because the architect uses the hands 
vea is nano di"tutti gl'artefici pert- of the tradesmen concerned uith build- l 
jrinZti alla fabrics, come suoi'inst- "ing, "as, hie tools, and relative to 
rumenti, &a rispetto a loro come 1' them is-as the mind to the limbs, 
anima riepetto 
ai 
mebri, i quali 'which are by him. moved and ruled as in 
eono da lei mossi, e retti, si come in many places has taught the great 
molti luoghi ci ha''insegnato il grade -Aristotle to us. He that therefore 
JIAristotle. Colui sdüque chiamerassi would be named a true Architect is he 
vero Architetto, tiquale co'l giud- who with judgement and with the mind 
icio, " cö Is mite "spressa cö mar- expresses with wonderful reasons, and 
suiglios" ragioni, a modi di die- ways of design, will show how to achieve 
a segnare mandarl ad effetto 
tutto ciö, all that which of the movement of weights 
Mche dal mouimsto de peel, e cognitione and knowledge of bodies, and increase 
d"'corpi, & aumetatione"ad vso dign- to the most uorthy, human use rightly 
_issimo 
d" gl'huomini acconciameto of belonging, which he can not do not 
accömoda: 'il the nö pub egli fare nö having first the knowledge of things 
hauendo prima is cognitions delle coos better and more noble. Such therefore 
4emigliori, " piu nobili: Tale edüque will be the good architect and fortif- 
sara l'Archit"tto bug fortificatore. isr. Besides which it is necesary to 
Oltre di quests e necesserio caper -know the origin of this art. Some 
1'origin" di quests arts., Uicono say that fire and water were the 
elcuni che '1 fuoco e l'acqua Sono principle causes bringing men to 
stete cagioni'principali'di c6ndurre live together..... .2 
gl'huomini ad habiter" insieme..... - 
A 
I. In the sense of not yet used, new novel. 
2. I. e. In the whole theory of Aighisi. 
3. (. g. Alberti, whose sentiments are followed here. (Sea j P, IQS, 
ý 
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p. 9. CONSIDERANDO io fra me stesso Considering 
in myself, the great 
1 gran forza, e1 grande impeto de strength and grand fury of the blows 
colpi de 1'artiglierie, m'a parso molto of artillery, it appeared tome very 
difficile, e quasi ancho impoUible il difficult and nearly impossible to 
ltrouare materia alcune, the soatener find any 
material which can sustain 
gli poses. E, e" pur as no ritrouasee, it. And if surely auch would be found, 
quells non pot"rs serer altro, the it could not be otherwise than immense 
amisurats, " groejiUima muraglia, a and the greatest walls, and perhaps of 
fares di quells meni"ra ch" ei logge that type which are reed as being those 
*eseer" state quelle de Ninuiti, a di of Nineva and of Semiramis in Babylon... 
Semiramis in Bablonie.... Nelle qual In whose construction such cost would 
fabrics tents spesa ci vorebbe quando be when anyone would encloaa a place 
alcuno vol"ss" cing"re vn luogo, the that it would not be found possible to 
non is trousrrsbbe chi far patess", o do it, or would be wished. And when 
Kvolessi. E quando pur ei r[trouasse, truly it would be found, perhaps even 
fores anco non ei far"bbe tale, the it would be such that it could not roe- 
reeist"rs pot"sse alle continue per- the continual blows of the artillery. 
Coss. dell artigliaria. E chi nol And who would believe it, seeing 
creder"bbe ? Venendo ch'l durissimo that the hardest marble gives way to 
tr"armo cedendo al continue impeto do le 
3 
the continual impacts of drops of water 
gocci" dell %equa!.. Per is qual coos so- .... Whereby I, being always desirous 
"nd'io s"mpre stato disidsroso di giou- of helping others, am forced with the 
are altrui, m" sono sforzato con l'aiuto aid of art, and from my feeble skill 
4 
dell's rte, " del mio debole ingegno di to form a style of fortification 
ISformer" una mani"ra di fortezze cö with geometrical rules, that can 
regions geometrica, ehe non posse not be battered by artillery.... 
eeser battute dally artigliaria.... Praying any wise and ingenious reader, 
Pregando ogni dotto & ingegnoioso who discovers anything in it that does 
lettor", the ritrouando ui coos che non not please him, more quickly will cor- 
" gli piaccia, piu presto uoglia amor- rect it in a friendly way than blame it 
eoulmente co I rregg"rle, ehe con eilig- from malevolence of spirit..... It 
nits d'animo biaemarla.... Essendo being therefore my intention to 
adunque l'intention mia di farmers con fashion with the aid of art a type 
1'aiuto dall'art" uns sorts di fort- of fortress, which will be secure 
3(ezze, the eia eicura non solamente not only from the battery of artillery, 
delle batt"ria d"ll'artiglieria, me but also in good part from the siege, 
encore in buone parts dall'assedio piu more than any other with the aid of 
the alcuna altre cZ l'aiuto dell'aris art made.... 
fatta.., 
p. 12. .. PI in "ffeto per essere molto diu- .... But in effect through being very 
ores"1" in"gualita d" monti non ei puo diverse the inequalities of the mount- 
1 dar"'d"ll" fort"zz" di tai luoghi ains, the fortresses of such places can 
r"gols forma.... si d"ue fuggire di not be given regular form.... (and hence) 
"dificar" fort"zz" in monte. building of fortresses in mountains 
ought to be shunned.. 
4(p. 13. .... dou" la natura he mancato ... where nature has lacked in making 
n"1 fare il sito forts, l 'arte. is the site strong, art, reason and human 
ragion", " l'ingegno humano pul skill can marvellously provide in the 
mirabilmits supplire in fare to making of euch fortifications of the 
fort"zz" del piano inaspugnsbili..... Plain, impregnable... 
L. From the beginning of the Promso. 
L. One might say much the same about Alghisi's schemes. 
i. But marble I. still and all not a bad, and in fact quite a durable building 
material. 
4. A common disclaimer. 
5. The last section here after "artiglieria" is slightly obscure. Probably it 
should read with a comma after Iei. gu'I the clause ending there having the 
sense of being secure from most aspects of siege warfare. 
k 
t er 
p. 20. ..... la buono forma, 
b figure, 
la quale per mio giudicio uale assai 
piu the tutto 11 recto, e deu" eager 
fette con proportion., co'1 mezo de 
ilineementi tirati seconds 1'arte geo- 
metrica. 
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.... The good form, or shape which to 
my opinion is worth much more than 
all the others, is when being made 
with proportion, by means of lines 
drawn according to the art of geometry. 
Di quests sorts di fortezze 
e 
etato 
ecritto d'alcuni, come dal Castriotto, 
e dal Maggi, ma molto imperfettamente. 
b Prima perche hanno errato nella forma 
di tutte le fortezze, poi perche hanno 
malamente compoeto i for belloardi non 
eolamente quanta alle forma, ma anchors 
quanto alle dietanza... 
t 
K p. 21. Perche quanto piu e'auicinarä 
alle forma circulars, Canto piu aara 
capaca d'habitationi, 1 hour, qli 
angoli de, belloardi ottuei.... IV 
.4 
p. 22. Da queeto si puo manifestamente 
ye conoecere, quanto piu, siano difficili i 
fatti delle parole, onde Bono molti, 
the eanno conbelle & ornate parole 
dire e proporre una coca, la quale poi 
non eanno condurre ad effetto 
S 
etp. 31. E Perche ei potrebbe ritrouare 
the uolesee bieemare Is dette fortezze 
can dire, the facedo'le cortine cosi 
con 1'angolo, the rientra nel corpo 
delle Citte, ö fortezza, ei perderebbe 
eemolte terreno dentro del corpo,, a 
recinto delle inure dellafortezza; a 
queeti riponderei prima, the 1'int- 
ention mia e di farmers fortezze in- 
eepugnabili, e non far un grä corpo 
is di fortezza, the habbia sol gran 
epacio%di terreno dentrodalle mura e 
poi sie debole.. ý. 
This sort of fortress 
Ihas 
beeh written 
of by some, like Lastriotto and. Flaggi, 
but very imperfectly. First because 
they have erred in shaping all the fort- 
resses, then because they have badly 
composed their bastions not only acc- 
ording to form but also according to 
distance .... 
Because as much will be approached 
I 
the 
circular form, so much more will be 
the space for habitations and it will 
have the angle of the bastions obtu5e.. 
4 
From this it can be clearly recognised 
how much more difficult are deeds a 
than words, whereby many with 
beautiful and polished words state 
and propose a thing which then does 
not lead to results. 
And because some could be found, that 
wish to fault the said fortresses 
by saying, that making the curtain 
with an angle which is re-entrant into 
the body of the city or fortress, much 
land within the body or enceinte of 
the fortress is lost. To them I reply 
first, that my intention is to form 
impregnable fortresses, and not to 
make a great body of the fortress, 
that only has a great space within 
the fortress, and then is weak.... 
1. In`ths form of a star. 
2. This 'last is peculiar. Alghisi goes on in this vein but does not explain in 
detail what he meant here. He explained however that it was he that thought of thLs form and therefore it was only to be expected that others who used what he had discovered did not understand it and hence got things wrong. 3. Lit. embrace. 
q. The standard view actually quoted from Maggi end Castriotto, to show that they did not fully understand good traces, because they showed a square fort 
which is very bad in this, although at other places these authors said a 
pentagon was the trace with the smallest number of aides that should be used. 
5. Re Maggi and Csstriotto calling for no acute bastions yet showing the 
square. Alghisi then attacked Lastriotto's acceptance of round bastions 6. Alghis1 suggested that also one can grow crops and pasture animals on the large areas within his defensive front. As he gave no internal boundary to 
the enceinte in his plans, it is difficult to judge how great this area use, but it was certainly substantial, and his omission tended to distract 
attention from this. 
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P. 35. Si ha edunque da conchiudare 
seer necesserio far prima il die- 
eagno picciolo delle fabrics inenzi 
C fiche in opera si faccLa il Maggiore: 
; 'me 
a fare tal disegno picciolo in carte 
ei ricerca coat can is scienza Is 
buona prattics a ferlo in opera, anci 
maggiore. Perche dally buona prattics 
del minore s'impera Is prattica de i 
a maggiore, iquali sono Topere istessa. 
Et the questo sin il uero ei uedi the 
niuono ualet huomo non fare mat fabrics 
alcuna eenza l'essempio dellt suoi 
disegni, cognoscendo the ei Is facesse, 
isle Barebbe male, a tanto peggio quanta 
esse fusee Maggiore'. a con sua gran 
vergogna, per Is caggioni di sopra 
narrate. Onde mi mareuiglio d'alcuni 
o.. 
ignorenti, & inesperti, c'habbino 
aotanto ardimento, the ei mattana 
a 
fabricate senze alcun disegno, e senza 
alcuna regions in loro, non potendo 
riuecire alli intelligenti e prattici 
is loro fabriche senza desegno, il 
&equals dopo 1'Arithmetica, e Geometrie 
s is piu importante parts dell 
'Arch- 
Fu 
itettura. perche senza eseo non e 
possible fare coca alcuna, the buono 
rei"giudicatas Perche tutte Is fabriche 
anon sono altro, the diesegno con 
Architettura, Arithmetica, Geometria & 
Prospettiua composts.... 
It has to be concluded therefore to 
be necessary to make first the little 
design of the edifice before in'the 
work is made the greater. But to make 
that little design on paper is requ - 
ired as much science with good pract- 
ice in making the work, further 
(in the) large. Because from the good 
practice of the less is learnt the 
practice of the greater (ones), which 
are the work itself. And that this 
is true is seen from (the fact) that 
no valiant man will ever construct 
anything without the example of his 
designs, knowing that if he should it 
would be bad, and as much worse, as 
this would be greater; and with great 
shame for the above said reasons. Where- 
by I marvel, that some ignorant and 
inexpert persons, having so much daring, 
that they set about building without 
any design, and without any method in 
these, the intelligent and practised 
not being able to succeed in their 
building without design, which after 
Arithmetic and Geometry is the most 
important part of Architecture, bec- 
ause without this it is not possible 
to make anything of good judgment. 
. 
Because all building is none 
other than design with Architecture, 
Arithmetic, and Geometry, and. Perap- 
active, composed...... 
, ". s 
YiNCENZ0 10CA TELI 
Invite- Generale (1575) 
General description 
:A 
short unpaginated treatise. 36 pages, no diagrams, 
except one showing a scale. 
"5' 
'Contents: 
Title page: Recto: IVITD GENERALE/ UEL CAP. VINCENTIO/ LOCATELLI/ Da Cremona, / 
CREATO DEL CAPITANO FRA/ UA MOUONA. / 4 
i Versos Alli Profeeeori del reparare, fortificare, & edificare 
Luoghi, &a quelli the dapoi conetrutti detti luoghi aceettano carico di 
difenderli contra In tremenda offeea hoggidi usato de Maumetani, cioe, de I 
1. I. e. the lees design work-is done. 
2. Only known edition. 
3. This work has only been examined by way of a microfilm. The description and 
make up of the work are somewhat problematic therefore. 
" 4. This lest clause is slightly ambiguous. It might refer to the putting together of the work. However as a youth Locatteli served in the house of Captain Fra so that it refers to Locatelli rather than his work. 
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de Canoni, Colubrine, Basilischi, Zappa, A Pala. 11 qual pretends wostrari non 
tanto the si puo difenders'le Fortszze fatt" alla moderns con 11 Beloardi, 1" 
uscchie con 11 Torrioni tondi, t l'antiche con lt for wewbrl quadri, ma perp- 
etuarle son chs ssranno prouiste, non alterando presasdlo, 4 munitions, no altre 
epee. in tempo di guerra ordinarla contra 1a predetta offess, coforme a quanta 
in quanta @$intenders. 
Sq. BIs/D 3 b: In the form of a letter addressed to Pope Gregory XIII. Dated 
Bologna 12, fob 1575, by Vicentlo Locatelli. (17 pages) 
Sg. -H1a/C L b: This section puts 
forward in essence 11 conditions, or rather 
considerations; which would be necessarily considered to arrive at fortificat- 
ion proposals that conformed to what Locatelli thought desirable, in accord 
with the terms set out in his title 
' 
Sg. Dia/ 3. a: Mere Locatelli sets out the administrative details of a com- 
petition within the framework of his 11 equesiti" in order to get desirable 
proposals created 
± 
Sg. D4 a/b: Section addressed to "mio Padrone colendiseimo, 11 Sig. Giacomo 
Boncompagni, Governator Generale dell'Armi di Sue Sanita". Dated Bologna 12 
Feb. 1575. 
Sq. D4b: Colophon: In Bologna, Per Alessandro Bsncaci MDLXXV. Lon licsnzs de' 
Superiori. 
After Sq. 04b/Fib: This sections seems to have been printed after the above. 
It includes a dedication to "Don Giovan d'Austria mio signore" dated at Lucca 
20 July 1575. An account of the publication of the Invito Generale. Corresp- 
ondence with Giacomo Bomcowpagni, of 1574. Letters by Locatslli after the pub- 
lication of the work claiming his good faith in the work, and that he could 
fortify as he claimed. 
Invitö Generale: Texts 
Sg. ela. NON e dubäo alcuno (beatissimo 
Padre) the sendo Is letters, & l'armi 
li dui principali, & honoratissimi 
mezzi, onds posono gli huomini col 
Thera is no doubt -- holy father -- 
that letters and arms are the two 
main and honourable means, whereby men 
can, by putting them in virtuous 
1. This work does not really 'pretend to show' how the following intentions 
might be achieved, except in the sense of laying down a framework within which 
this might be discussed. MARINI (1810) stated "Con quest'opera pretends l'Autors 
di provers, the si possono agualmente difendere tanto Is fortezze fette alle 
moderna, quanto quells colle torri rotonde". which is slightly misleading. 
Perhaps he put too much weight on this title. 
2. "Sometimes referred to by Locatelli as 
"quesiti". 
3. For the first two considerations see below p. ßf! ; the third is for the 
fortress to remain secure not just for a time but perpetually against every 
attack; the fourth proposes the figure of a hexagon in four different cases 
with fronts of 200,300,400 and 500 paces between interior angles; the fifth 
and sixth each describe a particular site in detail, to be fortified; the seventh 
a particular flank to be defended; the eighthto impede the enemy who has cap- 
tured the counterscarp; the ninth to prepare a battery in one day, for assault; 
the tenth to negate mines; the eleventh, Locatelli's central point, to defend 
old structures with round towers, and old square ones, which he claimed to 
be able to do himself, and generally to resist the Turk, on which he claimed to 
have already published. 
4. These arrangements included: 1. Everyone interested in Locatelli's proposals 
to prepare 6 designs or models of the 6 places outlined; 2. to give profiles 
also; 3.1, copies of each to be deposited for iasisoment; 4. ill to deposit 2,000 
scudi with their assigns scuds 2. m"), which monies were to go to whoever 
was judged the best military architect; 5.12 competitors coming together to 
chose 3 judges familiar with attack and defence, at least one to be a good 
mathematician, also a Prince as 'moderator', further 2. "depositari" to care 
for the des= no, models and urittings, and the money, 4 secretaries, one for 
each of the 
Ihres 
judges and one for Locetelli; 6. choosing a prince as final 
arbitor by lot. 
5. There are two leaves without signatures. 
6. Including a reply to "Pompeo Floriano da Macerta", dated 20 July 1575. 
n#4 
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porli-in uirtuosö eeaercitio'prepararsi'ý, practics prepare "'themselves entrance to 
.1 
adito al Cielol'gloria nel Mondo, '& the sky, glory in theluorld, and fame for 
eesaltatione'alle famiglie loro, molti' for their family; 1to which worthy acqu- 
per uenire a cosi degno acquieto, o isition, or to one or the other accord- 
sall'Uns, ö`all'altre secondo"l'inchin-" -ing as their inclination, many 
etione-loro si uolgono: onde 
e, the desire Whsreby, it~is'that`I from my 
sino'da puerili anni aentendomi per youthful years feeling much'more'inclined 
natura assai piu inchinato alla mil- to arms than to study, I proposed to my- 
'itia, the alli studs, mi proposi (ha self, already many years ago, =to 
wgie malt'"anni) di'prouare i disagi ; experience the hardships and dangers 
& pericoli dolls guerre, massime in of war, especially in that part, where 
quelle part!, doue gli nemici delle , .. the enemy. of the holy father in Christ 
,,., senta fede di. Christo., N. S. maggior- our Lord, hurt the most. Whereby in 
mente infestauano. La onde in questa this uay*for a long space ofr. time I 
ºlmaniera per longo epatio. di tempo travelled my life, =later having ,, 
", traualiädo quests mia uita, doppo 1' recognised, that to the perfection of 
,., heuer conosciuto,; che alle perfettione -'the true soldier, use not--less'con- 
del vsr'o soldato non: era men conuen. -"vensent-and necessary; military arch- 
uole, 3. necesearis. llarchitettura mil- itecture..... .r 
,, to stare... ". , ý. 3 ýr.. 
Sq. 83a. Nel primp proponend'io, the 
'1 Corpo nominato fortezza consists in 
sei cosy, oltre is quattro principali, 
& elementerie? Tra quelle quali essendo 
teil reparare, il fortificare, & l'edif- 
icare, & l'altra tre foseo, fianco, 
& piazza: senzals quali non possono is 
tre prima far'i for debiti, & conuen- 
ionti effetti nil resisters alla super- 
ior forza, dssidero che, _ciaecuno prima.. 
'chiarisca, che cosalaia riparere, fort-,, 
i ficare, ` edificars', i 'poi la 'causa, il 
tempo, "& il luogo, dour si mattono in 
essecutione quests tre coos, & final- 
tfinente 911 effetti the fa ciascun da 
per Be. 
Nel secondo gli effetti, the fa cies- 
cuna dell'altre tre case da per se, 
cioe, foeso, fianco, & piazza, chiar- 
goamäts mostrando quelle misure prop- 
ortionate, the per der Is debits forma 
alli corps tutto dl cl mostrano Ii 
In the firatsI propose that the body 
called a fortress consists in 6 things, 
besides the 4 fundamental and element 
ary3 Amongst which are Repair, Fortif- 
ication and Building, and the other 
3, fosse, flank and plateform4 without 
which the first 3 cannot make their use- 
ful and due effects in resisting 
superior force. I desire that everyone 
first clarifies what are Repairs, 
Fortification4and Building, then the 
cause the time and the place where 
these things are put in execution, 
and lastly the effects that each one 
makes of itself. 
In the second the effects which does 
every one of the other three things 
of themselves, that is fosse, flank 
and platform, clearly showing those 
measures proportionately, that by 
giving the due form to the body. 
1. I. a. to resch heaven. 
2. These are the design conditions which Locetelli eat up for his design comp- 
"tition. Sue &bs+t p. ßl. 
3. The four elementary things: perhaps the four greek elements of fire, earth 
air and water, for nothing else seems to be indicated, unless it is the' 
Cannons, Culverins, Sapper and Spades, as mentioned below; but in his title 
Locatelli adds basilica, so these can not be four standard things. 
4. The 'piazza da bases' & 'd'elta' etc. 
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Cononi,, Coulbrins, Zeppe, t Is Pala, show all the Cannons, Culverins, 
the propriamente Sono i usri nostri, : Sappes and the spade, that properly 
epprousti precettori. are our true approved preceptor.. 
Sq. Dl.. .... tutti 1s case, the gli 
Shuomini si propognono per eesequirle, 
qusndo sono con regale 8 ordine da 
Toro trattats, riescono sempre piu 
lodeuoli nel fine, the is confusam- 
ente, &a caso1. eaequits...... 
.... all the things which humans can 
propose to execute, uhen they are treat- 
ed with their rule and -order, prove 
always more praiseworthy in function, 
than the confusedly and to the case', 
executed.... 
N Sq. Dab. .... so alcuni... dssadsri 
usnir" ad una spadita cognitions di 
quests usrita; s'sgli non "arä Prinaips, 
a tale, chs possi gratificarmi di 
qusgli honori ohs si richisdariono 
its chi per proua mostras. s il vero 
offstto di quanta io promstto, 4 dice, 
facci deposito, o die rispondants, the 
s'oblighi per 60. in 100.  . scudi...! 
... if any... wish to cows to a speedy 
understanding of the truth in this, 
if he will not be a Prince, or such, 
that he can gratify me of such honours 
which are required to who through proof 
shows the true effect in as much as I 
have promised, I say, let him asks a 
deposit agive an understanding to be 
obliged to 60, or 100 thousand scudi... 
1. "a caso" the connotations are partly negative in the sense of haphazardly, 
and partly of an act with an improvised nature as in ad hoc. 
2. I. e. Locatelli's doctrines. 
3. This seems a ridiculously large figure. 
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L'Architecture de Guerre (1579)1 
General description: 8111x5 j" text. 95 pages +5 sheets of engravings. Some figures 
in the text. No chapter divisions or headings generally. Some marginal notes. 
Contents: 
p. 1: Title page: "DISCOVRS/ Sur plusiers poincts/ DE/ L'ARCHITECTVRE/ DE GVERRE, / 
CONCERNANTS lea fortificationstant/ anciennesque moderns. / ENSEMBLE le moyen de 
bastir & fortier vne place/ de laquelle lea murailles ne pourrant aucunement/ eitre 
endommagees de l'artillerie. / Par X. AVRELIO DE PASINO Ferrarois, architects de/ 
tres-illustre Seigneur, Monsigneur le Duc de BVILLON. / A ANVERS, / Do l'2mprimerie de 
Christofle Plantin, / Imprimeur de as Maiente. / M. D. LXXIX. 
p. 3/5: Dedication to William. of Orange. 
p. 6/8: Poem by "Ch. de Naviers sed. Gentilh. " 
p. 9/26: General discussion on the historical genesis of fortification; the differ- 
once between fortification and architecture in general; ancient weapons and siege 
techniques in comparison with contemporary types; the changes in style leading to 
16th. century systems. 
p. 26/34: General discussion of artillery, its use and effectiveness. 
p. 34/64: Various points discussed: the basis of the geometrical bastion system, 
including whether to build anew or to modify old structures, especially with regard 
to different sites, as for example in the mountains; the advantages of Alghisi's 
style. " 
p. 64/91: Fortification using earth masking banks as 'counter-guards', with their 
details, discussed. 
p. 91/94: "Instruction at Demonstration du Plant Geometrique, Pour Figurer Is Fort- 
resse ci-devant descripte. " 
p. 95: Closing remarks. 
"L'Approbation: Ce laure ne contient quo choses appertenantes a l'architecture, sans 
aucune mention des chose appertenantes i la foy, & pour c'il pout estre librement 
imprime & vendu. Waltherus vander Steeghen, S. Theol. Licenciatus, canonicum Ant erp- 
iensis. 
There follows 5 pages of engravings showing 12 examples of parts of curtain walls and 
bastions of very varied and odd shapes. 
1. Only known edition. 
2. This is the copy held by the B. Y. 534. i. 5(l). The plates show examples numbered 1 
to 12. N. U. C. gives 8 plates. 
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L'Architecture de Guerre (1579): Texts. 
p. 3. Voyant auQi quo tous bons esprits Seeing also that all good spirits making a 
iaisants profession de l'Architecture de profession of the Architecture of war, en- 
guerre, s'efforcent pour le bien du pub- deavour for the public good, to employ all 
lic, d'employer tout ce que ce grand & 
Sdiuen Ouurier leur a departi de science & 
pratique, a fin de n'estre point ingrats 
ä la posterite. 
that which the great and divine workman 
i 
has given them of science and practice, in 
order that they will in no way be un- 
profitable to posterity. 
p. 7. A fin de s'opposer 
a cast infernal 
art, / Qui detruit is vertu si pourement 
tomeurtrie. / Ansi par fart du Nombre, & 
is Geometrie, / Auec is Perspectiue inu- 
3 
entions des Dieuxj Maint architects doc- 
te, & en plans, studieux, / A trace son 
dessein qui de lineature/ S'est spree 
ueleue par is manufacture/ Des masons & 
scouuriers..... Tant le temps a bien sceu de 
In order to oppose this internal art (i. e. 
of gunnery) which destroying virtue so 
miserably murders. Thus by the art of Num- 
ber and of Geometry, With Perspective -- 
inventions of God, Many an architect, wise 
and practised in plans, Has traced his 
designs whose outline is afterwards raised 
by the industry of masons and artisans.... 
(which evil) as much of the time has well 
defences subtiles, / Spiritueliser les per- known clever defences -- which spirituali- 
L 
sons gentille, / Aquel nombre, Maurel, tu zes gentle persons, Amongst whose number 
n'es des plus petite, /.... 
4 you Maurel are not of the least. 
top. 10. Et pour y paruenir, Dieu qui luy And to succeed there (i. e. in his de! - 
auoit reseru quelques rayons de ceste once), God who has reserved to him 
premiere cognoissance; luy a fait voir par some rays of this first understanding, 
ho, 
iceux les remedes de ca iuste defense; & made him see by them the remedies to 
engraue en 1'entendement certaines scien-" his true defence; and engraved in the 
&ices, par lesquelles il a apprins, on se understanding certain sciences, by which 
bastissant vne maison', se contenanth for- he has learnt, in building himself a 
tifiant en icelle, de iouir d'vne seurete house, to contain and fortify himself in 
1. - craftsmanship presumably. 
I. e. the contemplation of the means of defence using geometry and perspective and 
so on, improves the minds of gentlefolk. 
3. Number and Geometry are not perhaps very strange as inventions of God, but Persp- 
ective? The thought seems to be, not that God created the drawing techniques of per- 
spective, but that he created the world in which perspective techniques were 
inher- 
ent. This would thus be on a par with many views of the relationships 
between God, 
mathematics, and the world. 
4. Verse form. 
5. Implicit reference to the Fall. Pasino a little previously contrasted animals with 
their natural physical defences, horns, Ashells, etc., with man where "il a pourueu 
l'homme d'vn esprit docile & inuentif, retenant quelque scintille de caste premiers 
lumiere, pour cognoistre, cercher & appliquer lea remedes propres 
ä sa necessite, 
laquelle lea Anciens out tresbien dit estre la maitresse des Arts". 
6. Pasino seems to be giving a very strongly innate view of science here. 
This is, 
probably no more than a product of his rather 
loose and general style. He certainly 
was thinking of some kind of innate quality of the 
human mind as important; but he 
wosin no way concerned to be precise about what exactly is innate 
to the mind and 
how, or under what circumstances, this innate ability is expressed or may 
be brought 
out-.. In a general way what he seems to 
intend is that ability to act in accord with 
certain (rational) principles, -is innate, even perhaps the principles of geometry, 
but that at least application of that knowledge has to be learnt by experience, and 
possibly, that attempts in practice 
help to call forth such a science. 
. ýo 
wA 
is franchise inuiolable contra sea aduers- 
aires. 
CES sciences, desquelles par la grace de 
Dieu nos predecesseurs ont este autheurs 
"& inuenteurs, sont du nombre de cellos 
qu'on appele vulgairement lea sept Arts 
liberaux: St on pouuons remarquer trots, 
ä sjauoirGeometrie, Perspectiue, & Arith- 
metique. Ces trots coniointes ensemble ser- 
iouent de principe, source & iondament 
a 
vne autre science, nommee Architecture 
(dont nous aus a traiter on ce liure) 
laquelle, combien quelle ne soit miss au 
nombre den Sept Arts liberaux, alas soft 
ºSrangee entre lea Mechaniques; toutesfois 
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that, and to exercise a security and 
freedom inviolate against his enemies. 
These sciences of which, by the grace 
of God, our predecessors have been the 
authors and inventors, are of the number 
of those which are called commonly the 
seven liberal Arts: and of these we can 
remark three known as Geometry, Perspect- 
ive and Arithmetic. These three joined 
together provide the beginning, source and 
foundation to another science, called 
Architecture -- which we have to deal 
with in this book -- which, as much that 
it should not be put in the number of the 
7 liberal arts, but should be ranged 
pour entre apuyee 6 entierement fondee among 'the Mechanics': nevertheless in 
our lea trois qutnous suons dit, Si estre 
alliees fi incorporees inseparablement 
ensemble, eile en eat d'autant plus a 
topriser, quo auec is necessite Si vtilit4 
qui 1'accompagne, alle participe do la 
liberalite Si dignite de ses trots mares, 
quo font engendree, sans lesquelles eile 
ne pout aubsister. Car quiconque so 
ifvoudra mesler`non seulement do 1'archit- 
being supported and entirely founded on 
the three that we have said, and united 
and embodied indivisibly as a whole, it 
is so much the more to be prized, that 
with the necessity and utility which acc- 
ompanies it, it participates in the lib- 
erality and worthyness of its three mot- 
hers, which have engendered it, (and) 
without which it could not exist. Because 
ecture, nail aussi des autres are Uech- whoever would wish to master not only, 
aniques, sans auoir"l'intelligence do ces architecture, but also the other mechan- 
tres sciences: il est impossible qu'il ical arts, without having understanding 
face rien qul vaille, & seront ses ouu- of these 3 sciences, it is impossible 
3orageä manque, ridicules, & deffectueux 
3 that he will make anything of value, and 




J. These were of course the Quadrivium and Trivium of the mediaeval curriculum 
which did not traditionally include perspective as a specific one of these seven, in 
the form of geometrical optics which was designated by 'perspective' in that period. (See PECEHAM ( ).. The painter's perspective which Pasino is concerned with was 
not'in use at all then, of course. 
2. "Liberal", as the OED puts it, was " Ortglnally, the distinctive' epithet of 
those 'arts' or 'sciencesl.. that were considered 'worthy of a free man': opposed to 
servile or mechanical". Pasino was thus arguing more about the status of Architect- 
ure, than its nature. 
3. Pasino goes on to quote the words over the entry to Plato's Academy, insisting 
"--all-who entered had to know Geometry, as evidence for the importance of that study 
in many branches of knowledge. This helps to raise the status of, mechanical know- 1 "'"ledge'so based and hence to reduce any taint to architecture through being connected 




p. 13. Car l'ouurier nest autre chose, Because the artificier is nothing else, 
on comparairon de 1'Architecte, quo sont in comparison to the Architect, then are 
lea outils & instruments S. l'ouurier par the tools and instruments to the worker, 
dessus lequel il dolt astra plus reap- above which he ought to be more respec- 
sects, & eat d'autant plua*digne, quo ted, and Is of a. s . auch more 
dignity, 
Pane eat plus ezcellente quo Is corpsi... as the soul is more excellent than the 
cost Art nomme Architecture, . 
isquel body..... this art called Architecture, 
1'homme a ante constraint cercher Si inu- which man has been forced to search for 
enter ..... pour tröiz causes principals: and 
Invent ..... for three main reasons: 
a L'vne pour to defendre do 1'iniure du One, to defend himself against the inj- 
temps. Lautre pour son asssurance tent uries of the weather; secondly, for his 
contra lea hommes meschans & ennemis, qua security as much against evil men and 
contra lea bestes farouche. La tierce enemies, as against wild beasts; third- 
pour 1'association mutuelle quo lea 
ly, for the mutual association that  en 
w hommes ont establie entr'euz, "b pour la- have established between themselves, and 
quelle entretenir, ils ont edifie des for the maintenance of which, they have 
bourgs, villas, citez..... built towns, villages, and cities.... 
Or suiuant la diuision quo noun auons Now following the division we have made 
falte do l'architecture, son premier in architecture its first usage has been 
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tovsage a aste pour seruir a Is necessite to attend to the necessity of man, and to 
de 1'homme, & In mettre a couuert, tant give his shelter, as much the great as 
lea grands quo In simple peuple. Ce qui a the simple people. This has been accomp- 
este accompagne par succession de temps anied during the passing of time, by 
de certains enrichissemes sumptuoux, dec- certain sumptuous enrichments, decorat- 
ttorations Si embellissemes trouuez par lea ions and embellishments, discovered by 
anciens Architect do Borte qu'aui d' the ancient architects, of a kind that 
buy noun ne pouuons inviter, inuenter auc- today we can neither imitate, nor disc- 
une chose pour estre bien, qui ne depede over anything better, which does not dep- 
k to so reigle salon lea proportions & end on, and is not governed according to 
iomeasures qui iceux inuenteurs noun ont the proportions and measures, which those 
laisses. inventors have bequeathed to, us. 
L'autre vsage nest pas at commun, d'aut- The other usage is not so common, in 
ant qu'il ne pent estre pratique qua par as auch as it can not be practised except 
Flea Rots, Princes & Seigneurs qui ont le by Rings, Princes and Lords who are the 
stgouuernement des peuples: seruant do government of peoples - serving as gutnil 
garde, force, tuition & defense aux bast- strength, protection and defence to the, 
invents ramassez & enclos on messe lieu... buildings collected and enclosed in the as-' 
i'ai entrepris... apres la diuision do "s place... 
(and) I have undertaken ... follow- 
cents science, do monstrer la difference ing the division of this science, to show 
ioqu'il ya entre 1'Architecture du basti- the difference which there is between 
meat particulier, Si celuy qui bastit pour architecture of particular buildings and 
la force. that which builds for force. 
1. 'This analogy also points up the difference between an architect who works 
through manipulations in the intellect, and the building process that is purely 
physical. The metaphor of course comes from Alberti (see p. 18Sý- 
9¢ 
11 faut donc entendre, quo combien que 
lea dour parties portent vu messe nom, at 
eat-ce_qu'tl ya grande difference entre 
Blies, tart pour it construction des bas- 
ltimens quo des assures, proportions & 
lineaments, qui sont necessaires 
ä"l'vne 
pour it beaute, &a lautre pour is for- 
ce. A celuy donc qui fait professiö do la 
premiere partie, qui cösiste on la struc- 
ioture des  aisons & beaute d'icelle, il 
eat necessaire qu'il soit instruit non 
seulement ss principes des sciences, dont 
Slay fait ci dessus mention: macs aussi 
cache sur Is doigt lea enrichisaemes, 
Iflesquels sous appelons Ordres des col- 
önes, inuenters par lea Dorions, loniens & 
Corinthiens..... Ceste sciece des ornemens 
a este exactemente traitee par aucuns ex- 
cellens personages, comm. Vitruue, Leon 
aoBatiste Albert, Sebastiono Serlio, & 
autres, quels les precepts seruent de 
guide 
a l'Architecte do la premiere par- 
tie. 
La seconds, qui concerns la force, & qui 
&test cello our laquel i'entends principal- 
ement m'arrester, est touts differente do 
is premiere, tant ea lineaments Geometri- 
quo, quo valeuations des corps. Car ayant 
caste masse de pierre a soustenir is endu- 
sorer plusiers assauta 
a... il oat bion nece- 
asaire qu'elles molt tellement taýonee, 
plantee,, -londee, bastle & asseuree par 
l'ingeniosite & experience du conducteur, 
quelle molt hors de Is crainte de tous 
silos susdits inconueniena. Ce quo fers Is. 
bon & sage Architects, quand il sera uruni 
as ceste. science, & is afaura prudemment 
mettre on praticque. Et a fin d'entrer 
plus suant on matiere, il West point qu- 
Ioeation de traitor icy des rudiments do 
ceus qui oat sate los, premiera inuenteurs 
de is fermature des villas ou chasteaux: 
It ought than to be understood, that as mu- 
ch as the two parts carry the same name, so 
there is a great difference between them, 
as auch for the construction of struct- 
Ures, as for the measures, proportions 
and outlines, which are necessary to the 
one for beauty, to the other (are. necess- 
ary) for force. To those then who 
make a profession of the first part, 
which consists in the structures of hou- 
as and their beauty, it is necessary 
that he should be instructed not only in 
the principles of the sciences, which T 
have mentioned above, but also knowledg- 
eable in the laws of the decorations 
which we call the Orders of columns, dis- 
covered by the Dorians, Ionians & Corin- 
thians.... This science of ornamentation 
has been exactly treated by some excell- 
ent persons, as Vitruvius, Leon Batista 
Alberti, Sebastion Serlio and others, 
whose precepts serve to guide the Arch- 
itect of the first part. 
The second, which concerns force and which 
is that on which I intend principally to re- 
aain, is very different from the first, as 
euch in the geometrical outlines-as in rai- 
sings of bodiss: Because having this mass of 
stones to sustain and endure many assau- 
lts .... (so) it is very necessary that 
they should be in such wise made, plant- 
cd, founded, built and secured by the. 
cleverness and experience of the creator 
so that they will be beyond the fear of 
the said inconveniences. That will be the 
good and wise Architect, when he is furn- 
ished with this science, and knowing wisely 
how to put it into practice. And in order 
to go further into the subject, there is 
no question of treating here of the beg- 
innings of those who have been the first 
inventors of the closure of towns or can- 
Car autant de changeaens quo lea sages ties. Because as auch of change that the 
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i. This is somewhat ambiguous. Pasino apparently means that the two architectures are 
different in their geometrical form as well as in construction; rather than in their 
geometrical plans and in their elevations. The two meanings however, seem to be ten- 
ding to fuse. 
Z. By artillery and the like. 
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nous ont amens on fart  ilitaire pour 
assailler & ruiner, autant d'inuentions 
1Architecte a onto contraint trouuer on 
ages have brought us in the military art, 
to attack and ruin, as auch of inventions 
the Architect has been forced to discover 
son esprit, pour sunir, remparer & def- 
f andre. Enquoy on pout cognoistre facile- 
sent, qua Ia difference qui eat entre lea 
deut Architectes, n'ast pas petite: Car 
l'vn, quelque bastiment qu'il face, n'os- 
eroit sortir hors des reigles & instruct- 
*ions donnees par lea anciens.... L'autre 
selon le temps & l'occasion qua se prese- 
nts, il taut qu'il preuoye & excogite 
nouueaux remedes au sal.... Is se doubt], 
voire suis quasi certain, qua plusieurs 
i qui font profession do cost art, pourr- 
öt an cost endroit me dire, quo tons ceuz 
qui iusques a present so sont seelez de 
conduire lea fortifications, Be sont bien 
aquitez do caste charge, sans auoir prins 
a, la peineda cercher  i profondement cents 
science. Car (me diront-11s) dequoy sort 
vn nombre infini do lineaments Goometri- 
quas, ninon d'amuser ceux qui s'7 arrest- 
tnt? 11 suffit auoir estb assiege, cogn- 
ifoistre les lieu: bien ou  al defendus, 
estre experiments ä la guerre: bref, 
scavoir mettre aucunement on desein ou 
plan co qu'on veut esleuer ou bastir, & 
conduire 
ä l'oeil tous lea traits, h 
Sofaire planter is bastiment au lieu qui 
asra trouue propre, donnint la charge du 
surplus au  aistre Macon .... la force des 
inuentions d'Archimedes, procedants pri- 
ncipalement de la vray k parfaite cogno- 
nissance de Geometrie; ou bien, s'ils 
veulent croupir on lour erreur S lgnor- 
ance, Is lea lairray Is on Is compagnie 
de ceu: qui n'ont aucune volontea ou en- 
i 
* uie de suiurs lea sciences k vertust It 
4oconcluray sus ce poinct de is diuision 
de cost Art, quo ccmbien quo lea matie- 
sea dont lea deu: Architectes so seru- 
in his spirit to arm, repair and defend. 
From which it can be recognised easily, 
that the difference that is between the 
two Architects, is not little: Because 
the one, whatever building he sakes, does 
not dare to depart frort the rules and 
instructions given by the ancients.... 
the other according to the time and occ- 
asion that presents itself, it is necessary 
that he fore3ecjand thinks on neu remedies 
to the evil ..... I doubt, in truth am nea- 
rly certain, that many who make a profes- 
sion of this art can at this point may to 
ae, that all those who up to the present 
ara involved in ", fortifications are 
well acquitted in this obligation, without. 
having taken the trouble to search this 
science so deeply. Because they say to 
me, what serves an infinite number of 
geometric outlines except to enter-r 
tain those who tarry there? It suffices 
to have been besieged, to recognise the 
places well or badly defended, to be exp- 
erienced in war. In brief, to know how to 
put something in design or plan of what 
one would raise or build1and bring to the 
eye all the qualities, and fix the place 
where it will be found suitable, giving 
the charge of the remainder to the master 
mason.... (but) the force of the inventi- 
one of Archimedes arising mainly from the 
true and perfect knowledge of geometry: 
very well, if they wish to wallow in the- 
ir error and ignorance, I leave them the- 
re in the company of those who have no 
wish or desire to follow the sciences and 
virtues, and will conclude on this point 
on the division of this Art, that in as 
such as the subject, by which the two 
Architects are served being the one sane ent, soysnt vne  esms chose, neantsoins 
quant 
ä la science alle eat differente. thing, nevertheless in regard to the sci- 
1,. I. e. those above who do not wish to know geometry. 
Z, "Sciences and Virtues", ihm common conjunction. 
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Car l'vn a as. lejon escrite deuant luy, 
laquelle il luy eat defendu d'outre- 
passer, quant aux traits principaux: 
It l'autre eat constraint salon son 
s iugement acco, pagne de 1'Art, remedier 
aux accidens qui luy suruiennent bien 
souuent, lore qua son bastisent eat 
assailli. 
once it is different. Because the one has 
his lesson written before him, which he 
U prohibited from going beyond, as to its 
principal features; and the other is con- 
strained according to his judgement acco- 
mpanied by Art, to remedy the accidents 
which happen to him very often when his 
structure is assaulted. 
p. 24. Caste chose certaine qua Is Medec- 
dein qui voudra remedier 
ä vu aal, an dolt 
auoir premier la cognoissance, pour en 
apres y ordonner tel. remedes qu'il cogn- 
oistra estre necessairea. Do mesme sera vn 
bon maistre Macon, lequel ayant a remed- 
s'ier ä vn bastiment ruineux, cerchera Is 
lieu d'ou procede la Taute; & 1'ayant 
descouuert, par Is secours qu'il luy app- 
ortoera, Is preseruera de ruins.... 
Et d'autant quo son inuention, sea off- 
toorta & effects out Bate la principals 
cause du changement qui s'est fait aux 
bastimens des places de guerre, on pout 
dire quelle a serui d'esueiller lea eap- 
rita des Architects, k des plus gräds 
tfmaistrea, pour apprendre ä bastir si dezt- 
rement contre vne tells violence, quo peu 
de louange, n'acquerra celuy qui par sen 
inuentions s'en pourra bien defendre k 
garentir. 
s Surquoy il taut entendre, quo 1'artiller- 
is eat fort differente de toutes autres 
machines do guerre, dont lea anciens out 
vae, non seulement on so construction, 
main aussi on son effects. Car les premi- 
sseres machines inuentees, telles qu'elles 
oateste' du cömencemet bastfies, ainsi . 
soot olles deaeurees: faisans tousiours 
It Is certain that the Doctor who would 
minister to an illness, ought first to 
have a familiarity with it, in order after- 
wards to ordain-auch remedies as he knows 
necessary. The same will be a good mas- 
ter mason, who having to aid a ruined 
building, will search the place from 
which proceeds the fault, and having dis- 
covered it, through the help which he will 
bring to it, preserves the ruin..... 
In regard to its (i. e. artillery's) inv- 
ention, its efforts, and effects, have 
been the principal cause of the changes 
which have been to the structures of pla- 
cea of war, one can may that it has ser- 
ved to raise the spirits of the Archi- 
tects and great masters, in order to 
learn how to build so cleverly against 
such violence, that they acquire no lit- 
tle praise who by their discoveries, can 
well defend and protect against it. 
On which it ought to be understood, that 
artillery is very different from all 
other machines of war, which the ancients 
used, not only in its construction, but 
also in its effects. Because the first 
machines Invented, as they have been 
built first, so have they stayed, making 
always the same effect. without any Inc- 
vn seine effort, sans aucune augmentation reams in their strength, and without 
de lours forces, & sans qu'on y sit rien there having been anything altered in 
4oadiouste pour on tirer plus grand exploi- order to fire with greater effect. But 
Modern views do not support this. See for example Marsden. However, in the late 
Roman period there seems to have been little development a; ter earlier more rapid 
improvementL (MARSDEN (1949)") 
ý, w? c T, ., ý 
ct. Mais de cello-cy il est`bien äutrem- 
eat: carldepuis sa cöstruction premiere 
eile n'a cease d'estre tousiours ampiii- 
iee & rsiorcee. Ce "qu'on'pourra facile- 
c ment'cognoistre, si on la considere en 
ses premieres actions, ` & au progrez quelle 
a eu iusques &"present. ' St semble quasi 
que `le mesme, luy 'soit aduenu, `qu'ä toutes 
choses'naturelles, lesquelles'de leur 
topremier entre commencent 
a so 'former tc 
`croistre petit'ä petit, 'iusques ä ce qu' 
I elles ayltatteint l'aage do perfection. 
p. 26. ".... la violence de ceste machine.. 
;, A'mon aduis.;.. vne.... auraille.... semb- 
iflabie'a cello quo Semiramis'isit constru- 
ire'en'Babylone, laquelle auoit vne larg- 
our teile, quo quatre chariots de front 
marchoyent deesus bion't leur'aise.... ie 
`ne"sjay ei-elle'pouuroit'faire resiste- 
tOnce, `estant'exposee a ceste furie.. °.. 
the latter is very different, because 
since its first construction, it has not 
ceased to be always amplified and rein- 
forced. Which can readily be recognised 
if its first actions are considered, and 
the progress it has had up to the pres- 
ent. It seems almost that the same should 
occur with it as to all natural things, 
which from their first being begun and 
formed, grow little by little until they 
have attained the age of perfection. 
VL IrV, s 
.... the violence of this machine (i. e. z 
artillery).. to my mind .. (is such that) 
.. a.. wall.. similar to that which Semir- 
amts constructed in Babylon, which had 
such thickness that 4 chariots abreast 
travelled with ease on it.. I do not. know 
if it could make resistance;: being'expo- 
sed to this fury= " 91:, 
1"., 
p. -35; Or, combien, que'ces tours rondes Now as much that round towers make-great 
facent grange resistenceraux concussions resistance to the blows of machines, much 
das machines; 'beaucoup plus quo Is mur- more than that of a wall made in a strai- 
aille+faite on droite. ligne, & quo la ght line, and-thatthe bonding of these. 
iiliäisons"d'icelles soitxtrop plus'forte, are much more strong because,, all the , 
% a cause que'"toutes'lea pierres estant stones being struck, they tend3 towards 
frappees tirent au'centre: neantmoins on the centre, nevertheless one has been ; 
°'`'a este contraint'do changer cent moniere constrained to change this manner of def- 
de"defense'ronde ä`la venue do l'artille- once in the round by the coming of arti- 
3orie, 'a cause quo 1'artillerie a commence llery, because when artillery began there 
. quart & soy vne'autre forme d'assailler &wa. s another form of attack and def- 
'do'defendre, qu'on n'auoit auparauät. once, that was not, had before. This diff- 
4'Caste difference`est, lque les"anciens as erence is, that the ancients defended 
defendoyent do heut on bas, & maintenant themselves from high to low,, and now we 
uson'se defend par lea flaäcs.... Ce qui ne defend by the flanks.... This could not 
Zse pout'faire on vsant`de In forme circu- be done by using the circular shape,. as 
laire, 'd'autant qu'il est`impossible -much as it is"impossible to reach and 
d'atteindre & de'frapper; 'hla l'oeil do strike, and with the eye to discover and 
descouurir'h voir 1a moit44de"la'circon- see, half of the circumference of a round 
x40ference do ce"bastiment rondo. 
` structure. 
1.1.0. gunpowder artillery.: -- 
" 2rThe implication is-of course that it could not., 
3. Lit: 'draw: - -,; .",, .. 0.. 
4. This is of course , rather. an exaggeration 
in general"terms. The proportion of the 
circumference of the tower which remains undefended depends on a number of factors, 
the main one being the value of the angle between the walls on which it is not. The 
value of half is close to the maximum value. 
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p. 38. De some on eat il aduenu 
a plus- 
! 
fors qui "e eont ingerez do faire fortif- 
icer vn vieux circuit do Ville ou chast- 
eau, sans auoir en grande cognoissance 
fides sciences qui y. sont necessaires. Car 
on peu voir en pluciers lieuz qu'ils 
n'ont tenu aucun ordre ou sesure en leur 
bastiments, syant fait vne defense 
Similarly, it happens that many, concern 
themselves with fortifying an old 
circuit of a town or castle, without hay- 
ing a great understanding of the sciences 
that there are necessary. Because one can 
see, in many places that they have not 
kept any order or measure in their struc- 
tures, having made one defence long, the 
grande, lautre petite; vile courtine 
iolongue, lautre courts; on somme, ils ont 
basti, non melon is vray art d'architect- 
ure, mais ansi quo Is, presumption lea a 
guides & conduits. 
Or quant aux diuerses formes & figures 
lfdes fortifications quo l'on a iusques 
a 
present practique on lastissant do neuf, 
lea vies out sate quarrees, lea autres 
other short; one curtain long, the other 
short: in sum they have built not accor- 
ding to the true art of architecture, but in 
such wise that presumption guides and 
t 
orders them. 
Now regarding the many forms and figures 
of fortification that have been up. to the 
present practised in building anew, some 
have been square, others pentagonal.... 
pentagons.... 
*p. 48. Mais on pourroit as demander: Quo 
tofaudra-il donc faire do celles qui sont 
edifiees sus lea liaites & frontieres, 
lesquelles seruent comme des clefs aux 
prouinces, pour la guards desquelles 
alles ont este bastion? par ce qu'elles 
ties trouuent, ordinaireaent plantees on 
tresaauuaises assiettes, faudra-il lea 
abandonner, Al choisir autres passages 
qui agent lour situation propre 
pour construire -vne forttresse 
ä son 
% 
. oplaisir? quelles finances y pourroyent 
fournir? ne vaut-il pas mieux suppleer 
ä leurs defauts par Is sýauoir & dezt- 
erite de l'Architecte.... 
Is responds, quo voila deut poincts, 
33losquels, si on veut sly assubiettir 
; 
seront cause do faire perdre le temps, 
1'honneur, 1'argent, & lea hommes. 
Le temps eat perdu, quand 
on 1'occupe ä co qui eat de peu ou point 
rode valour. L'honneur eat Mort ou souii- 
oque, quand is honte is aurmonte. L'ar- 
But one can ask se: What therefore ought 
to be done about those which are built on 
the boundaries and frontiers, which serve 
as the keys to provinces, for the guard 
of which they have been built? Because 
they are commonly found set-on very bad 
sites. Ought he abandon them and choose 
other passes which have their siteirequi- 
site to the construction of a fortress to 
his desire ?4 What money can furnish it ? 
Would it not be better to make good their 
defects through the knowledge and clever- 
ness of the Architect.... 
I answor that here are two points, which, 
if one would submit to them, will be the 
cause of loss of time, honour, money and 
men: the time is lost when one is occup- 
led with that which is of little or no 
value; honour is dead or suffocated when 
shame overcomes it; money is useless when 
it profits nothing. And a an is less than 
gent eat inutile, quand il ne profits 
point. It 19homme eat moins qua rien, si 
1. "fingerer": lit. to meddle with. 
Z. This ignores of course the way actual sites may cause suctf irregularities. 
'3. Sites. " 4. i"e"_ 
in whatever fors he likes. S.: S. sujecttir... 
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toutes can choses luy deffaillent. L'Ar- nothing if all these things fail his. The 
chitecte ne tc. bera-il pas on tour coo Architect, will he not fall into all 
inconueaiens, quand il entreprendra do these inconveniences, when he undertakes 
fortifier vne place, an laquelle tout ce . to fortify a place, in which all that he 
gqu'il pourra fairs h entreprendre, viedra can do and undertake will come rather to 
plustost ä la ruins " detriment qu"a is the ruin and detriment rather than the 
conseruation des habitans? Ne sera-ce conservation of the inhabitants?. It will 
point perdre tout, quand on is verra exp- be of no point, to lose all when one will 
ose on proye ä 1'ennemy. Oü sera is loaf see it exposed as prey to the enemy. 
to& reputation do 1'Architecte, qui, pour Where will be the praise and reputation 
auoir espargne vne some d'argent, h haz- of the Architect, who, having expanded a 
rde a auec son honneur la vie do tant do sum of money, and risked along with his 
bons habitans, par son ignorance oü to- honour the lives of so many good inhabit- 
merits, aura eats cause do lour sort h ants, by his 
ignorance or recklessness, has 
ISd'vn execrable violement do femmes h de been the cause of their death and of a 
filler, ensemble de is parts do lours horrible violation of wives and daughters, 
biens? Ne deura-lon pas plustost appoler together with*the loss of their goods. 
tolles oeuures dissipations & follies, quo Ought not one sooner call these works dis- 
fortifications? & Is principals cause do co' aspations and follies, rather than fortif- 
0mal sera faire ou assiette mauuaise de ications? And the main reason of this 
tal lieu. Car comment pourra (quelque bon evil will be the bad place or situation 
ouurier quo ce soit) fairs quelque chose of such a place. Because how can he -- 
de bon & profitable our vn mauuais sub- however good a worker he should be -- 
iect? Et pour respondre ä ceux qui wettet make something good and valuable on a bad 
flea auaunt is grande despense qu'ils pens- subject? And for answer to those who put 
ant estre faite on laissant Is,  auuaise forward the great expense that they think 
assiette d'vne place is bastie on faire to be incurred in _leaving the bad_site &i- 
. 
*vne neuue: Ie as resouls qu'il ya plus 
.t most built to make a neu one, I consider 
do depense, peine L difficulto ä l'esprit that there is more expinso, pain and oitf- 
johumain (a cause de l'impossibilite de iculty to the human spirit -- because of 
changer& reduire sun reigles dc fart, ce the impossibility of changing and reduc- 
que nature a produit mauuais & iaparfait) ing to the rules of the art, that which 
qua si do nouueaux on entreprend de bastir nature has produced, bad and imperfect -- 
vne fortress. an lieu commode & applani. than if one undertakes to build anew a 
fortress in a place suitable and apt .4 
1. COTGRAVE (161i) "los" " "loz" " "praise, 'commendation". -- 
t. "sire" -a flat place, rather. than_'air! _whose 
badness night cause sickness. 
--- 3. COTGRAVE (1611j. "ia" "nigh, almost"" 
4. In all this long passage whose topic other writers generally covered by stating 
that one of the disadvantages of hilly sites was that one could not choose a pref- 
erred form there, Pasino never begins to make clear any particular view as to why 
such sites are undesirable. All he does is to plead for the following of the expert 
engineers' advice, no matter what the cost is of new building. He completely 
ignores the possible economic disadvantages of abandoning a frontier town. Building 
anew, of course, allowed the designer to choose his form, even in relatively complex 
sites, without the problems caused by existing structures. 
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p. 50. Mais on is faisanti, il ne faut pas But in so doing 
s 
he ought not to submit to 
s'assubietter aux vieux circuits, comae on the old circuits as is commonly done; 
a ceustume a faire; d'oü vient Is source du from whence cones the source of the evil 
aal, qui conduit & .. the la plus part de which leads and brings the majority of 
Sceux qui sont profession de cents science, 
a faire des Lautes grandes, lourdes k in- 
excusables. 
p. 52. .... 1'opinion de ceuz qui oat est- 
ise, quo caste saniere de fortifier, no 
a depend & prouient quo d'vne practique & 
experience acquise par longue 6 assiduelle 
frequentation des guerres.... Quant a moy, 
is confess. qu'en testes enterprises is 
pratique pout seruir de beaucoup,. & excede 
ills science; d'autant qu'en casts sorts de 
-fortification, il eat besoin surmonter le 
naturelde is situation.... Mais aussi Is ne 
lour coderay lanais on ce poinct: qui eat, 
quo at ceux qui auront est. on plusiers 
to sieges, soft dehors, soft dedans, quelques 
praticques qu'ils soyent, & quelque exp- 
erience qui'ils puissant auoir acquise, 
's'ils no sont garnis on partie do is act- 
once requise pour cost effect, iamais ne 
%tpourront s'acquiter deüenent de lour deb- 
uoir, & paruenir ä fin Neureuse de lour 
discours, combien qu'ils suesent quelque 
cognoissance tant des imperfections quo 
-des recedes necessaires a pourueoir aux 
3 
joplaces dont 11  era question. 
p. 54. "... los causes qui contraignent 
le  princes d'entreprendre de fortifier 
those who make a profession of this scie- 
nce, to make great, heavy and inexcusable 
mistakes. 
.... the opinion of those that have reck- 
oned, that this manner of fortification 
does not depend on, and proceed from any- 
thing but a practice and experience acqu- 
ired through long and diligent following 
of the wars .... An regards to me, I con- 
fess that in such undertakings, practice 
can serve greatly and surpass science in 
as auch as that in this sort of fortific- 
ation; the need is to overcome the nature 
of the sit@... But further I will never cede 
to them in this point, which is if those 
who have been in many sieges, without or 
within, however practised they should be, 
and whatever experience they have been 
able to acquire, if they are not furn- 
ished in part with the science requisite 
for this effect, never can they duly ac- 
quit themselves truly in their work, and 
reach the happy end of their discourse 
however much they should have some knowl- 
edge as such as of imperfections as of 
the remedies necessary to provide in the 
places which will be in question 
.... the causes which force Princes to 
undertake to fortify and close the towns 
& farmer las villas ou chaateauz qui lour and castles which belong to than. Because 
appartiennent. Car al c'eat pour conser- 
ifuer leurs subiects des courses & rauages 
if this is to conserve their subjects fr- 
om excursions and ravages that a passing 
quo pourroit faire vne areee paasagere, army can do, during some civil war, and 
Making use of a traditional site which is not unsuitable. 
4. That which is necessary, in bad sites which can be remedied. 
-3. No argument offered here, Pasino simply asserts 
his bare belief in the need for 
'science'. 
_ý 
pend&nt quelque guerre ciuile, & faire 
teste ä l'ennemy, qui n'ayant lea moyens 
d'assaillir ouuertement, voudroit seule- 
meat vser de surprinses: ou bien at c'eat 
$pour se garder des volleurs, larrons, 
boutefeux, & autresespecea de mauuais 
garnemens.... lea places, quelque mauuaise 
situation qu'elles ayent, n'auront que 
faire de tels remedes pour les garentir 
i.; Q*. 
indes incursions enemies. Mais at is 
JEPrince veut termer son pais.... pour vray 
on tolles enterprises tous hommes de bon 
iugement concluront qu'il n'q faut rien 
espargner sans auoir esgard 
a soulager Is 
1fmoindre Partie qui pourroit estre inter- 
essee en sea biens, pour mettre tout le 
rest au hazard & danger d'vne ports, vni- 
uerselle. 
p. 61. Et pour le regard du plan, lequel 
aoest le principal fondement4sur lequel on 
s. 13! 
bastit l'edifice, Li taut 1'accommoder & 
proportionner si bien par les lineamens. 
Geometrique; que le bastiment estant es- 
leue sur iceluy, no so trouue manque ou 
l0I 
to test an enemy who has not the means to 
attack openly, wishing only to use surpr- 
ise; or rather if it is to guard against 
thieves, robbers, firebrands and other 
types of evil scamps.... the places, what- 
- ever bad sites they have, they will not 
have to make but such remedies to guard 
them from enemy incursions. But if the 
Prince wishes to close his country .... In 
truth in such undertakings all men of 
good judgement will conclude that ' '_ 
econom, es niter oug6k se " rode Wh 6A 
record j 
Thor 4o soma srsn to Oha Ieost c#»z, i 
extent 4wh, ch u-II be io aha n4ertsE 4 fur' 
goods - (may 4) to put all 4 ruf It *4 
risk 
od danger of a D4aI less, n 
In regard to the plan, which is the'main 
4 
foundation on which is built the struct--' 
ure, it needs to be accommodated and 
proportioned so well by Geometrical out- 
line, that the building being raised on' 
it, is not found lacking or defective 
i$dafectueux an aucune chose; aina quo in anything: so that truly it reflects 
iustement il as rapporte au premier dea- the first design imagined and conceived 
sein imagine & conceu on 1'espritf tant in the mind, as much for the defences 
pour lea defenses hautea quo basses. high and low. 
P. 85 .... deux poincta, lesquels n'est- 
3oans obseruez en'l'art do fortifications, 
peuuent amener ports & dommage.... Le 
4 
premier eat: Qu'ila so donnent de garde 
de certains escumeurs, qui vsurpent & 
s'attribuent Is nom d'Ingenieurs, des- 
JSrobans 1'honeur (entant qui on eux eat) 
.... two points, which not being followed 
in the art of fortification can lead to 
lose and damage-the first is that they' 
take guard against certain scum who usurp 
and call themselves by the name of Engin- 
t 
eers, stealing the honour -- as much as 
it is in them -- of true Architects, not 
des vrais Architects, n'estants garnis being furnished but with a mask of know- 
1. I. e. the princes. 
z. Not clearly stated but given by implication as those that can be used on bad `Y 
sites for these lesser ends. 
J. I. e. his property. 
4. 'le principal fonds me nI%at once the basis and ground of the design in relevant 
drawings; and the physical footings to that pattern on which the rest`of the struct- 
ure is built. 
-S. 
The fundamental process of design, the conceiving and imagining of the finished 
object in all its complexity, in the mind, as understood by Pasino. 
6. "The magistrates", i. e. princes and kings etc. referred to in the elision. ' 
?.. Reading "autant". 
I 
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qua d'vn masque de scauoir, d'vne mer de ledge, a sea of words, an abyss full 
paroles, d'vn abysme comblo & farde do and loaded with prejudices, and of a pre- 
persuasions, & d'vne presomption de sumption of (being) valiant and experien- 
!i 
* vaillans & experimentez soldats... Et ced soldiers.... And they ought to under- 
$taut qu'ils entendet, q la difference 
entre l'architecte & le Soldat nest pas 
petite. Car l'vn (qui eat l'Architecte) 
pour estre'tel+cömme il on porte le nom, 
il faut qu'il soit muni de plusiers aci- 
/oences=, lesquelles ne as peuuent acquerir 
que par peine & travail de l'estude coat-- 
stand that, the difference between the 
architect and the soldier is not little. 
Because the one -- who is the Architect 
-- to be such as to bear that nage, it is 
needful that he should be armed with many 
sciences. 
'-which 
cannot be acquired but 
through the pain and toil of continual 
inuel; & par vne longueur de temps accom- study, and by a great length of time acc- 
pagnee de la:. practique militaire. Quant ompanied by military practice. In regard 
au soldat, sa science eat naturelle, & 
itest par luy acquire par vne assiduelle 
frequentation des guerres, & maniemant 
des armes,. formant en son esprit vn cert- 
ain iugement des ruses & finesses que Is. 
practique continuelle & experience luy 
3 
iotait apprendre; tellement quo pour veer 
do quelquescomparison propre; il taudra 
dire quo tour les"deux #cauent bien man- 
ier les armes; 
macs 1'vn a fart de les 
". 4 
forger. telles, qu'il cognoist estre nec- 
ufessaires pour-la defence de tous, & 
t 
1'autre n'a quo i'vsage seulement. Ce qui 
sera prins do bonne part do tous soldats 
generalement: car Is ne veux pas ici 
maintenir quo celui qui sera bon sol- 
fodat, ne puisse estre dit bon Ingenieur & 
Architecte: '`car nul ne p` t paruenir a ce 
degre,, s'il n's Ins deux; mais ce sera 
quand, il aura mis peine de conioindre & 
marier is pratique auec is science, sans 
islaquelle cost art, comme i'ay dit au 
commencement do ce traitte, ne pout sub- 
to the soldier, his science is natural, 
and is acquired by him through an assid- 
uous frequentation of wars, and handling 
of arms, forming in his mind a certain 
judgement of ploys and tricks which cont- 
inual practice and experience make him 
learn. In such manner, to use some proper 
comparison, it needs to be said that both 
the two know well how to handle arms, but 
the one has the art of creating what he 
knows to be necessary for the defence of 
all, and the other has nothing but usage 
alone. This should be taken in good part by 
all soldiers generally: because I do not 
wish to maintain here that he who will be 
a good soldier cannot be called at' a, 
good Engineer and Architect: because no 
one can reach to that degree if he has 
not the two; but that will be when he has 
taken pain to join and marry practice 
with science, without which this art, as 
I have said at the beginning of this tre- 
atise, cannot exist. 
sister. 
i. The contrast here is not a simple one where the people calling themselves engin- 
eers attempt to take over the job which is properly the Architect's. Pasino partly 
seems to feel that those who have only some poor quality experience are likely to 
call themselves Engineers, but he did not feel that this was a poor kind of activity 
in comparison with Architecture (see below I. 3013I.. rather it was the whole 
dependence on practice that he attacked. 
Z. The very common Vitruvian idea. 
`_- 3. In part Pasino by describing the soldiers' science as "natural" seems to be thin- 
king in terms of motor skills in "maniement des armes". But, below, he seems to be 
thinking of this as involving a more organisational type of skill as in making use 
of a fortification. 
4. Actual handling of the sword would hardly be a central part of the Architect's 
skill, though he might be able to do no, but managing artillery certainly would be. 
s. The contrast between design and use of a fortification. 
6. "The two" referred to here seems not to be "Engineer and Architect" (these have 




p. 9o.... . on intention n'"atoit d'"scr- 
ir" toutss t chscunss 1"a dspfdsncus 
i circonstances d" cost Art, & veer do 
repetition do* choose contenuis as 
+"scrits is plusisurs qui on ont fait 
d"" gros i grands volumes: maim soul- 
meant wettre on auant i "ostrsr aucunss 
touts* fort pr"iudicisblss, 1"squsll"s 
nous suons co""isss on nos fortificat- 
mio" iusquss " present.... 
... my intention is not to write of 
each and every consideration and cir- 
cumstance of this art, and to make 
repetition of the thing. contained Sin 
the writings of many who have in it 
made great and large volumes, but only 
to put forward and show some very det- 
rimental faults which we have com- 
mitted in our fortifications up to 
the present.... 
AWT 0 N'T 0 t. U /ICINt 
Emendszione del Colendario (let. ed. 1578) 
Biblioarephy: Firenze 1578, Fioranza 1580. 
Descriptions=Title page: Brave Diecorso d'Antonio Lupicini Sopra Is reduzione 
dell'anno & ewendazions del Calendsrio. fiorenze 1550.; 8 unpaginated folios, 
6P x 4' text; at ends Di Firenze li 27. di Maggio 1578. 
Begin: HAVENDOMI Vostrs Serenissima Altezza comandato, the io dice il parer 
wie sopra il nuouo modo di emendare il Calendario, il qual. e stato proposto 
al Sommo Pontefice dall'Eccellente M. Luigi Giglio Mathemstico. 
Dedicated to 'F rsncssco Medici bran Ouca di Toscanna. Signore & padrone auo. 
Nuove Verghe Aetronomiehe (1582)1 
General descriptions 54 pages. 41" x 6J" text. A number of illustrations in 
the text. 
Contents: 
Title page: DISCORSO/ SOPRA LA FABRICA, / E VSO GELLE NVOVE/ Verghe Aetronomichs/ 
DI ANTONIO LVPICINI, /"AL SERENISSIMO ARCIDVUCA/ ERNESTOJ IN FIORENZA M. D. LxxxII. / 
Apresso Giorgio Marsscotti. 
This is a little book about surveying and some instruments to be used for this 
purpose. 
Final pages F. Dionysius Constacciarius Inquisitor Generalas Florentine, 8 
Florsntini Dominij facultatss isprisendi concedit. Uie 11 Decembris 1581. 
Colophons In Fiorenza, Nulls Staspsris di Giorgio Msrescotti MULXXXII. 
Nuovs Verphs Astronomichsi Texts 
p. 5. SONU Is Msteeatichs, non solo Mathematics is not only delightful, 
dilettsuoli, me vtillssius alle attioni but the most useful in human activities, 
1. RICCARDI (1e , 3) 
Z. or the 1580 edition. 
3. Only known edition. 
4. The d. dic. tion from flor. nc. 15 nov. 1581. 
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humane, a sono tents chiare, e man- and its operations are so clear and 
ifeste Is loro operationi; 'che i piu manifest, that the wisest have said, 
saus henna detto, the eile sono nel that they are of the highest degree 
primo grado di certezza. Quests ci fan of certainty. It explores the tracks 
stoccar can mano i corsi de Cieli, e in the heavens, and saves all the 
ealuare tutti l9apparenze the in essi appearances that in them are embraced. 
ei comprendano. Con questa possiamo in We, can with. this on earth, take len- 
terra pigliare'lunghezze, larghezza, gths, breadths, heights, and depths, 
altezze, e profonditä, e possiamo per and square all-areas, and bodies, and 
*quests riquadrare tutte Is superficie,, extract roots-of. squares and cubes, 
e corps, e cauare is radice de"quadri, and discover, -the weight of whatever 
e do cubi, 'a ritrouare i'pesi di qual heavyness, and many other things, 
si voglia grauezza, & infinite altre which being well observed, are dot- 
case, is 'quali eesendo bens osseruate ermined infallibly. But the greater 
issi risoluano infallibilmente. Pa Is. part of-these operations can not be 
maggior parts di quests operationi non done without the means of mathematical 
si poesano fare senza il mezzo"deglf ' instruments, amongst which I find 
strumenti matauatici, fra quali io very helpful the new astronomical 
ritrouo molto giousuoli Is nuoue"Verghe instruments founded on the first 
&oastronomiche fondate nails Tahorema . -: theorem of the 6th. (book) of Euclid, 
prima del sesto d'Euclide, e verific-" and verified by the 4th, of the 6th. 
ate nelle quarts del sesto di dettoi --(book) of the said Euclid. 
Euclids. 
._ý-.. .. 
Architetture Militare (tat: ed. 1582) 
Bibliography: fiorenza 1582; Turin 1585 with Lanteri and Zanchi Venetia 1601. 
General description: A slight work. ' 61" x 4}", text. 88 pages -- lacking 33/40. 
4 painterly style illustrations of sites of full page size. 1 pull out plan 
showing a hexagonal fortification. -, 
Contents: 
p. 1. Title page: ARCHITETTYRA/ MILITARE/ Con altri Auuertimenti appartanenti/ 
alle Guerra, / DI ANTONIO LVPICINI, /'Al Sereniss. Uon FRANCESCO Medici/ Gran 
Duca di Toscana. / IN'FIORENZA M. D. LXXXII/ Apresso Giorgio Marescotti. 
p. 3/5: Dedication"to "Francesco Medici Gran Duca. di Toscana, Signore, e 
Padron'mio singulariesimo". Dated from Florence 25 Jan. 1581. 
p. 7: Verse by Raffaello Borghini in praise of Lupicini 
p. 8: Ditto by Bernardo Davanzati. 
p. 9/10: A'benigni lettori. 
p. 11/72: Book I: 
p. 11/31: Cap It After a few pages of introductory remarks, this 
auction deals with a fortification in a flat countryside, subject 
to'sapping, having a good quantity of houses, situated in good air, 
and having sufficient drinking water, and so on. Very many details 
are discussed one after the other with little organisation. 
p. 41/51: Cap. II: Discussion of a river site. 
1. AYALA (1934) t 2. Includes "In qussti scritti trouerete a pienol Distinti in cinque Siti le 
difess, /.... del buon LVPICINO/ 11 Seper, la Virtu, 1'lnyeyno, a 1'Arte/ 
ios 
p. 153/58: Discussion of a river ' site' with two heights that sweetly 
r" " descend 'to the rivers 
p. 58/62: Cap. "IV: A city subject to attack' from the sea. 
p. 64/71: Cap. V: An island site. 
ß""`p; -'73/88: (Book II): Discorso Militare: Dedicated to Signor Franceaco'de Conti 
. -# "di Mantauto. This section is concerned mainly with artillery. The qualificat- 
""iöna of the captain of artillery, the transport of artillery along with some- 
thing about provisioning. 
' Dated Florence 8 June 1578. The last part is a sep- 
" _-'"erste section (p. 84/88) concerning the profile of the fosse about which 
Lupicini's prince had started a debate. Dated from Florence 29 Jan. 1576. 
*'Last page: F. Dionysius Constacciarius Heretics prauitatis Inquisitor Gener- 
°' lis Florentie & Florentini Dominii facultatem imprimendi concedit Die 11 
to Decembris MDLXXXI. 
týr'Colophon: IN FIORENZA NelltStamperia di Giorgio Marescotti MDLXXXII. 
a{. ,, .+r, Asa ^/: 
A8 4+f ter S" se ", " 
,r, .+ . 
e. 
"9'tArchitetture Militare (1582): Texte 
p. '4; .... compress nell'Architettura "' -,.... Military Architecture containing 
Militate tutte 1'attioni della guerre, all the activitites of war, 'which being 
.. e ti-e'quelle easendo, a'tempi noatri, in in our time toe great extent-altered, 
gran parts rimutate, ý i-in tents ecc- and to such excellence increased, that 
#sllenza cresciute, the poche Fortif- -few-fortifications that-are assaulted, 
*--icatione sono state assalite, the ei can be defended. 
- sieno potuts defenders.... 
p. 11. E COM111JE :' opinions the l'arte ? It - is the common view that the art of 
-del fortificare non eia trouate. per fortification is found to be nothing 
r waltro, se, non perche i pochi si possino ' other, if not that a few can defend 
difendere, da 1 molti, e che4e difesa "" - themselves against many, and that 
sia causta, dalle offeea, is quale defence is drawn from the attack, 
offesa, is quals offesa a creaciuta in which attack has increased to such 
'tanta eccellenza'che not veggiamo niuna excellence that we see that nothing 
. "acoea-esser 
fatta con. l'arte, the can can be made with art which that self 
.: llarte, 
isteses'non si sie potuta : same, art can not undo:... from which 
disfers ... de'quali"tutte concorrano all concur that mountainous (sites) 
i, montuoai saner i migliori.... Me per- are the best.... But because most 
the is maggior parts de'Principi hanno-: Princes have their cities in flat 
eile loro, Cittä'in, luoghi piani, -e sotto- places, subject to. many imperfect- 
* posts-. molt. imperfattioni.... Per ions.... For this reason the prudent, - 
quests cagione il prudente Principe prince before he puts his hand to 
" prima, che matte mono alle aua fortific- , his fortifications will consider 
,, ý, stions; considerera molto bane quali thoroughly what is his force and 
ttsieno le'forze sue, a quell sieno Is what in that of his enemy.... 4 
forte do suoi nimici... 4 - 
_1.. 
I. s., it. is from the understanding of attack that the methods of defence are 
drawn. 
'2. 'This Indication of's continuing inte raction between attack and defence is 
one of the few in the literature, which tended to neglect this factor. 
3. Many of the other treatise writers d id not follow this view, but this 
sort of detail does not seem to have wo rried Lupicini. 
4. This whole passage takes a very real istic stance in comparison to some of 
the other treatise writers' sentiments. As for example Pasino when he insisted 
that the Prince should have 'the beat' sulutione, whatever the cost, and ignor- 
ing his means. 
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p. 14. .... la qual forma tutti conclud- 
eno, the quelle, the piü si accosts 
ells circular., ala is piü perfette 
per risers fiqura pfu capace the It 
1altra, s perch* qli sngoli de baluerdi 
vengano piu ottusi, i quali cosi 
ottusi cagionano molts eicurta ella 
muraglia, a danno piu capacitä di 
piazza nal baluardo, the no fanno gli 
Nangolo acuti...... 
i, 
p. 43. ..... se io m'haro a difendere.. 
" mi ritroui in fortifications 
fiancets ails moderns, non mi bisognera 
tanto numero di forz" de difendermi 
Kquäto d" sopra e detto; perche mi 
varrö di qusi vantagqi, e astutie di 
etratagemws no soldati poco esercitati, 
the sssendo "s"rcitati serebbono di 
nulls valors! Per tento carts sorts di 
ucose bisogns risouerls, con maturo 
consiglio piü the can regola, the si 
poses dare in qual si voglis particul- 
ars discorso pertinent@ sll'architet- 
tur" militar". Me si possano bone 
uecriuer" molts regale, e suuertimenti 
ne sopradetti discorsi; i quali sar- 
anno sompr" giou"uoli 
a 
vn valoroso 
difensor", " particularmente per 
chiarire alcune imperfettioni the 
go nuocano alle fortszze..... 
.... which form all conclude, that that, 
which nearer approaches to a circle is 
the more perfect in being a more cap- 
acious figure then any other, and 
because the angles of the bastions 
come out more obtuse, which causes 
much security to the well, and gives 
more space in plan of the bastions, 
which acute angles do not... 
I 
..... if I had to defend myself ... and 
found myself in fortifications flanked 
in modern (style), I would not need 
as much a number of forces to defend, 
as is said above; because I will value 
these advantages, and tricks of atrat- 
egy, by inexperienced soldiers being 
practised, to be of no esteevIa 
In as much as this certain sort of 
thing it is necessary to resolve, with 
mature council more than'with method, 
that can be given in whatever particul- 
ar discourse relevant to military arch- 
itecture. But if many rules and notices 
can truly be written in the above said 
discourses; they will always 
be helpful to a valo'ans defender, 
and particularly to clarify any imperf- 
ections that damage the fortress..... 
p. 75. Perciö as il Capitano ears Because if the Captain will be exper- 
porito nelle Mathematiche discipline, ienced in the mathematical disciplines 
the son gioueuoli i tutti i caps della that are helpful to all leaders in war, 
guerre, potra sempre con facili strum- he can always with handy instruments 
jjenti da discosto venire in cognizions from any distance come to know whatever 
di qual ei voglia aito, con tutto the site, even if one can not reach the pl- 
non ei posea andere alle base. Undo pot- ace. Whence he will be able in council 
r3 poi nil conaigliowcon certezza dimos- then with certainty to demonstrate which 
trace qual de verij pareri sie il of the different opinions is beat in 
M migliore nel risoluere Is batteria... resolving the battery... (using) instrum- 
instrumenti, i quali tutti son fondati ents that are all founded on the elements 
negli elementi d'Euclide, nondimeno of Euclid, nevertheless (which) are 
qli vsano pit per vna carts pretice, used more by a certain practice than 
the per iscienze.... by science..... 
1. Very much the standard view. 
2. Lupicini is considering the case where he. is defending with good soldiers, 
and the attackers are poor quality troops. 
3.1. e. rules that cover all sorts of cases. 
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p. 77. .... quanta nal Capitan Generale 
dell'artiglieria is aua prudenza accom- 
pagnate delle acienze dells flatawatiche 
discipline .... agli asaaquisca i1 carico 
saut) perfattomets... 
Discorsi Miuitari (1st. ed. 1587) 
.... in as much as in the Captafn general 
of artillery his prudence is accompanied 
with the science of the mathematical 
disciplines .... hs executes his charge 
perfectly.... 
Bibliography: Firenze 1587; with Lenteri and Zanchi Venetia 1601. 
General descriptions This is a dense little treatise, 6}" x 31" text. 84 
pages. No illustrations except for one tiny little marginal diagram. 
Contents: 
Title page: DISCORSI/ MILITARI/ D'ANTONIO/ LVPICINIJ Sopra 1'eepugnazione d' 
altuni sits, / CON LICENZIA DE' SIGNORI SVPERIORI. / IN FIERENZE. / Nell. Stamp- 
aria di Bartolommeo Sermartalli. / MDLXXXVII. 
Dedicated to "Don Ferdinando Medici, Cardinals, a Gran Uuca di Toscana". 
Dated from Florence 15 Nov. 1587. 
This work consists of 30 *operate chapters each of which discusses the Ways 
of laying siege to a different type of sites Most of the places considered are 
places flanked in modern style, but a significant number are concerned with 
ancient style structures., Each example is distinguished by " good deal of 
detail, whether on a plain, on a river, in the mountains, and so on, with the 
length of the walls given as so many miles and the attacking and defending 
forces defined as so many infantry and so many cavalry, along with other 
details. Lupicini in each case gives many details about practical aspects 
of siege warfare: the employment of trenches, gabions, movable trenches, 
mining and so on. He mentions incidents from the ancient writers quite freq- 
uently, and Cesar and Archimedes figure strongly here. 
Discorsi Militari (1587): Texts 
p. 23. MS potr"bb" rispondere alcuno 
poco instrutto nell" leus, " nell' 
alte azionl uistsastiche, che le d"tte 
inv"nzioni sono f"cili dc discorrer", 
w ma n"l metterl" in atto apportano 
tento dlfficulti..... "'eat"matici non 
sari difficil" a intender " matters in 
atto. 
Someone little instructed in the lever 
and in other mathematical operations, 
could answer me that the said invent- 
ions are easy to discuss, but in put- 
ting into action just as difficult... 
(but) to mathematicians it will not be 
difficult to understand and put into 
effect. 
1. Of the first edition. 
2. Cap. 1, for example, "Primo alto del primo "tato, che al prasuppona in piano, 
sottoposto alle =appa, " fiancato. all: antica. " In a forward Lupicini explained 
*In quaati discorsi dall'off, aa""i dire dell 'aspugn"zIons di tent. siti, dif- 
f"r"nti l'wno dall'"ltro " diui"1 in disco "tati. " (p. 4. ) 
It 
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Týtoýo AcoNC10 0. p,, 
De Methodo, (1at. ""ed.: 1558)13" 
ý' 
"rin- " x'41 
Description 't" A small uork, 4of. 138 pages 2k" x 4}'text; -in which method is 
discussed very much by way of Aristotelian concepts such as the four causes. 
Title"page: IACOBI ACON-/TII TRIDENTINI DE/ METH0D0, HOC EST/ DE RE-/cta 
inuestigandarum tredendarum, scientiarum rations. / BASILEA/ PER PETRVM { 
PERNAW M. D. LVIII. 
Texts, 
p. 5. .... spud omnes, qui"tantum iudicio .... all those, who do not utterly 
proraus nö carent, in confesso sit nullä lack sufficient judgement, acknou- 
art% nullemq scienti_am, nisi diligenti ledge no art or science, if not with 
ac carte quandä methodö adhibita, uel a careful and secure method3applied 
stradi, recte poses, uel percipi..... can. bertreated>orrunderstood rightly... 
. p. 
12. .... neque einempersuadre eibi "... no, one ought to be persuaded that 
debet. quisquam, artem so ullam recta- any art can be rightly understood"if 
,, poses intelligerei, nisi usue access-, practice is not at hand ,4 and if ex- 
erit,. 8 nisi"experimeta"perapicuam, - perience"does not-render clear and 
lereddant preceptor', atque efficaciam. powerfully, its rules. 
p. 15. .... Nam cum artium utilitaa non For-the utility of the arts does not" 
ex serum cognitions, sod usu constet: consist in knowledge of them"but in ' 
necesee% sitýii, quidem arte aliqua uti (their) application. It is necessary, 
uslis, sius, tibi prUcepta ease in if indeed rin any art you wish that '" 
gpromptu, non secus atque literarO,, you have-, its rules at hand. -no diff- 
elements scribers out lagere uoleti: erently as the elements of letters, 
diligenter uidetur in trsdendis art- uhiehing to write or'read, itlis 
ibus uorbosites omnis fugieda. clearly seen in discussing-the arts"' 
all verbosity be shunned. 
1. For bibliography see KUHLER (1927)" 
2.1558 edition. 1.3.4 3. p. Bt'Multa ssni "du'methodo pluribus in locis scripts rsliquit Arietot. 8 
pracipus in . 1. lib do partib. _animalum. 4. "accodo* - to approach, Co.. near. 
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ABRIELLO 0ß USC A 
Inetruttione de'8ombardieri (let. ed. 1584) 
Bibliography: 
1Carmagnola 15844 Torino 15983 
General description* 88 pages. 7}" x 5" text. Some diagrams in the text. 
Contents: 
Title page,. INSTRVTTIONE/ DE'BOMBARDIERI/ DEL SIG. GABRIEL BVSCP/ MILANESE. 
/ 
CONTENENTE: VN BREVE/'trattato delle cose piu vtile 
ä sapersi/ per tale eser- 
citlo. / IN TORINO, / Apresso Gio. Uominico Tarino/ M. D. XCVIII. 
/ Con Licenza de' 
Superiori. 
A discoursive work on'manypractical topics connected with gunnery. Geometric 
ballistics is not dealt with. 
Inetruttione de'Bombardieri (1598): Texts 
p. 3. RICERCATO con malte instanza da Requested with much importunity by 
altuni Artiglieri, & da altri'amici some artillerists and other friends 
miei; di volergli partecipare alcune of mine, they wishing to participate 
tose da me osseruate intorno all prat- in some things by me observed relat- 
siea de'tiri, & all'vso dell'Artiglieria; ive to the practice of firing, and of 
& ridurli come in 'vne comma, Is case the use of artillery; and to reduce 
piu impartanti dell'arte loro.... vna to a whole the most important things 
brieue, & facile instruttlone; la of their art..... (so I give) a short 
quale posse seruire come di guide 
a and easy instruction that can serve as 
jecolora the di esercitarsi nell'arte del a guide to those who wish to practise 
Bombardiero disidreno..... Percioche the art of the Bombardier... because 
que$t'arte tutta nails operationi this art consists wholly in operations, 
consists; i discorst the intorno vi ei the discourses that are made concern- 
. 
(anno sonn poco mono ehe aouerchi, se ing it, are little less than super- 
anon Bono indrizzati all'operare, &a fluous, if they are not directed towards 
gli effetti. Et per, non aspettino i actions and towards effects. Therefore 
Lettori di trouare in questo picciol let the reader not expect to find in 
trattato qusi lunghi discorai the altuni this little treatise those long die- 
fanno dc mouimenti delle palls, & de cussions that some make on the motion 
umouimenti naturali, & violenti! Ne of the shot, and of motions natural and 
mono attendino nuoui modi, & nuoue violent 1 No leas to expect neu methods 
dimestrationi di miaurare; 
&ne 
altre and neu demonstrations in measurement; 
case appartenenti 
a Ceometri; &ä nor other things of the concern of 
1. AYALA (1054) gives earlier editions as Venetia, 1545,1554,1559. COLKLE 
,. 
(1! 00) follows Ayala. However these edetions are accepted by more thorough 
writers particularly RILCARDI (169S). They do not figure in IUX AUR, and the 
`first two at the very least, are for too early with Busca'a date of birth c. 
1540. 
2. NUC. 
3. With the next work hares in a uniform edition. 
4. Of the. 1598 edition. 
5. Busce may have been thinking of Tarta glie here, but it is likely he was 
thinking also of Benedetti, who had join ed the Uuke of Savoy's court at Turin 
in 1567, where dusca found employment a little later, and who addressed some 
ideas to Busca. (See BENEDETTI (1585) p. 271) 
6. I. e. In surveying. 
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gli Aritmetici. Perche solo di quelle Geometers and Arithmeticians. Because 
case the ad instituire, & ammaestrere only those thing which teach and in- 
vn-Artigliero, "8; renderlo perito; in struct an Artillerist and make him 
cotale'arte mi, sono parse piü con- expert in this art which appear üssful" 
p, preeo"a trotters. Ne aono, 
_ 
to me have I undertaken to treat of. sueniäti h 
io del parere di coloro, i quell vag- Neither em I of the opinion of-, those that 
liono che, egli sia Geometra, & Mat- wish he should be a Geometer and Mathsm- 
ematico: a& conuengali caper misurare atician, and that it belongs to him to 
tutte, le"lontenze, gli interualli, know how to measure all distances, inter- 
Ml'altezza, & le profundity de'luoghi, 
Cs 
vale, heights and depths of places where 
oue 11ire c"e impedito. 
lPerciochs; 
the way is blocked= Because rather they 
anzi a l'Architetto militare, & al are required by the'Military Arch- 
Capitano dell'Artiglieria, the al itect and the Captain of artillery, '' 
fc 
semplice Bombardieri si ricchieggono; than by the simple bombardier, as like- 
asi come anchors al semplice soldato, wise further to the simple-soldier, 
the sappia porre, vna bettaglia, ne to whom to know how to set a battalion 
alloggiare vnlessrcito non e di bis- or encamp an army, is not-needed, but 
ogna: ma-che. solo, sappia toners Is only to keep rank with arms well to 
ordinenze, & bens Is ermi sue time, and'to take his proper place. 
gtempo, a luogo, odoperare gli"si, con- Too rarely will such sciences be joined 
uiene. Troppo di, redo auerrä the cotali together with labour in this art,:. uhich 
scienze si accozzino insieme col '" is full of sweat and toil, and-the 
traueglio di qusst'arte: the tutta, di other of ease and quiet. -Ho-will cer- 
sudori, & di fatiche a ripiena, & tainly be of more'esteem who will,, 
&(quells nell'otio, &, nella quieta possess such, but I do not by this,,, 
siedono., Sara certo da sesame da piü deem he should be excluded from being 
stimeto colui the ne earl posseditors: of the school of good Artillerists; 
me io non per questo reputo the do as Plato expelled from him, those' 
., escluders sieno dells scuola de'buoni inexpert in Geometry. And for that-- 
joArtiglierit, come Platons dells sue ne which concerns knowing distances, 'it- 
4gli scaccieua gli inesperti dalla will be sufficient to be able to 
Geometric. Et per quello the ad esso judge with a certain skill got with 
ei appartenga del conoscere Is Tont- long practice that can estimate, 
anzi sera a bastanza as can vn certo without that (practice) with mathem- 
xgiuditio proso da lungs prattica atical instruments in searching the 
quells potra stimors; senza checon map and worked out demonstrations. 
metematici strumenti, ne cerchi Is 
carts, ,& risoluts dimostrationa. ý" f 
got 
1. I. e. the artillerist. ' 
2. I. e. to triangulate when dietances"can not, be measured off''directly. " 
ba 
Della EspuQnatione at Difesa delle Fortezze'(1st. ed. 1585) 
Bibliography: Turino"1585; Turino 1598; Germans tra. Frankfurt 1619., 
General description: Quite along discoursive treatise. (viii) +. 259 pages. 
7}" x 3}", text. A fair number of painterly engravings often of a double 
page spreads included. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title, page: DELLA/ ESPVGNATIONE/ ET UIFESA DELLE/ FORTEZZE. 
/ DI, 
GABRIELLO BVSCA MILANESE, /. Libra due. / IN TVRINO, / Nella Stamperia dell'hereds 
di Nicoll Beuilacqua. / MU LXXXV. / Con licenza'de'Superiori. 
. 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication "Al'Serenissmo. Sigor. Carlo, Emaneullo Per Gratio 
di Dio Duca di Sauoia & mio Signore". Dated, "Di Borgo in Brescia il primo, di 
Gennaio. 1581"" a 
p. (v/viii):, Table of chapters. " 
p. 1/178: Book I: "Delle espugnatione delle fortezze". This is a general. dis- 
coursive treatment of many problems of attack in siege warfare, the use of 
artillery, trenching, machines for assault, mining and so on. 
p. 179/256: Book II: "Bella difesa delle Fortezza". This section: concerns the,, 
conduct of the besieged under attack rather than discussions, relevant to con- 
struction. It also. includes many topics discoursively dealt with, such as 
provisioning, the use of,. defeneive guns, etc" 
Colophon. In Turino, Nella Stamp aria dell'herede'di Nicoll Beuilacqua,, PIULXXXV. 
.. r",... 
Delle Espugnationi at Difesa'delle'Forteize (1585): Texts 
p,, 4. .... ilquale di tale arte & 




profeesione4ei vorre chiamare legittimo 'would be named a legitimate possessor, 
poseeditore, eia primieramente ornato should firstly be equipped with. all r.. 
di tutte quelle parti,, che. all'Arch- the parts, that belong to the milit- 
sitatto militare. si conuengono, & part- ary'architäct, and especially among m.. icolarmente infra tutte poeseda la all others having the practice of 
prattica del conoecers is lontananca knowing 
distances, heights, depths and 
altezze, profondita,. 3-interuallirde' intervals between inaccessible places: 
luoghi inaceesibili:, 8 habbia famigliar, and should have a familiarity and much 
iah molto in praticalvso di; piu inetrum- practice in the use of many mathemat- 
enti 1atematici,, d copra gli"altri ical instruments, above all the art 
" de'diottrici; incisme con l'veo del of the quadrant; together with the 
bossolo: senza is cui cognitione, in usa`of the"magnetic compass, without 
molts case gli, conuerre ire ,a tentons, which knowledge many things will proceed 
tl 3 incerto. gropingly and uncertainly. 
.... conciosiacosa the serdi quelle non .... because if he does not 
heure molts isperienza, senza dubbio have a good deal of experience of that, 
agli commettera molti, errori, dannosi without doubt he will commit many 
1. PROMIS (1871)-stated this edition did not exist, but the H. M. for example 
posaas*. " copy. Promis also denied the sxietence, of the editions of 1545,54,59, 
of this work. But these are the editions of the last work dealt with here, 
quoted by Ayala and no doubt spurious. 
' L. After RUMPF (1824), 11 
3. Of the first edition. ' 
4" Gunnery. 
5. rLORIO (1C. 11) "Uiottre, a certain. quadrate or geometricall instrument. 
'Diottrica arte, and arts that'by an instrument teacheth the distances and 
aspecte of the Starres". GH UZ IT gives a quotation from Ignazio DANTE (1578) 
suggesting the equivalence of the "diottra" to the astrolabe. 




quelli, the alle batterie errors, dangerous not only to those who 
. attendono me encore 
a tutti il rimanen manage the battery, but to the rest, of 
enti dell! esercito.... Me chi senza il the army also... But uho_ without the 
lums, di quests artig & scienze, & senza . 
light of these arts and sciences, and 
sla guide, & scorts dell'isperienza, si without the guide, and council of 
porrä, ä tonte impress, si trousra in . experience sets himself-to such under- 
p grandissimo labirinto di confusions, & takings, will, be found'in the greatest 
d'errore.... labyrinth of confusion and error.... '. " 




Cho fuor, di modoFý But in as much thato'"apart`from`the 
p breus e la vita nostra, &ä molti shortness of our lives, and-that many 
mancano le occesioni. commode di rit- lack handy opportunities'of discovery 
rouarsi in tutti i luoghi, per app- in all places, to learn through exper- 
rendere per isperienza Is cognitions ience the knowledge of such things, 
di tents cobs, is continoua lettione the continual reading of the most fam- 
Kdelle piu famose historie, d, i com- ous histories and the'commentators.. '. 
mentari.... rendendolo pronto, & segace renders him ready'and quick to'the 
alls, risolutione delle piü aspre, A, resolution of the more stubborn and 
difticli impress. difficult undertakings. 
p. 7. CON molto honorata contesa fra With much honourable debate between the 
asbelli ingegni, longamente si 
a. dubitato, very skilled, a long time has it*been' 
s'ara, possible di feral vna fortezza doubted if it were possible to'make, a 
con tale, regione,, d intendimento, the fortress with'such a'method and under- 
s nee-, june quentunque grandissima forza standing, that to no force, however 
giamai fosse per coders; me del, tuttoi great, would it yield, "butrto allfit 
alinespugnabile, & inuincible fosse - would be judged'totally impregnable's 
giudiceta. A conseguire questo import- and invincible;, To achieve this most''' 
entissimo, fins, due principali mezi important end, two main means'°amongst 
fra, molti altri erano posts innenzi; many others 
twere'put forward: -by'nature 
cioela Natura, & l'Arte: perche , and by art, ', because some with the force 
isalcuni col. vigore dell'arte sole in of art alone, in whatever place was 
äquelunche 
luogo ei voleeje, cio, -, cred- desired which allowed ofýbeing able to 
ende di pater ottenere varie forme, & to achieve-varied forms and styles of 
varis moniere di fortificare inusst- fortification, they investigated. Hence 
igerono. Quindi necquero, tente varieta, were born auch varieties of orders in 
Isd'ordini nelle febriche: queli, sono. thestructure that are of bastions, 
ds'beloardi  cauaglieri, piateforme... cavaliers , piattaforms...... and'such 
*& tents altre, parti... nell'opere. di other parts.... as can'be seen in many' 
Amolti ei, vedi. 
Altri dall'isperienza- - works. Others from experience itself 
istessa euertiti, molts fiats l1arts warn that many times art comes'from- 
Nvenire dall'arts souerchiata: & alle art surpassed, ' and to the greater 
forze maggiori, is pit deboli non force, the weaker can not long oppose. 
potere per-longo tempo contrestere., Et'.,,, ', And nothing in, these times, -to these 
nessuna tose in questi tempi, 6a tricks and ways of capture, can be 
qussti'artificij, & mods d'espugnare,. said to be sufficiently prepared and. 
1. Force. 
m 2. Nature and art among an others. Hu sca seems to be thinking of strength 
he some k nd of by art as thing as strength through a cavalier or 
through a bastion, rather then, as the more over reaching concept it was 
conceived of by other writers. This is not untypical of a kind of rough and 
ready aspect found in his thought. 
3. Busts seems to mean that the capture of a fortress allows the understanding 
of its defects end hence progress is ma de in the art by correcting those mis- 
takes. 
potersi dire baatanza riparata, & 
forte ietimarono cio non ei potere 
recare a fine, cc la quality del sito 
z 
can naturale fortezze non rendeua molta 
scommoditä, a coneeguire 11intento loro. 
Con le quale naturale fortezza del 
sito, da artiticiosa, & induetriosa 
mano atutata affermanauano porterei 
dare queet&fortezza per forza d'arme 
. ineepugnabilif Per querte cagione 
molts fecero elettione di aiti copra 
i piu releuati colliý.... l'orme imit- 
andode gli antichi..... 
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strong they esteems which cannot reach 
this end, if the quality of the site 
with natural strength does not give 
much convenience to the achievementof 
their intention. Which natural strength 
of the site, aided by skilful and indus- 
1trious 
handsfthey affirm can give. thia 
, 
fortress impregnability, by force 
of arms! For this reason many chose 
sites on the higher hillst... i. mitat- 
ing the fashion of the ancients. 
P., 9. Ma tanto gli vni, come gli altri But in the, one, 'as much as 
in the other 
stvaris maniere di fortificareýnon solo different ways of fortifying", not only 
in quanto forma stappartiene: ma anchors is the form concerned, but further how 
in quanto alla materia s! imaginarono: the material is conceived;. and thus 
Et cost alcuni piü dell altre le fort- some more than others praised- 
ezze fette di terra, & di piote de prati, resses made of earth, and of turves 
erb di fascinate verdi lodarono. Altri of grass, and of green faggots. Others 
is inure grosse, & sods con buonissima walls great and solid with the best 
calcina`volsero"fabricare. mortar, wish to build. 
p. 10. Ma delle forme i piu moderni 
riputarono is triangolare; & Is quad- 
nrata poco vtile alle fortificationi, & 
Is imperfettiesime de tutti4.. 6. onde 
lodarono is forma pentagonale.... Ma ä 
tents Toro inuentioni, & riparationi 
, 
hanno gli offeneori, trouato il modo 
di oppord, et Is maniera dlespugnarle. 
But of the forms more modern, the 
triangle and the square,, they esteem 
little useful to fortification and the 
most imperfect of all! ... whereby they 
praise the pentagonal, form.... But, to 
such discoveries of theirs, and def- 
encesf have the attackers found the 
;, method of opposition, and the method 
of capture.... 
p. 11. ..... il Tartaglia, il Caetrioto, 
Domenico More, & dopt questi 1'Alghisi 
di Carpi, & molts altri sia stato 
affermato, the col mozo delle forma 
jisola in sito piano potouasi fare questa 
fortozza insspugnabile: vedeai nondi- 
msno, the seas Sono in non picciolo 
.... Tartaglia, Castriotto, Domenico 
More, and after these Alghisi da Carpi, 
and many others affirmed, that by 
means of the form alone in a flat site 
can thisrfortressFbe"made impregnabile. 
It is seen nevertheless that these are 
in no little error. 
errors. 
1. This section coaas, form Cap. I "Ss pub darsi. la_fortezza inespugnabile per 
forze d'arms". ", ,,, 2. -Busca callous. _& common pattern of listing different opinions about differ- 
ant kinds of sites. But the emphasis he gives , suggests, that the views of this 
passage are most to his, liking. He did not give the disadvantage of hilly 
sites that one cannot chose the most desired form there, although he did give 
this for sites in the sea and marshes.  t, ,, 1 11, ' 3. I. e. by nature or by art. - 11 Az 
4. For the usual reason of the pointedness of the bastions. 
S. Lite repairs, but not-in the technical sense as given by. Castiiotto and 





tý `M _ý 
' rT"ý p '» eat' "st_ , xa 
1ý4 
p. 12. Percioche proprio delle natura Because belonging to the nature of 
dells case di, quä gii e. nejuna poters things here below, nothing can be 
essere compita, & perfetta: me tutte complete and perfect, but all are 
alle, imperfetioni, at mancamenti -subject to, imperfections and defects. 
ssottogiacciono.., 
p. 87., La fortezza naturals del''luogo The natural strength of a place arises 
. nesce 
dells qualit'a del alto, doue'si '' from the quality of the site, where 
it 
'ritroua, come sopra monti, 
a colli... '. " is found, as on mountains, hills.... 
Quelle_che per artificio song fette Those that are made strong through 
oforti, puo auenire in due modi. ' 
L'vno 'artifice can occur in two ways, One 
per la, materia, come sono mura 
grosse,: -" by material, as are great walls, thick 
grossi, & grand terrapieni, lotse" and large terrepieins large and deep 
larghe, & profonde. L'altro e per cag- ditches. The others by reason of the 
ions dells forma, is quale malte form, which is many times more import- 
, uvolte piu, 
imports, the non fa Is ant, than the material, as in well 
materia: come nalle bane formate fort- `formed fortresses can be recognised. 
. _,,, ezze ei puö conoscere. 
Me lasciando-' ' But. leaving for the present the dis- 
. 
di ragionare al present"delle'forme; ', cussion of form, we propose now to 
nostro proponimento horae di dis- 'discuss the subject of the material.. 
, eecorrere 
intorno alle materie..... ':, 
e 
Architettura Militare (let. ad. 1601) 
. Bibliography: Milano 
1601; Milano"1619: "" 
General description3 A long large work, perhaps beet described as rambling, 
" 
in terms of the wide range of'subjects. dealt with, many of doubtful relevance 
tocontemporaryýpractice, handled in an'over, detailed way! 7}" x 5""text. (xii) 
+ 299 pages. A number of rather nice pull out illustrations and some full page 
wood cuts, but the work-is by no means oý, arloaded with illustrations. It con- 
tains only one of the three books which were-intended to make up theefull 
_treatise. 
The titles of the chapters of the other two intended books, on' 
field fortification and mechanics, are-given at the and, 
s z' z .. R` v 
, 'Contents: 
p. (i): Title pegs: DELLA/'ARCHITETTVRA/, MILITARE/ Di Gabriella Busca1'Milanese. / 
PRIMO LIBRO. / CON PRIVILEGIO. / IN"MILANO, ". M. DCI. /; Apresso GirolamofBardone, & 
Pietro Martire Locarni compagni. / Con licenze, de! Superiori. 
- 
p. (ii): "APPROBATIO Imprimandi, diuulgandique'potestatem fecerunt: F. 'VICENTIVS 
AQVENSIS Vicar. M. R. P. Inquisit. Medial'. ALEXANDER MONETA, pro Illustriss. 
Card. 
, 
Archiepiec. ANTONIVS POGGIVS. pro Exallentissimo Senatu". 
4jp. 
(iii/iv): Dedication to "I1 Signor"Don Giovan Fernandez di Velasco..... 
1. In fact at'no place in this treatise does form serve as a major topic of 
general discussion. ' 
, 
2. PROMIS (1871) expressed''doubts about this edition but it is well authenticated, 
and many copies are known. 
3. Of the let. edition. 
4. MARINI (1010) expressing a very different view wrote "I1 libro publicato a 
scritto con metodo, con chiarezza, e con vane erudizione tanto di arte, 'che 
di stone entice a moderne. " But when one has a chapter for instance "Comm 
soleuano gli Antichi fondare i loro edificij & quali cerimonie. & osseruatione 
fogjaro in vso eppreaso di loro" (Lap. XXXIIS and another on "Trophies" (Cap. 
LXxvI) it is difficult to see what purpose the use of the ancient examples was 
intended to serve. As to method, the work tries to cover euch a wide ranga"of 
topics that the reader is left wondering which aspects are intended to be of 
the most significance. 
5. One of the best illustrations is a plain copy of a part of one of Specklin's 
illustrations,, between pages 274 & S. 
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Prssedente dls Real Consiglio d'ltalia mio Signore". Dated from Milan lat. 
Jan. 1601. 
p. (ix/x): Table of chapters of Book I. 
p. (xi/xii): A lettori. 
p. 1/286: 
i The body of the text. Busca spent a good deal of time on what for 
others would be preliminary matters, before beginning to deal in chapter 34 
(p. 123) with 'Oelltforms delle fortezze. " Amongst these preliminary topics is 
included much discussion of cases from the ancient world; the position of the 
fortress within the kinodom; various ways of capture; different kinds of sites; 
and so on. Chapters 34/43 (p. 123/142) concern the trace of the fortification. 
Then follows discussion on various parts of the fortress -- bastions, curtains, 
and so on, of a very practical nature, and this type of discussion forms the 
main mass of the remaining part of the book. 
p. 287/299: Chapter headings for the two further books. 
Arehitetture Militere (1601): Texte 
p. (xi). Llberato per alcun tempo de 
trousgli, & dells fatiche delle guerra; 
. nulls quali per molti anni 
era statu 
Eontinuamsnte occupato; nessuna coca 
jhö hauste piü 
a cuors1 the di compire 
alle promasss da is fette na'libri 
dolls Spugnations, & Difesa delle 
fortszzs; di partscipars a studiosi 
alcuni mini scritti dolls Architettura 
w Militars. 
Freed for some time from-work and the 
labours of war, in which for many 
years I have been continually occup- 
ied, nothing have I had more to heart 
than to fulfill the promise made by 
me in the book-of the capture and 
defence of fortresses, to share with. 
some studiua individuals my writings 
am Military Architecture. 
p. 6. .... non . ono do otiwarsi degni 
del noaa di tanto rare professions, 
coloro, "i quali confidatiei in un 
poco, di carte pratica raze, senza 1' 
. ssiuto delle ottirns scisnze ardiscono 
vsuparsi tantehoners; cosi come qusgli 
ancors, i quali ssnza alcuna sperieza 
di tents case, chs vi (anno di wastisro 
per qualche studio fatto nalle caaere 
rin si i libri, & in sü is fatiche d' 
altri arrogsntsasnte qussto nowe vog- 
liono attribuirsi. Cho al come non 
pub ragionsuolwonts chiaaarsi Archit- 
etto the sin da peu tonsri anni di 
u grado in grado sslondo nö si eis per 
tutte le parti, cows dice Vitruuio 
"seercitato, i con longo, £ continuo 
vso, i studio non si osrl acquiatata 
l'osporienza= tanto mono In qu*sto 
1. The whole published work. 
... they are not to be esteemed worthy 
of this rare profession, those who 
rely on a little of some rough pract- 
ice, without the aid of the best scie- 
nce, and dare to usurp such honour. 
As well those further, who without 
any experience of such things, that 
give mastery of it, by some study made 
in their chamber on the books and deeds 
of others, arrogantly would that this 
name be attributed to them. Because one 
cannot reasonably be called an Architect 
without from ones youth ascending 
from degree to degree, if not 
being practised in all parts, 
as Vitruviua says, and with long and 
continuous use, and study will not 




in quests parts dell'Architettura, 
Militare, le quale aasai piu the tutte 
l'altre hissi da stimare, & toners in 
conto 
1 
Sp. 6. E pero ell'Architetto Militare 
oltre allo studio di tents scienze & 
arti, the vi Fenno di mestierio, & , 
all' 
hauer con diligenza le altrui opere 
considerate, & osaervate: &ä molts 
Nfabriche esset stato aseietente; & 
essaminete Is perfettioni, &i man- 
camenti.... 
p. 7. Non the io'presumi come altri d' 
insegnare a fare vna Fortezza inespug- 
ynabile; the ciö sarebbe contradire 
alle natura delle coos..... I- 
less in this part of. Military Architect- 
 
which much more than all the 
others has to be esteemed and taken 
into account 
1 
Therefore to the military Architect,,, - 
besides the study of,, such sciences and 
arts which make one a master, and,;,, 
of having with diligence considered 
and observed the works of others,:. and 
to having been an assistant on, many 
works, and examined their-,, perfect-,,,, 
ions and defects.... 
1. $' 1 ", I., sa 
It is not that 
,I 
presume to teach how 
to^make a fortress impregnable, which 
would contradict, the nature of things... 
p. 52. 
"E State diuisa tutta l'Arch- The whole of Architectureris divided 
itettura"da migliori Autori in trs by the best authors into 3 main parts.,,, 
parti principals. Nella edificatoria, Into building, under which the build- 
sotto is qua is ogni aorta 
di fabrics ing of all sorts of structures is 
di Edifici comprendeusno. Neile Gnom- understood. Into 'gnomical which con- 
onica, is quals conteneua is regions tame the account of shadows, and of 
dsll'ombre, & do atilt conforme alle 
: , 
styles conforming to the regions of 
E. rsgioni del Cislo. Et nell'erte del the sky. And into making of machines, 
Afars is machine; ehe da molts, 
e which by many is called Mechanics.... 
detta Mecanica..... Le edificatoria in Building is divided into two parts, . ' ( quali due parti ei diuide 1'vna delle one which considers the position of 
la positions dells publiche opera 
l hs 
public buildings. The other contains 
'considers. L'ältra is regions de the method of private structures. The 
zlpriusti edifici contiene. La con- consideration of public buildingtiis 
sideratione de publici edifici, 
e di 'further distinguished in 3 parts: the 
nuouo'in tre parts distinta; is prima first 
of the location of the walls of' 
dells quail ails poeitura delle murs the city and other places, of gates 
delle Cittä; &'d'altri luoghi, ' delle' and'touere.... the second the tonst- 
r 
jSports; & delle Torri..... L'altra Is ruction of' sacred temples., The last V 
costruttions de eacri'Templi.... L' concerns the disposition of public 
publics vltima*la dispositioni do ' building dedicated to the public use, 
edifici all'vso publico deetinati, '' which are Baths, Theaters, Porticos) 
quali Sono In Terms, i Testri, i and others such. Fortresses then are 
rsPotrici, & altri tali contisne. Sono one sort of public building consisting 
adunqus is fortszze vna sorts di publici' in the walls, gates and towers of the 
edificij contsnsnte 1s muraglie, 'ls city, and of other places; like 
ports, & Torri dells Cittä, & d'altri Rocce's, Castles, and those fortresses 
luoghi: come aono Is Roche, i Castelli, ''"Y 
1. I. e. In that part of architecture which fortification comprises, in which 
practical knowledge of machines and particularly artillery is very necessary. 
2. Vitruvius ©k. I, Cap. 3, after whom this whole passage follows. 
3. This is Buscs simply parroting Vitruviua. 
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& quelle fortezze Whore not chiamiano we today call Citadellea. 
citadelle. 
p. 105. TVTTI gli edifici i quali con 
regions si fenno consistono in fabrics, 
S& in discorso. La fabrics a Is ordinate 
compositions, & costruttione'delle 
materie dalli qual., ne riaulta l'edific- 
io. 11 discorso rends. regions dell' 
inuentione dellt dispositions, a com- 
»partimento di memo. Per mostrare 
tutts quests core auenti, the dar 
principio sll'edificsre, ei ne fä ii 
desegno. Questi, cö proportionate 
misur. 
a 
represents in picciola forma 
sequels 1'edificio hobble da masers. 
Sari adunque il desegno, vn'ordin- 
ato & regolato concetto dell'animo, d 
vna Iddea rappresentata con lines, & 
angoli. Quests Iddea in tre parti 
"consists. La prime dicesi pianta, ö 
radice. La seconds sleuatione, o 
alzato. La terza profilo come a dire 
in piano in faccia, & da lati..... Me 
perch. Is prospettiua per moetrar 
u molts cos. in piccolo spacio seguendo 
l'effetto dells uista accorcia is 
come lunghe, d allunga Is breui, 
inalza is basso, & abbess& Is alte, a 
poche lasse, ö represents con Is lord 
"propria misura, hanno stimato molti, 
a con regions, the punto non si con- 
faccia con is vera Iddes dello edificio, 
Is quals ne daue render carti, a delle 
parts d'ogni particolars, d minima 
jg misurs, the in quells eia comparita. 
Et Pero si sono alcun penseto, the si 
habbia da intenders del modello rap- 
resentante con proportionate misure, 
tutte tre dimensioni dell'altozza, 
All buildings which are made with method 
involve construction and discussion... 
The construction is the ordained comp- 
positionsand fabrication of the mat- 
erials from which the building results. 
Discourse gives the rules of the in- 
vention of the arrangment and its dif- 
ferent parts. In order to show all 
these things before beginning to build 
the design is made. This, with prop- 
ortionate measuretrepresents in a 
small form what the structure will 
have to-be. The design therefore will 
be an ordered and regulated concept 
of the mind, and an Idea represented 
with lines and angles. This Idea-con- 
sists of 3 parts, the first is called 
the plan or foundation; the second the 
elevation or 'up-right platt'3, the 
third the profile, so as to say a plan 
facing and from the side.... dut because 
perspective, to show many things in a 
small space following the effect of 
vision, shortens long things and length- 
ens the short, raises the low, and 
lowers the high, and little leaves or 
represents with its proper measure, 
many have considered, and with reason, 
that it agrees at no point with the 
true idea of the building, which ought 
to be rendered with certainty, and in 
every part in detail to the"smallast 
measure into which it is divided. Fur- 
ther some( have thought, one has to 
understand from models represented, 
with proportionate measure, all three 
dimensions, of height, breadth and 
1. I. e. the scale of the drawing. 
2. Lit. root. 
3. Lit "slazo" -a raising up. The description 'upright platt' is not infreq- 
uently found in English building sources of the period ( see LULVIN ( )p. 106). 
The ides being much the esse as that expressed here, 'platt' being the Lnglieh 
term for plan at the time. The term 'elevation' of course follows much the same 
pattern of course. 
4. This of course in no way figured in Vitruvius in anything like an strong a form. 
S. FLORID (1.11) in fact gives "Idea" as "the Idea, figure or forme of anything 
conceived in the imagination", emphasising the visual analogy rather than any 
abstract Platonic notion. 
r 
Ila 
larghezza, & lunghezza de gli edifij. 
Ma del modello, non pare the si posse 
intenders, perche egli rapresenta tutte 
tre Is parti, et Is altre due souerchie 
jearebbono. Pero lasciando il discorrere 
sopra questo..... 
length of the building. But the model 
does not seem to be able to teach, 
because it represents all three parts 
(together), and the other two would be 
superfluous. Therefore leaving the dis- 
cussion of this.... 1 
p. 136. LE altre forme de pit angoli, 
6 piu lati, come 
e la Uttogona, non- 
agole, & le altre conseguentemente non 
iosono piu buone per Citadelle, -o per 
Castelli: ma per Citta, & per luoghi 
molti, grandi da fortificarsi, perche . 
lo spatio di dentro, ne diuiene amp- 
lissimo, & troppo pit capace, the non e 
uconuiene per vna fortezza; nelle°quale 
non habbia da habitarui oltri'che 
soldati, & artefici, & operari the per 
is fortezza Sono necessarij. 
p. 137. lo mi mono persueso, the gli 
jstudiosi di quests professions debb- 
ieno prima hauer gustato i principij 
-delle Matematiche, onde io era per 
paasarmi auanti, senza-"far mentione, c- 
come si possino ritrouare in vn dato 
licerchio, non solo is figure regolari 
ma molts altre... 
9 
The other formsýof more angles and 
more sides, as in the Uctagon, nonagon, 
and others following, are not very good 
for citadelles or castles, but for 
cities `and very'lare"places to fortify, 
because the space within becomes of the 
greatest, ' and much more spacious which 
doea'not belong in a fortress in which 
do not have to live any", Vapart from 
soldiers, artisans, and labourers, 
that are necessary to the fortress. 
'. bn, "i, 
I am persuaded, that the studious of 
this profession ought first to have 
tasted the beginnings of mathematics, 
which I passed by previously, without 
making''mention as for example, how can 
be found in"a given circle not only 
the regular figures, but many others.. 
p., 249. NOn tanto ristrette earanno Is Not so much constrained will be the 
regole, & Is misure volendosi fortif- rule and measure, wishing to fortify 
icare vna Cittä grandee 
ö altro luogo a great City or other place inhabited 
3ohabitato da molto popolo, come as by many people, than if one would 
fare, si, hauesse vna fartezza, in luogo have a fortress in an uninhabited 
non habitato, & senza edifici. Per- place and without buildings. Because 
cloche ei come in quests si ricercano in this are found all the'perfections 
tutte is perfettioni, & delle grandezza and great orderlyness and equality, 
asragionsuole, & , dolls equalitä, & and goodness of sides, and of the 
bonti de. lati, & dc glilangoli delle angles of the figure.... 
figure.... 
1. Busce's idea, seems to be fiere that the model'in, presenting all three dim- 
ensions together, in order to measure in one, the, other two get in the way, so 
to speak. Ha approach here is rather add as it was on perspective. There his 
view wes that one could not take dimensions from a perspective drawing. This of 
course is not strictly true, but to do so is an extremely<akuard.. business, 
and perspective drawings are not"really suited to this purpose, as likewise 
neither are models. But Busca refused to express his views in any simple inst- 
rumental form, and insisted a kind oflunreality'of representation was involved. 
His remarks then had the cast of a debate about 'true knowledge' rather than 
about the more utility of the techniques involved. 
1. Military architecture. 
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Inetruttione de'Bombardieri (let. ad. 1592) 
" 
.! *a at- Hibliography: Venetia . 1592; Venetia 1598; "Venetia 1606; Venetia 1626; Turrni 
1641? ' 
General description: Typical gunners manual. (viii) f 126 pages. '6}" x 4" 
text. Title page: "Inatruttione de bombardieri di Eugenio Gentilini da Este, " 
Gus si contiene 1'aeeamine. useta dello Strenuo Zaccharis 5chiavina.? E'Agglunta, " 
the Copiosamente dichiara,. quanto nell'Estamina ei comprende: Et un 0lscorso 
intorno alle fortezze.... "ýSeperatatitle pages provided for the "A 99iunta... ' 
all'esamine" and the "Discorso intorno alle fortezze". Continuous pagination. 
Some wood cute in text. The section on fortification occupies a more 26 pages 
(101/126), of which the final ten are more concerned with surveying relative 
to fortification, rather than fortification itself. A number of diagrams'of-"' 
parts of the enceinte of a, fortress are given. The treatment is'fairly elemen-. r' 
tary and discussed fortification with a good deal of emphasis on'the'use of, -- 
artillery in both attack and defence. 
Instruttione de Bombardieri (1592): Texts '" e' 
p. (iii). QUANTA conoscenza io tango What knowledge I have concerning the 
intorno all'vso dell'Artigliaria, l'ho use of Artillery, I have'acquired with 
acquietata con lunga prattica da me dil- long practice by me diligently observed, 
igentemente osseruate, mantra the fin da while from the first years Iwan at sea, 
j primi anni sono"atato au'l mare, 6 il and most of the time I have served 
piu del tempo ho seruito la Serenies. with the most Serene Republic (of 
Repub. .... Venice).... 
p. (v). .... aggiungo anco a maggior ... I add then for its greater per- 
sue4perfettione alcuni ben vtili auuert- faction, some very useful'notices con- 
ioimenti intorno alle fortezze, i quali corning fortification, -which I, as "- 
io come appattenenti all'artigliero belonging'to the artillery, learnt,, 
appresi gia in alcuni regionamenti previously in some discussions with 
del Capiten Marino mio. fratello, fedel Captain Marino my brother. falthful--N . 
ingegnero della Serenis . Republica. engineer to Venice; ' '- '"'s 
jc p. 1. .... appartiene a1 Bombardiero, 
bisogna hauer buon'occhio, & esser 
presto di manor & caper conascere It 
Artigliaria ricca dalla pouera, per' 
sapere dar poluere tents the posse. 
teresistere ogni quality di pezzi d' 
Artigliarie: &, saper conoscere is 
poluere grossa dalla fine..... 
... it belongs to the Bombardier to 
need to have good eyes, and to be 
ready of hand, "and. to. knou how to 
recognise Artillery fully charged with 
powder, to know how to select as much 
powder as any piece of artillery can 
resist; and to know how to recognise 
coarse ooudsr from fine.... 
1. A gooddeal is rewritten in this edition and more material has been added. 
The title pa e be ins here "Istruttione di artiglieri". 
2. RICCARDI 
(1[193) 
" 3. For a more complete 
description of the title page see ibid. Dedication dated 
from Venice 5 May 1592. 
4. I. e. the book's. 
Ito 
p. 109. Cap' .... Eugenio so io uolessi Cap! .... Eugenio, 
if I wished to 
_.. 
'! 'ad uns dichiararui is diuerae ragioni discuss with you the divers reasons 
in materia di matter in difesa alcuna of the subject of putting a fortress 
'i_ fortezza, ui teneria troppo a tedio, in defence, it would continue too ted- 
smasaime per Is diuersita dalli siti, iously, particularly through the div- 
,, rli°quali non essendo alla. presenza, w; 
ersity of the sites, which not being 
mal'atte sono Is ragioni a dechiaraui,, present, the(ir). rules are badly suit- 
nondimeno ui faro uedere con Is istesse ed. to discussion, nevertheless. I will 
misure copra dette un'altro modo di ,.. make you see with 
the above said, 
pfortificatione, laqual ueniria a measu; e, ianother way of fortifying, 
cinger vn gran sito, quido non uol- which will enclose a large site, 
essimo far il beloardi troppo acuti... when we would not wish to'make the 
bastions too acute.... 
Instruttioni de Artigliare'(1598): Texts 
.... Si the volendo esser 
Capo .... He who would be a"Master Captain 
Mastro e encore necessario esser intre- (of artillery) should be further intrepid 
rspido di core, con hauer cognitions di of heart and have knowledge of Geo- 
misure. Geometriche per-sapertuor vna metrical measurment, to know how to 
dietanza longs, alte, & profonda sec- take distances of length, height, and 
ondo is occurenze the vi fusse,. a tal. ". depth, according to. their-occurance; 
the as bisogna saper quanta oncie si and auch that he knows how many inches 
tpa in vn piede, a quanta piedi il in a foot, how many feet in a pace, a 
passo, & quanti pease 
e 
vn miglio, & and how many paces to a mile, and what 
quello the vuol significare il liuello signifies the level and point blank in 
s 
ponto bianca in lines dritte, & lines right line, and curved line, and - the 
curua, e is perpendicolare, la visual, perpendicular, the horizon, the mean 
the mezeria, llestremo ponto, & caper point, the extreme point, and to know 
adoperer Is equadre, & vguagliar is how to use the square, to compare 
-, grand@ con is picciole, a tirando`l''' small with large, 'and to fire Artillery 
Artiglisria alle longs, quanto imports at"a'distance, how much the importance 
vsar'diligenza con eeje square, & of using'dilligence"with this square, 
"ja super la distanza maggiore the puö and to know the greatest distance-which 
tirar ogni sorts di Artigliaria..... any sort of Artillery can fire..... 
f. 82a. Ma as cosihauera, cauallieri But_if, it will have high., cavaliers, 
eminsnti,, potrs bsnissimo diffendere. 
3 it is able to defend to the greatest 
., ý.. . 
1. Eugenio's brother Capt. Marino 
2. `Cunnsr's quadrant. 





Delle fortificazioni Matematiche (1st. ed. 1596) 
Bibliography: Roma 1596*; Roma 1627. 
Description: 3A finely produced work consisting wholly of engravings. After an 
introduction by the editor, there follows 50 sheets, almost entirely, each of 
a different design of a bastion in plan and perspective, in two engravings 
each 6}" x 4}". 11 sheets of engravings follow, 3 double page spreads, some 
of whole fortresses, one showing Civita Vecchia 
4 The technique of the plans 
throughout involves a good deal of manipulative geometry, using lines that 
seem to have no particular physical interpretation! Many of the plates, includ- 
ing those after the first 50, which apparently were additional to the first 
edition, have the inscription "Joannes Scala Mathemat. Inuentor" or the like. 
Geometria Prattica4(1at. ed. 1599) 
1S1 
Bibliography: Roma 1599; Roma 1603; Roma 1623*; Roma 1624; Roma 1628*; Roma 
16670, Roma 1772*! 
Description: Tit1e page: "Geometria Prattica.... Ua Giouanni Pomodoro Venetiano 
Mathematico eccellentis-limo descritta at Dichiarata da Giouanni Scala Math- 
ematico... Opera non meno Vtile the necessaria, a'Misuratori de terreni, di 
fabriche, at altri simmui, main'oltre encore a, Geografi, Cosmografi, Architetti 
Ciuile, at Milittari, a'Bombardieri, Soldati priuati, a'Capitani, Mastri di 
Campo, at a'qual ei Voglia altra persona Virtuoso. "9After the preliminary 
sections, this work consists of 44 numbered engraved sheets of diagrams 
7}" x 10}° each matched by a page of commentary. These are followed by 7 
sheets in the same manner, ) by Scala. A good deal of the work is concerned 
with surveying, but general mensuration problems are considered also, and 
some sheets are concerned with recreational geometry. 
'° 
1. RICCARDI (18,3) 
2. Title Delle fortificationi Di Giovanni Scala mathematico. This is an enlarged 
edition. 
3. Of the 1627 edition. 
4. This copy B. M. 59. a. 13. appears to be less complete than the copy seen by 
Riccardi, who lists plates of Macerta and Rocella not in this copy. 
5. They do not represent lines of fire for example. 
6. This work was only edited and completed by Scala. 
7. In this version the colophon has the printer and date of the first edition. 
A neu dedication by Giovanni Martinelli, the printer noted on the neu title page, 
was added, and Pietro Pomodoro's, and Scala's preliminary remarks were omitted. 
8. Of the first edition. 
9. The genesis of the work is explained by Pietro Pomodorobrother to Giouanni 
in a dedication thus: "quanta la GEOMETRIA sie necessaria all'vso humano, & 
principalmente all essercitio Militare, se per l'vfficio dell Ingegniero 
nalle Machine, nalle fortezze, & neue fabriche ciuili, come encore A Capitani, 
Condottieri di eseerciti, & altre persons virtuose; mi son disposto mandare 
alla Stampa vn'opera di Geometrie Pratica, composto gia da mio fratello M. 
Giouanni Pomodoro, & hora da M. Giouanni Scala alle sue verLlettione ridotta"; 
and by Scala thus: "M. Pietro Pomodoro fratello del detto M. Giouanni, hauesse 
fatto, & facesse diligenza in cercare qualche persona virtuoso, the vi volesse 
par he mano & farui il compimento di c"io the mancaua (in Giovanni's notesuhich 
he left when he died..... " (A 'i lettori) 
10. Puzzele to amuse rather than proofs of theoriesýor useful results. 
t2I 
BU0NAIUT0l 0AlNI 
Delle Fortificationi (Ist. ed. 1596) 5 f3 9 13 
Bibliography. Venetia 1596/7; Venetia 1609t; 16593; German trs, 1607 Frankfurt am 
rlayn; 1621 ditto 4 
General description: 
sA 
large elaborate work. 10j" x 6j" text. (xiv) + 219 
pages. A good many illustrations in the text with a number covering two pages. 
In some sections more space is taken up by the illustrations than by the text. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: DELLE/ FORTIFICATIONI/ DI BYONAIVTA LORINI, / NOBILE 
FIORENTINO, / Libre Cinque. / NE'QUALI SI MOSTRA CON LE PIV/ facili regole Is 
Scienza con Is Pratica, di Fortificare, le/ Cite, & altri luoghi sopra diuersi 
siti. / CON TVTTI GLI AVVERTIMENTI, CHE PER/ intelligenza di tal materia possono 
occorrere. / Et il particolar sogetto di ciascun Libro si dimostra. nel rouerscio 
di questa Carta. / NVOVAMENTE DATE IN LVCE. / Con Priuilegio. / IN VENETIA, / 
Apresso Gio. Antonio Rampazetto. MDXVI. 9 
p. (ii): Contents: "Nel Primo, si tratta delle Scienza con Is regole, e ragioni 
da formare tutte Is piante delle Fortezze. e ridurle ä pertetto fine. Nel 
Seconda, si mostra la Pratica con the ei daue fabricare Is Fortezza.... Nel terzo, 
si notanto is diuersita de siti.... Nel Quatro, ei dichiara is. diu- 
ersitä de'siti... Nel quinto, d ultimo si insegnano le Scienze Mechaniche.... " 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication to Vicenzo Gonzaga, dated Venice 28 Oct. 1596. 
p. (v/vi): A lettori. 
p. (vii/xii): Table of chapters. 
p. (xiv): Engraved portrait of Lorini. 
1. AYALA (I554) states that the first edition which he had seen was of 1592. 
The first edition is however of 1596. It was in that year printed in only a 
few copies with different dedications each for a particular prince. The dedic- 
ation of the B. M. copy C. « h. " to Vincenzo Gonzaga, Duke of Mantova states 
"havendons fatto Stampare alquanti libri, per dispensarli solo a Prencipi 
Christiani". But the next year the book was more widely distributed, accord= 
ing to Lorini because of fear of, plagarism. (Dedication to Ferdinand I, see 
PROMIS (1874)3. These later copies have 1597 on the title page although the 
colophon reads the same still. PROMIS (1874) prints a letter of Lorini to 
the secretary to the Grand Duke at Florence of the 27th. May 1595 which states 
"Inquanto al nodar fuori 1'opera di gia fatty sopra la fortificationj, questo 
eü passo assi piü cattivo de qual di Male mocco, "cosiderato 15 anni di tempo 
apeso a n6 per utile ma si ben per honors, sendomi afaticato in tutto 30 anni 
doppo losere stato in fiandra at haver del continuo trattone c3 huomini in- 
tendonti'". It looks therefore as if pressure for limited distribution ua a-_brought 
to bear on. Lorini. rather than this being his own idea. ; RICCARDI (199J) 
one in the bib. Palatina da Modena, dedicated to Alfonso II d'Este: e TIRABOSCHI 
(1791) notes a letter in the archives from Lorini dated 16th. Nov. sending the 
work to Duke Alfonso II. POGGIALI (1813) noted the copy to Ferdinado I Gr, Duke 
of Tuscany! All the 1596 copies seem to have the same date of the 28th. Oct. 
on their different dedications, as has this last quoted work which is to be 
distinguished from the 1597 edition also dedicated to Ferdinand I, but with a 
different dedication dated 5 June 1597. See PROMIS (1874). The 1597 version 
with a dedication to Venice dated 12 March is held by the Bodleian. N. U. C. 
lists a copy in the Now York Public Library which may be a copy of one of 
the 1596 versions. 
2. With the edditiö_n __ of a sixth book, which included discussion of measures to 
be taken in defence. and surveying, and instruments to be used in this. 
3. After AYALA (1534). 4. N. U. C. 
5. Of the first edition B. M. copy C. 66. h. 6. 
ILL 
p. 1/104: Book I: 
p. 1/7: Cap. I: Geometrical instructions. 
p. 7/11: Cap. II: Basic setting out of an octagonal 
fortress with the 
measures to be used. 
p. 12/15: Cap. III/V: 7,6,5, bastioned fortresses. 
p. 15/31: Cap. VI/ XI: The bastion, flanks, foundations, scarping, 
profiles. 
p. 32/34: Cap. XII: Perspective. 
p. 34/44: Cap. XIII / XVI: Various parts of the fortress discussed in 
detail. 
p. 45/51: Cap. XVII/XVIII: 8 and 9 bastion fortresses. 
p. 52/104: Dialogue of the author with a count discussing many pract- 
ical matters relating to siege warfare, along with details of struct- 
urea. 
p. 105/136: Book 11: Practical topics, including the setting out of the fort- 
rose, time of construction, details of trades involved in construction. 
Artillery and barracks discussed. 
p. 137/153: Book III: Different styles of fortification, including star shaped 
forte. A villa on a bastion trace. 
p. 154/170: Book IV: Fortresses on different sites, and pr practical 
details, discussed, 
p. 171/219: Book V: Machines discussed including an introductory section on 
the theory of machines. 
Colophon: IN VENETIA, Apresso Gio. Antonio Rampazetto. MUXCVI 
Delle Fortiticationi (1596): Texts 
p. (iii). .... in me venne desiderio 
ne'primi enni delle mia gioventN di 
applicarmi 
ä gli etudij delle Matemat- 
iche, &a quelle parts del meetiero 
delle guerre, the e propria dell' 
Ingegier Militare. Et acciö piü facil- 
mente io veniese 
a conseguire il mio 
fine, ch" are di poter" con le fatica, 
" can 1'industria apportars qualche 
Ieboneficio a Prencipi; Giudicai easer 
necsseerio di conguingere can gli 
etudij, la pratica, per laquale volsi 
veder Is Fiendra, & altri paeei, & 
particolarmente notate quei successi, 
lich" ails militia'ei appartengono: con 
is vari" opinioni the eantiuo pro- 
porre per fortificare, & dipoi 1' 
opera ch" veniuano fette: ous viddi 
46 tanta diuersita, Cho facilmente ei 
pearls potuto credere, the 1'arte del 
fortificare non haueeee alcun fond- 
"mento diwostr"bil", & ch" vna opera di 
.... the desire came to me in the first 
years of my youth to apply myself to 
the study of Mathematics, and to that 
part of the business of war, which 
belongs to'the Military Engineer. And 
so that I would come more easily to 
achieve my aim, which was to be able 
with labour and industry, to bring 
some benefit to Princes, I judged it 
to be necessary to join with study, 
practice, for which I was minded to 
see Flanders and other countries, and 
specially to note those events which con- 
cerned military affairs together with 
the different opinions I would hear 
put forward on fortification, and 
afterwards the work that would come to 
be wads. Where I saw such diversity, 
that it would be easy to believe 
that the art of fortification does 
not have any demonstrable foundation, 
and that a work of such importances 
1. from the dedication to Vincenzo Gonzago. 
IZ3 
tents importanza venisse fatta 
ä caso. comes out haphazardly! But afterwards 
Ma fatto poi dall'esperienza do successi made wise by the experience of events 
accorto (e massime dall'espugnationi -- and especially of the captures made 
fatte da forza potenti) viddi Is cause by strong forces -- I saw the causes 
per lequali ne dipendeuano tanti dis- on which depended such disorders, 
ordini, the principalmente erano, per which wereprincipally that the defence 
non ei far Is difese conformi all' is not made to conform to the attack, 
offene, & alle materia, e natura del and to the material and nature of the 
sito. Et eendomi con Is lunge pratica site. And being qualified by long 
*del far fabricar fortezze certificato, practice in the construction of fort- 
potersi con faciliasime dimostrationi, resses, it is possible with easy dem- 
& regole, mostrare come si debbono onstrations and rules, to show how 
ordinate, & riddure 
a ottimo fine this work ought to be arranged and 
= 
quests opera ..... reduced 
to its best ends.... 
is p. (v): HAVENDO piü volts fra me etesso Having many times inwardly considered, 
considerato 11ordine maruiglioso delle the marvellous order of Nature and 
Natura, e chiaramente veduto non easer clearly seen nothing, imperfect to have 
create cosy elcuna imperfetta! anzi been created, rather -- in conformity 
tutte (conformi al genere suo) perfett- to its type -- each the most perfect, 
&lisaime, & affine di apportar commodo, and to the purpose to bring ease and 
& vtile all'huomo, Llquale essendo utility to man, who, being creation 
fattura, & imagine di Dio, e per coal and conception of God is, so to speak, 
dire, fratello delle Natura, e padre brother of Nature and father of the 
dell'Arts, mi son moeso 
ä 
credere the Arts, I am moved to believe that he 
siagli sie del tutto obligato ad imitare is in everything obliged to imitate 
ease Natura, a con l'Arte far tutte this Nature, and with art to make all 
1'Opera sue buone, a prima ad honors his works good, and firstly to the 
di Dio nostro Signore, e poi 
a beneficio honour of God our Lord, and then to 
del proseimo!.... coloro, i quali faranno the benefit of his neighbour!.. (and) 
Spelettione delle pit nobili arti, a those who will make choice of the arts 
profetitteuoli al confortio humano, more noble and profitable to human kind, 
saranno degni di maggior honors. Et will be worthy of great , honour. 
as fr" tutte l'arti, e ecienze (las- And if amongst all the Arts and sciences 
ciando Is nacre letters) Is discip- -- excepting sacred letters -- military 
ulina Militare tiene il primo luobo, sciences i hold the first place 
1. Lit. 'to the case', that is ad hoc, in contrast to in conformity to a general 
rule, rather than carelessly in each case. 
L. Having assumed there ought to be a (general) rule or method in fortification, 
and not finding it, Lorini then looked for a possible reason for this, rather 
than allowing any more 'empirical evidence' provide him with reasons for 
changing that preconception. But in many ways, particularly in saying that the 
defence ought to conform to the attack, he expressed not a great deal more than 
a tautology. 
7. Cf. Busce above p. %$4 for a diametrically opposite opinion. 
4. This passage seems to function more to get the reader in the right mood, 
rather than as an expression of a definite opinion. -- Were wild beasts and 
hail and snow, suited to bring ease and utility to man 7 Lorini thus rather 
looSe. ly focuses on God's ability to create things perfectly, which is then 
paralleled by man in his (lessor) creations. 
si potra co'l mezo di questa ascendere 
a, tuttisi"maggiore honori.... E douendo 
sopre quests parts del mestiero dells 
guerra (cios caper conoscere i siti, a 
squelli Fortificare) eeaer fondata Is 
presents Opera, doueranno tutti qualli, 
i quali 
a tal, profeesione si vorranno 
dedicare,, hauer non puce intelligenza, 
e pratica delle offese, the da essol 
io nemico potranno riceuere: per, the da 
intelligenza tale daue dependere Is 
" pratica piu sicure, a reale strada, 
the oseeruar ei posse par determiners, 
e con buon'ordins fabricare il corpo 
iadella Fortezza..... sendo Is scienza 
del Fortificare fondata copra termini 
demonstrabili.... laquale ecienza fu 
non solo da gli antichi Romani, ma 
poi da gli altri Principi potenti 
einen poco, apprezzata;... Confermando 
anno 1'ietesso Vitruuio nel prima 
Libra delle sue Architetura, cioe 
con quanta diligenze fussero quests 
febriche ordinate, & essequite; 
u eeguendo poi 1'istesso Autore Is regale 
della, Architettura ciuile.... nella 
quale Architetture multi poi esser- 
citatisi.... & henna con Is loro opera 
ridotta tale scienza all'vltimo grado 
sedi bellezza! Ma dell'Architetture 
Militare par the pochi siano etati 
quelli, i quali habbino volute, a 
eeputo oaceruar"la predetta regale, 
cioe dolle offeee cauare Is defese, 
asessendo questo, forse auenuto per non 
hauer cosi. dilettato il tuono dell' 
artiglieria, 
_con 
Is rouina delle mine 
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with its means one can ascend to all 
the highest honours..... And having in 
this part of the business of war -- 
that is to know how to recognise sites 
and to fortify them -- to be founded 
the present work, all those who would 
dedicate themselves to this profession, 
ought to have no little knowledge of, 
and practice in, attack, that from thisl 
enemy they can receive, because on 
such knowledge ought to depend the 
most secure practice, and royal road, 
which it can be observed to determine, 
and with good order to construct, the 
body of the fortress.... the science 
of fortification being founded on 
demonstrable ends... which science was, 
not only by the ancient Romans, but 
afterwards by other powerful princes, 
not little appreciated..... Vitruvius 
further confirms this in the 1st book 
of his Architecture, that is, with how 
much diligence were these structures 
arranged and executed; the same author 
following then the rules of Civil 
Architecture .... in which architecture 
many then practised.... and have, with 
their works, reduced this science to 
the highest level of beauty! But in 
Military Architecture, because few 
having been those who have wished or 
knounhou to observe the above said 
rule, that is that from"the attack 
to draw out the defence, this having 
occured perhaps because they did not so 
such delight in the sound of Artillery 
and the ruin of mines.... 
... . 
p. 1.4ESSENDO Is Geometrie non solo 
4Geometry 
being not only useful, but 
vtile, ma necessaria, per maser come necessary, in being as the foundation 
. pfondamento-di tutte Is noatre oper- of all our operations, it ought to be 
ationi,; `ells si deue parciö molto for this greatly aste aned, especially as 
stimare douendoei messimamsnte co'l with its means has to be given 
maze di mesa darprincipio"ä quento at the foundation to what is prop- 
a 
proposto di, trattare nelli aeguenti owed to treat of in the following 
N Libri, atteso the eanza tal mezo saris books, in regard to which, without 
1. Merely, previously mentioned.. 
Z. In the elision Lorini su geeted their structure demonstrated their depend- 
ence on demonstrable ends. 
(Out 
see above p. 
I , n. 2 ) because thier approach 
to structures "conforms all'offese the A que'templ veniuano fette". 
3. That is using the orders to make beautiful buildings. 
4. This is the opening section of book 1, and Lorini's introduction to his 




impossible potere, essequire, ne 11men6 
ben'intendere, alcun coast poi the anco 
li Calzolei, & gli essecutori de'piü 
. 
bassi essercitij sono necessitati di 
jformare, & intenders i lineamenti, con 
the debbono rapresentare quelle super- 
, 
ficie,,, e forme the vogliono fare!. e 
tanto piu s'sspstts sapere 
a quells, 
che, desiderano dedicarsi, 
a opera reali, 
ice molto piü degne, come sono le Fort- 
ificationi.... perö the da quests 
scienza dependono; lipiu, chiare, a " 
facili, dimostrationi, the occorrera, 
fare, potendosi con esse, non solo 
grappresentare realmente tutte is tose 
create, dalla nature; ma anco quelle 
the vorremo co'i valore, & artificio 
del notarg ingegno ritrouare; &a 
quelle aggiungere,, 
ö diminuire, e 
ugiudicar le sue perfettioni, 
ö imper- 
fettioni,, si come fussero fatte reali, 
the senza tal mezo si tratteria dell' 
imposaibile il poter'insegnare, ne 
mostrare alcuna"cosa nell'esser aua; 
sssi, come diffusamenti si dire, quando 
tratteremo dal disegno, the va con 
1', istesse ecienza; e douendosi region- 
are di tal principio, ei mostrerä li 
corpi formati de somplici lines, con-- 
jeforme pero 
a 
quanta giudicheremo pater 
,, seruire per-, 
intelligenza di quello, 
cho, si douerä trotters nella presents 
Opera, per ssser questo principio delle 
Matematiche scientie, cause principal, e 
sedi arriuare 
a tutti is maggiori, & piu 
occults intelligentie delle nature: E 
pero trateremo qui, solo di tre core; 
cioe del punto, dells lines, & delle 
superficie. 
such means, "it would be impossible to 
be able to execute, or even to truly 
understand anything, since even shoe- 
makers and the artificers of the 
baser trades, are forced to shape and 
take heed of the outlines with which 
they have to represent the surfaces and 
shapes that they would make' and so 
much more are-expected to know those, 
who will wish to be committed to works, 
royal, 'and much more worthy, as are 
fortifications .... Because on this 
science'depend the most clear and 
easy demonstrations that will happen to 
be cede, it being possible with ' 
this not only to represent truly all 
things created of nature'. but also 
those, we would with the worthyness and 
artfulness of our skill, discover, and 
to these to add to or to diminish, and 
to judge of their perfections or imper- 
fections, as if they were actually made, 
which, without such means of treatment, 
it would be impossible to be able to 
indicate- or to show anything in its be- 
ing, no-will be stated in detail when we 
will treat of design, which proceeds with 
this science; and having to discuss from 
such a beginning, bodies will be shown 
formed by simple lines, conforming 
therefore to what we will judge to be 
able to serve for the understanding of 
that which has to be dealt with in this 
present work, because this is the 
foundation of the Mathematical sciences, 
the main cause of'arriving at all the 
greater and more secret understand- 
ings of nature. And therefore we will 
treat here of only 3 things, the point, 
the line, the surface. 
'1. This is extremly contentious. In the sense in which Lorini used the term 
'Geometry' as of a sophisticated discipline with its own autonomous rules and 
standards (he started off his geometrical section with "Definitions I, II, III, 
and so on) shoemakers and the like had nothing to do with it. 
2. Geometry. 
3. A highly ideological etatment this, that is more a definition of a proposed 
course of_ action_in representing objects, than an empirical claim -- the objects 
of anatomical representations are extremely poorly handled by simplistic geom- 
etric techniques, if they can be so represented at all. in any useful sense. 
4. "A mostrare _alcuns 
coca nell'eeser suo", again a highly ideological claim. 
S. The neo-Platonists would surely have agreed here. It is interesting to note 
that Lorini's argument had the form that geometry is the beginning and key to 
mathematics which (es we all know) is the key to the secrets of nature. 
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p. 7. ", SOGLIONO esser is regale di none Usually rules are of no 
little benefit 
poco giouamente a tutti, per il, molto to all, through the great benefit which., 
beneficio, che"da esse ei trahe, e from such is drawn', 'and especially by - 
maeeime da'principianti. nelle Fortif- beginners in fortification, who are 
sicationi, "con.. liquali presuppongo al presupposed 
for the present discussion. ' 
presents regioners; perche da quelle Because from these one comes to possess , 
ci visne" possedere il vero fondamento the true foundation of the science, G-' 
dells'scienza,; & insieme a toner mom- and also to keep a memory of the parts 
aria delle, parti peu notabili, the si most noteble'uhich are found in the- : hý, 
. eticercano neli'operare; Et concorrend- work and along with the pleasure will 
oci. la dilettatione, ei verra ad app- come understanding of'the said sciencer 
rendere detta scienza, con quelle mag- with the greatest ease'that"tan be 
gior. facilitä, the Si posse desiderare, desired, and particularly in the comp- 
s particolarmente"nel comparre,. e osition 
and description'of°the follou- 
q descriuere le seguenti plante: atteso ing plans; considering that these 
the dipendendo queste"da'lineamenti, depend on'outlines and divisions of 
e compartimenti di, circoli, sempre, 
- 
circles, so that always. -if will be 
che1ei. aapra is proportions di . 
vna known the proportion of-only one of 
sale disesseypiante di Fortezze, ousra these plans of a fortress, 'or - body 
secorpo di baluardo, ei potrenno sapere of a bastion, all the otherscan'be 
tutte-le altre,.. che occorreranno farsi; 
}known that need to be made; increased, 
accrescendole, 
ö 
sminuendole secondo or diminished according'to the need' 
il bieogno3 come,, al euo, luogo si dir'. 
"'as 
will be saLd in its place. 'And 
Et prima proporremo volsr former vne pi- first we assume we want to form a plan 
u ants d'vna Fortszza di lati eguali... Et of a Fortress of equal sides .... And 
hauendo"etabilito (come e's detto) having established the measure -- as 
la miaura. ... 
it is said.... ' 
p. '1B. ..... fianchi, doue debbono stare ... 
(the) flanks"uhere the artillery 
1'artiglierie; poi. che come parts day ought to stand, since'aa"the part'of e 
jamolts importanza. non ci_ei veerä mai, the greatest importance, 'never is 
tonte diligenza, the besti, essendo used euch diligence there which would 
quseti-, gli occhi, dsl baluardo, the 
e suffice, these being the eyes of the 
capo del corpo dells Fortezza, psrochs bastion yhich is head of the body of 
perdsndogli,, 
o,. rsstendo impediti, non " the Fortresi, 
"becausellost or remain- 
Upatrebbe scoprire il nemico per offend- ing obstructed, the enemy can not be 
arlo, &rtenerlo lontana: onde potrassi discovered to be attacked, 4"änd to be 
assimigliere, esea, Fortezza al corpo kept at a distance, whereby can be 
humeno, chs, formato proportionatamente compared this Fortress to the human 
con li. membri gagliardi hauera sempre body, which, formed proportionately, 




members, 'will'always have 
intenders il baluardo come capo, li great strength in defence; and there-, 
fianchi coma occhi,, la piazze delle fors the bastion will be understood as 
artiglisrie, come braccia; Is cortine the head, tho'flanks as the eyes, the, 
places of "the artillery as 'arms; the 
1. This is not too clear. To make a bigger fortress one does, not, scale up from 
a smeller one. Lorini seems to be conflating abstract geometric form, ' which is 
scale free, -uith the fortress and its parts, which is not altogether so, even if 
one thinks in terns of the length of the defence as the variable. 
2. Artilleryreachee'out from. ita casemates somewhat like arms. A, common 16th. 
century notion in this context. 
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a come, corpo capace da contenere in as k, curtains as a spacious body to cpntain 
, w,,, tutte Is parti-interiori, & necessarie 
in it; all the parts, interior "and nec- 
=per mantenersi, & in vitimo is sortite vessary 
to sustain, it, and lastly the 
,, , saranno 
le. gambei... esso corpo, -ci dou- exits will be the legs.. ": this 
body we 
F-., seremo gouernare. non"solo con 
Is regions, ought, -to, govern not only with reason, 
proportions delle materie; ma con 1' and proportion in the matter, but with 
esperienza-delle offese.... Nondimeno experience"of. attack... Nevertheless 
1'huomo sauiodeus sempre pigliare Is the wise man ought always to take the 
t buonaparte, e senza passions alcuna -beet part and 
without'any passion, 
ºslasciarsi. guidare non dall'vsanze ma ellouingihimselfato be guided not by 
.,,, si; bene dalla regions. " ueage, t-but as-well"by reason. 
p. 32.. PERCHE; spease: voltelsuole au- Because very°'often it'is customary to 
uenire di formare i disegni. delle `, happen=to form'the, designs of Fortresses 
Fortezze, 10 d'altra cosa in prospettiua,, or other things in perspective, so as 
, tfeccio moetrino 
is parti dell'opera come to show the parts of the uork'as they 
stanno, ouero. come debbono stare, sara exist, or as'they ought to be, `it will 
.a neceseario-sapere. al manco'la, pratica 
be necessary to know at least the 
di quelle prospettiua pLu commune che' practice of that perspective more 
basti"per eseequire quanta s'e proposto, "common; which suffices for'the`execut- 
ate, particolarmente per1'introductione ' ion of as much as is proposed, and 
del disegno: il"quals non solo e vtile, especially for the introduction of the 
ma molto necessario, ei in quests -* design,, uhich is not only' useful, ` but 
, professions del. fortificare,. come anco' very necessary in this profesäion of 
in tutte is altre, doue perö ciascuno iit'fortification, "as also in all-the 
ssi doueria affaticare per impararlo: others, wherein then everyone ought to 
atteso the daveseo"ne dipende is vera labour to learn it, because-on 
.,, intellignetia, di 
tutti. le cose: pot- this depends the true understanding of 
,. endosi con questo mostrare quells all 
things: -it being possible with'this 
-, maggior perfettione, the possa hauere to show that greatest perfection' that 
, J11'ingegno dell'huomo,. ei nell'imitare °" 
it'is possible for human skill to'have, 
, Topere mareuigliose fatte dally in imitating the marvellous works made 
Natura,,, o dall'Arts, come anco per -by nature, 'and by art, as also to show to 
mostrare a tutti, a far'intendare all, and make'underatood, all his, con- 
w;, ogni. euo concetto. %E"per, il disegno 
e -ception. ' And therefore 'design' is of 
sedi tento valore,, che chi ban-lo pose- auch value that-he who truly possess 
cede potra con)veritä dire, esserli, výit, *. can truly, say, that it is very' 
molto facile. l'essequire perfettamente ýPeaey, to-execute perfectly all`the work 
tutte Topere, che'proporrä voler fare. that he will put forward for accom- 
,, IPsrche con quseto non solo Si moetrano plishment. Because°uith this, not only 
ptutts; le inuentioni, a fondamenti-di ýareshown)allýsthe*inventions, Aand the 
,, esse-(approuendo 
il bone, & emendando , foundations of-these L- approving the 
,,.. 
il. mala). Ma si-rsppresentano, i siti de' -good, and -emending the-bad --`but are 
paesi, cioi la-terra, & ii mare, a represented, the sites of countries, 
k,.,, quanto esse-Noturs, 
CArte habbino uthat is the-land and the sea, and in 
Koperato, a del. tutto sopra vna-semplice as auch'+as Naturefand Art hava'oper- 
ated; 'and alllonýe simple'shast 
1. Because one can run away through them, presuamably, a rather week analogy. 
2. of others opinions which often differ as Lorini has just pointed out. 
3. See below p. 129. 
nýj. I ,I Ile 
carts as ne fä Is aua apparente dim- is made its clear display, as it really 
ostratione, come realmente stag a douerä is or ought to be. It can be further 
stare. Potendosi encore vedere quanta seen how much this design is not only 
esso disegno sie non sole vtile, ma useful but necessary and especially in 
inecessario, a particolarmente nell' expounding and making understood those 
esplicare, e fare intenders esst nostri' concepts of ours, as for example would' 
concetti, "come per essempio sarebbe, se be if it would be represented with sim- 
si volesse can is semplici parole ple words, and give to'be'understood 
rappresentare, e dare ad intenders is the construction of a city or other 
*fabrics di vna Cittä`fette, 
ö d'altra thing, which to treat of uould`be impos- 
cosa da farsi, eiýtratterebbe dell' sible, not only to. judge of, -its perfect- 
impossibile non solo, che-potessero . 'ions and imperfections, but further to 
eseer giudicate is sue perfettioni, & - -recognise its proper form, uhich is to 
imperfettioni, mane anco conoaciuta the contary in a design to scale is 
gla, 'sua propria forma, come all'incontro made clear. And therefore, design 
si fa mostrandola in disegno fatte con ought to be learnt, because -- as I 
lemisure. Et pert si deue imparare a have said -- design is very useful in 
disegnare, perche (come ho detto) il all the professions and especially 
disegno e molto vtile in tutte'le to those who are obliged to be in 
ioprofessioni, & massime a quelli, the charge of, and to bring to success, 
debbono comandare, e fare essequire great works. And in order to learn its 
opera grandi; Et per"impararlo'non one can not have recourse to a 
si potre ricorrere al miglior maestro, better master, in as much as this is 
, quanta the sie is Natura, parche con Nature, because with the observation 
etl'osseruatione di sees si vedranno of this will be seen in detail all 
osseruati tutti quelli marauigliosi those marvellous effects, which can be 
effetti, the si possono con, l'Arte with Art employed, as in the divisions 
users, si ne'compartimenti, e, line- 
.. amenti mirabilmente 
fatti in tutti i and outlines admirably, made in all the 
Jlcorpi, 'd in ogni genere,, come nelle bodies, and in every kind, as in the 
diuersitä de'colori, & ombre causate the shadows caused by more,, or, by less, 
delle piu, a manco reflessione del reflection of the Sun, whereby the 
Sole, daue the eccellente Maestro excellent master comes to achieve 
vien tenuto quello, the solo li so `what he alone knows. how, to imitate. 
uimitare. 'E volendo essequir questo And wishing to execute this, ' the 
giouarä molto la'dilettatione dell' delight of the work ' helps greatly, `' 
aperere, con 1'applicatione delle with the application of the will, becau- " 
volontä, perche da quests succedera la ° me from-this will follow the practice 
pratica delle mann; laquale obedira a' of the hand, which will obey the int- - 
Mall'intelletto, doue si potra con Is ellect, whereby-one is-able`with lengthy- 
lunghezza di seta pratica, sempre. per- , iness of this practice, always to-attain 
,, uenir. 
a, 
-quel grado di eccellenza, che.; that level of excellence, which many 
molts con tal mezo henna fatto, 4con , with, such means 
have, done, with the 
1'acqu. istare (doppo Is ricchezze, & acquisition -- after riches and hon- 
4thonori in vita) vn'eterne memoria di' ours in life -- an eternal memory of 
nomi-lord. Me bens, dico alli soldati-- their name. But-truly-I"sey-to the 
(a'quali pretendo parlare) non eser , soldiers -- to whom I intend to talk -- ,; rte  
neceseario 11imparore quests scienza it is not necessary to learn this 
10 
del disegno, cost per eccellenza; ma science of design so well, but it is 
si bane non esserne ignoranti, perche good not to be ignorant (in it) because 
propongo non gli habbia a occorrere I assume that they should not have to 
1'hauere ä competere con li secreti face having to compete with the init- 
fdell'Arte nel former le statue, e iated of the Art in forming statues, 
valersi de gli scurci cauati dalle and to be good at shading, got out of 
lontane prospettiue; 
ima bane deue distant perspectival Sut ought to know 
sapere disegnare con lineamenti qual well how to design with outlines what 
si voglia fabrics, e strumento, the it is wished to make, and instruments 
Bonelle attioni della guerra si posse which in the activities of war can be 
vsare, e saper mettere in Carta vn used, and to know how to put in a map, 
sito, ouer passe proportionatamente a site or country, proportionately 
con le sue misure, cioe imitate li with its measure, that is to imitate 
monti, e'1 piano, a li fiumi co'l the mountains, and the planes, and 
gsmare, a scogli, a quegli ombregiare the rivers with the sea and rocks, and 
con quelle istessa diligenza, the si those to shade in with that same fine- 
vede operate dalle ombre causate dal ness which is seen to operate in shad- 
Sole, come s'e detto; E quanto in cio ous caused by the sun, as is said; and 
Sara maggiore la sue intelligneza, as much in this will be the greater 
jotanto piu li sore facile l'ascendere his Understanding, as much more will 
virtuosamente a que'gradi, the desidara. it be easy to him to ascend virtuously 
E chi disprezzarä, e fare poca stima to that level which he will desire. 
della intelligenza del disegno, con And who will condemn and will little 
dire, the 
e fattura da Mecanice, a da " esteem the understanding of design, 
tsgente di basso conditions, dico senza saying, that it is the labour of machan- 
alcun dubbio, questi tali essere in ics; and of men of low condition, I 
grand'errore, e per consequenza poter say (that), without any doubt, these 
mancare de perfettioni nel comandare; such are in great error, and in con- 
perche chi non sapra fare vn disegno, sequence may lack of perfection in 
jo non lo sapra ne anco bane intenders; comand, because he who will not know 
si the hauendo per via di disegno da how to make a design, he will further 
riconoscere vn sito, ouer far fabricate not know how to understand it well; so 
vna Fortezza, bisognera pure non that having by way of a design to rec- 
sapendo, the si rapporti a chi lo so, ognise a site, or to construct a fort- 
3t& in cambio di comandare, obedire a vn rose, it will be necessary, not being 
mecanico; deiche se ne parlera a suo fulljekilled, that he should have recourse 
luogo. E pero il disegno e necessario to who does understand it, and instead of 
a tutti, e particolarmente a'Signori commanding, to obey a mechanic, who will 
grandi; de'quali pure encore molti discuss it in his place. And therefore 
4oosseruano quells cos! lodsuole vsanza 'design' is necessary to all, especially 
de'nostri antichi, nel fare imparare a to great lords, who further again observe 
disegnare i loro figliuoli.. Tal the that so praiseuorthyusage of our ancestors 
in making their sons learn design. Such 
1. This is slightly obscure, "distant perspective' is presumably vanishing point 
perspective. 
2. During the 16th. century mechanics were concerned with making and maintain- 
ing machines and were of course in no way concerned with 'mechanics' in its 
modern sense, as for example O. E. O. gives "that department of applied mathem- 
atics which treats of motion and tendencies to motion". The topic of the 
simple theory of machines, which was often discussed during the period, was 
known in tact, as Lorini had it in his heading to Bk. V, as "lelacienze delle 
Mecaniche". (The title of the work by Drake and Drabkin "Mechanics in the 16th. 
centuryMis anachronistic, and totally misleading. ) Equally the mechanical arts' 
were contrasted with the free or 'liberal' arts. 
I 
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tutti i piu gran Capitani, a Duchi, a 
gli istessi Imperatori hanno posseduta 
questa scienza.... t 
p. 48. -QVELLI, the vogliono fabricar 
3Fortezze debbono hauerne prima tanta 
pratica, e scienza the facilissimam- 
onte poseino formarsi nall'idea tutte 
is sue parti, auanti, the faccino 1' 
opera, a quelle chiaramante vsdere ac 
103iderare si come vedessa Popara fatta 
reale.... 
that all the greatest Captains, Dukes 
and the Emperor himself have possessed 
this science ..... 
I 
Those who would construct fortresses 
ought first to have such practice and 
science, that easily can be formed 
the idea in all its parts before they 
should make the work, and these 
on-clearly see and consider as if would be 
seen the work actually made... 
p. 52.5Count: D POI, the per conuent- 
sCt.: Since, by agreement already made 
ions di gla fatta dobbiamo ragionare that we ought to discuss fortification, 
delle Fortificationi, a me pare nec- it seems to me necessary, that we make 
isessario, the diamo principio con qual- a start with such good order, starting 
the buon'ordine, comminciando da'primi from first principles to arrive at 
principij, per arriuare a quel fine... that and (desired)..... But I would for 
Ma vorrei per maggior mia intelligenza my greater understanding, two things 
due case da vol, cios is facilite delle of you, that is ease of demonstration; 
sedimostrationi; e the non vi riserbiate and that you do not reserve to yourself 
alcuna nuoua inuentione, sotto pretasto any neu invention, under pretext of sec- 
di secreto, the meriti stare occolto recy, that it deserves to be kept hidden, 
(ilche non conuiene tra amici) oltra which is not most between friends; besides 
the non ho anco fade alcuna in que'tali, which I have no faith in any in the 
asche dicono voler far gran case, a dipoi like that say they wish to do great 
tacciono il modo, per non iscoprire 1' things and then are silent on the 
inuentione, ouera per dar pit riputat- means, so as not to uncover the in- 
ione alle. loro opinioni.... AV.: In vention, or, to give more reputation 
quanta al suo prima desiderio dint- to their opinion..... Au.: In as much 
soorno alle facilits dells dimostrationi as to your first desire concerning 
crodarö di sodisfarla; perche is voglio ease of demonstration, I believe you 
far vadere vn Libra, the de gis hö will be satisfied, because I would 
scritto, sopra quests materia, doue wish you to see a book that I have 
con ordine (al parer mio) assai facile, already written upon this subject, 
who trattato da'primi principij per where, in orderly fashion -- in my view 
*insino a quel fine, the pit hö giudicato -- very easily, I have treated from 
necessario.... In quanta poi al trattara first principles up to that and which 
de'sscrati non occorre, the Is dubiti further I have judged necessary... In 
punto, parche mai ho etabilita alcuna as much then that the treatment of 
, Mcosa the prima non 
1'habbia conferite, secrets does not occur, doubt you not, 
a disputato con altri, per certificarmi because I have never established any- 
del solito inganno dells propria affet- thing which I have not first confered 
1one.. Ct... Ma vi prego.. me dichirata... and disputed on with others, to guar- 
per mia sodisfattione is cause di donde antee myself against the common error 
4l succedono tante, a cost diuerse opinioni or personal appection... Ct... But I 
nel formers asse fortezze; perch. oltra beg you to tell me for my greater 
satisfaction why arises so many and 
L. Lorini '. Rt on to mention Lharles V und 'cosmography'; and Coaimo Medici 
and the 'science of design' --'Carlo V... che intendono co'l disegno la Cos- 
mographia.... " 
L. from the dialogue between a count and the author. 
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il non haver mai trouato Autore alcuno and such diverse opinions in shaping 
the ne habbio scritto, ilquale si con- these Fortresses. Because, besides that 
formi can gli altri; ne anco hö visto I have never found one author who has 
alcuniFortezza, alla quale non venga written on it, who agrees with the oth- 
ifatte infinite oppositions; E quello, ers, nor further have I seen any fort- 
Cho piu mi apporta marauiglia 
a, the ress which does not come to be made 
sentendone diaputare, vedo esser pochi without endless contradictions. And 
quelli, the concorrino in vn'istessa that which brings me more amazement is, 
opinions. E per ciö da molti e stato that hearing disputes I see to be few 
adetto, quests non essere scienza per those who concur in the one same opin- 
non haver suoi fondamenti certi, e ion. And because by many it has been 
demonstrabili, come henna Is altre; ma said, that this is not science through 
the il tutto venga terminato sopra Is not having its foundations certain and 
mal fondate opinioni do gli inuentori demonstrable, as have the others, but 
ýf...... AV:... questa e scienza fondanta that it is all concluded on the badly 
come sono tutte ! 'altre spora suoi founded opinions of the inventors.... Au.: 
termini reali, demonstrabili, i quali (I say) that this science is founded 
pur sono f"acili, a noti, come piu like all the others on its own ends, real 
auanti lo dirö. E prima intorno alla and demonstrable, which are truly easy, 
m diuersita dells opinloni de gli and noted, as I will say to you below. 
Scrittori, the dice haver lotto, non And first concerning the diversity of 
e marauiglia, the tal lattura is app- the opinions of the writers, that you 
orti confusions nails mente, poi the say you have read, it is no wonder, 
Is maggior parts di esst henna scritto that such reading brings you confusion 
ttdiuersamente quello c'hanno inteso da of the mind, because the greatest part 
altri, senza fondamento di scienza, a of these have written variously of 
praticai Non sapendo io trouare, the what they have understood from others, 
alcuno di essi habbia mai fette fab- without a foundation of science or pract- 
ricar Fortezze, a the con la esperienza ice. =I, can not discover any of these 
H ne posse addurre quelle ragioni, the have ever constructed fortresses, or 
gli si conuengono. Nondimeno is for can with experience adduce these 
fatica non puo so non giouare, pur the reasons which belong to them. 
1'accorto lettore sappia tra Is molts Nevertheless their work can not but 
loro opinioni fare elettione Calls help, if only that the wise reader 
ismigliors. In quanta poi alle dis- will know how, among the many of their 
cordanze fette da quelli, the ne opinions, to chose the best. As to then 
vogliono disputer@, & the nonsi con- the disagreements made by these who 
frontano di opinions; questo dipande wish to dispute and are not agreed in 
dolle cause sudette, cioe pochi di opinion, this depends on the above said 
asassi intandono Is ragioni, a massime cause, that is few of these understand the 
quagli, cho manco sanno, sogliono rules,, and especially those, that know 
asser gli pit ostinati, si come il lese, usually. are the most obstinate, as 
piü dolle volts sono coloro c'hanno often are those who have some 
qualche sutorite; percha andando g11 authority, because the disputants pro- 
4cdisputanti a guise de gli orbi, the ceeding in the way of the blind, who 
carcano is strada, non e gran fatto, search for the route, it is not a great 
as trouiano, perche vendendola camin- thing if they go astray, because, it hap- 
erebbono liberamentö a qual fine, the pening that they would travel freely 
ato that 
1. This is rather odd. Such a writer. es Castriotto clearly wrote from experience. 
But perhaps the notion is that even then he could not give the proper reasons i 
t. The key notion here seems to be "liberamente", that is without the constraint 
that a proper knowledge of actual events brings. 
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Is region@, e is natura delle materie end, which reason and the nature'of 
no mostra; poi the conforms a'eiti, & the subject in'it shous; since con- 
offese, the no fa il nemico, si debbono forming to the site and attack which 
formers Is Fort"zze, e non sopra alle the enemy makes on it, the fortress 
Jimaginetioni concette nell'animo, ouero ought to be formed, and not on the fant- 
fondat" sopra all'esperienza di qualche asies conceived in the mind, nor found- 
caso seguito in vn'espugnatione, the ed upon the experience of some chance 
non si deus addur per regale, stante occuring in a capture, which ought not 
is diu"rsits dells occesioni di esti to be adduced as a rule, given the 
Msiti, " material CO:.... desidero, the diversity of the site and material 
discorriamo alqusnto d'intorno al Lo.:.... I wish that we should discuss 
fondam"nto delle scienza, con proport- something about the foundation of the 
ionarle a qualche altre approuate: science by comparing it to some approv- 
accio ei vengs a mostrare piu chiar- ed other one, so that the cause of 
Kam"nt" 1" cause di dette contradittioni the said contradictions comes to be 
...... AV: Ss not douemo trotters dells more clearly shown.... Au.: If we have 
compartione dell'altre scienze a quests to treat of the comparison of an other 
del fortificar", per certo non ei poträ science to that of fortification, for 
ritrousne Is pit simile"quanto sie sure one more similar to it than medic- 
o quslla delle Medicine, perche 1'vna ine cannot be discovered, for the one to 
con 1'altr" pars, che molto si confac- the other seems very comparable in all 
cis in tutte 1s Coss. At"sso, the vol- things. Loncerning which, the Physician 
ende il Fisico medicare, " sanare 1' desiring to treat and cure the sickness 
indispositions del nostro corpo, of our body, it is necessary that he 
u n"cessario, ch" prima conosce is first knows the nature of the complex- 
nature delle compl"ssione: " dipoi ion and then that of the excessive 
quells dell'humor superfluo, the he humour, which has caused the ill, and 
causets il male, & incises sapergli also knows how to apply those sorts of 
applicar" quells sorti di medicamenti, remedies1uhich will by nature be contr- 
, 
ch" per natura saranno contrarij al ary to the said humour, to moderate it, 
iid"tto humors, per t"mperarlo; ei the so that the body becomes liberated 
"sso corpo v"nga a liberarsi da esse from its indisposition. Thus in fort- 
sue indispositions. Cosi n"1 fort- ification it ought ever to be assumed 
ificar" ei d"u" ssmpr" preporre ch" that the site should be a sick 
il site sie 11 corpo amelato, s"ndo body, being always with auch imper- 
lsempr" con qualche imperfettione, alle fections, to which the remedies ought 
qual. "i d"uono applicar" i  "dica""nti. to be applied. And first to consider 
att prima eonsid"rar" alle sus eomples- its complexion, whether it will be 
alone, eins an sari sabso, o terra, rock or earth, and being of rock it 
1. The principle Lorini indicates here that single cases can not be considered 
to indicate general rulesv is sound enough. But he rather leaves out the prob- 
lem of how, given experience of a good many cases, one selects out of all the 
complex events of a siege just those features that are to be considered to lead 
to legitimate general rules. His attitude was to say that this was something 
one found with experience, but this rather begs the question. 
1. I. e. constitution. Lorini here uses the vocabulary and ideas of the medical 
tradition of his period to good effect. The cast of these ideas in fact enabled 
him to make a quite extensive analogy between fortification and medicine, which 
would have been very much more difficult if he had been faced with modern 
medical Ideas. such as the germ theory of diseases for example. 
3. Lit. medicines. 
jý, ýý" v 
I,., 
& essendo di 
easäo ears aaset robusto, 
" facile con 
ögni semplice medicamento 
a conseruarlo gagliardo. Me as di 
terra esposta alle Tapp: sera all' 
sopposito per natura molto debile, 
e 
facile a"riceuare il male, ei the 
trasmutando is considerationi, the 
daue hauere il Medico in quelle, the 
debbe kauere vn'4ngsgnare militate, 
»nel riconoscsre le"Imperfettioni del 
sito, ei potra (senza alcun dubbio)' 
applicere cosl*potenti medicamenti, 
the faccino al corpo della Fortezza 
tento di beneficio, the sia basteuole 
Ka conseruarlo. ( per, dalle case 
narrate"concluderemo, chs questa di 
cut trattiamo, sie non pur facolte, 
come Is medicinal me Scienza, & Arte; 
perche alle 
a fecolta in quanta che 
ssdepends ogni sus perfattione in atto, 
de varij accidents deltaguerra, e 
da"diusrsi sitf, in cut ci bisogna 
fonder esse Fortszze. Scienia 
e senza 
dubbio, hauendo i suoi'fondamenti, & 
scogni formal perfettione dalle Mathem- 
stichs, lequali pure sono scienze 
conosciute per le sus carte dimo- 
strationi. Ui modo, chs mentr'ella 
ine. gne, a Scienza; mentre poi con 
n corts, s determinate regale, ne 
propone 11 fine indubitato di fort- 
16 ificars, e difendore vn sito, alle a 
Arte! E Passende pot all'atto protico, 
not trouar molts difficolta delle 
stmeteris con lequals ei opera, diuisn 
Facolti. ` 
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will be very robust; and easily with 
any simple treatment, conserved strong- 
ly. but if of earth, exposed to the 
sap, it will on the contary be by 
nature veryweak and vulnerable to 
sickness, so that translating the con- 
siderations which the Physcian ought 
to have, into those which a Military 
Engineer ought to have, to survey 
the imperfections of the site, he will 
be able -- without any doubt -- to apply 
such strong treatments as should 
do to the body of the Fortress such 
benefit that is sufficient to conserve 
it. And therefore from the things 
related; we will conclude that this 
which we treat, is not purely a skill, 
like medicine, but Science and Art, 
because it is a skill in as much that 
, all its perfections in action depend 
on the various accidents of 
war and of different sites, on which 
it is necessary to found these fortressts. 
Science it is, without a doubt, having 
it its foundations and all the formal 
perfections of Mathematics which are 
absolutely science, known through their 
certain demonstrations. So that whilst 
it teaches it is science, while then 
with certain and definite rules it 
puts forward the true end of fort- 
ifying, and defending a site, it is 
Art! And passing then to practical 
action in considering many difficulties 
in the subject with which it works, 
it becomes a skill. 
p., 55 AV. . "... la fortszia puo in Quattro Au.: .... the Fortress can receive the 
mods ricuere offeaa del suo nemico. Ei attack of its enemy in four ways. The 
prima con Is ZAPPA. Secondo con la first is with the sap; the second by 
Batterie; terzo coil lungo Assedio; battery; thirdly by long siege; fourth 
1. "facolts", lit. 'feculty, 'power, ability' (FLOHIU (16-11)). Lorini above has 
Just referred to medicine as a science, so this seems slightly. odd; equally it 
ignores the very sophisticated theories of medicine, such as that of the humours 
which he has just referred to. However it is clear that what he was doing uns 
to take a highly respected and long established discipline -- medicine -- anal 
saying, look at this 'science', ase that fortification is very much on a par 
with it% but, -- now focusing on the more empirical aspects of medicine -- fort- 
ification is not so such like medicine, rather it is superior to it, for it 
is based on mathematics with the certainty end perfection that brings, while 
medicine is really only a matter of skill in practice. 
4. Lorlni here takes the certain and determinate rules of 'science' and quit.. 
blatantly asserts that these belong in fortification in so far as it is an 
Art. without any apparent justification. 
3. Note lorinits distinction between 'art' and 'science'. 
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quarto 8 vltimo, per via di tradimenti. and last by way of treason. Amongst 
Fra 1"queli office due sole sono Is which attacks, two alone, are, the great- 
. -maggiori, 
"d o" Zoppa; " Batterie: ma lo ý"st, that is the sap and battery: but 
piu trn. "nd" earl 1" zappa.... I the very greatest will 
, 
be, the, eap... 
y 
'C S' AE C'i r' 
Sp. 56. CO. .... non ostante Is compar- Co'. ... `. notwithstanding the comparison 
er ation" fatta da voL della scienza del made by you to the science of medicine, 
>, *,! m"dicar", possismo'con piü reale sim- we can uith"more real versimilitude 
ilitudin" comparar" quests del fort- *"compare fortification with the play- 
ificar" al guioco d" gli Scscchi.... ing or chess... s 
r-` 
59. AV. ... Et volendo offenders il Au.: 
:.. And wishing to attack the 
"-. n. mlco chi "tia, fuori dolls fosea.... enemy that'is'outside the fosse... or 
ouera nall foss. coperto-con trinciere' in the fosse 
covered with trenches... 
0 ..... ei 
doueranno operar" is palls, & '" round shot ought to be employed, and 
hau"ndo*in-datta fossa s"tirere a gli having in the said fosse to fire at 
s, Khuoisini,, e massirre-n" gli assalti per' men and especially in the attack by 
"-la bett"ri", ýsi "ss"quira co'sacchetti; battery, it will be achieved with 
ouero, lant"rne fette di rote, di filo' little bags"or 'grenades'Imade of a 
, -., dl-forro: b"n serrate, pieni 
di'palls net of'strands of 'iron well closed, 
full of musket balls..... ,; da moschatto..... 
sep. 61.4AV""Ouando chi per offenders il 
4AU.: 'When, through the attack of'. the 
n"mlco 1 difansori non potessero vssr" enemy, the defenders can not use other 
sitro, chi Is somplici palls, ouera than the simple ball, or 'grenade', or 
lantern", ö cat"n", eile hauerebbe chains, they can have such (poor) effects 
0 qualche regions per-"ss"r 
Is palls' through''the ball being veryterratict 
u molto, fallace, " le'cat"ne, e lanterns, end the chains and 'grenades' useless 
inutili per is di"tenza, stante leim- because'of the distance, given the 
" 
pedimento, " contrasto, chi gii fa " resistance and impedance th'the air 
l'aria,, Pa"dou"re aspera, the solo si ' makes to it. But it ought tobe known 
_deu" "timar" 
l'orf"ss delle palls nil that the attack of the ball aught to be 
*passer" trinci"ri, " diefar'machine. "- esteemed 'only to penetrate trenches 
Et per offender malti, Si daue.... `"and to dismantle machines. And to'attack 
tirat" can aachotti piani di palls di many one ought.... to fire 'with little 
;,, ýpiombo pay 
il manco di due oncia di sacks full of balls of lead of at 
,. p"so.... 
da dodici insino a diclotto least"2 ounces weight .... from 12 to 18 
islibre, di palls.... -"pounds the shot..... 
p.. 70. CG# .... lnquento poi all'alt"zza" "Co.: `.... as to the*h"ight of the 
dol, terropiena, ehe segue copra Is - torrepl"in, that follows from the 
detta, mureglia' " piano del sito; dice said uall'and plane of the site, I say 
non "i douet for Coal alto, no con it ought not to be made so high nor 
. tents scarps, parch. sus altozze 0 with so great a scarp, because its" . z. 
.. 
no cause, cho L, tiri dell'artiglierie - height results in that the fire 'of' 
1. Lorini went on to explain that sapping covered all those activities depend- 
ant on the spade. Mininq he included as one of 5 types of sapping. 
t. Lorint did not directly refute this point. 
v3. FLORID (1611) "Lanterne... amongst Gunners it in a coca of wood, into Which 
they put stones or, any hails-shot: 
4. In response to the Count's contention that he had often seen defensive 
artillery to be ineffective. 
S. Lit. Fallacious, false, d. deitfut. The verb 'tellere' having the sense of to 
err, be mistaken. 
4. Lit. a withstanding, a contention, a strife. (fLUH1U (1 11)). 
1. Of the'counterecsrp. 
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vanno di ficcoi " si reetringon 1s the artillery is depressed, and the' 
piazze, " quello ehe . olto imports, 
ö eassmstes"re constrained, and what is 
che 1" detta grand" scarps potris very Important is that the said great 
apporter" commode salits al nemieo scarp can support an easy ascent of the 
aper montraci soprs, t impadronirsi enemy which mounts it, and becomes master 
dells Fortrezza. AV. Uouendo sopre is of the Fortress. Au: Having to make 
tre opposition! fette da lei rispondere, answer to these three criticisms, I say 
1s dlrö primo, the I. altezza delle of it first that the height of the plan 
piazze, ouer torrepieni delle Fortezze, terreplein of the Fortress, is always 
metanno aempre bane, ei per coprire Is good, in order to covbt the streets 
atrada, " case di dentro, come encore and houses within, as also to ups up 
per dispensers is materie, the si cauerä the material which is excavated from 
delle foese..... Circa poi al tirar di the fosse.... Concerning then the 
ficco per 1" detta sue altezza, questo depressed fire, through the said height, 
asvien fatto con molto beneficio dells this brings with it much benefit to the 
difess: "tteso, ehe In piazze d" alto defence in that the upper platform, ought 
debbono, non solo coprir" is parts not only to cover the interior parts 
interiori dolls Fortezza, me da presso, of the fortress, but nearer, and 
a da lonteno scoprir" per fianco, " per more distantly uncover the enemy by flank 
aefronte il suo nemico; benche coperto and by the front, although covered by 
dall'eltezza dells trinciere, " per the height of the trenches, and through 
cio fare vengono molto lodati i caual- this the cavaliers comes much to be 
lsri.... praised.... 
p. 97. CO... proporro sito piano con pic- Co. ... I propose a flat site with little 
&toll baluardetti, e lontani l'vno dell' bulwarks and distant one from the other 
altro.... AV. Quests soreinfirmata, the ... Au... Theme are weaknesses which I 
pure hanno i rem"dij.... quento ch" truly have the answer for... in as for 
haueri *Ito dentro tepee di far es it will have a place within suffic- 
piazze, a ritirat" commode .... I1 sus Sent to wake platform's and retrenchments 
>, rimedio sari allargare, " profondare ... Its remedy will be to increase and 
1s fosse qusnto si potri, " con quells deepen the fosse as much as possible, 
terra far dentro 1s fort"zza 1" piazze and with this earth make within the 
grandl con alto, i grosse difess; " fortress great platforms with high and 
particolarment" "opra clascun cortina strong defences, and especially on 
Kfebricar" due caualieri piü vicini every curtain to make two cavaliers 
alle muraglie, ch" "i puo.... E tanto approaching the will as much as con be 
quests causlieri sarrano piu grandi, ... And as much as these cavaliers will 
" con gran piazza di dentro, sarranno be larger, and with great places with- 
sempr" pit vtile.... In, they will be always more useful... 
4 op. 103. AV. .... quests "clsnz", it Au.: .... this science and practice is 
prstics " tutta fondats sopr" 1" forms all founded upon the form or sits 
da'sltl, " doll* off"s", Cho puo fare and of the "ttscksthat the enemy can 
11 nsaicoj p"tch" s" "11a al pot"ss" make. because if it were possible to 
lns"gnar" p"rfatts. anta con 1" r"gol" teach perfectly with general rules, 
Mtgan"rall, Co.. al fsnno tutte 1" altre. as are done all the others: it would 
no auu"tt"bbe, Cho di nobllsala" Cho 
a, be that the nobility that is, throuyh 
1. CR DIZ IT. 91v. s from Tonsinl (1524 Venice) 1. p. 44, "In tiro the viene d' 
alto el basso ditto de Pico" 
L. 5clencee. 
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per essere posseduta da pochi, non 
as ne'tenerebbe molto conto, sendo It 
inteea da moltii. Ma perche altra 
ecienze nontei troue, the come quests, 
$debba dipendere dall'acutezza del' 
intelletto. dall'huomo, nell'antuiedere 
quello, the put 
'fare 11ingegno, a is 
forza d'infiniti altri, per is difesa 
delle Cittä, e de gli stati.... chi 
p vorm essere buono Ingegnare Militate, 
a perfetto soldato, non gli sara 
bieogno. (doppo is fatica fatta di 
eeso studio) andarsi 
a Dottorare a 
Padoa, ne ä. Bologna, ma doue ei fä 
jiguerra,, e si difandono, & espugnano Is 
fortezze..... 
being passed by few, would not he held 
of much account, being understood by 
many! But because science is found*to 
be nothing other than this, that it 
ought to depend on the acuteness of 
the human intellect, in farseeing what 
skill and strength of innumerable 
others can do, in the defence of the 
city and states 
t..... 
who wishes to be 
a good Military Engineer, and perfect 
soldier, he will not need -- after the 
labour done in this study -- to go to 
take his Doctor's degree at Padua or 
at bologna, but where the war is made 
and to defend themselves and capture 
fortresses.... 
p. 105.3E pert hauendo not nel pre- 
cedents primo Libro trattato a bastanza 
di que'principij, the per scienza si 
j. debbonno. intendere per caper ben' 
ordinate, e farmers in disegno lst 
piants delle Fortezze, al preeente 
per"compimento di quanto ei desidera, 
tratteremo dells pratica, con_laquale 
uei daue ben fortificare.... perche 
volendo-ornarai del titolo d' 
Ingegnere Militate e necessario non 
solo di hauet la ecienza, ma Is 
pratica.... Et pert aara bane hauere 
H anco notitia di tutti gli eaaercitij 
appartenenti alla fabrics, 
ö almanco 
non ""s"rns ignorante me non giä dico, 
ch" si debbon for msnualment", me al 
bone capers In cause.... 
if ... dou"ndo cosandar" at 
Muratori " nec"ssario aspire is nature 
dolls calcine " sabbioni.. 
14 
3Therefore 
we having in the preceding 
book dealt sufficiently with the 
foundations that by science ought to 
be understood to know how to order 
and form well in design the plan of 
the fortress, at this time in com- 
pletion as far as is desired, we will 
treat of practice with which fortif- 
ication ought to be well done ..... 
fiecause wishing to be adorned with 
the title of Military Engineer it is 
necessary not only to have science, 
but practice (also)... Therefore it 
will be well to have further know- 
ledge of all the trades relevant to 
building, or at least not to be ignor 
ant therein, but not so soon I say, 
that one ought to preform manually, 
but rather to know the causes... having 
to command masons it is necessary to 
know the nature of lime and gravel... 
1. Elftest considerations determining the epistemological response. 
2. This is highly awbiquous and might be read in a number of ways. 
3. Bk. I. This section comae from the beginning of 8k. III. 
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LI0YA9NIBATTIST4BILLUZZI 
De'Fabricar Fortezze (13t4 ed. '1598) 
}s. Bibliography: Venetia'1598! 
S 
General description: (iv) +116 panes 1O "x 7" text. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: NVOVA/ INVENTIONE/ UE FABRICAR FORTEZZE, / DI VARIE FORME, / 
IN QVALQVNQUE SITU/ di piano, di monte, in acqua, con diuersi disegni, / ET YN 
TRATTATO DEL M0D0, / the si hl da osseruare in esse, / CON LE'9UE MISVHE, LT 
ORDINE DI LEVAR/ le piante, 'tanto in fortezze reali, quanto non reali. / Di 
Giouan Battista Bslici. / CON VN DISCORSO IN FINE INTORNO AL PRESIDAR, / e guard- 
er ease fortezza, s quanto fa bisogno per il for mantenimento. / All'Illust- 
. =rijimo a Genorosi, s-limo Signore il Signor Filippo Luduutco, 
/ Conte d'Hanauu, 
, -is Rinnegh. 
Signor in Mentzenberg. / IN VENETIA, / Appresso Tomaso Baglioni. 
MDXCVIII. 
.,: p. I(iii/iv): Dedication. 
to the Count of Hanau by Tomaso Baglioni, dated 
Venice 20 Jan. 1598. 
p. +1/34: This section is divided into chapters on fairly standard practical 
topics relevant to fortification.. Included is for instance a discussion on the 
earth to be used for making bastions. The illustrations to go with this section 
.. are lacking. 
The places where they were intended to go are indicated, often 
, by means of a, =short description of the nature of the intended figure. 
r, p. 
36/116: This later portion of the treatise contains a good number of ill- 
ustrations of ideal plans and of actual sites, together with gadgets for 
use in surveying, methods of making mines and so on. The text is rather a 
random collection of discussions, generally fairly Close allied to the ill- 
ustrations,, uith no chapter headings. This section seems to have been the 
uork. of Gian Tommaso Scala! 
1. Different copies of this work vary in that the title pages of some read 
"Appreaso Roberto Meietti" *, (see HICCAHUI (1893), 2nd. Add. Ser. ) while 
*u others give the name of the editor Tomaso daglioni as given above, which ver- 
sion is considered throughout. AYALA (IS S4) noted referen its to other editions 
of 1602 and 1708, but did not believe they existed. 
"2. There seems to be a good deal of confusion about the make up of this work. 
PROMIS (1841) in part from examination of Belluzzi'e manuscripts suggested that 
a large part of the work as printed was interpolated and not by this author. 
Undoubtedly there is a great difference between the aections before and after 
page 34. Further Belluzzi's diary now available (sesEGI01(1907]) indicates that 
he could not have written at least some of the later parts due to the contrad- 
i-iction in biographical information. (In the treatise p. 45 the author states 
he was in Hungary in 1537, while the diary shows he was actually in Italy. ) ''Promis (ibid) attributed these later sections of the printed treaties to 
Mellon*; and this attribution has been continually repeated by later authors, 
as for example HICCARUI (1093), * ELI01 (1907), p. 24; MALUIUHOTI (19331), II, p. 
24; and DE LA CROIX (19&3) lists under'Mellonr, Pertic"lli " fraomenti, which is 
-the title to the later sections of this treatise, with its date of 1598. Yet PROMIS (1874) under Mellone end (1871) under Lien Tommaso Scala (not to be confused with Giovanni Scale) recanted on this attribution. Having 
seen a manuscript, discovered by Ayala, clearly written by Scala, he was quite definite that at least the section p. 34/108 of the printed treatise was by this same author. This view has been accepted here as having to stand until 
a further collation of the manuscripts with the printed work can take place, 
particularly as the ideas in this section of the work are very similar to 
those of the sections of text by this author published by HUSLLLLI (1540). 
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Da fabriear Fortazza (1598): Taxte 
p. 1. .... ls fortifications, 
dells .... fortification, which has to be 
quals sthe de parlay, non 
i altro, discussed, is nothing also but what 
the lasciar gli huomini per vantsggio allows men through the advantage of 
the 
di sito do chi li voles. s offender, t site 
(to defend himself) against whoever 
Spar quests cagions fa di"bisogno wishes to attack them, and for this 
heuer intelligentis grandissima di reason it is necessary to have the 
siti, i dells figure di noel misurat- . 
greatest understanding of; sites and of 
amente, 1 de'modi di offendere, funs their 
figures by  easurment, and of met- 
delle qual cols v'insegns 11 mastier hods of attack, the one which thing 
the 
»delle guerra l'altra si acquista business of war teaches you, 
(while) 
madiante is mathematichs. Parcioche the other is squired by way of mathemat- 
il considerar is figure d'vn luogo, ice. Because the consideration of the 
ss egli i tondo, ö quadro, 
a d'altra shape of a place, if it -in round or 
piü composts, & intrigate figure, non square, or otherwise more a composite 
tie altro, ehe heuer suertenza alle and intricate figure, is nothing else 
lines, E angoli chs d'ogni intorno is but to have information of the lines 
chiudono; Et cost anchois il leuerl and angles which all concern the closure. 
dells plants, t il scompartir di And thus further to take 
ithe 
plan and 
quelle, the il tutto si fa per fora its"divisions, which all is done by means 
p dl lines, & angoli, & altrisuoi scorn- of lines and angles and their other 
partieenti, the tutts quests 
e propria its division; which is all done by 
considerations del Glometre. Me quando means of lines and angles and their oth- 
si dice, quests lines 
e tante misure, er divisions, which all belong to the 
ouera the si consideri is spese, is consideration of Geometry. "dyt when it 
u quantits dells materis, A delli huomini, is said, this line is of such a measure, 
a questo fä dibisogno delle scientia or that cost should be considered, the 
d'numeri.... la intention nostra quantity of material or men, to these 
dunque, e assicurar gl' huomini .... non' is" needed the science of numbers.... 
in qualunque modo, me solemente con il Our intention therefore, is to secure 
sopiglier vantaggio di sito.... Et quests men..... not in whatsoever uey, but 
tre cons principalmente hauemo da purely by taking advantage of the site 
coneiderar nelle fortification., ..... And these three things principally 
perche ciescuna di quelle secondo is we had to consider in fortification, 
varlets sue puo assai warier quelle: because every one of these according 
><e quests sono, l'armi nimiche; l'Armi to its type can vary much: and these 
di quel the si uols assicurar. e is are, the arms of the enemy: the arms of 
positius del sito, doue s'habbi da far those whose security is desired; and 
esse fortifications. the-layout of the site where this 
p. 2. Prins diremo qualche cosa delle 
Mconditioni, the si ricerceno ell' 
Ingognieri, accioche non si pinessee 
ognuno senza durar ratica, & senza 
studio alcuno, poter fares capo di 
quests tonto degns, 1 vtill'erte, come 
fortification has to be made. 
first we"will say something of the 
conditions uhich are sought of Engineers 
so that I. should not be thought by 
anyone that without hard labour and 
without any study, it is possible to 
make a master of this so worthy anti 
I. "Lovers; ', commonly used as 'to raise' but often used in the sense of tu takn 
as here. 
2. Not so such in quantity an in type in accord with contemporary practice. 
09 
t 
ei uede tutto il giorno a cascarcon 
gran donna e vergogna di coloro, ehe 
a 
ei fette persons rimettono il car- 
ico delle case sue. Secondariamente 
iparleremo del modo di leuar piante do 
siti, qual di quanta importanza sie, 
lo giudichera ogn'uno the loggers 
queste nostre cose. Dapol insegnaremo 
compartirle, pigliando li modi da 
rtiri dell'Artiglierie...... 
ALLI ingenieri, the vorrano ordinare, 
& terminars is fortificationi, ears de 
bisogno esser inetrutti delle case 
delle guerra, & delle Mathematiche, 
K massimamente di quells parts, the 
eerue alle Architettura. Dells case 
delle guerra, perche conosciuta 1' 
offeneion d'un luogo, posse con rimedij 
piu facili fortificarlo, & difenderlo: 
ale qual parts sera chiamata speculat- 
iua, the contiene in se molts belle 
quality da poter specular quelle tose, 
the ella giornata possino interuenire; 
perche buona parts dell'ationi delle 
:: guerre posson in questi casi auenire, 
Is quali, quando dall'Ingegnieri non 
foeser conosciute, malamente poesono 
. dar rimedij the vaglieno, di quests 
speculatiua ne vorria esser ornato 
»ciaschun Prencipe, & gentilhuomo, al 
qual e'aepetta il commander, & final- 
mente ogni soldeto, the bramasse 
venire a gradi honorati..... A chiunque 
sera di quests speculetiua bone inst- 
srutto, a per date di natura o per 
eperientia di uerrs g, potra faCilmente 
ordinary qualunque luogo gli verra a 
proposito. Della Mathematiche deue 
1'ingegner seper ban quelle parts the 
rei conuiene all'Archittetura; come 
eerie l operation. delli strumenti, d 
specielmente quelli da leuar plante; 
*1. pretica dslsesto, e del regolo 
appresso per Is cognitions della mat- 
*(eria tutte; Is calculations dells 
spass necessarie, del tempo, & dalli 
useful art, as is seen everyday to 
OcCurluith great danger and shame to 
those. who are persons charged with 
these things. Secondly we 
will talk of the method of taking 
plans of sits, which is of auch import- 
ance as Will judge everyone who studies 
in this our subject. Afterwards we will 
teach to set out, taking the method of 
fire of the Artillery.... 
Engineers who would order and ground 
the endssof fortification will be needful 
of being instructed in the subject of war, 
and of Mathematics, especially in that 
part which serves Architecture. The 
subject of war, because knowing the 
attack on a place, it can more easily 
with remedies be fortified and def- 
ended; which part will be named spec- 
ulative, which contains in itself 
many beautiful qualities in being able 
to contemplate those things, which 
can daily happen; because a good 
part of the actions of war can in 
these cases arise, which, when they 
are not known to the Engineer, the rem- 
edies they desire can be defective; 
in which speculation should wish 
to be adorned every Prince and gentle- 
man, who expects to command, and 
finally every soldier who covets 
to reach to an honoured degree.... 
and whoever will be well instructed 
in these speculations, or by natural 
wisdom, or through experience of war, can 
easily order whatever place will be 
suitable. Of mathematics the 
Engineer ought to know well that part 
which belongs to Architecture, as will 
be the operations of the instruments, 
and especially those for taking plans; 
the use of the compass, and the rule 
learnt through the knowledge of the 
whole subject: the Calculation of the 
necessary costs, the time and men, 
1. Lit. to rail. 
2. Lit. to divide, distribute, but used also with a particular sense or with a 
particular order or measure. See LH U1 IT "Uietribuire collocendo secondo certo 
ordine o misurs". 
3. Sen j. p. 41 for a discussion of the notion or "termini" 
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huomini, a molt'altre cose & queste and many other things -- and these we 
chiameremo operatiue, is quali per will name operative, which being part 
esser membro dell'Architettura sarä of Architecture, will be sufficient in 
bastanti nella fortifications. Ma fortification. But when further he 
squando anchors fusse buon Architetto, would be a good Architect, he should 
saria meglio; benche is piu degna parts do better; however the more worthy 
dell'Architettura consists nelli part of Architecture consists in orn- 
ornamenti, quali alle fortificationi aments, which serve fortification 
seruono poco, & piu presto he di bis- little, and he has the sooner the need 
a ogno di schiettezza, & di sodezza da of plainness and toughness, to be able 
poter durar, & resistar, che, d'alcuna to last and resist -- rather than any 
sorts de ornameti come saria hauer kind of ornament -- as he should have 
esperienza l'ordine de fondamenti in through experience the method of found- 
piu mods, de potersene ualer in cias- ations in different ways, that he can 
itchun luogo, doue il bisogno ricercasse: make use of them in every place where the 
sapere encore 1'ordine di lieuar piante, business requires it. To know also the 
& misurarle, & ancor scompartirle method of taking plans and to measure them, 
secondo 1'intelligentia dello apecul- and also to set out on them according 
atiuo, & hauer qualche cognitions delle to the understanding of speculation, 
ufigure, delle lines, & dells Angoli.... and to have such knowledge of figures 
.... Ma perche and lines and angles.,, 
sono rari quelli huomini quali sono .... But because such men 
dotati dells speculatiua, "& dell'operat- are rare, who are wise in speculation 
iua insieme, io stimo esaer cosa con- and in operation as well, I believe it 
trueniente, per voler adurre a perfet- to be a thing convenient, in wishing 
tione una fortifications, the il spec- to bring to perfection a fortification, 
ulatiuo sia soldato, qual per espen- that the theorist should be a soldier, 
ienza di guerra sappi bane speculare, who through experience of war knows 
quanto sie il bisogno occorrente. L' well how to speculate, in as much as 
ioaltro operatiuoaia un buon Captiano the need occurs. The other, the pract- 
maestro di muratori, qual habbia itioner should be a good master 
qualche buon principio dell'Archit- ' mason, who has some good foundation 
ettura, & the nell'operar sie bone in Architecture, 'and in the work is 
esparto, anchors the il speculatiuo he expert, further that the theorist has 
u bisogno dell'operatiuo, e 11operatiuo need of practice, and the practitioner 
del, speculatiuo, come. cose diuise, & of theory as different things, and 
particulari a ciaschun di loro; ma ne special to themselves, but in actual 
casi occorenti e di bisogno congiongerle cases it is necessary to join them 
insieme con molto destrezza, & accor- together with much dexterity and care, 
sogimento, perche is descritione il piu because description most of the time will 
dells uolte ingannera horl'uno hon deceive now the one, now the other; so 
l'altro, chil speculatiuo praesumendosi that the theorist presuming to be the 
dell'operatiuo, & 1'operatiuo pres- practitioner, and the practioner pre- 
umandosi dell speculatiuo, sara cause suming to be a theorist' will be the 
K d'infiniti errors, si come alla giornata cause of innumerable errors, as daily 
1. Obscure. The general sense seems clear enough. Foundations where ornaments 
are not used have the sorts of qualities relevant to fortification. 
L. It is impossible here to catch the flavour in English of the uay''speculativo' 
and 'operativo' work in this section. 
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se ne posson notar molti. Ma se pur sie 
alcuno the hauesse voglia di professor 
generalmente in Puna e l'altra parte, 
inprima uada alla guerre; &, cerchi de 
/conoscer, bene, quell, siano 1'offese, & 
difese con 1'altre Cosa appartenenti 
a questo. Poi a tempi di pace de saper 
bane i ueri, principij delle Plathematich 
& del Architettura, essercitandosi con- 
Istinuamente nel dissegno. 
can be much noter, dut if it shall be 
that anyone should have the wish to 
embrace generally in the one and the 
other part, first he should go to the 
war and search to know what are attack 
and defence, with the other things 
relevant to these. Afterwards in times 
a, of peace to know well the true princip- 
als of Mathematics and Architecture, 
practising continually in design. 
p. 8. ... tutti quelli the vorranno far .... all those who will wish to make a 
professions di questa sciential the profession of this science (should) 
imperino, & se essercitino nella Math- 
ematica, nella Architetture, e nel 
ism etiero della guerra, o vero al tempo 
di pace con soldati pratichi di scorre 
a longamente raggionare, essercitare 
la mano al dissegnar di pratica, the 
giouera'mirabilmente. ' 
,', 
learn and be practised in Mathematics 
and Architecture and in the business 
of war, or truly in time of peace with 
re, practised soldiers to run over and 
lengthily discuss, to exercise their 
hand at design in practice, which will 
aid astonishingly. 
op. 34. -'QVANTO alle figure . delle fort- As to the figure of the fortification 
ificationi parlando in genera hauendole talking of the type having to be made 
a far'di nouo, & the non si sia oblig- anew, and that is is not constrained 
ato a siti etrani, cioe montuosi; a "by an inconvenient site, that is mount- 
precipitosi ma the ei potesse tener enous or precipitous, but which can 
M perfetta in qual luogo ei fosse. Uicemo hold perfectly whet place they should 
the del quadrato in su tutte is forme be; we say the square, of all 
di quanti piu lati & angoli saranno the forms of how many more sides or 
tanto'piu gagliarde, & di bella apparen- angles will come out much more robust 
za uerrano, & dentro haura maggior and with a beautiful appearance and 
Mapatio. 11 quadro anchor lui he bella within will have greater space. The 
forma, braue, & di meno apses, & di square further has a beautiful form, 
poce guardiaa, me li sui Beloardi briefly and at less cost, and of less 
bisogna sieno acuti, & the per questo' guard' but its bastions nec- 
haueranno dentro poco epatia, & anco 'esearily are acute, and for this will 
x meglio ei potranno offenders; ma Is have little space within them and 
forms pentagonale cioe di cinque lati thus they can be easily attacked. ) 
ears"meglio asses, & cost quells di Uut the pentagonal form that is of 5 
sei, di Bette, e d'otto o piu meglio sides will be much better, and those 
aerrano... ea perche spasse volts of 6,7 and 8 or more will be better 
(again)... but because often 
1. i. e. rortiric. tion. 
2. Garrison. 
I42 
occorre di farue figure di ristretti 
come Rocco,, o Castalli a questo si 
deue auuertir di non far troppo guardia, 
impero is forma quadata stare bane, ma 
f meglio sara'quella di cinque lati 
quanto'all'eeser piu-forte, & nö ui ei 
sia il rispetto dalla troppo spesa, & 
is troppo guardia.... ° 
occurs the making of restricted shapes, 
as in Strongholds and Castles, and in 
this one ought to warn against making, 
too great a guard, therefore the 
square does well, but better will be 
that of, five aides, as being stronger, 
and it should not to you in this respect 
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Della Architattura Militate (1599) 
Bib1 iography S 8ro8cia 1599; Roma 1810 
t'f 14 15 16 
General description 4_A large elaborate production. 12}" x 8i° text. (vi) + 44 
folios + pages 45/279 +, pages 1/22, + 161 high quality engraving in pages 
45/279 not included in the foliatio f and most frequently of a double page 
spreadjof. 16}" x 101" single page size. 
Contents:, 
J. (is): Title page: DELLA/ ARCHITETTVRA/ MILITARE, / DEL CAPITANIO FRANCESCU/ 
DE. 'MARCHI BOLOGNESE, / GENTIL'HVOMO ROMANO, / LIBRE THE.. / NELLI QUALI SI DESCHIV- 
ONO LI, VERI MODI, / del fortificare, the ai vsa a'tempi moderni. / CON VN BREVE, 
ET VTILE TRATTATO, / Nel quale si dimostrano li modi del"fabricar 1'Artigliaria, 
& 1s prattica da adoperarle, / de quelli the hanno carico dl esea. / OPERA 
NOVAMENTE DATA IN LVCE. / IN BRESCIA, MUXCIX. / Apresso Comino Presegni. Ad 
instanza di Gasparo dall'Oglio. / CON LINCEZA UE'SYPERIORI. 
1. This edition appeared in a number or different versions, some having ded- 
icatory letters, to Venice or to Vincenzo Gonzaga (dated 1600), and some not. 
Some carry the name of a different printer and the date 1603. HICCARDI (1093). 
Versions without dedications only have been used here, of which there was more 
than one, issue. (B. M. Cat. ) 
L. A very elaborate edition with commentary, text, and anew version of the 
text, and neu drauings, by Luigi Marini. 
3. Hans Van Schalle published a work form und weis zu bauen.... Manlare de bien 
bestir . s., t at Antwerp in 1580, containing engravings of fortresses 'without text, 
many of which were taken from Marchi's treatise. MARINI (1010) suggested 11 were 
straight copies from Marchi's designs. At least in a number of cases it is clear this was the case, particularly in one case where Marchi showed a fortress and then in the empty part of the page within the circuit of this fortress, gave 
other designs. (Marchi's design no. 10. ) Van Schille's version of this plate 
clearly involved a misunderstanding because he attempted to integrate the 
different parts of the plate, and make into a single fortress what were independ- 
ent designs. Marchi! e text makes this independence clear, so it is probable that Van Schalle never sew the text and had only acces to some of Marchi's designs, 
which Marchi himself explained he handed around to his friends. (Op. cit. f"44b. ) 4. B. M. ' 61. g. 11. 
3. eookIV, begins a neu pagination. 
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f. (iia/b): Table of the measure of fortifications. 
f. (lila): Ulfferent measures. 
f. (iilb/via): table of chapters. 
f. (vib): A lettori. 
f. la/44a: Hooks I/1I: This is essentially an'introductory section in which 
many diverse problems relating to fortification are discussed. It is not'eo much 
a continuous text as a collection of notes on various topics relevant to the 
art. It is difficult even to see any great significance in the division into 
two books. I "' 
f. 44b/page 279: Book III: This section comprises the mainbody of the work and 
is organised around the 161 engravings, the text being divided generally into 
chapters each relating to one engraving. The discussion is oftennot a great " 
deal more than a simple verbal description of the main features of the design 
shown to which it relates, although sometimes more extended discussion takes 
place on general points in the art, or on particular sites and sieges. Jhe 
engravings are almost entirely, of designs of plans of fortresses using the-point- 
ed bastion trace. They often tend not so much to emphasise-the. geometrytof-the 
trace, as to show many different possible lines of fire. Many of the designs 
are simply paper projects, not infrequently rather over-elaborate in nature, 
but some contemporary sites and structures are included. There is. little., w, 
organisation in. the presentation of the designs from one to the next, each 
being presented rather asr-it comes to hand, 
I. 
I 
p. 1/22: Book 1111: Some practical remarks on gunnery. 
Della Nrrhitettura Militare (1599): Texts 
f. (vib). UIlettandomi dell Architettura Delighting in Military Architecture,, 
Militate, non ho voluto mancare, Let-. _, I, have not wished to be lacking, readers, 
tori, de non mostraui Is figura. di of not showing you the figure of some 
alcuni miei Uisegni, del modo di fort- of my designs in the way of fortificat- 
sificare, cosi di Terra, come di Pietro, ion, as much of Earth as of Stone, 
mostrandoui figure non piü vista, ma showing you figures not already seen, 
tutte, o is maggior parts trouate di but all, or theAgreater part found 
nuouo da me, & volendo accompagnare li newly by me, and uishingrto accompany. 
detti Uisegni con il parer mio in the said Designs with my opinions in 
ioscritto, parlando sempre come 
Soldato. writing, talking always as a soldier 
f. Ia. NON 
4, 
e dubbio, the e necessario There is no doubt that, it is necessary 
a 
chi vuole fortificare con regions, 
to who wishes to fortify with reason, 
intenders is Coamograffia, per caper to understand 5urveying; 
in order to 
conoscere, & repartire 
l'ara dells know how to recognise and to set outs 
isfabrica, come dice Vitruio 
in piu the area4of the building, as Vitruviusf". 
luoghi. Quests scienza levers grand- says in many places. This sciencerem- 
issima fattica a chi hauerä da piantare oves the very great labour of Whoever 
1. This no doubt stems from the way 
the book grew up over a long period, as 
Marchi continually added to and revised 
his notes, as can be seen from the many 
different dates mentioned in 3the See 
text. See al139PHýOMIS (1B63). 
2. See below p. 152, n. 4. above p. 
4. FLORIU (i(. I1) ara'" aia'-"a court yard or plot of ground 
designed for any 
building. ' 
habitationi, & fortificationi. Ancora 
bisogna precedere il saper pigliar 1e 
miaure con instromenti, senza hauer ad 
andarui a misurar con misure, ouero 
spaseeggiare, questo seruirä a gran 
breuitä di tempo.... Ancora non poträ 
mai caper fortificar con ragione, se 
non haura' cognitions dell'Artegliaria: 
ma dito hauerne esperienza, & non di 
bvdita d'altrui. Perche vi sono molti 
the parlano d'Artigliaria, per infor- 
matione, & non per prattica, ne esper- 
ienza, the a questi tali non do troppo 
credito; perche prima, the Lo adoper- 
-, r, tfarsi Artegliaria m'erano datte da 
jr . intenders molte tose, Is quali con Is 
esperienza ho trouate tutto il con- 
tario..... 
f. lb? LE Fortezze non Bono altrot che 
aericetto di habitatori, le quali con- 
eieteno in trei coae, cioe ne gli 
animi de gli Huomini, in la natura del 
'Sito, & in l'aiutare con l'Arte..... 
f. 2a. SArä bsllisaiea, & fortissima Is 
iiFortozza fatta in piano.... Is Fortozze 
no i Monti hano Marie sompre piu pur- 
ificata, Is vista piü bella, & produc- 
% 
"ono huomini piu robusti.... 
aýe 
f. 2b. Adonque la proportione, the ei 
"puö dare-al canto delle Cittä, & all' 
ý++ e habitations sar's el proposito il sito 
piano. 
f. 18a.. FRa tutti li siti, the ei pos- 
aeno eleggers per fortificar, quello 
Essera piu perfetto, & capace de gli 
altri c'hauera figure Circolaria. 
f. 19a. NE1 fare Ii Hellauardi a tutte 
4 le fortezze bisogna alle volts gouer- 
nersi sscondo il alto.... 
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will have to plan 
Ihouses, 
and fortific- 
ations. Further it necessarly precedes 
the knowledge of. taking measurements 
with instruments without having to go 
to measure with the yardstick, or to 
pace out: this  servesto great 
brevity of time.... Further it will never 
be possible to know how to fortify with 
reason, if one will not have knowledge 
of Artillery, but I say having experien- 
ce of it, and not heard from others. 
Because there are many who talk of Art- 
illeryg for knowledge and not for pract- 
ice, or experience, but to these such I 
do not give much credence, because when 
first I was employed at Artillery I was 
given to understand many things, which 
with experience-I have found to the 
contrary.., 1141;,, 
Fortresses are nothing but what receive 
the inhabitants, which consist in three 
things, that is the spirit of the men, 
in the nature of the site, and in the 
the aid of art.... 
It will be most beautiful and strong 
the Fortress made in the plain... Fort- 
resees in the mountains have air always 
more pure, the views more beautiful and 
produce morarobust men... 4 
Therefore the proportion, which can be 
given to the enceinte of the city and 
to the houses will be suitable in'e 
site on a plane.... - 
.. .ý 
Amongst all the sites that can be 
chosen for fortification, that will 
be more perfect and spacious, than 
others which will have a circular 
figure. 
In making the bastions, in ell fortress- 
es, sometimes it is necessary to be gov- 
erned according to the site.... 
1. Lit. to plant. 
2. I. e., for understanding, in a contemplative way. Marchi was probably think- 
ing of Terteglia here. 
3. MARINI (1810) in his revised text, vol. 2, p. 2. gave quite diffarently, "Ge 
-fortezze altro non sono the un ostacolo o naturals a artificale contro la forza 
dell'eesalitore. " 
4. Part of Marchi'e rather Vitruvian approach to sites. The relevance of 
bpnutiful views is difficult to see. Un the other hand good observation would 
so Ee point. 
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f. 21a. LI Parapetti... so li fö alti 
4, piu d'vn huomo sarrano securi dalla 
vista de nemici..... mä non potranno 911 
Archibusieri tirare fuori di la dal 
Sfosse..... 
The parapets ... if I make them higher 
than a man, they will be safe from the 
view of the"Bnemy.... but the Archibus- 
isrs will not be able to fire out from 
here into the fosse.... 
f. 22a. Nella guerra di Fiorenza fu 
difeso il Campanile di San Pliniato doue 
vi N' tirato piu di sei milla tiri, 6 
per tale armatura di balle di Lana, 
sale palle dell'Artegliaria non potero 
rouinare. detta Torre. 
l 
f. 26a. L'Architettura militare.... nö 
tanto tra l'altre scienze a gioconda: 
ma per dignitade is principals... li Pr- 
rslcipi di hoggidi the si dilettano dell' 
arte del guereggiare.... doueriano 
cercar di vedere il fatte de gl' 
Antiche a Moderni, & porsi ä memoria 
li fatti loro per poterli imitare nail' 
wopera buone..... 
In the war of Florence the Campanile 
of San Miniato was defended where was 
fired more that six thousand shots, 
and through such armour of balls of 
wool the shot of the Artillery was 
not able to ruin the said tower! 
Military Architectifre.... is not so 
much among all the other sciences 
pleasing', ' but in worth the first... the 
princes of today who delight in the 
art of warfare... ought to search to 
observe the deeds of the Ancients and 
Moderns, and put themselves in memory 
of their deeds in order to be able to 
imitate them in good work.. '. 
..... perche quest'opera mia tratta di .... because this cork of mine treats 
Fortificationi vi rametaro alcuni siti of fortification I will remind you of 
Patti dalli natura, alcuni aiutati dall' some sites made by nature, some aided 
arte, con alcuni fatti de gl'antichi by art, with some made by the ancient 
* huomini di guerre & di ecieza... nessuno men of war and Of science .... no one 
posse giudicar'altruise non b eccellente can judge another if he is not excell- 
#e delle medesima professions, nö tato ent and of the same profession, oot 
in la Theorica: ma encore nalla pratica so much in theory, but also in 
& esperieza, senza laquale nö habbia practice and experience, whithout 
joposta in assecutione, come sarebbe which it can not be put into execution, 
dire vno ch'hauesse nauigato vn'anno so as to say, one who had navigated .L 
per mare, e as fosse trouato nelli year by sea, and if he were found. in 
naufraji piu ne sapera the no quelle shipwrecks, more in it will he know 
c'harä etudiato molt'anni in terra, than if he that will have studied 
Ksenza häuer vistb nb il mare nb nauili many years on land, without having seen 
.... ti dico the la suprema specie 
di ships or the sea... I say to you that 
pazia, e 'quädo vn'huomo altro nö ha the greatest kind of folly, is when 
the vna scieza in se, & presume di another man has only science and 
voler insegnar 
a chi he di quell'arte presumes to teach who of this art has 
rpesperienza, certo the 
e gran differ- experience, truly there is a great 
enza della scienza the in quest'arte difference between the science which 
delle guerra hanno li"Letterati, dall' in this art of war have the literary 
esperienza c'hanno gl'huomini di. men, from the experience which have men 
guerra esperimätati piü volts.... of war undergone many times... 
1. The siege of Florence in 1530, see Lupicini. 
L. The root notion here is of play. The general ideas is of those sciences which 
one delights in, that is rather of contemplative knowledge; but there is some- 
thing slightly ": darogative in the use of 
the word 'giocondo'. which tends to 
contrast playful activites with serious ones. 
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.... i Greci fecero Athena 
Citta famos- .... the Greeks made Athens a famous 
issima, le qual fu madre delle sett' City, which was the mother of the 
Arti liberali. seven liberal arts... 
f. 27b. .... Parte do the not vogliamo .... the art about which we wish to 
iparlare sare l'Architettura, doue si talk will be Architecture, uhere. foreit 
conuerria dechiarare il principia, e will be meet to discuss the foundation 
fine dell'Architetto, & Architettura and end of the Architect and Military 
Militare doue chi vorn dechiarare Architecture -- which two things to 
quests due case non sari poco, ma cos' discuss will not be a little thing, but 
1, breuementene toccarö, parts secödo il thus I will briefly touch on it, partly 
giudicia mio, & de altri valent' according to my judgment and partly of 
huomoni. &Ogni vitio, & ogni virtu si other valiant men! '=Every vice and every 
comprende dalla cognitions dell'intel- virtue, is understood in relation to 
leto, Is quale consists in due case, the knowledge of the, intellect, which 
'sl'vna 
a the si conosca 1'importanza d' consists of 2 things, the one is that the 
apprendere piü vn'habito, the vn'ältro, importance of learning more one habit than 
doue non e da marauigliarse, se alcuni an other, should be understood, whereby 
non fanno profitto nelle scienze, in it is not strange, if some do not make 
la virtu 
e l'altra the non cosi di profit in science (and) in virtue; and the 
pleggero s'acquista li bellinomi, ne other, that since not lightly are good 
di leggero esser annominate per chiari names acquired, nor the unknown by known 
nomi chiamati, per il the 11huomo names namedO3 uhereforethe discerning 
aueduto praticara con gli huomini man will practice with excellent men, 
eccelleti per vestirsi di buoni habiti, to be clothed with good habits, and 
zt& non darsi ad intenders quello, the not to give to understand that which 
veramente gli non so, & vuole most- truly he does not know, and wishes to 
rare di sapere. 
40i tre sorti di intel- show understanding of4 There are 3 sorts 
leto vi a, alcuni non lasciano 1' of intellect: some do not open the int- 
intelletto piu al vero, che al falsof ellect more to the truth, than to the 
jocom'e 
% is opinions, ii sospetto, Is false, as is opinion, stupposition, cred- 
credulita, altri volgono is ments ulity; others turn the human mind from- 
humans dal vero a di forme al falso, the truth and lock it on the false 
come alcuni huomini falsi diaposti al as. some men evilly disposed to the truth 
vero di modo alcuno, the egli non si in any manner, that they will not have 
apuo alla falsitä. Questo mal'habito it but that it is false. This bad habit 
si chiamata ignoranza praua. La terza is termed depraved ignorance. The 3rd. 
" maniera di habito e quells, the auezza manner of disposition is that, that 
1'intelleto al vero, di modo the ello the intellect should have to the truth 
non as puote alla falaita, ne all' in the way that it can not to the false 
, "errors riuolgere, per alcun via, 
degna or to error revolve 
4in 
any manner, a 
veramente e preciosa maniera, come 
e truly worthy and precious manner, as it 
quelle, she leua 1'instabilita da 1' is that which removes instability of 
openione, scaccia is tenebre Ball' opinions, chasing out the darkness of 
ignoranza, & induce la certezza, Is ignorance, and inducing certainty and 
4gchiarezza, e is fermezsd del vero. Ma clearness, and the stability of truth. 
perche il vero in Is case diuersamente But because truth is diversly found in 
1. MARIN I's version makes Marc hi say rather that he writes in line with 
(uniformandomi) other writers. 
2. All the following section to p. 151 below is very similar to, and in places 
follows word for word with BARBARO's (1556) commentary on the introduction of 
Vitruvius. The greater clarity and sophistication of Barbaro's version, together 
with the sort of ideas being discussed, make it almost indubitable that Marchi 
was following Barbara for some common source) rather than the other way round. 
3. I. e. one can only make ones name with difficulty. 
4. Barbara here carefully made a distinction between the habits of the will 
and of the intellect, which Marchi omitted. 
5. Barbaro had "but yield (piagare) to the false". 
6. Barbaro, "twist it (torcono) firmly to the false". 
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ei troua, pert molti sonn gli habits things, therefore many are the habits 
de gl'intelletti. Dico adonque, the in of the intellect. I say thereforetthat 
Is verity vi 
e vn'habito prima, nominato in the truth there is a first die- 
scienza, the 
a Is conclusions, il sec- position, named science, which is the 
ondo 
e detto intelletto, the 
e habito conclusion 
; the second is called int- 
de i Principi, & delle proue rittene il ellect, which is the disposition of the 
name dells potenza dell'anima, nelle principles, and of the proof (which) 
quale la doue 
e intelleto, nominato da retains the name of power of mind, in 
Filosofi. 11 terzo habito, e detto which there is intellect so termed by 
Sapienza the 
a 
pronto e sotile the Philosophers! The 3rd. disposition 
cognitions delle proue alle con- is called wisdom which is quick and 
clusioni applicats, come 
i Is cuma subtle recognition of the proof to the 
dells diuina intelligenza, conclusions applied, as is the. sharpness 
passers per entro il mezo d'ogni case, of the divine intellect passing into 
cosi'ä vrmrisuegliamento dell'intelletto the heart of everything, thus to an 
habituato in molts scienze in as rit- awakening of the intellect habituated 
roue il veto! Gli sopradetti habiti in many sciences in which is found the 
sonn dell'intelleto, circa al vero nec- truth 
. The above said-dispositions are 
essario, cioe circa. il vero the no puo of the intellect concerned with neces- 
stare altrimenti, del the Is regale sary truth, that is concerned with 
delle prime 
e 
nominate Prudenza; Is truth that cannot be otherwise, from 
regale delle secondo e dette Arte, the which the rule of the first is called 
e habito'regolatore dell'opera, the prudence, the rule of the second is 
ricerca alcuna materia esteriore, si called Art, which is the disposition 
come dolls prima Sono chiamati prud- to regulate the work which concerns 
anti i Giudici & Rattori; coal dalla any external matter, so that from the 
secondo sono dettb Architetti, Soldati, first are called wise the Judges and 
Agricoltori, Fabri, a finalmente Rhetors, those of the second are called 
Artefici! Nasce ogni, Arte della esper- Architects, Soldiers, Agriculturalists, 
% ienza..... Esperienza non e altro, the Smiths, and lastly mechanicsa Every Art 
notitia note da malte raccordanze de is born of experience... Experience is 
simiglienti case alli"sensi humani, no other than information born of many 
per Is quali ricordanze, 1'huomo recollections of similar things to the 
gludici ad vn'iatesso modo. L'essempio, human senses, through which recollect- 
in conoecere vna case vi concorre prima ions men judges in a selfsame way.. For 
il senso, dapoi is memoria, A de piü example in recognising a thing the sense 
first Bontributes, afterwards the memory 
1. Barbaro here explained that, one habit of the mind was to truth which nec- 
sessrarily occurs, and another to that which is contingent, and clearly indic- 
ated that it was necessary truth that he was discussing below. By omitting this 
point Marchi seemed to imply that he was speaking of truth in toto. 
t. Marchi here describes truth in terms of the model of a Euclidian proof in 
geometry. Science is then what grasps the truth; and truth is what is given in 
the last line of the proof, where N. E. U. is written, and hence in the conclusion. 
The habit described by Marchi is then in searching for. such conclusions, which in fact form science. BARBARO (1556) "... scienze, the a habito di concluzions 
per uera & nec. UUaria proua acquistato". 
3. This second habit of Marchi's on the Euclidian model, is knowing the proofs 
of the conclusions from first principles, and the habit of cultivating them. 
4. Merchi's third disposition seems to be a seeing into the heart of a matter by a quick assessment of the true conclusions and their relevant proof. God's 
intelligence in these terms then, is simply a matter of his knowing such. 
Euclidi type proofs. MANINI (1810), Vol. 11, p. 
61/2, gives here "11 prima dicesi apprenaione, ad b quello, col quale uno ei figur& nella mente is coca; il secondo e quello, chip propriamente chiamasi 
intellrto, col quele ei diecerna il buono dal cattivo delle rosa medesima; il 
terzo 6 cib, the dicasi sepienza, cioe il caper dedurre legitime consequenzr da 
quento si 4 compreso rolle forza dall'intelletto. Tutti questi atti, the null' 
uomo sono divisi, si uniacone %in uno solo Hella Uivina, in cui non hannu luuqu succeseioni'd'idea, ma tutto a unico, ed eterno. ", which is very little to do 
uith, the text given. 
5. March= got into rather a tangle here and Barbaro's explanation was much 
more coherent. Prudence and moderation, which judges and speakers have, 
regulate the will. Art regulates external activities. 
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la comparatione delle ricordata Cosa. and then the comparison with the rememb- 
Hauendo 1'huomo per via di sensi comp- ered thing. Man, by way of the senses 
reso, the he conferito e questo &a' having understood what is given to this 
quello, ricordandosi di talleffetti, and to that, such effects being recalled, 
fne causa vna summa de vniuersale prop- by reason of a total of universal prop- 
ositione; perö cö il mezzo delle mem- ositions. Therefore with the means of 
oria traria le propositioni vniueraali the memory will be drawn out the univer- 
le quali Bono principio dell'arte. Ad- sal propositions which are the beginn 
onque ears simile all'orme de gli anim- nings of Art. Therefore it will be 
jpali, the dimostrano doue sia passata similar to the tracks of animals, which 
Is fiere, si come forme sonn principio demonstrate where the beast has passed, 
di trouare ogni sorte d'animali, ne so that the tracks are the beginnings 
pero son parts do gl'animali; pert the of discovering every sort of animal, 
gli animali non sono compositi di arms; but are not part of the animal because 
ucosl la esperienza a di trouar l'Arte. animals are not composed of tracks: 
La differenza, the e tra l'Esperienza thus experience is to find the Art 
e l'Arte, si venire a considerare iu The difference between experience and 
questo modo. Carta e the quanta all' Art comes to be considered in this way. 
operate, none dall'Arte all'Esperienza Truly in as much as it concerns the 
$adiffereza: perche circa alle tose part- worker, Art and Experience are not dif- 
icolari, ma quanta alle forza & effi- ferent because concerning particular 
cacia dell'operare, gli esperti faranno things, but as much to the strength and 
effetti maggiori, a con piü regions, efficacy of the worker, the experts will 
` the non feranno quelli della esperieza. do greater effect, and with more reason, 
tlQuesti sono quelli, the henna Is rag- than will those of no experience. These 
ions vniuersele delle cose; pero epesso are those who have the universal reason 
auuiene chel'Artefice inesperto pecca; of the thing -- therefore, although it 
non ears perö perche nö habbia la rag- often happens that the inexpert Artisan 
ions s regale: me sari per non hauere goes wrong, it will not be because he 
sooperato piü volts, e questo si dice shall not have the reason and rule, 
quells the keno le scienza, senza 1' but it will be through not having uork- 
1'sspsrienza dells pratica, do ed many times -- and this is said of 
qui nasce il prouerbio those -- who have science with- 
jVche Is ssparienze, 
e madre della virtu. out experience of practice, from which 
31E piu presto earl pronto 1'Architetto is born the proverb'that experience is 
esperimento, the non serail letterato the mother of virtue. And sooner uill'3t" 
in fattis me poi the si verra alla very ready the experienced Architect, than 
regions, il letterato il sara totter will be the literary man in deeds, but 
con mann, the piu presto li venga fatto it one wish the true reason, the lit- 
41 le fabriche per pratica, the con rag- erary man will have it so that more 
ions. La doue Is ragione. vuole, the quickly will the building be made in 
prlmeýsi cerchi la ecienza the la prat- practice than with reason. Where the 
tics, poi 1'heuere etudiato porlo in reason is desired, first is sought sci- 
prattica, the l'vna con foltre passed- ence rather than practice, then having 
4% ono il tutto dells fabrics: perö 1' studied to put it into practice, that 
the one with the other contains 
the whole of construction. 
1. Experiences are like the tracks of animals, they point to the rule, but as 
much as the tracks are not the animal, neither sloes experience add up to is rule, 
which is of a different nature. Experience thus serves to find the rules or the 
art, although it is quits different from it. BARBARO (1556) "1'isperienza a 
principle di ritrouar is Arts". 
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Artifice potra insegnar", i fare altri Therefore the artificer can teach and 
in so stssso il l'Arts; me lo "sp"rto and make others like himself in the Art, 
nö cost, & a" bane all mostre ad but the expert not so, and if he shows 
altri, per' non 
i atto a darn, canto it well to others, then he is not 
l ne region": per : "r& regale non hsuendo suited to give any account or reason, 
farts. 01tra the il senso suo non not having the art through a true rule. 
s'esteder ella perfettione delle besides which his understanding does not 
regale e ragione. L'esperienza 
a extend to the perfection of rule and 
quendo 1'huomo dice, voler prouar' reason. Experience is when a man says, 
belcuna cosec quests regions 
e fonts to wish to prove something, this cause 
IL flume. So weds, the is esperienza is source and stream. It is seen that 
serue piü all'arte, the alle inuent- experience attends more to art than to 
Lone, is quals 
a Is parts dell'art- invention, which is the part of the 
ificio. 11 nescimento dall'arte nel skilf"L.. The birth of art in the beg- 
Kprincipio. e come Sono 11 fiume, the inning is as are the rivers which in 
nelliloro principij sono debili, poi their beginnings are weak, afterwards 
vengono maggiori, piglia reforza: cosi they become greater, and take force: 
fa l'Arte, quanta piu we innanzi of Thus, does Art, in so far as, as much 
regions he da pigliare miglior forza, as it goes forward the more reason it 
'epero il primi inuentori hanno poco has to take more force, therefore the 
lume delle cosec de qui nasce, the first inventors have little light on 
lo studio dells Inuentione 
e piü things, from which arises, that the study 
nobile dell'Arte manuals, & perche of Invention is the. most noble of 
gl'inuetori non possegono molto vn- the, manual arts, and because the invent- 
atiuersali proportioni delle case per ors do not possess many universal prop- 
le quali 1'Arte s'ingagliardisca, ositions of things through which the 
perche tepo non hino di fare 1'esp- Art becomes strong, because they have 
erienza, per Is breuita delle vita: no time to make experiments', through 
ma lasciando 
a 
quelli the segueno le the shortness of life: but leaving to 
ycoee da loro trouate scemano Is fat- those that follow, their discoveries, 
iche di quells, come penso, 'che hauro they diminish the labour of those, as 
fatto to nil fortificare, e agumsteno I think I have done in fortification, 
l'arte a qualli the operaranno dapoi and augment the art, for those who 
gli inuentori dells coos, e the sia will work after the inventors of the 
Ills v"riti, molti sono quelli, ehe aper- things, and what is true, many are 
anon " pochi , ono gli inuentori delle those that work and few are the invent- 
case, the non se ne trouano fatte da ors of things, which are not found made 
altri, a p"rö Sono do grande laudi gli by others, and therefore are of great 
inuentori dells coos, the henna trou- worth the inventors of things who have 
aoato It principij, senza risparuio di found the beginnings' without sparing 
lattice. In quests scienza'li. "conuiene their labours. In this science belongs 
di molto altre in essa, prima Is much else, first Grammer, Rhetoric, 
Grammatical Is Rhetoricca, Is Logical Logic and Geometry, Music, Astronomy, 
a Is Geometrie, La Musice, 1'Astro- Arithmetic. It is necessary 
4(logLa, 1'Ariseetice, perö bisogne caper to know also those Arts which are 
encore de quells Arti, ehe sono alle useful to the human body, as is nav- 
commoditä elli corps humani, come e igation, the Military art, the arL of 
il nauicare, 1'Arte militare, 1'Arte buildiny. Ayriculturn, Madiclnn. 
del fabricere, l'Agricoltura, Is Painting, Sculptures and other things 
soMedicine, Is Pitture, Is Scoltura, d similar to thesu. that all h:, vu 
1. Marchi's account here is by no means clear. UAkBANU (1556) gave a much 
clearer version. All that was at issue was the idea that one can achieve a* 
certain amount in practice, but having theory of the subject is much better. 
L. Experiment/experience being of a very similar meaning during the period. 
ISO 
& altre cove somiglianti 
I 
quests, the 
tutte henna del grands, a senza Is 
dette Arti, come diese Platons, 
e 
vile, a abieto1.... Bella cosa, 
e il 
gsupponere Is regions a dimostrare la 
scienza per prattica, quells e is 
dottrina: il giudicare questo non 
a 
concesso as non alli saui, a prudenti: 
perche il vero giudicio guide Is coca 
'econosciuta, & per quests regions ei da 
Is sentenza, e dimostra, the cö rag- 
ions ei eia giudicato & operato 1' 
Architettura. Pero Is resolutioni delli 
dubs, a Is inuentioni delli secreti, a 
gala verity delle case in quells scienza 
cötenuti, come fa il some a produr il 
frutto, pert quelle opera the non 
aeranno vtili alle humans vita non 
meritano esser nominate Arti. I1 
Mdesiderio di quelli the leuano la 
mente alle considerationi delle case, 
cercano Is occasions d'esee, risguard- 
ando da longs con is verity, ascendeno 
alle fatica dell'operare. Sono encore 
atmolti, the poco si curano, anzi dano 
biasimo alli studiosi, questi tali 
sono huomini folli, fuori di regions, 
questi tali ei deueno lasciare da parts. 
Bella case e il potere giudicare, & 
joapprouare Topere come atto di virtu 
superiors verso l'inferiori, nödimeno 
pochi Sono quelli, the ei diano alle 
fatica, pochi vogliono adoperasi, & 
vscire delle stanza dell'otio, a pert 
Knon (anno, ne possono fare giudico con 
regions, a non peruengono al fine dell' 
opera dell'Architettura. disogna don- 
quo affatticarsi con is mente, a dis- 
correre, & affatticare manualmente in 
Mcerti termini per Is opera fette da 
altri, a quello delle imaginatiua & 
il discorso come capo, Is fabrics come 
modre dell'Architattura= pert quelli 
the voranno seguire quests opera sara 
K neceseario in Longo, a frequentato 
" 
studio in piu scienze & arti manuali. 
Ogni compositions he d'hauere im mire 
del fine, come he colui, the hauerä 
1'erco testo in mono, the mire di 
similar to these, that all have great- 
ness, and without the said Arts, as 
Plato said, it is vile and abject.... 
A beautiful thing it is to surmise the 
reason and to demonstrate the science 
by practice, that is learning: the 
judgement of this is not conceded if 
not to the wise and prudent: because 
the true judgement guides the thing known, 
and for this reason, is given the 
opinion and demonstration that with 
reason is Architecture judged and oper- 
ated. Therefore the resolution of the 
doubts and inventions of the initiated, 
and-the truth of the subject in that 
science contained, as does the seed 
produce the fruit. Therefore those 
works which will not be useful to human 
life do not merit to be named Arts. The 
desire of those who raise the mind to 
the consideration of these things, 
searching the occurence of these, view- 
ing from afar with the truth, they 
ascend to the labour of the workers. 
There are also many that little care, 
rather give blame to the studious-- 
-- these are foolish men, without rea- 
son, these such ought to be left apart. 
A beautiful thing it is to be able to 
judge and approve the work as fitting 
to superior virtue against inferior. 
Nevertheless, few are those who would 
be given to labour, few wishing to be 
employed and to go out of their chamber 
of leisure, and therefore they do not, 
nor can not make judgement with reason, 
and do not achieve the aim of the work 
of Architecture. It is needful there- 
fore to labour with the mind, and discuss, 
and to labour manually within certain 
limits through the work done by others, 
and that of the imagination and disc- 
ussion as the head, and construction 
like the mother of architecture. There- 
fore those who wish to pursue this work it 
will be necessary to long and frequently 
study in many sciences and manual arts. 
! very composition has to have the aim 
of the and, as he that will have the 
bow benttin his hand, who aims to put 
1. The elision is again concerned with the Architect's need to be skilled in 
a large number of disciplines, after Vitruvius. 
2. Lit. streched. 
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la faetta nel fine doue lui la vuole 
tirare, cosi ne auiene all'Architetta, 
the dare principio alla fabrics, the 
bisogna, chi egli habbia curs con 
gstudio al principio dell'opera, e mezzo 
e fine, the con le letters, & numeri, 
e desegni, e modelli indrizzara la 
mire al fine dell'oper, a. Pero no e 
concordanza maggiore, the quella, the 
pe tra'1 principio e 1'fine. Volendo 
donque fabricare bisogna conoscere il 
fine, daue e necessario lo studio 
fermo ä quelle tre parts, cioe al 
principio, al mezzo, al fine. E per 
gsquesto bisogna fare vn'habito di 
assuefattione, la quale 
a la spessa 
frequentata operations dells virtu 
forza dell'animo, altrimente l'art- 
ificio non peruenira al fine. Per, 
mquesta via 
a quells, the conduce il 
buonoArchitetto ä perfettione, 
secondo Marco Vitruuio. 
the arrow in the point where he wishes 
to fire, thus it happens in Architecture 
that who will give beginning to the 
building, it is necessary that he 
should have care with study of the 
foundation of the work, of the middle 
and of the end, that with reading and 
number and designs and models, he will 
direct his aim to the goal of the work. 
Thus there is no greater agreement than 
that which is between the beginning and 
the and. Wishing therefore to build, the 
end needs to be known, uherefor is necessary 
the study set in these 3 parts, that is 
the beginning the middle and the end. 
And for this it is needful to make a 
habit of the custom which is the very 
frequent employment of the virtuous 
strength of the spirit, otherwise the 
skill does not come to the goal. There- 
fore this life is that which leads the 
good architect to perfection according 
to Vitruvius. 
f. 28b. .... il Discorso 
e padre dell' 
Architett«ra. 
.... discourse is the father of Archit- 
ecture. 
lfp. 279. Ports quests cosa del fort- This subject of fortification carries 
ificare tante considerations con so many considerations with it, that 
essa, the per me non mi posso contentare, I am not able to be contented nor aquit 
ne acquietarmi l'animo d'hauere my spirit of having written sufficiently; 
scritto 
ä bastanza, ma perche tutte but because all thing that have beg- 
J018 core the henna principio hanno inning have and, I will begin to be 
fine, io commincaro a tacerne, a silent and finish with designing and 
fermarmi di dissegnare, e di scriuere writing of fortification, only so as 
della fortifications, solo per potere to be able to give this work of mine 
dare questa mie opera alla Majesty to Phillip his Catholic Majesty of 
del He Filippo Catolico di Spagna..... Spain..... 
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i Gian Tommaso Scala (da Venezia): Texts 
s.. i Principi, 'che dando tal assunto ad ...... Princes, giving such charge to 
vno Architetto, si matte a far case, the an Architect, who is set to do things 
non son di suo mestiero3 ne tampoco ne which are not of his business? much less 
ha giuditio, ne vuole accettar niun of his judgement, nor wishes to accept 
sfidel ricordo, the gli possa appresent- any faithful opinion, that to him can 
*are un perito soldato, the con lunge present an expert soldier, who with long 
esperientia, sudore, at vigile abbia experience, sweat, and care, has learnt 
oppress l'arte dell'offendere, & del of the art of attack and defence, nor 
difendere. ne questo solo, ma il piu this alone, but the most of the times 
delle volte non lo vogliono vedere, as they will not want to see him, if he 
non se gli appresenta un grandissimo does not present unto him a great need, 
bisogno, & questo vitio regna per 1' and this fault rules through their avar- 
auaritia loro. Ma per fuggire il tedio, ice. But to escape boredom, which long dia- 
che apporta 11 lungo ragionare, ui dirt cession brings, these points I Will say 
sotto breuita queste annotationi, the to you briefly, that have to be held. 
si hanno da toners. Prima bisogna suer First is is necessary to have knowledge 
cognitione delle forme, ilche per goo- of the forms, which by geometry and 
metria, & lungs pratica s'impara. sac- long practice are learnt; secondly then, 
ondo poi si conoscera il sito, & cioche Will be known, the site-and that Which 
soso gli appartiene per guardarlo, & dif- appertains to'it, to guard and defend 
enderlo.... Et auendo sempre auuertenza 'it.... And having always attention to 
d'accomodarti al sito, non vi essendo your accommodating to the site, there 
in questo la pie forma regola, che'l not being in this the most steady rule, 
giudicio del predetto soldato. Che non according to the judgement of the above 
ulo studio di Vitruuio, di Leon Battista, said soldier. That with the study of 
of di altro Architetto, Geometra, o. Vitruvius, of Alberti, -or other arch- 
Cosmografo con le for dottrine non s' itect, geometer, or surveyor with 
impara il modo di combattere, & difese, their doctrines, is not learnt the way 
the s'usa'oggid?, con is scientia, the of attack and defence, which is used 
spsi he a trouar nel soldato, & grande today, with the science which has to 
esperienza, esser astuto, animoso, & be discovered by the soldier, and great 
conoscer tutto quello the lo nemico experience; to be shrewd, courageous, 
posse antiuedere per offenderti, & in and to recognise all that the enemy 
ogni fortune esser ricco de partiti, can plan in attacking you, and at every 
39tener sempre il nemico lontano, at chance to be well supplied with resolution, 
to keep always the enemy at a distance 
1. This Scala came from a lowly station and practised the trade ofa soldier, 
and as an engineer, in many countries abroad. 
(Presumptuously and unwarrantably 
playing on the reputation Italians had abroad for being skilled in this pro- 
fession, according to PROMIS (1871), who included Locatelli with him among the 
"assassini ad falliti d'Italia". )He served in France, England, 
Hungary, Scotland as well as in Italy. He made a model of the castle of Anacona 
in 1523; a design and model of Novi in 1536; and in 1550 was concerned with the 
port of Monaco. (See AYALA 
(1869)) 
Sections from his m. s. treatise, discovered by Ayala, 
were published in Girolama Ruscelli's Precetti 
della militia moderns (Venetia 
1568) and in De Fabrice Fortezze, published under belluzzi'a name in 1598. 
(See above p. 131 n. L. ) 
2. From RusCelli's work, op. cit, f. 39b/40b. 
3. I. e. the charge of designing fortresses. 
4. "Cosmografo" FLORIO (IGII) "a describer of the'world", thus-one Who maps'it 
out and hence here where what are relevant are limited areas, a surveyor. 
e ,-- ,yr _f 
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Aquando t'e appresso non suer pours. 
& and when near to you not to have fear, 
is sus Geometrie 
ä conoscer ogni minimo and his Geometry is to recognise every 
auantaggio, &, saper star sempre a cau- least advantage and to know how to al- 
alieri del tuo nemico, perche la furia, ways remain bravely to your enemy, bec- 
gl'empito de cannoni.... faranno perdere ause the fury (and) violence of the can- 
,. la sue dottrina al soldato, ma si 
bone ons (and the like)... will make the sol--' 
al M, atematico, al Cosmogrago, & al dier logs his theory, but as much 
Geometra. Non nego pert, the quests the Mathematician, Surveyor and Geometer. 
acienze non sieno buone, & da esser I do not deny however, that these scien- 
pabbracciate, ma dito, the al soldato ces are not good and to be embraced, but 
: e, necessario saper, l'esperientia..... I say, that it is necessary to the sol- 
dier to know practice...: ' 
.... Is scientio, del soldato 
e di saper .... the science of the, soldier, is to 
pigliar partito quando si truoua col know how to. take resolution when he 
suo-'nemico in campagna a,. fronte, acc- finds himself, uith, his enemy in the field 
K omeodarsi, al sito, & caper pigliar il to the front, Jo accommodate to the poe- 
unataggio, far forti doue un sito si ition and to know how to take the advan- 
trauesee debile, & se Fosse sforzato tage, to make strong where a site is found 
a fermarei, non potendo f-ar altramente, weak, and if he would be förced to close, 
combattere... $ questa discipline non a' not being able to do otherwise, to fight.. 
"impara ne in Bologna, ne in Padua, ne and this discipline is not learnt, neither 
in, Perugia, ne sopra i libri, ma si in Bologna, nor in'Padue, nor in Perugia, 
bone doue si combats, &, conoscessi nor from books, in any way so well as uh- 
chiaramente, the 11huomo d'arme, quando ors combat is; and to know clearly, that 
abbassa is lancia, non ricerca farts the man of arms when he lowers the lance, 
ardi Matematica, ne l'archibusiero di does not seek the art of Mathematics, 
Geometria, ne il Cepitano quando nor the archibusier Geometry, nor the 
ordina is batteglia per. combattare in Captain when he arrays the#zbattalion 
-campagne, o eforzare una fortezza cerca for combat in the field, or to force a 
termini di Cosmograpfia. perö is Fortress, does he search the' goals of 
separte deli'offese, & delle difese si surveying. Thus the subject of 'attack 
dsuono considers alle parti dells and of defence ought to be considered 
militia, & non ad altri, & per esempio as parts of the military art,. and not 
vedi Is citta di Fiorenza, ordinate, & of others, and for example, look at the 
ridotta al suo fine da Antonio san city of Florence, organised and reduced 
u Gallo, famosisemo Architettot mirate to, its end by Antonio da Sangallo, the 
quanti difetti patisce...... most famous architects behold how many 
defects it suffers .... 
.... la intelligenza di tal forticatione .... the understanding of such fortific- 
, deue eager propria del soldato, & non ations ought to be the property of the 
*-r'dell'Ingegniero, 
ö Architetto. Perche soldier and not of theJnginear or Arch- 
Nchi non intends is regions di fortif- itect, because he who does not under-' 
icare, " manco sapers quelle d'offese. stand. the.. method of,. attack, _the. _less 
will he know those of; fortification 
" 
1. I. e. the soldier's Geometry, 
that is the science or skill he possesses' 
equivalent to the possession of a knowledge of geometry. 
2. Or, to be familiar with experience (of war). 
3. Huecelli, op. cit. f. 40b. 
4. And remains today, of course,, of great reputation in'the field of fortification. 
5" Ruscalli op" cit" t. 55s. ', ' 'a 




ESSENDO stato ricercato as quests It having been inquired if this science 
acientto de fortificar puo essec in- of fortification can be taught by one 
aegnata do vno'ad vn altro, dico de'nö to another. I say no, because no estab- 
per non ei trouar fine ne fermezza "'r' lished end'is found, because 
modern 
ralcuna; 'perche'il fortificar moderno fortification is drawn out of the end- 
a cauato dall'industria del modo 
a' 
eavours of the method or custom of combat; 
costume di combatter, estendosi "3 being drawn from the matter 'of the 
cauato per causa dell'artegliarie il flanking artillery', which is born of 
fianchizare, qual nasce dell'industria the endeavour''of men through there'`having' 
edel huomo per esserli stato il bisogno been' the need caused by the"site, it is 
causato dal sito, non sicurandosi, che` ' not safe" that 'that which he has made 
quello the ha fatto in vn loco serüi in one place serv'es'in another, if"the 
in'vn altro se li siti non sonoeguali, sites are not" alike, and it is almost 
e quasi impossible trouar doi siti & impossible't'o find two sites and that 
Wche tutti dot sijno ad vn modo '" both are' even "in'one uäy agreed.:. '. '°ti 
concordi.... & per quests tal uarista and through'this'veriety I say there'- 
dico ehe non si pu fermamente can not be any firmly maeterful..., and 
ammseetrar alcuno. '... & non vi`eesendo there not being any'firmnese"the less 
feraazza aeno'vi puo esssr scientia... can there be science.... 
y as mi dirste colui Dottor and, if you will say to me that one 
he lotto, queil'altro 
e Giometra; & man has read his Doctor's degree, and 
quell'altro Cosmografo dito quests that another is a Geometer, and another 
eseer tutte parole perche'chi non a Surveyor, I say these to be all words 
impara can Is vita in proprio fatto because those who do not learn with 
focioe con Teaser stato alla guerre the life of personal deeds, that is 
non potra far case buona. Se di nouo having been to the wars, are not able 
"direte colui dissegna bene vi dito, to make the thing well. If again you will 
the buona tose e star in vna camera say he designs well, I say to you, how 
perche copra vna carts 1'huomo puö far good a thing it is to remain in a study 
squello the vuole, & io fart case because a man on paper can make what 
aopra vna Carta, the saranno molto he would, and I will make things on 
lodate, & di sorteýche mai si potrano paper that will be much praised, and 
matter in effetto Ache il dissegno of a kind that never could be put into 
inganna, & pus mostrar il falsos effect because the design deceives, 
Npero il dissegnar nö e il prima import- and can show the false therefore des- 
Ste vero a the e 'necessario p poter ign is not of the first importance; 
mostrar'al principio li effetti, the -" 'true, it is necessary in order to be- 
hanno da""far lt tiri, & Is diffese, "& : , able to show the roots"of"the effects, 
la'distätie, us ne Bono molti nondimeno, which the firing has to do, "and the 
oche fanno li dissegni, & poi non li defence and the distance -- there are 
fanno dar essecutione, ma e ben vero many nevertheless, that make designs, 
the quests tali ei potrano seruir in and afterwards they can not4execute 
quanta del far l'opera di Maestri them; but it is very true that these 
muratori valent'huomeni, the conoscer- such`uill be able to serve in as much as 
as äno Is comoditä, the vorra quel opera, master masons do-the work, valiant men 
who will know the commodity that would 
1. From Do FabricarFortezze (1598) published under Belluzzi's name] p, 68. 
. 2. I. e. the scholars 
3. This argument might be considered to be defective in that, it is not leg- 
itimate to fault design as an activity, because on occasion it can be misleading, 
and all that is required is that it is ensured that on any particular occasion* 
this is not the case. But, one can represent impossible objects, and it is only 
through experience of actual objects that such representations can be judged. Thus design conceived of as merely or essentially an activity involving simply the manipulation of lines in a drawing, is defective. Thus there is quite a 
serious point here beneath a good deal of bombast. 
4. Taking "fanno" as "poaonno", if this is not simply meant to be understood. 
iss 
nel far dalli pedamenti, & nel operar ' be wished in that work, in making the 
delle fabrics, il-muratore Pero non footings, and in; the work of construction 
fare altro as non quello li, sarä mon- tion; the mason therefore will nqt do 
trato dal dissegnator; ma as 11 disseg- anything which he will not be shown by 
, 
tnatora, & muretore, non intendono quello the designer. but. if the designer and 
the imports^la diffesa, &, nö conoscano mason, do not, understand that which con- 
%quello, the 
li possono('ar il, nemici, & cerns'defence, and, ^do not know what the 
the commoditade puo hauer. l. 'inimico... enemy, can do, and what commodity, can 
.... parlando de dissegni in carte dito have the enemy 
(things will be awry) 
. the mai vn Principe douria creder .... talking of design on paper, I say 
dissegni, ma farsi far li modeli, & that a, Prince ought: never to believe 
ditti modeli copra il aito farli cor- the designs,, but should have models 
regger, da huomoni di guerra, lasciando made, and theasaid model upon the site 
Architetti, & Dottori da banda, & to be corrected by men of war, leav- 
it dimandar consiglio a quelli dalli quali '"ing Architects and Doctors aside, and 
lui ei uolesse. seruir quando facesse request council of'those by whom he 
bisogno di diffender. tal fortezze.... would wish to be served uhen+the def- 
ence of'such'fortresses is needed.... 
1 
1. According to HALE (1910) p. 524. During the construction of the Fortezza 
da Basso at Florence in the, 1530s Nanni Unghero wrote to Antonio as Sangallo 
, saying "that he had had to have a model made as the Duke could not visualize it from the drawings; 'he says "It is all very well to talk, but I don't follow 
it ,""t ý fi E av. 
µ 
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Sg. Ala: Title page: VNderueysung/ der messung/"mit dem zirckel vn richt-, ' 
scheynt/ in Linton ebnen vnnd gantzen corporen/ durch Albrecht Uürer züsamen 
getzoge/ und zu nu u alle kunstlieb habenden'mit zü gehörigen figuren/ in 
truck gebracht/ im Jar. M. D. XXv. Mit begnadung Kayserlicher im and'syngeleibter 
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Nuremberg. Im. 1525. Jar. 
Underueysung der messung (1525): Texts 
Sg. Aib t... man hat byechar in vneern .... up till now in our German land 
dsuttschen landen/ vil geschickter many skilful' youths have been taught 
jungen/ zu der künst der mallerey go- the art of painting, without any ground 
thon/ die man an ellsn'grundt vnnd and all"lsarnt from daily'prsctice. They 
alleyn aupj einem täglichen brauch have thus'developed in ignorance like 
gelert hat/ sind die selben also im a wild unpruned tree, 'even though' 
vnuaratend wie syn'uylder vnbeschnyt- some of them from continual practice 
ener baum auff eruaschen/ Uie wol at- '- have acquired &-free handy so that all 
lich aupjinen durch stetig 
übung syn their work has been powerfully but imp- 
frays hand orlengt/ also das sie ire rudently done, and only according to 
uerck geualtigklich aber vnbedecht- , 
alleyn nach jrem wolgefalle lieh/ vnnd _ 
1. After Max STECK. Uürare Geetaltlehere der Mathematik und der bildendon 
)(f net (Halle 1948). 
the first edition. 2- ," 
. Sy. Eia"Nach dam'Jch hie fora anget: eigt heb/wie man etllch lini. n 
ziehen 3 
Boll/ will ich nun wie ich im anfang gem alt/ an-die pianos oder ebenen komen.. " 
. From the dedication. 4 
10 
gemacht heben/ So aber die verstand- 
Igen malet und rechte kunster/ solchs 
vnbesunen werck gesehen/ haben sie 
und nit vnbillich diser laut blind- 
atheyt gelacht/'die weyl einem rechten 
verstand nichts vnangenemer zu sehen 
ist/ da!; falecheyt im gemel/ vnange- 
sehen ob auch das mit allem fleiss 
gemalt uirdet/ Dee aber solche malet 
ew olgefallen in jren yrthumben gehabt/ 
' 
ist alleys vrsach genest/ das sie die 
kunst der mesaung nit gelernet haben/- 
an die keyn rechter uerckman uerd'e 
oder, seyn ken/ Dee aber jr meyster 
Kechuld genest die. solche kunst selbe 
nit gekündt haben. Die ueyl aber die 
der recht grundt ist aller 
mallerey/ 
hab ich mir fürgenomen allen kLnst- 
begyrigen Jungen/ syn anfang zu- 
»stellen/ und vrssch zugeben damit 
sie sich der meesunge zirckels vynd 
K 
richtscheyt/ vnderuinden vnnd daraus 
die rechten uarheyt erkennen vnnd vor 
augen sehen mbgen/ damit sie nit 
tlalleyn zü künsten begirig werden/ 
sonder auch zu eynem rechten und 
grösseren verstandt kamen möyenf N"' 
their taste. Thus when the informed 
painter and true artist, sees such 
unconsidered work, they have. -- and 
not unreasonably -- ridiculed these 
workers blindness, because to a true 
understanding nothing is so unpleas- 
ant to see as falseness in painting 
unnoticed, althoughpainted'with the 
greatest diligence. That further 
such painters have taken pleasure, in 
their errors is for the only reason 
that they have not learnt the art of 
measurem Ult without which'no man is 
or can be a true uorker, 'that however 
was their master's fault, uho did not 
themselves know euch art. 
`Because therefore it is the true 
ground to all painting'I have under- 
taken for all youths desirous of art, 
to set out a beginning and to give a 
ground, that they undertake measure- 
ment with compass and ruler, and r 
therefore the right truth recognise 
end see before their eyes, that. they 
are not only desirous-of art, but also 
to a true and greater understanding 
can come. 
.... Demnach hoff ich diM meyn 
fürnemen und vnderweyeung/, werde kein 
u veretendiger dadelen/ die weyl es 
&u U einer gutten meynugn und allen 
kunatbegirigen zu* qüt geschicht/ vnnd 
auch nichtelleyn den maleren/ sonder 
Goldechmidan Bildhaueren Steynmetzen 
utSchreynersn, vnd allen den so sich des 
msep gebrauchen dienstlich seyn mag/... 
... Whereby-I'hope this my undertaking 
and instruction will not be blamed 
for little understanding' because it 
comes from a good intention. nnd to 
bring all art lovers to a good skill, 
and also not only to painters, but 
goldsmiths, sculptors, stonemasons, 
joiners, and that all who use the rule 
may be served... 
Zu Befestigung der Stett. Schloss. und 41ecken (1st. ed. 1527)x'"r 
8iblioorephyt Nurenberg 15271 Nurnberg 1530*; Nurnberg 153800 Arnhem `603*: 
Latin version Perisiis 1535: A modernised German version Berlin 1823*. French 
version Paris 1870? rec. of the 1st. 1527 ed. Unterachneidhaim 1969. do Oiattkon- 
Zurich 1971; of the 2nd. Farnbosough 1972.. 
C., 
1. That is geometrical measurement and setting out. 
2. or grasp. 
3. or "yardstick". 
4., There were at least two editions in this year and a number of variants are 
known among the copies of the first. See JAEGGLI (1971) for a discussion of 
these early editions and variants. 
5. These lest editions are quoted in many older bibliographies and for example 
by BIDDLE (117L). They are however very rare and JAEGGLI-(1971$ suggests they 
are variants of the second edition. -- 
6. After JAEGGLI (1971). 
7. DeVrbibua. Arcibus. Castellierlue condendis. ec muniendieýrationes aliquot 
cation tra. A MATHEAU. 
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General description 
'37 sides with printed text 6" x 8". The work contains 
a number of pull out sheets up 
to twice and more the page size containing 
illustrations of a good quality. There bra 10 of these large illustrations 
with further diagrams and, illustrations uithin, 
the text. 
Con tents: 
5g. Aia: Title page: Etliche vnderricht/ zu befestigung der Statt/ 
Schloss/ 
vnd, flscken. 
Sg. Alb: Dedication to "herrn Ferdinanden/ zu Hungern und Beheym Koniqen.... " 
over Durer's name. 
Sg., AÜ a: Section, la, (i): 'Introductary remarks. 
Sg. Aiib/C1iib: Section I (ii): Some 11 pages of text which gives the design 
of ,a bastion with a round 
face tobe set at the angle of an existing toun 
uall. 'More than one such to be used where necessary. -The setting out plan 
shows aýhoneycomb,, type structure and the thickness of some of the internal 
walls-are determined-by geometrical diagrams. The section is accompanied by_ 
*a large number, of pull out drawings giving plans of the structure at various 
levels, and vertical. cross-sections and elevations. The, text gives a good deal 
of detail about the dimensions of various parts of the-structure, and about 
such things as, mantelets, access stairs, ventilation and so on. 
Sg. Ciliia/Cvb: Section I (iii): A short section of 2tpages of text with one 
4 of, drawings showing another way of constructing, a bastion in the same situation 
as that of the previous section. The work possesses a continuous gallery around 
the curve front face of the bastion forming casemates, which is backed up by 
& , solid earth platform. 
SQ. Cviajfia.: S action I (iv): One page of text and 2 plans and an elevation. This 
is about another version of the some type"of. atructure to be built-when money 
, ris tight. The structure is of a similar nature, to that of the first on a 
smaller scale. 
Sg. Dia/Eia: Section 11: 10 pages of text with 2 pull out plans. This, section 
is concerned with the design of a strong castle and all its relevant appurt- 
enances. The castle is set out as a square in the centre of the whole fort- 
""'ification with-space around it to house the king's servitors and tradesmen, 
so forming a town. The whole fortification is. surrounded by a 
'series 
of ditches 
in a square plan. The innermost smallest ditch has 8 casemates firing along " 
the ditch; the next ditch has 12 similar casemates and a series of embrasures 
at 50ft. intervals cover the bottom of the ditches in addition. A good deal of. 
& detail, is given as to how the houses are placed around the castle. 
Sg. Eiia/Fis: Section-III: Some 5 pages of text with 2 pull out drawings 
concerning a round fort or blockhouse. The structure is made up of a series of 
heavy concentric rings. An, inner-masonry, ring contains living quarters surround- 
ing"an inner court. This structure is surrounded by a ditch, a bank, and then 
a further ditch. Cassmatse cover the bottoms of the ditches. The inner ring is 
designed to have defensive artillery firing from its upper surface. The site 
of, this blockhouse is between a mountain and the sea or other area of water. 
$q. Fib/Fifa: Section IV: One page plus of text and a section through the 
works. This passage is concerned with protecting older defences which are no 
longer suitable in the. face of artillery. The town is'surrounded by an earth 
bank and ditch outside the medieval style wall. The upper face of the bank 
above general ground lpvsl is set at a shallow slope and stone faced to 
1. Of, the second edition of 1527., , 2. These divisions are not in the original text but are here given for refer- 
once purposes , 
ýý> 
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'withstand artillery. Casemates'are place-in the bottom of the ditch every 
200ft. ' 
Sq. 'Fiia/b: Section V: j page'of text with a drawing of"a'qun and carriage. 
Sg. ' Fiib: ° Closing remarks. 
Colophon: Gedrückt zu Nürnberg nsch'dsr gepürt Christi. Anno. M. CCCCC. XXVII. 
In dem sonst October. 
Etliche underricht zu befestigung-'der 51 
Texte 
ýDieweil sich nun zu dregt die E. Mt. 
etlich steet'vnnd flecken zu befestig- 
enn vercheefft hat/ bin ich verursacht 
meinen geringen verstandt derhalb an ' 
izuzeygen/ ab'E. Mt. gefellig sein volt/ 
etwas derau U ab zunemen/ Dann ich dar 
für halt/ ob mein anzeygen nit an allen 
orten angenommennwerd/ müg dennoch züm 
teil was nutz daraus entspringen/ 
a nit alleyn E. `Mt. sonder auch andern' 
Fürsten/ herrn/ vnnd statten/ sie sich 
garen vor geoalt und vnpilliqer bed- 
rengung schütten walten.... 
; ett. schloss und flecken (1527 2nd. ed. ): 
Now that your majesty has decided to 
fortify some towns and villages I am 
caused to set forth. my little under- 
standing therein -- if it please your 
majesty -- to observe something there- 
on. but in this I hold, if my ideas 
are not adopted3in every place, per- 
haps usefulness will arise from some 
part, not only for your Majesty but 
also to other Princes, Lords and 
Towns, who would gladly be protected 
from'power and unfair harassment. 
Sg. Aiia. `Nach dam eich iUt pay vneern Because in our time many strange things 
Kzeyte fil'fremder each begeben/ ge- occur, I thought it necessary to 
"dunckt'mich`von nuten nein zu bedenck- consider fortification building, so 
en/ wie befestigung gepaut/ daraus that Kings, Princes, Lords and towns 
eich-Künig/ Fursten/ Herrn/ vndStett/ can make"defence, not only that one 
veruarsn'möchten/ nit allein das ein' Lhristian from another is protected; 
itChrist/`vor dam andern beschützet/ but also that the lande neighbouring 
º-sonder such dis lender so dem Türken the Turks, can be saved from the same 
gelegen sind/ sich vor dos selben power and shot. (So) I have' undertaken 
gaualt vn geschogg erretten möchten: ' to make a little treatise on how 
Hab ich mir für genommen/ sin kleyne' such buildings should be errected; 
ttanzeygung zu thon/ wie on solch gepeu yet for its improvwent (are) those of 
cuff zurichten were/ doch cuff war- understanding in this and who also 
peeserung der veretsndingen die sich have used the were and much seen and 
auch der'krieg gebraucht/ und der so experienced. 
vil gesehen/ und erfaren heben. 
»»Eretlich Let mein gut beduncken/ des Firetly'it is my considered opinion 
-man kein gepeu derauff man starcke that no building where heavy shots 
geschos legeren uil/ mit gestreckten will be aboutq should be built with 
oder auffrechten meuren sol auffuren/ straight or vertical walls. If so 
Den'eo men sin stück pucheen sechse when a piece, 6,8 or 10 shots late go, 
gechte oder, Lehene daran lest geen/', striking the well in the 
schlehen sich die mauer in der. mitte 
1. The first edition may be distinguished here by its giving "manat" 
2. from the dedication. 
3. HULSIUS (1407) "abnemen - ebmercken, observer, conjecturer". 
4. I. e. strange neu things. 
S. Lit. advertismsnt, declaration. 
RD 
ein/ sie seyen als dick sie Allen/ so 
man dann zum andern und dritten mal 
her wider kombt vnnd anklopfft/ felt 
der last oben heraus/ und ie schwerer 
tder pau und last ist/ le ee das ge- 
schicht. 
An etlichenorten da die laut nit bey 
gelt sind/ oder die eil und not das 
erheischt/ machen sie grosse schütten/ 
averechrancken vnnd vergraben die/ und 
waren sich kecklich darau! _9/ 
das ist 
vast gut/ Dauon uil~ich aber hie nit 
schreiben/ denndie Kriegslaut wissen 
sölchs uol zumachen/ auch erlernä es 
die teglich so die kriege not dar zu 
dringt/ wan man aber solcher gepeu 
nit mar bedarff/ lest man sie geuonlich 
zerreytern/ den niemandt hat darnach 
acht darauff. rAber in eyner treslichen 
lostet/ oder achtparem echlos/ da die 
mauren/ thürn/ und ob das sein mag 
gefuettert gräben vmsich haben/ da 
sol man solche befestigung auch mauren/ 
vg dem andern gebeu games machen/ auff 
adae so man der zu eeyndr zwyt nit 
bedarff/ das die dannocht uerhafft 
beleyben/ pie zu eyner andern zeit/ 
derumb müssen solch mauren vest gepaut 
werden/ Und ob man sagen volt es wurde 
Jsvil coati/ so gsdenck  an an die Kdnig 
in EQipten welche grossen costen an die 
Pyramiden gelegt haben/ d'doch nicht 
netz genest ist/ so doch dieser tosten 
seer note ist/ haben die herrn vii 
eiarmer leut/ die man sunst mit dem 
almussen erhalten muse/ den geb man 
taglon für jar erbeit so dörffen sie 
nit petteln/ und werden deetminder zü 
euffrur bewegt/ Co Ist auch passer ein 
. herr verpau ein grog galt auff dzer 
beleyben möge/ dann das er in eyner 
gehe von seinem feind vbereilet/ vnnd 
au _s seinem land vertriben ubrde/ wie 
das einiglicher geringes verstandes 
eileichtlich abzunemen hat. 
Ob aber etlich sagen wolten/ es wer 
nicht nott solch dick gemeurer, zü 
machen sie solche hernach angezeygt 
middle, no matter how thick it will be, 
then when a 2nd. or 3rd. (salvo) further 
comes and strikes, the weight above 
falls outwards, and as heavy and 
weighty as the wall is the more so. 
In some places where the people have no 
money, or hasttand necessity requires 
it, are made great banks, pallissaded 
and ditched, that defend it strongly 
thereby, and that is very good. But on 
that I will further not write, for 
the warriors know well such to make, 
and learn it daily as the needs of 
war press; but when then such 
structures are no longer required, 
left, they generally break down, so 
that nobody esteems 
them. But in an important town or 
significant castle which has walls 
and towers, and if it can have a 
reveted ditch around it, then such 
should also be fortified in maaonary, 
and the other structures conformably 
made, so that if in its time it is 
not needed it will afterwards 
remain defensible till another time, 
uherefor such masonry must be strongly 
built. And if it is said what will it 
cost, then consider what great cost*' 
the kings in Egypt laid out on the 
pyramids, which knew no use, yet 
this cost is very useful. The lords 
have many poor folk that otherwise 
must receive alms, then giving them 
daily for this work, then they do not 
go about begging, and will be less 
moved to rebel. It is also better 
that a soveret9n spends much money 
in building that he can remain, than 
in an attempt of his enemy he is pre- 
cipitated, and expelled out of his 
land -- and that any of small under- 
standing can easily grasp. 
It however some will say it is not 
necessary to make such thick masonry 
walle as are hereafter indicated, 
I. JAEGGLI (%171) gives "als des er in einem Kampfs von seinem Feind uberuunden". 
I'' 
+sý... *" 4 x: tt"t_w S1tý 
ist/ und man möcht geringer gepeu mit and that lesser buildings with smaller 
weniger costung gleich so vest pauen/ cost can be made just as strongly-built- 
q !S 
wer solches uerhafftig'anzeygt/ dem If this were truly said then_one 
mag`man folgen/ Ich sag aber/ wer für could follow it. I. say however, who 
saarg und einfallen pauen will der sol will build through fear of' invasion, 
noch starker gepeu machen denn ich 
- 
should build yet stronger, than I have 
hernach anzeyg/ dan as thut pay disem hereafter indicated rather, than be struck 
harten enklopffen/ das ists in krigs by this injury, that any warrior can 
laufften vor augenn ist alles not/ Ich clearly sea is very necessary. 
»uil mich auch mit diser schrifft nit I will also not make these writing at 
so künstlich machen/ das ich die hoch such a high level as for. highly 
," 
geachten uerkleut und die as for können est. med workmen to know,,, ,, a 
pauen uölleren/ Aber die so solcher 
4 how to build. But for such as artnot 
gepeu nit genugsam vnterricht sind und sufficiently instructed and yet are 
wdoeh zu zeyten zu pauen vberkummen/ overcome by the time to build. "I"will 
ruil ich ermanen/ das sie ire gepeu. im encouragerthat their building in 
auffreissen vol betrachten/ Doch ist design are well considered. Never- r 
keyner verpunden mir zu folgen/ sonder' theless no one is bound to follow me 
er mag sich seines gut bedenckens und without employing, his own considered 
sagefallene prsuchen. opinions and pleasure. 
'-Wer nun psuen will der betracht He who would, build, first, examines 
eretlich die gelegne arten der stet- the site of the town wall, where, it 
mauren/ daraus` sich am füglichsten zu is most convenient to defend. If the 
weren ist/ so man dann an der selben same town needs more than one bastion, 
tatet moor den ein pastey bedarff/ 
euff 
so that the guns can reach, each other 
-das man mit dem geschos zü sammen they are set in such places where the 
reychen mSgs/ setz man sie an die ort least shots can do so. And the; - 
ds men äm minsten beechoss"n mny uerdmn/ structures should be on firm ground, 
L 
Vnd der peu uerdt gesetzt cuff festen as on rock, living earth, or on piles. 
Jsgrund/ so say cuff Fels/ lebendig art- And around the bastion the reveted 
rich oder pfäl/ Und for der pastey town"ditch. is uidened, to at. least 200 
herumb/ werde der gefiltert statgraben feet wide, between_it,. and, the. bastion.., 
eruytert/ da" cuff des uenigest zwey- under the ground (level), as much as 
hundert schuch ueyt/ zwischen dem selben the ocCarsion of the place allows, and 
ssvnnd der pastey vnden im dem grund aey/ it is made 55 feet deep. In this ditch 
so ferr as anders die gelegenheyt de-s, 2 is made a, further small reveted, ditch, 
*eelben orten lsyden wil/ und man mach . 18 feet wide and 12 feet deep,. beside 
in fünff und funfftsig achuch tiff/ ins. -. the opposite bastion so as-to circle 
disen graben mach man noch ein k'einen, r, around 
the flank defences from one 
M gefütterten. graben/ achzehen schlich side of the town wall to the other, ' 
ueyt/ und zwelff schuch tiff/ zu negat so that when one drops down in the 
vnden ender pastry/ vor den atreych" (main) fosse one can not come up 
weren zu rings herumb/ von eynerseyten` directly to the gunports4 However 
der etatmauer an die andern/ Auff das the bastion should from the town wall 
6so man in den graben fiel/ nit so bald 
zu dem schie Ulochern k! ms/ Aber die 
pastey soll for der etatmauren"ein 
"r 
1. The bastions should be sat at a diateace in accord with the range of the 
smallest guns to be used in defence. L , "1 2. "lebending" 7 The Latin version (Paris 1535) has "argillosss". RATHEAU 
(1870) gave "ordinsire". JAEGGLI (1971) gave "gevaschsan". Presumably just 
good ground as against swampy or unsafe surfaces. 
3. Opposite the counterscorp. 
4. Or casemate*. 
IC2 
zimliche weyten hinaus in den stat- 
graben trotten/ wie hernach volgt/ 
Auch werd die bastey also gesetzt/ das 
men sich zu beyden seiten so uol waren 
rmage als fur sich/ kan man sie auch 
machen hintersich daraus3 zu waren/ 
ist destbesser/ Ich red letz von truck- 
nen stetgraben/ wo man aber diffe 
nasser graben mag, haben/ ist forteyl- 
je ha{tiger. 
Sg. Die. SD ein harr weyt und wolge- 
legne land/ und die Wal hat nach seinem 
willen ein fest schloss°zupauen.... 
Eretlich sol ein eben fruchtbar land 
pdarzu eruelt werden/ und dice ebne sol 
gegen mitternacht ein hoch holtz gepirig 
haben ...... Vnnd dies schlo _sssol gesetzt 
werden ein kle ne meyl weyt von dem 
gepyrg auff der ebne gegen mittag..... . 
»Dig} schlogp sei gents in die fierung 
gepaut werden/ doch sollen die euss- 
ersten eck/yetlichs mit einer lini 
sechs hundert schuch lang .... Diee 
fierung sol ein grosse weyten haben/ 
ilvon wegen der euseern ueeren/ die vil 
. 
fursich nemen/ darumb sol ein seyten 
vo dicer euseereten fierung/ wo die 
eck nicht abgeschnitten werden/ 
vngeuerlich bieg in vier tausent/ 
M dreyhundert schlich lange haben 4 
t Dice fierung des schlosp sol vber 
ort gesetzt werden/ von der vier 
wind sterck wegen/ auff das sich die 
and den ecken leychtlich abstossen. 
travel a reasonable distance into 
the ditch as here follows. Also the 
bastion is set so that, it can be "C 
defended from both sides as well as 
in front' and if it can defended 
behind it is better again. I 
speak here of a dry town ditch, when 




If a lord with a wide and well-lying 
land has the choice of building a 
strong castle to his desire.... 
Firstly should a flat fruitful land 
be chosen, and this plain shall to 
the north have a high wooded mountain 
..... And this castles shall be set a 
little mile from the mountain in the 
plain to the south.... This castle 
should be completely built in a square, 
yet the outer points each with a line 
600 feet long (trimmed) .... This 
square should have a great space, by 
reason of the outer defences, th0L 
takes a good deal of consideration, 
whereby shall one side of this outer 
square where the points are not trimmed, 
have fully up to 4200 feet in length! 
This square of the castle should be 
set in place, from the four strong wind 
directions, so that they are on the 
corners easily worn down. 
J$Sg. Dib. Aber die teylung inwendig des However the division of the inside of 
schlopp/ sol also gemacht werden/ in the castle should be made thus 
: the 
g1" I. e. bevelled off. See below. 
2. JAEGGLI (1171) p. 93, 'modernises' "schloss" into "residence". 
3. Here the-las t author p. 93, 'modernises' "schloss" into "town" : (See belou4.5. ) 
4. I. e. Ignoring the bevelled off corner. 
5. JAEGGLI (1911) gives "Die Einteilung des inneren Raums soll folgende sein". This author in his modern rendition of these sections distorts the sense of the 
passages by transforming "schloss" as noted; or by use of a circumlocution with a similar effect. This completly distorts Durer'a text. Uürer continually used the term "schloss" to cover the complete castle and town surrounding it. This 
author's intention seems to have been to make Durer's text sound as it it were 
much more concerned with town planning in the modern sense than it really was, in order to emphasise Dürer's contribution to this field. ("Dürer webt hier 
sein Vorstellung von idealen Stadt hinein. " (Up. cit. p. 117)) Yet clearly Dürer conceived the problem was to provide a strong fortification and res- idence for the king or prince, and his design centered around this, although 
a town wes necessary to the whole. As Ubrer himself explained (op. cit Sg. Uib) "So nun des K6nigs houss nach der leer Vitruuij oder ender verstendiger workleut 
gemacht ist/ denn mach mann auseerbalb desselben grabens ein gefierten platt.. 
.. suffdiaen platz sollen wonen des K6nige Hltte/ diener und handuerker.... " 
Hie view was thus of a town and castle very medieval in conception, and not 
of the orgenieation of the urban space as an abstract into which various 
structures might or might not be fitted. 
rc3 
der, mit aol das herlich haus_s den 
Königs/ auff einen gefierten platz 
geatelt-uerdä/ des ein seyten acht 
hundert achuch lang sey/ und kein eck 
gaol an diaer fierung abgeschnitten 
werden. Wie aber ein Sollich Kuniglich 
hause gepaut aol werde/ echreybt 
. Vitruuiua der alt Römer klar...! 
lordly house of the king should be set 
in the middle of a square plan of a aide 
of 800 fest long and the corners of this 
square-should not be chopped off. How, 
however such a royal residence should 
be built the old Roman Vitruvius clearly 
wrote..... t 
31. Fiib. DAmit genedigister König und Here gracious king and lord, will I 
*Herr/ wil ich meinem schreyben end give, end to, my writin 9 and there- 
geben/ vnnd E. M. damit mein vnder- with your Majesty have indicated my 
thenig dienstperkeyt angezeygt haben/ humble servitude, not in the intention 
nit der meynung/ das mir in allen that I should be followed in all things, 
dingen gefolgt sol werden/ dann ich for I know others can discuss better 
X ueyU das auch passers dan ich anzeygen advices than mine. Also the 
ken/ erfunden mag werden/ so sind auch opportunities of the land, and like- 
die gelegenheyt der landt/ des gleych- wise the power of lord's, are not 
on das vermögen der Herrschafft nit equal, so that fortifications can 
gleych/ derhslb auch die"befeetigung not in every place be the same, but 
somit an allen orten gleych sein from all the foregoing ideas. can as' 
'mögen/ aber ause allem much be taken up, as in any place i 
vorgeschehem anzeygen'mag so vil ab- can be serviceable, using the-whole 
-genurnen werden/ das an alle ort dienst- or a part, on which those who under- 
lich sein mag/ man prauch sich des gar, stand such things knot.. ij ll how-to 
coder zum teyl/ darein sich aber die correct. It is also particularly 
verstendigen col wiesen zurichten. Fit necessary to consider that such fort- 
istauch in wundere not zubendencken ifications are built so that if they 
das also gepaut'werd das die befe'st- are sas'zed, they are not more use to 
igung so sie abgedrungen würden/ nit s the enemy than they are in defence of 
Voter dam feynden nutz sein dann sie die ones friends. In regard to the preservat- 
"freund beschütten mbgen. Der halb zu ion of auch a fortification it in necesa- 
erhaltung solcher befestigung not ist/ ary that (it have) good guns and all 
gut"geachütz/ alle kreigs notturfft/ ' war necesearies,. and above all pioua'atr- 
vnd zu forderst frumme vnnd mandliche anuous'fighters to allow a faith- 
sleut/ die sich tröstlich ueeren d8rffen/ ful defence, for, of these is. every, 
dannen die selben ist alle befestigung fortification lost except that each 
vnerhelten/ zu den sich aber ein yet- Prince and lord knows to send them at 
licher Fürst und Harr nach seiner hie opportunity. 
geglegenheyt ueyse zu schicken. 
1. It is not very clear chat part ot'Vitruvius Uurer may have been referring 
to hers. Vitrivius of course had no specific section on "palaces", rather on 
temples and theaters. He did write on houses however (Hk. VI, Lap. -I11/V) 
and perhaps Uurar was thinking of this, but in detail these are rather duellinga 
on a modest scale. Here however Vitruvius stated that houses should be dnsigned 
in accordance with the status of the client, and that his general rules of 
decoration serve in design generally in this field. Thus it is probable that' 
Durar was thinking of Vitruvius's rules of design. particularly for the ordere, 
in these remarks, and their application to form a suitable residence for the 
prince. 
2. Lit. manly, virile. 
BEINHAQD v"n 50LM5-l1tH 
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Ein aesprecheines alten erfarnen kriegesnans mit einem jungen hauptmans 
(ist. od. 1535); 
Bibliography: Meyntz 1535; Koln 1556. 
General descriptiont", 9" x 5i" finely printed text. 28 folios. 2 pages of 
diagrams. 3 pages of tables. 3 pages of illustrations. The majority of the 
text in dialogue form. 
Contents: 
f. 1a.: Title-page: EYn gesprech eynes alten erfarnen kriegUmans vn bawmeysters 
wit synom jungen hauptmann: welcher Sassen syn wester baue fürzunemen vnnd mit 
nu tzdes harren sog vollenfurt werden. Gedruckt zu Mayntz bei Iwo Schoffern 
mit Keyserlicher vnd, Koniglicher Maiestät freiheyt/ nit nach zudrucken. 
f. 1b.:: Illustration showing a cherub sitting on a sphere, holding a dividers 
and surrounded by tradesman's tools. Verse inset: "Grand5Juus ego sum tardus 
ceu primus in Orbs/ Omnia consternens qu _e iam mihi fate dedere/ Falce meal 
., no nunc in me"Mauortius heros/ Bella ciet: loco tute mais hegt artibus usus/ 
Circumfoseaaiacent, sod tu qui castra moliris/ Valle sub angusta circundare. 
Reepice quUso/ Ordine quo posset fieri. puer ills docebit/ Hoc beo quos 
"genui ingenio, hoc uirtute ualebunt. ' 
+' f. IIa; Coat of arms and the date 1534. 
f. IIb/IIIa: Dedication: "Aller Uurchleuchtigister groszwachtichtigeter 
Roomisher/ Hungerischer und Behemischer König.... " 
f. IIIb/IIIIa: 'Forward. 
If. IIIIb: Illustration showing Micheal Utt and Hans Willig, the two protagon- 
ists of the dialogue. An inset shows a rudimentary representation of what 
might be a scale on a drawing labelled: "Veriungung des kleinen mass stab. 
"1514 "H. 0-: 
f. Vä/XVa: (Pt. "I): A dialogue between Michael Ott, an old experienced warrior, 
and Hans Willig, a young willing learner. The whole section is very general 
and discursive. No illustrative drawings are given. It is characterised by 
general apophthegms similar to those of Michael Ott's rhetorical questions! 
The information involved is not a great deal more than one might expect anyone 
reasonably-familiar with"contemporary building practices to automatically 
accept. 
f. XVb/XXIIIIb: (Pt. II): "Eyn vnderricht eynes vestennbaws anzulegen/ und 
auee ueej grundt das genommen/ geschehen/ und wie der im reissen verstanden 
soll werden. " A straight didactic text, which deals with the problems of cubing 
up a bank, and diagrams are given to aid this. In addition much general advice 
is given such as that stone-cutting can go on-in the winter when the laying of 
masonry is"not posaible, 'and that draught animals should be outspanned at 
different times according to the seasons, and the like. 
1", The first edition of 1535 appears not to have been previously considered in 
the literature. It does not bear Reinhard's name at any place. Lomparison 
with the second edition, however, which was published under the title of 
Ein Kurtier Auszu vnnd vberechleg/ Einen How aufzustellen (Koln 1556) shows 
to be the same wore this later edition involving some relatively minor 
changes and the addition of a small amount of material in the final section". 
In the later edition Reinhard stated "dices Uesprech der Architecture/ noch 
' nit in die gemeyn in Truck hab aussgehen lassen/ ist die ursach/ dass solches 
' noch nit/ wie as sein soll/ volnyertigt ist" referring to the first edition. 
'The first edition seems in fact to be very rare. A note in the master catalogue (title room) of the B. M. from benzing the Lerman bibliographer, suggests that 
only two extent copies are known. JAHNS (1001) noted the reference to the 
earlier edition in the later version, but did not see a copy. 
2. Of the first edition. 
3. See below t. fli13. 
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f. XXV. /b:, Closing remarks. 
f. XXVIa/XXVIIb: "In diser nachuolgender figur mag nit alleyn alle multip- 
lication der zal/ sonder auch alle gelider verordnung kriegUvolcks zu roes 
vnnd ru U in die gefierten platz gestalt werden" 
Colophon: Gedruckt in der löblichen und Churfürstlichen statt Meyntz/ durch 
Iuonem Schöffer. Vollendet am XXV. tag des monats Novembris/ als man zalt 
nach der geburt vnsere lieben herren Jesu Christi/ Anno M. D. XXXV. jar. 
Eyn Gesprech (1535) Texte 
f. Jib. Wieuol aller gnedigster herr/ Although all 
, 
gracious, lord, I, have no 
ich keynen zueiffel hab/ E. K. Ma. sei doubt, that your Kingly Majesty, with 
mit geschickten und kunstreichen Bau- skilful- and ingenious building- 
meystern/ die zü der zeit Weilandt masters, of the time of the late and 
shochlobichster gedechtnuss Kayser very praiseworthy and well remembere e 
Maximilian zce. ale eyne hochberumpten emperor Maximilian -- a very famous 
kriege Fürsten/ dasselb gnugeamlicheny4 war leader -- in this has sufficiently 
gesehen/ erfarn/ und gelert haben/ seen, experienced and learnt, and 
höchlich und vol versehen/"Deesshalben greatly and much practised, to consent 
p dieses mein furnemen von mir als to ignore such as this my labour, 
synem jungen noch etwas vnerfarnen/ like that, of a youth still somewhat 
der kunst billichen vnderlassen sein inexperienced in the art. At the same 
colt. Disuiel ich aber bedenck/ augen- time, I conceLve,, clearly see, 
scheinlich sihe/ und teglich erfarh/ and daily experiences that either 
.s da. U entueders durch vnuerstendig through uninformed tradesmen; or 
bawleut oder aber die jhenigenf so ' also that those that have suff-' 
dame gnugeamen verstendt haben/ darzü icient understanding are not employed 
nit gebraucht vnnd berüffen werden an or consulted thereon, in many pinnt aR 4. 
vil orten und enden it der weiten welt and far reaches of the wide world, 
omit vnzslbarn kosten/ vii vngischickte with uncountable cost many poorly tonst- 
gebew (meinem synfeltigen verstandt rutted buildings to my simple under- 
nach) mit grosser mühe suffgericht und standing -- with great labour, are 
gemacht werden/ der etlich jren her'ren/ e Vected and made, that their lords 
_ 
wo des die noth erfordern colt/ ached- that have that need should be divided 
Klicher dann den feinden sein wurden. fro. their enemies. I have (therefore)' 
e'Mt5 
Hab ich mir fürgenommen mein eynfeltig undertaken, my simple opinions, as to 
gutbeduncken/ wie eyn nützlich vnnd how a useful and ordinarly defensible 
gebre0chliche ueerliche befestigung fortification should be made: what also 
soll gemacht werden/ was auch züuoln- it is to bring such to the goal that 
7ebringungen derselben biU zu end darzu is necessary thereto, in a small brief 
noth sein uirt/ iif eyn kleyne achrifft with everything to & 
, 
reduced setting 
mit campt syner veriungten vffreys- out on a true ground, to compose. Not 
sungen eynes rechten grundta zuuer- thereby for the reason that I believe 
fassen/ nit darumb/ dass ich mich 
1. Lit. ""building workers". I `, 
2. Lit, "ende" as in "the far ends of the world" meaning' everywhere. 
3. I. e. geometrically to scale. "Veriungen", literally"to make young. This is,, 
very much the vocabulary of the German medieval masons, which they used about 
the process of reducing a module to arrive at the size of a smaller member 
using the graphical technique of the revolving square. Sen SUILUY (11TT). 
"Uffreyesungen" from the root "To divide". Designing is here seen as dividing 
up the object into its proper parts. A "veriungeten vffreyssungen" is then a 
design to scale, but not exclusively the design as it appears in a drawing, 
rather something also of the conception of the object that may be no represented. 
'4 jr 
dafur acht in solchen"sachen voln-. I am in such. things so accomplished; or 
kommen sein oder des solches durch , 
that, byithose who understand, better 
verstendiger, nitgebessert oder nütz- or more usefully, it can or should-not 
licher colt oder macht an tag, gebracht be-expressed, but only because exper- 
tuerden/ sonder alleyn, darumb allen fenced buildingmasters, perhaps other- 
erfsren baumeystern/ die sonst vil- wise are silent"and"their'understanding, 
leicht schweigen/ und jren"verstandt , without 
the fruit of general usefulness, 
on frucht gemeynes nütz mit jnen inn die carried away with them into another- 
ender welt/ weg fürthen jr gemut, vnnd world their insight and great under- 
rphohen verstandt/ durch dij mein dg- standing, through this my ignorant 
richt furnemen züeruecken/ dasselb zu undertaking, these to. arouse the-some 
bessern/ und weit nützlicher, an tag to better and usefully to bring to the 
, zubrengen/ damit ich mich des bessern/ light of day, so that I myself can bet- 
vnd weiter lernen macht/ welches mein tar and further learn, which, task'offt"-" 
ufurnemen/, ich aber neimants inn der mine I yet know no, one in the whole 
gantzen welt billicher, zuschreiben und . world to truly write on, or to answer. 
zu uberentuurten geuist. ". +"a". 
f. IIIb. ICh hab augj sonder neygung I, have, from a particular inclination 
vnnd lütt mich bL her Am höchsten and spirit hitherto, with the greatest 
$bbeflissen/ stark. vnnd vests geben zü- diligence, to the observation of strong 
besichtigen/ denen/-so nil ich vermiigt/ and solid' buildings attended, as far 
nach gereyet/, auch gern mit erfarnen as could, be from travel and also 
krie93pleuten daruon geredtj'; ddmitri(, h gladly uith. cxpwrienced Warriorse 
mein, begir, etwas settigen/ vnnd der- thereon spoke,, so"that my desire- 
tteslben synen verstandt bekommsnt wacht. could be somewhat satisfied and so 
Aber warlich bei disan. meinen zelten/ that I could obtain-an understanding 
"it vii befunden/ die . sins achtens/ therein. But truly-., with thi.. my-timfl' 
aber erin en verstand. not found much to my esteem,, albeit li- 
"dee"baues nottürfftiglich'e 
jre fürneme' ttle knowledge, the beginnings of build- 
uberadschlagt"vnd Iren nützbedact hette/"ings neceeaarily, have had their undertak- 
das sich do?; erscheindt an manchen 
ings, counselled and their use considered; 
topffern gebeuen im, heiligen Reich, - 
that it appears+that many famous build- 
c" 
un_bei suUlendigen Nationen/ welche 
inge in the Holy Empire and in foreign 
vngou(in)tliche. zü zeit"dee frida. nations, which were-regarded in time of 
%angesehen werden/ und doch, in der not "peace 
as, impregnable, yet at, need were 
nit so nützlich, vR gebreuchlich sein not as useful, and suitable as, they were 
würden/ wie dan. sie geacht werde/ esteemed --. such with good and 
eolch" mit qüter und vndersprech- expressed reasons can be proved. 
licher"vreachen macht warden, dargethan. Now it is the, meanest. knouledgs 
40Nün ist je meniglichen uiseend/ eyn 
(that), a building, is, very-lightly 
bau ist ganz leichtlich angefangen/ begun, but with difficulty, and 
aber uarlich schwerlich/ und mit + .. 
great cost accomplished. -The - 
grossem kosten zuuolbringen/ der M building has not been attempted I 
bauen nit versuch hat/ der glaubt nit"` do not believe.,. 
1. Reinhard'in fact no where mentions specifically Durer's treatise, and 
, this suggest he did not know it. On the other hand to do things at a reasonable 
cost was a central preoccupation of Neinhard's (see below p. I49,1.113) and this 
probably should be read as_a rejection, of Uurer's, work ae-being.. "unbillich"- 
for it is hard to conceive that Neinherd had not at least heard of his ideas, 
both having been connected with the Emperor's court, although at different 
times. 
1. Defective text. 
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was auch synem erfarnen baumeyater in which there was not any. experian- 
mitten im uerck tegleich für allerley cod building master daily at the work 
irrungen vnnd beschuernuseen einfallen/ for all the disputes and difficulties 
den er, als der den baue fürdem, anfangk arising; therefore,? the building 
luol und notturf. ftiglichen beradtsch-,. 
from the beginning gets. good and rel- 
lagt, vnd bedacht hat/, vil leichter evantTcoucil and consideration, much 
widerstehen mag/. dan der jhenig der, 
lighter, 
, resistance,, will 
it make, 
, vnbedacht, auch 
durch eynen vnerfarnen than those inconsidered, or by an inex- 
baumeyster iA eil synen, bau. furnimbt. perienced building master undertaken 
iiDarumb hab ich mirfürgenommen/., eyn . 
in a{hurry. Therefore it is my intent- 
beuestigung/ wie ich die fir nttzlich ion4+to describe a fortification that 
und bestendig bei mir acht/ zu is to my opinion useful and solid -- 
beachroiben/, nit da83 alle. not that, all fortifications after my 
beuestigungen meinem auffreijen nach designs must or should likeuise, be 
rmüasen oder"sollen, gleich nach gemacht made, for sites and lanscapes are 
werden. Dieweil die pleatz., vnnd landt- dissimilar. Apart from which if oneswish- 
schafften ungleich sein/ sonder ob _ as 
to build, and perhaps informed and 
eyner gern bauenuolt/ vnnd Jm vil- experienced building masters are 
leicht verstendig und erlern bau- , 
lacking,, that he, himself, must see to 
Nmeyster mangeln würden/ dam er selb- it,, endcneeda a reasonable under- 
er mit zusehen/ und des eynen zimlich- standing of it,. and to be reminded 
en verstandt haben möcht/" und jnen what it is to plan buildings, 
.: 
rindert was an eym bau zubedencken,., 
_ 
so that the ,1 
ist/ vnnd, Jnen also weiter nach zu"- building is usefully and properly. r.:. 
sfbedencken bewegt/ damit der bau nütz- .., created; and that the soveret9n avoids 
lich vndformlich verbracht/ und der (over), expense,, and, does not suffer tit- 
herrschefft verlost des kostens,, spott ridicule and mockery of, experienced 
, und 
hon von erfarnen leuten/ desselben people; and the difficulties of the 
nit leiden/, vnnd den vnuillen seiner, landscape must be born. Then truly, 
islandtschafft, gedulden mist/ dan war- uhat, helps the, sovereZt% is gas. if the 
lieh uaa, hulff die hertschafft/ ob alas - building masterauould be heavily 
den, der,, baumeyster vmb seine verwar- punished, for his negligence in it. 
, 
losungen hefftig gestrafft wirt. die- Because thereby the sovertign'e costs, 
-wail dardurch die herrschafft jres and damages are kept in mind, which r, 
ukostene_vnnd schadens'vnergetzt bleiben/ is a great necessity to who wishes 
desselben erfordert die hohe notturfft to build,. a, fortification, (es also) 
dass9eyn jeder/ der, willens ist syn that he allows an experienced and,, 
sbeuestigung 
zü bauen/, dass er vor durch uaruise, building master and good 
verstendig vnnd erfern baumeyster workman to, examine the site and the 
"lkriegUuerstendige. vnd, guter,, werckleut whole place around and, about with all 
besichtigen lessen die lager vnnd alle relevant necessities and . also. that 
platz/ daruor und derinen mit aller, his surveying and estimation in meas- 
notturfft/ und algjdan das wol mit uremu t. uith drawings and cross-sections 
flei Unach; jrem besehen vnnd anschlag models,, are diligently arranged, and 
sin visierung mit reissen vnd,, geachnitt- then at good leisure all the. neces-,: 
en mostern geetelt, uerden/ vnnd,, alUdafi aeties, in, the model (considered) :, All ,, 
nach aller, notturfft mit guter weil. iir towers, getess ditches, pletformss". gun- 
A(moeter), 
Alle thurn/ thor/ gräben/ , portspand, the rests"carefully, , 
platz/ schieUQlöcher und anders uol- 
sobedächtlich zum dickermal besichtige/ , 
1. I. e. the patron. I 
, L" "master" appears as the catchword but he*next sheet, begins""Allen". 
vnnd eynes jeden gütbedenken hear/ 
damit die reue im werk nit mit schaden 
komme/ dan gar mit leichtem kosten das 
master mag geendert werden/-das doch. 
iao'das uerck gemacht/ gar seer schwer- 
lich zuthun ist. Deashalben hab ich 
solchen baue und meine furnemen durch 
zwo personen/ nemlich eynen jungen der 
noch des beuens nit gantz bericht ist/ 
dvnnd doch gern für andern des'uiasens 
haben colt/ der rathfragt/ und eynem 
alten erfarnen vnnd geübten kreigt2nan 
wollen an tag brengen/, der horfnung 
die verstendigen werden mein f rnemen/ 
wob ich gleich etwa geirret/ wie ich 
selbst es darfur halt/ nit verachten/ 
sonder vil mehr b, gerig sein/ die 
mangel vnnd gebrechen zubessern/ dan 
alle wachen Allen eretlich durch leer 
wjunger/ wie hie in der rigur der mel- 
anckolya durch eyn kindt angezsygt 
ist/ angefangen/ und durch die erfarner 
gebessert werden. Vnnd damit ich zu 
dem anfang meines furnemens komme/ hab 
1fach den alten erfarnen krieg Usman/ 
Michel Otter? genent/ wiewol der vor 
etliches zeit ý mit todt verehieden' ist/ 
so hab ich doch inn zeit seines lebens 
das zumachen mich mit jm vergleichen/ 
soso acht ich jn er eei. uirdig der inn 
seinem leben Römischen Keysern vnnd, 
Königen ehrlichen und nützlichen 
gedient/ und bei vil dapffern und -. 
guten räthen gewesen/ auch des baueng 
afvor andern hohen verstandt vnnd berich{ 
gehabt/ dap, nach seinem todt/ sein 
kunst und vsrstandt vnder seinem 
namen an tag gebracht werde. Den Jungei 
aber die usil*erýgern lerner/ sich 
"fragsn nit schampt/ vnnd willig ist 
alle arbeyt und mühe aurr sich zuladen, 
den nenne ich Hans Willig/ und nach 
dem gedachter Hans willig von seiner 
oberkeyt zu eynem baumsyster verordent 
4list/daeU er auch also von ehren oder. 
nütz usgi uie, orrt geschicht angenomen 
hot/ und im'handsll bsfindt/ dass im 
solch ampt süusrusssn an dem verstandt 
und erfarnheyt vii mangelt/ d'mit er 
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as to thickness-examined; and 
everything well considered here so 
that regret in the work with shame) 
doss not arise, than with very 
light costs can, the modelebe accomp- 
lisheds even if the work thsn'made is 
very difficult to do. Which I have 
undertaken to do for such building 
through two persons, namely a youth 
that is not yet fully informed about 
building,. and yet is happy to have 
knowledge from others in dialogue; and 
an, old experienced and practised warrior 
who will bring to (the light of) day, 
the hope of understanding which is my 
task, (and) if= alike 'I somewhat err, 
as I myself in that hold; not to crit- 
icise without being much more eager, 
the faults and mistakes-to"correct. 
Then all reasons will first (be expres- 
sed)"through the unformedlyouth as he 
I in the figure of melancholy as a child 
is, drawn; at the beginning; and will be 
improved through the experienced man. 
And so I. come to the beginning of my 
task. "I have the old experienced warrior, 
Michel Ott, '"named, although for some 
time he is passed over into death; yet 
I have him still as in his lifetime to 
make a comparison, uith; 'in this way I 
"esteeahio as worthy just as. in"his life 
he-honourably, and usefully served the Ro- 
man Emperor-and King, and for both much 
va. liA nt and good council was known, and 
t also had before others of building a gr- 
eat understanding and aquaintance, that 
after his death, his-art and^under- 
n standing be! openly employed under 
his name today. The youth however 
because he is eager to learn, and not 
/ ashamed to. ask questions, and ieýuill- 
ing to bear'all the work and trouble, 
Iýoall. HansýUillig, ". and: thenithis imag- 
inary`Hane Willing, in hie. office iss 
---"subject-to. -a building master, so-that- 
he too thus of honourable and useful, 
ways has as often squired the skill, 
and in practice discovered, in this.,, 
office to banish from his under- 
standing and practice, many faults, so 
1. Lear - empty. 
2. This is a reference to the frontispiece. 
3. Michel Ott was a historical character. Born 1479, in 1503 he was "obrister' 
Fsldzupaaster" to Maxiaillian I. H. had a long and distinguished career as 
an artillerist. d. 1532 (? ). ALL DEUT BIOG. 
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dan sein herrschafft in grossen kosten that his sovereign is not subjected 
nit für vngnad/ spott/ und schandt to great costs, with ungraciousness 
erlange/ ridicule and shame. 
- f. Vb. H. W'.... dan eynem jungen keyn 
'' h H; W.: `: `. it Sa nog shame' fo1r a youth 
sachandt ist/ vo alten erfarnen leuten to learn from old experienced people 
! e' zulernen/...... vnd mich was ich in ... 
'and I being questioned (about) what 
kriegsssleuffen gesehen gefragt/'sein I have seen of uarfars, we are to 
wir etlicher'beueetigungen/ ale des "discuss some fortifications 
Schloss Meylandt'beyder Statt Bern und "'like the castle-of Milan and both 
MFerer-zeu reden'worden/:...: dass sein G. -towns of Bern and Ferrara..... if your 
-mir zwo geschickte personen/ nemlich grace allows me two skilful. persons, 
:ý synem Steynmetzen und guten Maler namely a stonemason and a good painter, 
wall zugeben/ mit denen All ich in I will take them with me to Italy and 
Italien ziehen/ jnen die gebewe/ the buildings, 'defenceä""and gunports 
trweeren vnnd schie _slöcher'augenschein- clearly examine:, and further these 
lach weisen/"vnd'euch darnach eygent- ''truly portray so that"yoür grace-is 
Itch ab Conterfeyen lassen/ damit'sein 'able to See such fortifications... 
G. Gelbs solche beueatigung sehen.... ' 
f. VIa. M. O. -WAs-ist da?; 'not'mit' M. O. Was 'it 'than necessary to go 
solchem kosten inn Italien zuziehen/ to Italy with such. cost, when you 
-dan wann du, gleich"alle difg eygent- aimilarly'sverything`truly examine 
4+ lichen besichtigt/'ab'conterfeyt/ und from representations, and in your 
i;; dein gemüt'alle befestigungen in "mind all Italian fortifications have 
Italien'wol gefast hattest[ vnnd din 'strongly fixed: 
fand then you come 
stwider heym zu deinem herrn komeet/ jm back home to'your lord, your'accounts 
relation vnnd-die counterfeyung für- and representations to reed before 
" `` gelost/ vnnd er darauU word spüren/ him, and he about'these would feel 
dass solcher Welscher bau eich zu that such Italian buildings are 'not 
. seinem furhaben nit schicken Walt/ fitting td his intentions, you would 
awie'wirstu do? ( bestehn/'geachweig was than°stand, 'dumb"about ühat°"was your 
würden dein misagunner darzu reden/ ist" pride to talk: it is very possible 
'wol möglich dagldu dardurch gnad vnnd that thereby you would lose the grace 
achtung bei deinem herrn verlieren and esteem of your lord. 
It , , wurdest., 
' =, r" ý-1. - ,_,.. , rt ,4, "r irre' ,_a 
q H. W. 'Ich gestehe does die Welschen H. W. I'admit that"the Italisn""build-°t 
-gebau sich mit meines herrn furhaben ings'do not compare 
''with my 'lord 
nit vergleichen/ jedoch vermeynt ich/ intentions-, 'however I 'believe, ' when I 
uo ich'eynen berichten steynnetzen vnnd have a qualified stonemason and ä' 
molar-dinnen hott/ die das augen-' ! painter to attend, that clearly see 
4#scheinlichen sehen/ ich wolt"noch- "these, I will yet discover -a (variety 
allsrlsy an-solchen gebeuen'finden/ -of things in such"buildings, '"that will 
, r. -das sich an meines herrn bau such also be fitting to my lord's building: 
schicken. wurd/ als eyn_thurn/ etlich ''for. example a tower, some defences, 
weeren/ echia441Echer'vnnd andere/, gunports and other things, which all 
1. It is clear that in this passage than Reinhard wanted to emphasise two 
things. One the value of drawings, and the other that Italian structures might 
not suit German conditions. But if Han s Willing did not go to Italy it lo 
unclear where he is to-got the drawing s of structures there. The implication 
must be that pictures of Italian build ings, uere widely available in Germany, 
at the time. - - 
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welches alles in die meyster wan sie 
das züuor nit gesehen heben/ schwerlich 
zubringen ist. 
O M. O. DEinem anzeygen nach/ so aeind 
die thorn zu Meylandt vast gros vnnd 
dick/ und stehn dieff in dem graben/ 
und ist eyn thurn vol so grog, -s als eyn 
viertheyl an deines herrn schloss/ 
darzu so wurdestu sie nit versencken 
können inn den graben wie zü Meylandt. 
H. W. ES ist ja war/ ich vol sie aber 
nit so gros machen wie zü Meylandt. 
M. 0. HAns uöltestu die thorn kleyn 
machen/ so werden sie schwach von 
K mauren und stehn frei zu* allem gesch- 
utz/ das oil sich nit schicken. Nün 
ich muss dich (regen ob du auch wissest 
was eyn gut ueerlich schieMlochssei. 
in the business, if one has not seen 
them previously are difficult to 
create. 
M. O. Your report being then that the 
towers of Milan are very great and 
thick and stand deep in the ditch, 
and one tower is as great as four 
times one of your lord's castle, 
thereby you can not sink'it in the 
ditch as at Milan. 
H. W. It is very true, I will not 
make it as big as at Milan. 
M. O. Hans, if you would make the tower 
small, then will the masonry be weak 
and will stand open to all guns, and 
it will not suit. Now I must ask you 
whether you also know what a good 
defensible gunport'is. 
f. VIIb. M. C .... mües ich dich fragen 
sob er aurf eyn grosse oder kleyne 
besetzung gemacht oder geordent sei. 
* H. W. ICh hab des keyn verstandt was 
eyn grosse oder kleyne besatzüg erford- 
ert den ich la U mich beduncken/ so 
syn Statt oder SchloU grösser sei/ 
so es eyn grösser besatzung erforder/ 
weiter uuylg ich nit zu* antuurten. 
M. O! .... I must ask you whether for 
a great or a small garrison it should 
be ordered and made. 
H. W. I do not understand what requires 
a large or a small garrison, except 
that I imagine that the greater a 
town or fortress is, so is a greater 
garrison necessary, further I know 
not how-to answer. 
M. O. IA du nagst uol in eynem weg dar- M. U. Yes you say well in one Way 
von/ aber in andern weg hör ich uol thereon, but in another way-I hear 
j dass du as nit verstehest/ domit du clearly that you have not understood 
des synen verstandt habest war nach ich it, thus so as you truly understand 
gefragt hab/ so ist das mein fraq. I Man what I asked, this is my question. A 
kan eyn bau geaachen der vor schiessen structure can be made that is safe again- 
veruarth ist/ und doch nit userlich/ st bombardment; yet which is not (proper- 
Udas hat syn verstandt. Ich lass eyn ly) defensible, that has to be understood. 
echüdt machen mit eynem graben die nit I assumea bank made with a ditch, which 
zu schiessen ist/ vnnd het keyn wear is not for shooting and has no defence 
den elleyn vor schiessen wie gehört/ employed purely for shooting; behind it 
darhinder gehört eyn grosse starcke belongs a great force to be made to 
*macht zustehen/ ob man schon zu Jnen save against attacks over the bank, 
thus they 
1. Reinhard hare emphasises here the value of personal experience, rather 
than that got through drawingst and this is not later denied. 
2. "Schiessloch" clearly meaning gunport. But the text goes on to discuss the 
making of a chamber ("kammer") in a solid well so this term tends to have some- 
thing of the sense of "casemate". The discussion following points out the 
difficulty of providing sufficiently large chambers in reasonably sized towers, 
to house the defensive guns. 
3. A "statt baue" is under discussion here. 
4. On the other hand this might mean "safe for shooting" in the sense of being 
able to handle defensive guns. However, the reading given here seems much more 
likely, not simply from the language, but also because the point Reinhard goes 
on to make is that in contrast it may not be safe from storm, unless it has an 
impossibly large garrison. Ryff read it in this sense also, and in his version 
gave "das men ein tepffsren gewaltige' Hau dermassen wol anrichten und stellen 
mag/ das er vor dam Geschutz herauffen/ zimlichen vol veruart/ und starck ge- 
nug sein mag/" RYFF (1541) f. Vb. 
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über die schudt fallen würde/ so stand as the garrison behind the bank 
stehn die inn der besatzung hinder der in their ranks, as they stand in the 
schudt in der ordnung/ als ob sie im field, and they all should and must 
feldt stünden/ vnnd sich schon mit jnen be ready with their shots, to the 
schlagen salten/ und müssen die so sie attack that proceedes from the outside 
überfallen uöllen ausserhalb der ordnung onto their ranks, as"is generally done: 
zu jnen lauffen/ das dann vngeuönlich for that there then belongs a great 
ist zuthün/ darzü gehört den eyn ge- powerful host in the garrison. Then 
waltiger grosser hadff in die besatzung/ reckon out that behind a bank that has 
dann rechen auss salt du hinder eyn no defence behind it, the men that should 
schudt die keyn weer hinder jr hot/ be placed in defence, (who) must be 
laut zt der weer stellen/ must du eyn one beside the other as long as the 
an den andern so lang die schudt ist/ bank is, in a straight ranking' which 
wie eyn zaun ordnen/ damit ist as nit is not secure except that another (rank) 
isveruarth/ sonder siemüs^s, en auch hinder stands behind it, ranked as in an 
eynander stehn/ glidssueiss wie inn array, that they can bear a press. 
eyner Ordnung/ also da_ssie eyn druck Now reckon that one side with its 
leiden können. Noun rechen was eyn bank with the above mentionejnumbers 
seitten an der schüdt obgemelter to occupy it, will require one 'battle'. 
anmassen zü besetzen für eyn volck Now should another place 
likewise be 
erfordern wall/ Solt"nün an eynem attacked and stormed, thus being simil- 
andern ort auch dergleichen angefallen arly organised, 
to it will be required 
werden vnnd gestürmbt/ so will der- 
also a mass of men. Now count also the 
gleichen versehen sein/ darzü gehört 
guard in the fortification and whether 
stauch eyn hauff volcks/ Nün rechen auch 
it will be sufficient -- from that I 
was füruacht in die beuestigung vend 
judge that no fortress is any use 
obs geuegsam sein will/ darumb acht -that 
is not defensible: except that- 
ich das für keyn nütze besatzung die 
it is defended by great masses. 
gehort nit ueerlich ist/ sonder mit 
jedem grossen hauffen sich Weeren müss. 
j Nun will ich dir sagen was eyn weer- Now will I say to you what I hold to 
licher bay ist/ daruor ich es halt/ be a defensible structure and which 
vnnd nit so eyner grossen besatzung does not need so great a garrison. 
bedarff/ Dass ist so eyn schuld oder That is that a bank or wall has (flank) 
smauer ueerä hot vor jr und hinder. jr defenses, before and behind it to 
die zusammen sich veeren und die laut defend it, and the men within are 
darinnen veruart seind/ also dass sie protected, so that they are not 
nit zü uberfallen/ noch mit dem go- attacked, except if they are driven 
schütz darau _s getrieben werden/ vnnd out by guns and on the inside assault- 
«dei hinein fallen/ vor solchen ueeren ed, because such a defence can stand, 
stehn mogen/ vnnd zü jnen mit dem and at them can fire guns crosswise 
geschütz zuerchuei ss au _s den weeren out from the defensive flanks, and 
schiessen lassen/ vnnd sich zwischen must cut up those between the defences 
den veeren trennen müssen/ das halt -- that I hold for a defensible 





"as a fence ordering" i. e. only in a thin line. 
1. Not defensible in general, but defensible by 
being flanked see n: 3, below. 
3. This passage causes a great deal of difficulty 
for the very significant 
reason that, "uearlich" = 
"warlike" or "defensible", functions in a very 





by flanking fire. 
place the notion of defence as 
dependent on this technique had become by this 
time. 
IIZ 
f. VIIIb. M. 0..... Weyst du aber ver- 
stehst du dich auch vmb die Artolorei 
als vmb aller gattung der buchsen 
vermögen/ was eyn jede gattung eyn tag 
! vn fort von mauren brechen kan/ mit 
dem vnterscheyd an dicken und dünnen 
mauren/ eyn jedes besonder hat sein 
rechnung und mass zu geben. 
Do you know or understand about Art 
artillery and about the capabilities 
of all types of guns, and what each 
one in a day, can break down of masonry, 
the different thickness of thinness 
of the wall in each particular case, 
having their measure and proportion 
given.. 
f. XIa. M. O..... vnnd so er eyn weer M. 0..... thus if he would make a 
pmachen mass nach gelegenheyt des platz defence it is better to know how to 
do er as besser uisat zumachen und make it after the opportunities of 
platz halben nit sein kan/ dass er the site, and what the site can not 
doch uiss rede un antwurt zugeben, have, that he yet knows how to talk 
uarumb as nit anders hat sein mögen/ and answer why it can not be otherwise: 
Kso h&rt sein harr doch uol dass er as thus his lord hears very well that he 
hass versteht. Dann glaub mir so eyner fully understands it. Then I believe 
gleich alle fortheyl und geschicklich- that thus one likewise knows and under- 
keyt auff dem bauen ways vnndver- stands all the advantages and skilfulness 
steht/ so fordert doch aluegen eyn ander of buildings so that always yet another 
uplatz oder ualatadt eyn andern bau vnnd place or walled town requires another 
art/ da_seyner anders lernen muss/ building and art, that one also must 
darumb ist gut dass eyner der sich learn, whereby it is good that one 
banes vndernimbt dass er alle zeit oneself undertakes building, that 
sich fleissigk mit viesiern überund continually with cdi. ligence in judging 
atuas er gemacht das jn gleich gut what he makes that he similarly gets good 
beduncV so soll er sich selbst mit familiarity with it. Thus should he 
allem fleiss das widerlegen und allen himself with all diligence attempt to 
fel zusüchen üben/ vn so er eyn fel seek all contradictions and faults, 
daran finden thüt/ so'soll er sich dan so that if he does find a fault, thus 
jewider bearbeyten den züfurkommen/ also he then shall work against its occur- 
will stets die handlung inn disput- ance. Thus if this treatment is ever 
ierung gehandelt werden/ so findt dealt with in debate thus he finds thr- 
sichs durch die contrarian/ vil das ough argument much that will-not other- 
eyn an das nit uol zufinden ist/ vnnd wise be found. And I stand then in 
wich bleib noch darauss wie ich vor this what I have already said -- that 
darvon geredt hab/ dasseyn bawmeyster is, it is necessary for a building 
aber angeber eyns vesten bans not sei master or designer of a structure to 
dass er sich des geschitz und Artolorei thoroughly understand Artillery and 
wol versteh. guns 
1 
4f. XIIa. M. O. .... zweyntzig fragstuck.. M. O. ... twenty (rhetorical) questions.. 
"i Item eratlich die ualstadt zube- Item 1: Firstly to observe whether the 
sehen ob die lieg dass sie nasser hab/ walled town lies so it has water that 
das nit zu neman sei. it can not be taken. 
ii Item ob man muss cuff allen aeitten Item 2: Whether must all sides of the 
Aden bau gleich herumb füren/ oder as structure be similarly led around or 
auff eyneF seiten oder mehr etwa; if one side or more (is) somewhat 
1. All this passage tend to be very akuard in detail; but the general points 
being made about the value of arguments and the need to understand particular 
sites and all the details, of building thereon, are quite clear. 
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behelff hab daj1solcher sterck nit' assisLe4. that it does not require- 
., 
bedorff/ ale durch, rgemos-, T oder nasser/ such strength, as 
through bog or 
dapjman keyn lager dahin kün legen/ od water that no camp or guns can be set 
oder das geschutz. there. 
iiii Item zubesehen ob es berg vmb Item 3: To observe whether it has a 
eich hab/ die es, 
uber höhen/ das es nit mountain nearby, that is very high, 
daruor zudecken sei. , 
that it does not cover it. 
iiij Item ob man. shon eyn seitten vor Item 4: Whether if one side really can 
ablchem berg decken mocht/ ob man dan be well covered by such a mountain, 
. auch macht über die selbige weeren whether then also this same defence 
., sehen oder schiessen, 
inn die ander can be seen or shot over into the 
ueernmuff der ander seiten in rucken. other defence of the other side, in its 
v Item ob man etuan eye mag zwerch in rear. em 5: Whether someone can see across 
die weern sehen//vnnd ob das auch zuuer- into the defences, and if also whether 
. Wdecken sei durch schütten oder blenden. it sould be covered by banks or mant- 
vj Item so es eyn eben erden bau ist/ elets. 
ob, er gleich eben und uol, leg/ ob man Item 6: If the building is on level 
auch steyn darbei haben kan/ oder nit ground whether it is similarly level 
dergleichen ob man schutten machen and well laid. Also whether stone can be 
auolt/ ob man auch macht die erden dar- got nearby or if not whether a bank 
bei bekommen/ oder ob sie zuweit zu- will be made; whether also can earth 
holen aid/... - be obtained nearby, or must it be 
fetched from a distance... 
f; XIIIa H. W. .... so bin ich des H. W. ... thus I request that I will 
, 'erbieten. dagl ich euch getreulich helffen truly help you ano have you over th. 
M will vnnd'euch der, arbeyt über heben/ work so that I can be corrected by 
die ich auff euer angeben ausssrichten your council, and I will take your 
knn/ vnn' will also eurrn bricht vor advice for my own, and dilinantly 
mich namen/ vnnd es mit fleissss bedenken/ consider it, thereby that I can be 
mich darinnen 
üben 
mit reissen und was instructed with practice in design 
mich darinen vnderrichten möcht/ so. and what therein I can learn; thus I 
uürd ich zu Gott verhoffen/ wo das ich hope to God, when I can thus for one 
also macht syn jar oder etzlich bei year or a few be with you, and see 
euch sein/ und eyn bau sehe und helffen and help to make a building, I will 
machen/ ich uolt as begreiffen...... understand it.... 
xf. XIIIb. M. O. Eyn bau angeber ist eyn A building adviser is a person that 
person der rath gibt wie der bau ge- gives council as to how the building 
macht sein soll/ und von im, geordent should be made and by him arranged with 
mit allem ueern/ vnnd uarumb eyn jede all defences and why each defence to his 
user auff sein angeben also gemacht/ advice should be made, and how as needed 
Mvnnd wie die zugebrauchen mit allem everything belonging therein should 
dem das darein gah8rt gemacht werden be made. Further an adviser should 
soll. Zum andern soll eyn angeber know how to give advice on all the 
wissen alle maW synem bau Zugeben vn proportions of a building and how to 
zu ordnen nach gelogenheyt des platz design according to the opportunity 
lj nemlich daU er dem platz uies zümesson of the place: namely that he knows how 
nach aller seiner gelegenheyt/ und to measure the place according to all 
flirter uiejt alle ueern darauff zuordnen/ its circumstances and further known 
' how to design all defences, as well 
auch mit jren massen/ die der: platz 
leiden kan/ doch auch ueerlich vnnd 
starckueeren/ dass muss er künden 
durch den jungen ma stab! züuer- 
tiungen nach dem grossen platz/, auch 
dasselbig augenscheinlich zureissen 
und flirt zu scheiden/ oder 
Auerstechen, ' 
" lassen/. in das kleyn maU das es durch 
den Cirkel schierst auff den kleynen 
»schnidt oder riU züfinden sie/ wie 
man das grow am"rechten bau darnach 
nemen n vnd'anlegen soll/. '. `. 
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with#their measurements, that the 
site allows. However, also defensible 
and strong flankers he must make known 
through scale drawings reduced 
from the full sized place, 
also how to set'them out clearly and 
explain how to arrange, or let rep- 
resent in the small scale that with the 
compass alone is discovered in the lit- 
tle section on the drawing in accord 
with how the large' structure truly 
from it'shall be taken and laid out. .k 
f. XXIIIIb. Istaber eyn harr der den However (when) a"lord will himself 
bau selbst versehen will/ vnnd dorbei oversee the building; "=and can be 
4 eien ken ist soýuill dest besser vnnd there, it will thus be. better and in' 
ea geht'in uarhayt Of beisein eyns truth it proceeds more honestly and 
herrn srnstlichsr und gshorsa. lichsr zü/ -obediently in the presence of the 
da? I wann syn harr nit darbsi ist/ dar- lord, than when the lord is not 
bai ist aber such zudencksn dass syn herrthere, however it also (should be) 
Y besonder'eyn-grosser-herr nit allezeit - considered that a lord, ' and espec- 
bei-seinem bau-sein kan auf andern ially a great lord, can not always 
aoinen geschsfftä/ Uarumb so Jet Jn be at his building away from his , i. - 
doch eyn'baumeyster von nöten/ so -other business. Then is a building' 
halt eyn herr sein baumeyeter"doch bei` master needed to help'the lord 
Usein arbeytern gewaltig+ob er schon through his working capability 
vndsrueili mit 
, 
etwas fehlst/, -vn,, das- I- whenever he sometimes-may be absent 
selbig nit sues vndrsuan odor sein, so that things harm not dono disloyally 
vo rt heyl... ,, , I-I. - 
but to his advantage.. '. 
1L 
3 .ý 
1. In this passage Reinhard used'many words and phrases in a technical sense to do with design, drauing,, and, arrangment of the building, which all hover 
around the root notion of cutting, dividing, yet whose precise significace is difficult to elucidate. He appears im many ways to be groping for the right terms rather, than using a clearly defined vocabulary or set of conceptsýas for example at the beginning of this passage where he tried to define a "bauangebar" ae'a`particular kind'of individual and avoided such terms as "Architsckt" or "baumeyster". Reinhard clearly did want to distinguish between 
a "bauangeber" and a "baumeyster" yet their skills were very close for at the beginning of the next passage he stated " "Ein baumayater muss sich rechnungen und ausemeseens veretehn". Reinhard only began to use the term "architect' in the opening sections of his 2nd edition. Hyff on the other hand equated "bawangeber" with "architect". 
L. The "baumeyster" here is seen as valuable for, his administrative skill 
rather then for any particular'technical skill in design, but that sort of letter activity must have been part of his skill at least because Neinhard 
had explained earlier that to make the building go "obediently" he had to 
be able to understand the faults where they arise. 
. ý, 
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Der Gentzen Architectur (1st. `ed. '1547) uD 
xBiblioorephy: Nürnberg 1547; -Nurmberg 1558*; 
General description: A very large production of some 330 folios. 8kß' x 611 
text. Profusely illustrated with wood cuts. A good deal 'of'internal division, 
with many sections, eeperatly paginated. ýThe contents generally consists 
translations and redactions of earlier authors. 
Contents: 
f. (ia): Title Page: Der furnembsten/ notwendigsten/ der gantzen Architectur 
angehörigen Mathematischen und Mechanischen kunst/ eygentlicher bericht/ und 
vast klare/ verstendliche vnterrichtung/ zu rechtem verstandt der lehr Vitruuij/ 
in drey furneme Bücher abgetheilet. Als Der neuen Perspectiua das I. buch 
Vom rechten gewissen Geometrischen grund/ alle Regulierte und Vnregulierte 
Corperlichelding/ desgleichen ein yeden Bau/ und desselbigen angehörige glider/ 
und was vne im, gesicht furkomen mag/ künstlichen durch mancherley vortheil 
und gerechtigkeit Zirckels und Hichtscheids/ auff zureissen/ in grundt zu 
legen/ und nach Perspectiuischer art auff zu ziehen/ mit walterem bericht 
des grundte der'abkurtzbng/ oder vermerung aller ding nach verendrung der 
distantz/ mit erklerung der furnembsten puncten kinstlichs vnnd Perspectiuischen 
Reissens und Malens/ verstandt der Farben/ Mit getrever vnterweisung/ der 
gantzen Sculptur oder Künstlicher Bildung/ ein yedes ding aus gewissem grund 
in rechter Proportion und Simmetria/ artlichen vn gerecht zu Formieren und 
Bilden/ durch Schnitzen/ Hauen/ Graben/ Etzen/ Stechen/ Abformen/ Possieren/ 
Abgiessen vn Abtrucken/ in aller Mandt Zeug/ als Holtz/ Stein/ Marbel/ Pietal/ 
Helffen bein/ Gyps/'Wax/ GiejStandt vn dergleichen. Mit sonderlichen abtheilung/ 
filer recht. n proportion vnnrl Simmetrie Menschliche Cdrpere/ und was weiter zu . 
der Kunst der. Perspectiua erfordert werden mag/ alles mit sch! nen'Figuren-fur 
augen geetellet. Weiteren Inhalt das II. und III. 
Buchs der Geometrischen 
Buxenwsistersy/ -vnd 
Geometrischen Messung/ sampt den kurtzen Summarien/ 
des gantzen begriffe/ der selbigen vnterschidnen 
theil/ sindestu hernach 
nechet der, Vored, verzeichnet. 
Allen Künstlichen, nandtuerckern/ Werkmeistern/ Steinmetzen/ Baumeister/ Zeug 
oder Büxenmeisteren/ Malerar! Bildh&weren/ Coltechmiden/ 
Schreineren/ und was 
sich den 2irckele und Richscheidts künstlichen gebraucht/ zu sonderlichem . 
nutz undvilfaltigen vortheil in Truck verordnet/ Durch Gualtherum H. Riuium 
Medi. & Math. Dermassen klar und verstendlich/ bis3her in Truck noch nit au-s- 
gangen/ oder gesehen worden. Zu Nürnberg Truckt>>ohan Petreius. Anno 1547. 
Mit Kaiserlicher und Königlicher Malest. Priuilegio/ in vj Jahren nit nach zu 
Trucken. 
f. (fib): Woodcut-of a cherub surrounded b'y tools; above: "Viultur ingenio, 
cUtera mortis erunt"" Below: "Aurum probatur`igni, Ingenium uero Mathem- 
aticte". 
f. (iia/iva): Dedication to "Der Fursichtigen Erbarn und Weisen Herren 
Bürgermeistern vniRath/ der Stadt Nürnberg/ meinen Gabietenden und Günstigen 
Herren. 
I. N. U. C. I 
L. For further bibliographical information and notices of other editions 
(Nürnberg 1572" and 1585") men HLN11NG, Joseph: Walter H. H Ff und eoin 
litnrerieches Werck: Eine Hibiioprephle (Hamburg 
S. Of th" rivet " on. 
r 
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f. (vib): Ball istic design after Tartaglia, a geometric design from'the 
Nova Scientia being superimposed on a picture of the countryside with a gun 
firing. 
f. I/XLII: Bk. I, The Neu"Perspective: Bk. I, General geometrical drawing 
techniques. 
f. If LXII: Bk. II, Perspective representation 
mainly concerned with architectural 
features. 
f. I/XLVII: Bk. III,. General discussion on painting 
and sculpture, including human proport- 
ions after Vitruvius. 
f. I/LII: Bk. II, Geometric gunnery: Pt. I, Ballistics after Tartaglia with a 
translations from Nova Scientia and Quesiti 
at Inventioni. 
f. I/XLVII: Fortification: 
f. I/XXIy. Pt. (i): A reworking of Reinhard's Lyn Gesprech. 
f. XXV/XXIX. Pt. (ii): Translation from Bk. VI of the 
quesiti at Inventioni. 
t. XXX/XXV. Pt. (iii): A general discussion with respect to 
the ancient authors. 
t. XXXVI/XLVII. Pt. (iv): On arrays after Bk. IV of the 
puesiti et Inventions. 
f. I/XLVII: Bk , III: Geometrical measurment: Pt I: Surveying. 
f. I/IX: Pt. II: General mensuration. 
V. I/XIX: Pt. III: Weights and weighing. 
f. I/XI: Pt. IV: Levers, and weight. 
Colophon: Haec omnia cum Priuilegio Cass. at% Heg. Malest. Petreio concesso 
ad sexennium. 
Der Gantzen Architectur (1547): Texts 
a f" (iiib). Bin ich aus sonderlicher I am from a particular well meaning and 
wolmeinung und h6chater begirdt/ great desire for the general good espec- 
geneimen nutz vorab/ dessgleichen allen/ sally, similarly 
13 
all lovers of the ingen- 
der scharpffsinnigen Mathematischen ious Mathematical arts -- in so far 
skünst (souil die selbigen der Arch- as they belong in architecture -- to 
itectur angeh&rig) liebhaberen/ zu serve, and being moved to comply, to 
dienen/ vnnduilfaren bewegt worden/ take this heavy labour from myself, 
dime schwere mühe auff mich zu nemen/ to translate the famous books of 
vilgemelte Bücher der Architectur/ Architecture to the best of my 
"p nach höchstem vermögen/ meines gerin- ability from my poor understanding, 
gen verstandta/ zu Transferieren vn into common understandable Carman 
in gemeiner/ verstenlicher / Teutacher speech, all art lovers, through the 
sprach/ allen kunstliebhaberen/ durch printing readily to share it with. Bec- 
den Truck/ gutuilliglichen mit zu ause these books of the greatly pract- 
IStheilen. Dieweil aber dise Bücher vom ised Vitruvius, written and arranged , 
hocherfarnen Vitruuio/ mit solchem with auch great understanding and excel- 
grossen verstandt/ und trefflicher lent care, not everyone knows fully how 
fursichtigkeit beschriben/ vnnd geord- to rightly understand, carefully and 
anet/ das nit allein a11es dasselbig/ regularly to build, but also 
" was zu rechtem verstandt/ kbnstlichs 
vnnd ordentliche Bauens/ sonder in 
1. This section owed a Aood deal to Ct9sarini's Vitruvius. (See below 
2. From the dedication. 
3. As other ingenious men. 
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allen andern/ der"Architectur angehör- 
igen Mathematischen künsten/ und 
Mechanischer erfindung/ notwendig 
erfordert, werden mag/ allesý. so'gar in 
ikurtzer summa/ begriffen und gefasset/ 
das zu besorgen genest/: das die getreue 
vnterrichtung diser Bücher/ villicht 
den fleissigen erforscheren/ diser 
künstlichen sachen/"etuas'dunckel. und 
"schuer/ vnnd nit allenthalben verstand- 
lich/ Furnemlichen. aber dieweil auch 
etliche ding/ in sonderheit was die 
befestigung Geben/ vi scharpffsinnige 
erfindung mancherley-Machination des 
K Ceschützsbetrifft/, nach der zeit 
Vitruuij/ doch aus dem ersten grund 
der Architectur erfunden/ Wie dann 
auch weiter andre ding/ durch lang- 
wirigen brauch/ stetige ubung/ fleissig 
ianachtrachten/ deUgleichen nach 
vilerley Landt Bitten/ und gebrach/ 
geendret/ und auch etuan 
gebessert worden/ Zu dem/ das dice 
ding/ furnemlichen, der, vrsach halb/ 
U dem Teutschen Leser frembd und vnbekant 
sind/. Dieweil bisahur, buy uns Teuschen 
derselbigen wenig in echrifften gedacht/ 
oder aus sattem grund/ gehendlet oder 
trectiort uorden/ in ich derhelben/ 
»noch weiter verursach worden/szu 
müssigen zeiter/ bey neben meiner fur- 
habenden profession/ der hochlöblichen 
kunst der Medicin/?, zu sonderlicher 
ergetzung vnnd. recreation/ nach dem 
jeherlichen Exempel/;. anderer"trefflicher 
Kunstner als Luck Paccioli, saris 
Ca. pserini. Benedicti iouij, Boni Maurin 
Guilfelmi Philendri, Sebastiani Serlij, 
Petri Nonij, OrontiJ Finel, Nicoles 
a MTertalegg, und andre mehr,... 
that all of the mathematical parts 
of Architecture and mechancial' 
discoveries that may necessarily be' 
required, all this in a' short'summary, 
grasped and fixed that the true inst- 
ruction of these books is acquired, 
which despite the diligent research 
F-F 
in this artful business is somewhat 
somewhat dark and obscure; '' " 
and not altogether understandäbie. 
r t 
Principally, although. in other things, 
but especially concerning fortification 
and the many ingenious discoveries of 
various artifices of shooting, -(which) 
arose after the time of Vitruvius, ' 
yet discovered from the first ground 
of architecture. As also other things 
through lengthy employment, contin- 
uuus practice, -diligent additions, ' 
which many lands use and'employ, have 
changed, and also somewhat improved. 
So that these things principally for 
this reason are foreign and unknown 
to the German reader. Because up to 
now by us Cermane, thus, in writing 
have been little treated, or on sat- 
isfactory grounds handled and dealt 
with. I have thus from the arising of 
the further occasion being free from 
my primary'profession'of the very praise- 
worthy art of Medicine, to particular pl- 
assure and recreation from the excellent 
example of other good artists, such as 
.... and others more... (studied) 
f. Ia. Bm4 Gvnetiger harr vnnd ireundt/ Dm! Good sir and friend, having known 
nach dem ich euch nun ein gute zeit you nowfor a good time, and your 
erkant/ und ewer gemrt gemercket/ als spirit remarked, as a particularly 
einen sonderlichen tlsiseigen erfor- diligent searcher into all good :, rts, 
4secher aller guter küneten/ und furnem- and especially of those to which math- 
lichen aber deren so der Mathematick ematics relator no that you never 
et 
1. Machination" a rather odd form, from the Latin "machinatio" presumao y. 
Z. See r. Irmo Z for all thReo figures. Pacioli L. sarini P"201 
Philendri p. t04 ; SerIio p. 141 -+ ; Nunez p. t56 ; fine p, ltl 
Henedict Iouj and Boni Mauri finished t)ettiny Lia-sarini's Vitruvius throu')tr 
the press. 
3. Of Pt. III (On fortification) Pt. I. This is based on Reinhard's dialogue 
but with a good deal of change in emphasis. 
4. Bavmsystsr, equivalent to Reinhard's Hans Ulllig. 
verwandt/ also das jrrbi_sher kein 
fleiss noch arbeit gesparet/ noch 
einige geferlicheit euch habt hindren 
lassen/ solchem eueren herlichen fur- 
cnemen nachzukomen/ derhalben andre 
frembde Nation. besucht/ und mit fleiss. 
iger auffmerking durch wandert/ auch 
mancherley sprachen gelernet/ darmit 
in allen solchen guten kunsten euch 
»michts verborgen oder verhalten blibe/ 
uie, dann euere vilfeltige schrifft 
arbeiten welche jr. zu sonderlicher 
uolfart das gemeinen nutz/ teglichen. 
allen fleissigen kunstliebhabenden 
Kmittheilen/4vnd gutuilliglichen 
zustehen lassen klarlich anzeigen/ 
Dardurch ir. "dann kein gerings lob/ 
nit allein beim gemeinen man/ vnnd 
allen auffrichtigen Kunstliebhabern 
tserlangt/ sonder auch bey-etlichen 
Fürsten'und mechtigen Herren/ in 
sonderlichem, verdt/ wie dann billich/ 
gehalten ...... Dieuell sein G allerley 
redt vernomen von den gewaltigen/ 
uetarcken und wehrlichen Befestigung 
viler Welscher_gebeu/ welchen er in 
dieen wunderbarlichen eeltzamen vnfrid 
liehen le+uffmn/ eich gern zum theil 
gebrauchen vnnd volgen colt/ etliche 
3lStedt/. Schlösser, und Flecken/ zu befrid 
ung seiner vnnd seiner vnterthanen/ 
, vor genalt und vnbillicher 
bedrangung/ 
`gern dermassen. zu., befestigen und ver- 
-waren/ Vi; wiewol ich mich zu solchem 
lfampt zugeringe verstandts erkenne/ hat 
mich doch die_Ehr. uberuunden solches 
anzunemen/ kome derhalben zu euch/ 
als meinem Günstigen Herren und 
d' freundt/ gantz vntertheniglichen. 
M bittend/ mein furnemen zu h6ren/Fund 
* mir eueren getreuen rath mit, zutheile 
üe 
ºfigence or labour, or spared any' 
have'allowed'any danger to hinder you, _ 
from following your noble work, thereto 
,. a having'visited other foreign countries 
and with d1ligent attention travelled; 
- through them, also aundrie languages 
learnt, so'that in all such good arts 
nothing'remained'hidden or-secret from 
you, asp then-your diverse written works, 
which to the particular welfare of the os 
common good, ` continually you commun- 
icated to all `-diligent lovers of the 
arts, and' very' readily allow to be 
clearly announced to them. Whereby 
you hä've obtained no'little praise, 
not onlyrfrom the common man and from 
all''sincere'lovers of the arts, but 
also by''some Princes and powerful,, 
lords, are held, as is fair, remarka- 
ble.. '... 'Because your, grace unde'- 
takesto'speak'variously concerning 
the powerful, strong and defensible,,,, zY, 
fortifications many Italians build, t 
which in'thes, wonderful strange strife 
filled times, he gladly some parts 
will follow and employ, to give peace 
to him and his subjects, by some 
towns, castles and., villages, from 't Y 
powerful unjust_, harassntnts willingly 
in this wise to fortify, and, protect. 
And because I, of such an office have 
too little understanding, and yet. 
as I have the honour to undertake ; 
to 
accomplish this. -I come to you as my 
gracious lord and friend, "very obed- 
iently to beg you my task to; hear,,,. 
and to share your faithful council.... 
' rt 
4 ti 
.... ný 3 t'.. n .' 
Arch .... Dann du onzueiffel weist/M1 Arch.:... Then you doubtless know,; 
vnnd such bey dem berfimpteten vnnd 
' and in 'the Lrenouned architect 
namhaffigten-Architecto Vitruuio go- Vitruvius have reed, how diverse arts 
{tlseen hest/. uie, mancherley kunst und and'disciplinee, ýto the tc{Ilignnt 
wissen/ don fleissigem Architecto/ Architect and beginning building master 
vnnd anfahenden-Jungen Baumeistern- -- as you are -- will be necessary, 
(ale du'bist) von nöten sein wil/ ich I pass silently by the uonfi. Arful 
t. Thin ehcoee. Durer (ebevs p. IS9) but it is probably too common a sentiment to be considered of any great significance. 
t. Architectue, equivalent to Michael Utt in Heinhard's dialogue. 
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geschweig der wunderbarlichen scharpf- subtleties of the present'world -" 
fsinnigkeit diser yetzigen Welt/. so thus to bring all things to the high- 
alle ding vnterstehet auff das höchst eat understanding, and to the highest 
s 
zu bringen/, vvnd. zu uberkunstenl.,. 
i... 
art.... 
RBm. CEr vrsach halb bin ich zu. euch The reason I have come to you (is) to 
komsni, von euch zulernen/ und meins learn from you and to be instructed 
furnemens, vnterwiasen zu werden/ dann in my field, for Iesteem it no 
ich ye fur kein vnehr oder schand achte/ dishonour or shame to learn not 
nit allein von alten varetendigen only from old understanding-workers, 
eleuthen/ sonder von einem yeden/ wie or from any other however modest he be 
gering der soy/ so eins dings besser who in enthing is more experienced 
denn ich erfaren/ zu lernen..... Ala - than I..... Then my good sir -- as I 
mich mein G. H. (wie ich auch vorgesagt) have already said -- that you discuss 
zu im, gefordert/ und allerhandt lachen with me the required and other reasons, 
'smit,. mir, vnterredet/ vand befragt/ and we are to debate also some 
sindt wir auch etlicher herlicher/ great, powerful and strong Italian 
gewaltiger vnnd fester geben Welsch- buildings, as the strong, . 
landes zu rede worden/ als des gewalt- powerful, castle of"Milan, the towns 
igen mechtigen Schlo j Meylandts/ der of Ferrara and Bern, which buildings 
Stadt Farrar und Bern/ welche geben my good air I highly praise as is fair, 
ich meinem C. H. hoch berüme/ uie dann and for defence are lauded.... Which to 
billich/ und in der warheit zu rumen understand... If I should be given two sk- 
sindt/.... Welches zuuerstehen..... Uas illed and experienced persons, a, painter 
mir geschickte erfarne personen zugeben and a stonemason, with them into Italy to 
anorden solten/ Maler vnnd Steinmetzen/ travel the (above) mentioned strong 
mit den selbigen in Italien zu reysen/ buildings to them to show by sight 
ie"gemelten festen Geben jhnen fur with all their defences and gunports, 
augen anzeigen/ mit allen wehren und and what is necessary to such buildings, 
Schiesslocherg/ und was'dan zu solchen the same all truly to represent and 
tegebewen erfordert Wirt/ dasselbig alles lay out, so that the whole work ` 
cuffs eygentlichst abzureissen/ und " is pictured 
in grundt legen/ und hernach das gent,. - 
Merck Contrafacten lassen/ und meinem ,. " so that my good lord is than able to 
G. H. also fur augen zu legen/ vndmein see them and my opinions and pro-" " 
gmeinung und enschlag darinnen weisen/ nouncements thereto to know, and his " 
und. sein"rath und gut bedunckt der- council and opinions thereon to consider 
innen vernemen. -, 
Uenn ich weiss das sQlchs von etlichen Then I know that also from inspect- 
namhafften Stedten auch beschehen/ ing some notable towns on which no 
, Mwelche kein geringen Kosten an solche ", ý little cost, -clever, experienced, skilful 
au Usschickung/ erfarner/ geschickter- ful, persons in foreign lande was spent 
personen/ in frembde land/ angewendet/, and their buildings counselled and 
und ire geben darnach berathechlegt laid' out in that fashion, so that"I 
vnnd-angelegt haben/ bin derhalban der --am in that of the opinion that these 
«meinung auch/ des mir solche zu meinem to my task, brief, and project no 
angenomenen befelh und furheben/ nit won-little"use and advantage can be. 
19 nutz und wortheilig sein w5rde. " - -- 
1. 'uberkunstsn" to surpass in art. 
2. In comparison to Reinhard's version, this. opening account of Ryff's. emphasises 
the value of mathematics as the true ground of the arts, and thm significance 
of Vitruvius, in a way Reinhard never aid. . 
ISO 
f. IIIs. Sm. Dann ale euch wol zu Sm. Then you well know, at this 
wissen/ sindt dicer zeit unsere gemeine time, our ordinary'uorkmasters and 
Uerckmeister und Steinmatzen/ solches stbfltuaaons are of such crude under- 
grabs verstandts/ Uieueil si nit allein standing because not only of Piathem- 
ider Mathematischen' sonder aller guter aticstbut also in all good artiand 
künsten vnertaren/ und auch der Geometri also in Geometrical foundations -- 
vorab (darauff all jr'grundt und fund- on which stands their whole foundation 
amet stehet) solchen kleinen bericht and base -- , 
have so little inst- 
haben/ das solche ding von jnen in ruction that such a thing they can 
skeinen rechten verstandt gebracht not use with any true understanding, 
warden mögen/ wie veretendtlich vnnd as intelligibly and well as such is 
uol man jnen solches furlege.... put forward... 
f. IIIb. Bm. .... aber mein meinung ist 
nit/ das solche Thurn also gross ... als 
die zu Meylandt in Schloss stehendt/ 
herau rjan meines Heran Bau ordnen 
oder machen volt. 
Hm. ..... but my intention is not 
that such touers as great as those 
that stand in the castle of Milan 
should be ordered or made for my 
lord's building. 
f. I%b. .... Vitriuio selber/ daher wir 
den grundt und vrsprung"haben disen 
tiKunst 
f. XIe. I. Item eretlichen den platz 
der malstadt mit fleiss zu besehen/ 
Geometrischer weise aufs eyyrntlichst 
zu messen/ und aller gelegenheit war 
& zunemen/ ob auch Uasser vorhanden das 
nit zu nemen/ oder abzugraben sey. 
'f. XIIa... auch was vnterscheid zwischen 
dem Baumeister vnnd Angeber des Baue. 
gVnd nenne ich den einen Angeber eins 
io8eue/ der rath gibt/ aus gnugeamen 
grundtlichen vrsechen/ wle ein solcher 
Bau furzunemen/ oder gemacht werden 
sol/ vnnd so ein yeder solcher Bau 
erstlichsn von disem Angeber/ oder 
%Architecto/ geordnet werden mit allen 
seinen Wehren! 
.... Vitruviua himself from whom us 
have the foundation and origination 
of this art. 
t 
Item I: Firstly the site of tha called 
town to diligently survey, out of 
geometrical knowledge truly to measure, 
end all opportunities of defence to 
take, uhmthor e1so i, ater 1A AveilablP 
that it is not taken-or undermined. 
..... also the'difference between the 
buildingmaster and the building coun- 
sfi%of. And I take for thn n-building 
couose. ilpr, one who gives counsel, f rom 
sufficiently orounded reasons, uhdt 
particular building should be under- 
taken or made, and every such building 
should first by this adviser, or 
Architect, be arranged with all its 
defenses. s 
f. XXVa1 .. die namhafftig Stadt Thurin/ ... the renowned town of Turin... 
..... bey etliche erfarnen Teutschen by some experienced German warriors, 
Krsig _aleuthen/ un erfarnen Baumeister- and experienced buildingmasters, has 
N en/ den namsn hat/ als ein vast wehr- the name of a strong, defensible, 
1. This is again an emphasis on mathematics quite foreign to Heinhard. 
t. Ryff's Vitruvian emphasis. 
3. Ryff hers equates 'architect' with "bausnoaber". 
which first term Neinherd did not use. Hyff's version of this section that 
follows, equivalent to Reinhard's above p. f1314 emphasised mathematics again, 
yet could do so and remain much more faithful to the original text, than at 
other places. 
4. After Tsrtaglia. 
I 
liche/ starke/ vests/ vn vngewinliche solid and impregnable town which we 
Stadt/1 welche wir zu einem exempel will set as an example and arrange to 
setzen vnnd ordnen wollen/ zu besserem the better understanding of this our 
verstandt diser vnser"volgenden vnter- following instruction. 
u 
grichtung. 
Aber zu weiterer volfurung"vnsers fur- but to further the 
execution"of our 
habe/ sol erstlichen gemerckt werde/ intention, it should'firet be remarked 
das wir setzen/ das ein Stadt vest that we put'Y it, that a town may be 
sein mag von natur/ das ist aua guter strong from nature, that'is from good 
gart/ vnnd geschicklicheittdes arts/ art and suitability of the place and 
vnnd platzes/ de sie lagt/ vnnd zum site where it lies, and secondly, a 
andern/ des euch ein Stadt durch town also may be strongly built through 
geschicklicheit"vest erbauen"werden skii: f ulness, and thirdly, that söme- 
mäg/ und zum dritten/ das'etuan sin, times a town through both 
may be strong 
IIStadt durch sie beide/ vest vnnd uol pnd very secure... But' further when a town 
bewart sein mag.. '.... Vnd ueiter'aber is strongly built only because' of the 
so"ein Stadt allein vest erbauet ist/ understanding of the art-full and' 
aus dem verstendt künstlicher und experienced buildingmaster, can such 
erfarner Barmeister/ mag solche befest- 
'a fortification have two forms, as 
LOigung zueyerley gestalt haben/ als das that sometimes a"toun has °`' stren- 
etuan'ein Stadt der stercke halben der gth from the structure' being strong 
Gebeu/ vest vend vol beuaret ist/'als and well secured, as'strongly built; ''' 
von stercken Gebeuen/ und so die Mauren and here the walls are-thick, the 
y gr0lL; / 'die Graben bastions large, and the ditches deep, 'dick/ die Paste an 
vtieff sindt/ und dergleichen/ und also and the like, and'thus more from the 
meh'r"der martery/ solcher Gebeu/ dann material of-its structure, than from its 
jrer form vnnd guten gestalt/ hierin shape and good form -- as here after 
nach getrachtet worden/'vnd ob'vol is endeavoured; and although 
solche Cebeu ein trefflichen schein 'such a building 'has an excellent 
X heben/ der stercke/ vnnd vestigkeit/ appearance of strength and powerfulness, 
halten"uir sie doch nit fur knüstlich. us do not hold it to be art-full. 
jSo aber ein Stadt jrer form/ und go- but if a town from form and shape, 
stalt halben/ mehr dann aus trefften more than from excellence and strength 
und stercks der matery/ vest ist/ als of the material, is powerful, as when 
Hob die Mauren mit verstandtherumb the walls with_understanding are drawn 
gefürt sind/ vnnd dermassen geordnet/ around, and in such are arranged 
des stuan der Feinde mehr nachtheile that sometimes the enemy encounters 
und schadens daruon entpfahet/ da?; more disadvantage and danger from it, 
von don grossen mechtigen Thnrnen/ than from great powerful towers, thick, 
pdicken Mauren/ und tieffen Gräben/ sin walls and deep ditches, one such 
solchen Bau echten wir gar fur wahrlich- building we esteem as entirely oaf- 
on/ der aus rechtem grundt der kunst- ensible and constructed from, the cor- 
lichen Architecture gemach soy. rect ground of skilful. Architecture. 
1. This smuggling in of the opinions of Germans in an essentially Italian text 
seems rather gratuitous. 
2. fiyff's adjectives here give a peculiar impression because they are terms 
that most characteristically apply to human -skills, which skills in fact are 
to be contrasted with nature's provisions1hsr&. 
3. This section after Tartaglia oboe p. 14 was not given by kyff in dlnlnfjur form. 
let 
f. XXUIa. Vnnd ist also/ nach 
meiner meinung/'die erste manier solcher 
form oder gestalt/ einer Sdadtnauren/ . 
die vest und wehrlichen sein sol/ 
Idas man sich alle zeit-dermassen 
befleisse/ die Mauren der Stadtmauer/ 
oder der Paeteyen/ also 'zu zurichten/ , 
das der Feindt aus keinem eusseren, ". 
Leger/ dieselbig uagrecht treffen mag/ 
»oder beschiessen. 
f. XXXVb. Es haben auch die alten 
erfarnen Baumeister/ und Kriegssleuth/ 
in sonderheit. den gebrauch gehabt/ 
inwendig der Schlo, j/ ein furnemen/ 
Khohen/; grossen/ etarcken Thurn auff 
zu füren/ der-nit uol"zugeuinne/ wie 
dann solcher Thurn noch heutige tags/ .., 
in eilen alten Schlbgjeren/ so vor,., 
vil Jahren erbau; worden/ gesehen 
»werde. Wie aber weiter zu dem Gebew -. 
der Schlöe_ eren/ die, Porten/ Fall- 
brucken/ vnd, dergleichen/ was weiter - 
darzu von noten/ haben wir zum theil 
gnugsamlichen in den Bucheren 
uVitruuij gehandlet/ vnnd erkleret/ 
darumb wir diese orte disen theil von , 
der erbawung der Stedt und Schlösser/ 
mit iren befestigung Gebeven/ enden 
und beschliessen Allen. 
. And 
it is thus my intention that 
the first mode of such a form or 
shape of a tounuall that should be 
strong and defensible, that always lit, 
such wise studied that the masonry 
and the town wall or bastion 
is so prepared that the enemy cannot, 
from any of their camps, shoot or 
strike perpendicularly. 
It happens also that the old exper- 
lanced'buildingmasters and warriors 
particularly employed inside the 
fortress a special high, great, strong, 
tower so that it was not easily taken$ 
Which such towers today in many old 
castles that were erected many 
years before, are seen. However, further 
to the building of castles, the gates 
drawbridges, and the like, what further 
is necessary thereto, we have suffic- 
iently dealt with in some parts of 
Vitruvius' books, and clarified, 
wherby in this place,, of this part of 
the construction of towns ano castles, 
with their fortified structures, we 
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Von Geschütz und Fewruerck 
(1st. ed. 1557) 
'"Bibli ographyfrankfurt am Main 1557; Frankfurt am Main 1564. 
General description: A large format uork., 81" x 5}" text. (vi) +, 58 folios, 
One illustration of a gunners quadrant. 
'T 
, Contents: 
f. (ia): `Title page: 'Vonn Geschütz vnnd Feuruerk.... Dee ander Buch. Vonn 
erbauung/'erhaltüng/ besatzung und profantierung der uehrlichen Beuestungen/ 
...... Alles durch Leohnart 
Fronspergern mit 
a 
fleiU, beschrieben. Mit Keyserlicher 
Maiestat Priuileglo und Freiheyt. M. U. LVII. 
f. (sie/iiib): Dedication to "Herrn Maximilian Konig, zu Hehaim/, Ertzhertzog 
'zu Destereich ..... einem gnedigeten Herrn. " a tbý; V, 
f. (iva/ vib): Vorede. 
f. is /25b: Bk. I: 'Vonn"Ceschutz und Feuruerck: Avery general discussion 
with no-details given of gun sizes, or of rangesg, or. of any ballistics. It 
is much'concerned with the making and supply of powder1 the make up and use 
"of. gun trains and different kinds of shot1 and the like"as weil as, uith the, 
. guns necessary toe 
fortification. The section finishes with a drawing of a 
gunner's quadrant with three pages of text on this topic. 
f. 26a: Title page to 8k. II. ,i 
f. 26b/58a: Bk. "II: The first section of this 
Mbook, (f. 26/35). ia concerned 
with structures in fortification. The discussion is very general often follow- 
ing Heinhard`or Hyff. `Uiacussion included such points as that thick-walls do 
not give good "schiesslochern"j what a "bauangeber"sin and his duties; the 
use of towers, -rondelles, and bastions where necessary, and, so, on. The rest 
of the bookie a "rather varied collection of topics. Provisioning of a fort- 
ress, preparation for siege and storm, "feuruerken", fire in a fortress, 
watch and ward, the "Zeughaus", and so on. 
- , Colophon: Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Main/ Zum eysern huth/ durch Uauidem 
Zephslium. '' 
Von Geechues und reuruerk: Texts 
f.., ý (va). ' Nichts ist so 'stark/' vest 
oder veruart/ welche nicht durch das 
Geschütz vberuunden/ zerbrochen/ auf? 
den boden geschlayfft"vnd erobert 
tuürd/ Die'starcke 9oluerck/ 'hohe 
, 
Schlösser/ uolueruarte beueetigung/«> 
gefilterte meur vnno dielte graben/ 
werden"offt kümmerlich erhalten. ann 
ob gleichýetuoaein`ort'von natur mit 
e nasser/ gemöee/'höhe oder anderer 
gelegenheyt beueetigat'ist/ das man 
W-- 
Nothing is so strong, solid or 
secure, which, is not by guns over- 
come,. broken up and razed, to the 
ground, and captured. Strong bulwarks, 
high castles, well defsnded"fortific- 
ations, reveted walls and, deep ditches, 
often get into a bad state. Then even 
if it is around the place fortified 
by nature with water, bog, height or, 
other opportunity, that with heavy 
guns 
I. Of the first edition.,.,, 
2. t. 28b .t.. q. r. jc 3. 'f. 34b. 
mit schwerem geechütz und maurbrechern/ 
entueders uaeeer43halb nicht darzu 
kan/ 
oder, der hohen will und boluerck 
halb/ 
t nicht 
beschossen werden mag/ und also 
fautr diese gerade weg nichts frucht- 
barliche aufzurichten/ So kan man 
dennoch dergleichen beueetigungen/ mit 
graben/ sprengen/ verbauen/ und sonder- 
lich mit einuerffung der Feuerkugeln 
m und feueruerck also betrangen..... 
f. In. IN allen künsten so jhemals 
durch die GSttlich fürsehung an den 
tag gebracht worden/ ist von alter 
her ein löblicher gebrauch genest/ das 
r man die neuen anfangen zuuorderest die 
ersten anfang erkennen gelert/ welche 
bey den lateinishcen Prime rudiments 
oder principia genant werden. Nun ist 
vnuernaindlich war/ das Salpetter/ 
tpechuebel/ koln/ und das...... 
f. 27a. Es ist auch gut das vor anfang 
eines Baues/ der platz darauff man die 
Vesten zubauen willens/ odertlich 
, ermessen und au j getailt werde/ damit 
44 tlsolche fürgenommene Vesten/ möge mit 
, den Rundelen/, vnd andern boluercken/ 
ordentlich gebeut werden/. 
184 
and bombards, it can not be come to, 
or high walls and bulwarks has that 
it cannot be battered and cannot be got 
got at directly in a useful way. Than 
one can besiege such fortifications 
with trenching, mines, overbuilding, 
trenching, mines, overbuilding, 
and particularly with the throwing of 
fireballs and 'fireworks'.... 
In all arts that ever through god's 
providence were invented, there is 
from the ancients' 'a praiseworthy 
usage, that the new beginner 
first of all learnt to recognise the 
first beginnings which by the Latins 
were named Prima kudimenta or 
Principle. Now it is undoubtedly 
true that saltpeter, sulpher, charcole, 
and that..... 
It is also good that before starting a 
building the place where the fortif- 
ication will be built, is regilarly 
measured and Betout! so that the 
fortification undertaken can with 
Hondelles and other bulwarks be 
regularly built. 
f. 27b. Die erst Veste oder wehr wirdt The first fortification or defence 
gebaut durch dei Steinfelsen und go- is built of rock and masonry, which 
Armeuren/ dieselben sollen lang/ brait/ should be long, broad, high, thick and 
hoch/ dick/ und auch als dann mit cuff- also with project. in9 bastions, bul- 
., geführten 
Basteyen/ Boluerken/ Rundelen/ narks and rondelles and other round 
und anderen runden und geuierten thurnen/ and square towers built, so that it 
, 
gebaut werden/ auch solchen sie mit will be of good advantage, aid with 
eiguten vortheilen und schiepslochern gunports in such fashion well fixed 
dermeseen gefast sein/ des man sich so that one can defend and be safe 
dsrhinder wehren und erhalten mag. behind it. 
J Uie ander Veste uirdt mit beschüttung The second fortification is built 
der Erden/ such mit thlmmen oder with banked earth, and with dame and 
M wählen gebaut..... Uis dritte Vests banks.... The third fortification isa 
wirdt durch uassergebeu.... water structure.... 
Uarmit-man eich/ im fall der noth/ cuff Thus one does it in case of need for 
*solchen ushrlichengebeuen oder Vesten such a defensible structure or imp- 
stattlich erhalten und wehren/ auch osing fortification to preserve and 
1. Not, symstricslly built, so much as in an orderly fashion. 
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des Geschütz sampt denen so darzu defend, and also the whole ordered 
verordnet/ möge platz raum haben..... 9o that the guns can have apace and 
room. 
f. 30a. 'Vnd "für, =das erst ist das And for the first are guns the best 
Geschütz'das best und höchste haup- and greatest mainstay of a fortific- 
tstück in einer Beuestigung.... Für ation..... For the second part gunports 
das"ander stück/ werden die schien-r and flank defenses in a gärrison are 
löcher und streichuehren/. in einer estetiamcc( as very useful where'the" 
Besatzung "gar, nützlich geachtet/ wo rest is correctly and properly'built, ' 
anderst die recht vnd: ordentlich , ., 
that thus all, Nondelles, Bulwarks, 
pgebeut/ also das sie in allen Hundelen/ Bastions. Gates and Towers"diligently 
Boluercken/ Basteyen/: 'Thoren vnd, y 
with each other and together"spsak.. 
t. 
Thurnen vlesaig auff einander vnd,, 
zusamen sagen/.:. . ý'. 
f. 32b. Item`solche Plochhauser. sollen Item, such a blockhouse should also 
euch"'in'zimlicher grosse und höhe sein be somewhat great and high.. '.. '.. 
Krieaabuchs 1ý1® 
Bibliography: Part I: Franckfurt am Mayn 1571; Pts. II & III: Franckfurt am 
Meyn 1573; all 3 parts: Franckfurt am Me yn 1596. 
General description: In its final form the Kriegsbuch formed a massive 
compilation! 5}" x. F9. 
"T text. Pt. I. 266 numbered folios; Pt. II, 227 co.; Pt. 
III, 362 do. Included are many woodcuts of a rather painterly style, inserted 
often to give. a pleasant appearance to the work rather than to impart inform- 
ation. Also are inclued many engravings often of a double page spread or larger. 
Contents: The contents of this work ranges over an extremely large number of 
topics connected with. 
Iwarfare in different ways. A good deal of the discussion 
concerned' administrative matters, of the army, auch'as provisioning, discipline 
and the nature of the various . ranks, that could be held. Practical"gunnery 
comes in for a good daal: of discussion. Small sections relevant to fortific- 
ation appear at various places. The work is characterised by containing a 'good 
deal from earlier publications by Fronsperger, and from the works of other 
uriters, 
ý 
1. I. e. that the defensive guns. 'spaal' properly. 
2. Thiel work use very much a-compilation with a complex bibliography in itself 
as well as in'relationship to Fronsperger'a earlier publications. 
3.1571/73, and later editions.. The 1571/73 edition is specifically-referred 
to here: 
. 4.3AHNS (1889) gives a good deal of detail about the make-up of the 
Kris ebuch and its relationship to Fronsperger's earlier writings and pub-, 
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Pt. II, f. XXIIIa. Item, eretlichen , 
den Platz den Malstatt mit fleij 
'zubesehen/ Geometrischetwei ! auffa 
eigentlicheet zumessen/ 
vnnd äller 
f gelegenheyt war zunammen/ ob"euch 
Wasser vorhanden/ das nicht zunemmen/ 
. -oder abzugraben say. 
2t...... eol auch der flessig? Archit- 
ectus vor allen dingen wissen/,: dem 
»Bau die rechte map zugeben-, vnnd ver- 
ordnen/ auch mancherley. begriff/( der 
Malstatt vnnd gantzen Platz/ also dam.,, 
er wisse/ mit fliese solchen Platz 
und Hofstatt gantz eigenlichen abzu- 
%messen/ Geometrischer weih/ mit 
besonderen Instrumenten/ als du solches 
ein gnugsamen bericht in einem sonder- 
lichen Büchlin/ so von Geometrischen 
messung/ mit etlichen newerfunden .1 
esKunstlichen Mathematischen Instrument- 
en.... " 
N 'L 11 EL 5)1cx' L1 
Item, firstly to survey the site of 
the town wall diligently, and to 
measure it exactly geometrically, 
and to take all opportun- 
ities for defence; if also water is 
available that it can not be taken 
or undermined. 
.... the diligent architect shall 
know above all other things how to 
give the building the correct prop- 
ortion, ana to order it, and variously 
conceive the town wall and the whole 
place; thus that he knows how to care- 
fully and exactly take measurement. of 
such a place or town, geomet- 
rically with special inst- 
ruments, which is all sufficiently 
taught in a special book on geomet- 
rical measurment, with some newly 
discovered Iscientific Imathematical 
instruments. 
Architecture Von Vestungen (let. ed. 1589) 0'ý 
s 
Bibliography: Strassburg 1589; Stra Uburg 1599; Dresden 1710. 
General description? A large format denaly printed work. It contains many 
double page engravings of an extremely high quality. 911, x 5j, ' text. (viii) + 
112 folios. Occasional diagrams in the text. A good deal of the text is 
organised by means of direct reference to one of the engravings or a part of 
one. 
1. Lazarus Zetzner, Specklin's brother-in-law, the editor of this edition 
added his own dedication in place of Specklin's. He also gave marginal notes, 
and made corrections and additions, many of which, he stated Specklin had 
wanted to make before he died. Of the publication of the original edition he 
wrote in this dedication "Daniel Speckle..... in Anno 1589. gegenuertigen Tractat 
von Vestungen surr anlsyj und beger/ etlicher furnemmer Herren stands Personen/ 
lessen offenem Truck augggehens und inn massen an vorshiedenenOrton er selbst 
gedenckt/ bedacht eueeen/ nichtallein den uiderumb mit der zeit/ mit vilen 
besondern Manieren/ Arten und Visierungen gemehrt und verbessert/ sonder 
such noch ein andern Theyl und Tractat von Ordnungesin Feld/ mit Schantzen/ 
SchentzuAgen/ Wagenburglý/ Geschütz/ darzu gehörigen Instrumenten und der- 
gleichen neuen Inuentionen...... (to publish)" 
L. RUMPF (lez4) nave (no. 4853) Dresden 1712; and (no. 4743) Dresden 17U5. 
These are presumably in error and refer to this edition. 
3. of the ist. edition. 
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Contents: 
f. (ia): Title page: Contained in an elaborate architectural style framework: 
ARCHITECTVRA Von Vestungen. Wie die zu unsern zeiten mögen erbauen werden/ 
an Stätten Schlossern/ 
An Clussen/ zu Wasser/ Land/ Berg vn Thal/ mit U ren 
Bolluercken/ Caualiren/ Streichen/ Graben und Leuffen/ sampt deren gantzen 
anhang/ und nutzbarkeit/ auch wie die Gegenwehr zu gebrauchen/ was 
für Geschütz 
dahin gehörig/ vnnd uie as geordnet/ und gebraucht werden soll/ alles ause 
grund und deren Fundamenten. Sampt den Grund Hissen/ Visierungen/ und Auff- 
zugen fur Aügen gestellt. Durch Daniel Speckle/ der Statt Strassburg bestellen 
Baumeister. Mit Ram: Key: May: Freyheit/ auf zehen Jahr. Gedruckt zu Strafburg/ 
bei Bernhart Jobin. Im Jar M. D. LXXXIX. 
f. (iia/iiia): Dedication to "Herrn Julio Hertzogen zu Brauncsweig und Lunenburg re. 
Meinem gnedigster Fürsten und Herren. " Dated ist. Feb. at Strassburg by "Daniel 
Specklin der Statt StraUburg Baumeister". 
f. (iiib/viib): Forward. f. (viib): Two dedicatory verses to Specklin. 
f. (viiia/b): Table of chapters. 
f. 1a/68b: Part I: "Von Bauens vornembsten Stucken und zugehörungen: Zirckel/ 
Quadranten und andern nothwundigen wissenschafften. '" 
f. 1a/2b: Cap. I: Preliminary remarks on the. knowledge necessary to 
the architect. 
f. 2b/6a: Cap. II: Rather crude geometrical preliminaries, including 
surveying using a horizontal circle and compass. 
f. 6a/7a: Cap. III: Security of the works during building. Diemsions 
given from which the regular polygons can beset out. 
f. 7a/14a: Cap. IV/VIII: Foundations, the construction of the 
curtain. 
f. 14a: Cap. IX: The yardstick. 
f. 14b/18b: Cap: X: The number of the bastions, with a discussion of 
their dimensions, and the dimensions between them. All discussed 
with a good deal of reference to actual structures, particularly the 
Castel S. Angelo at Rome, and to incidents of 16th. century warfare. 
f. 19a/25a-. Cap. XI/XII: Obtuse and acute bastions discussed, again 
with particular referrence to 16th. century structures and incid- 
ents. 
f. 25a/26b: Cap. XIII: An important fortress discussed including a 
complex geometrical layout. 
t. 26b/34b: Cap. XIIII/XVII: Plainly a discussion of the flanking 
casemates, but with some mention of materials -- wood and stone. 
f. 34b/45b: Cap. XVIII/XXII: Various topics dealt with, parapets, 
cavaliers, more on the flanking casemätes, a plan of part of a 
fortress given. 
f. 45b/57s: Cap. XXIII/XXVII: Discussion of different kinds of attack. 
f. 57b/64a: Cap. XXVIII/XXIX: General discussion, often relating to 
different details of fortification. 
f. 64a/68b: Cap. XXX/XXXII: Different types of site. 
f. 69b/90b: Part II: Fortification on slopes and mountains. Includes a long 
section on Valletta and the siege there. Contains very fine engravings of 
castles on crags. Shows hou many different types of sites, sloping, on mountains 
or by the sea may be dealt with using the bastion trance. 
f. 91a/112b: Part III: The river in the fortification. Mechanical topics: 
Bridges, drawbridges, description of artillery, powdermills and the like. 
Ib8 
Architecture Von Vestungen: Texts 
f. (iiib). Die vreachen/ 
die 
mich zu The reasons tl 
publicierung dises'lJercks bewegt/ this work, arg 
seind dieef Erstlichen 
daU ein Ober- soverdgn show 
keit aal und mag bauen/ solche auch also is respo 
t vor Gott 
i 
zu Gemeinem nutz vorstand the care of t 
schuldig ist/ welches etliche gantz some wholly 'r 
veruerffen. 
Zum andern muU ich einem Italiener Secondly I mu 
antworten (wie auch etlichenýeeinea as also some 
p gleichen) so vnU Teutschen mit grosser assaults us G 
* verechtung angreiffen/ vnnd niemands and none of u 
gut genug achten/ denen jr schmehen und their abuse a 
verachten abzuleinen. 
f. (ve). Die ander'vnd furnebste vräach/ The second and principal reason that 
Keo mich zur pulicationr, dises wercks I am driven to publish this work, is 
treibt ist/ daq,, Z ich einem Italiener so so that no'Itall n laughsat`any of 
vnj Teutechen nit allein verlacht/ us Germans, even apart from puttinq 
sonder auch bei Fürsten und Herren in Princes and Lords under contempt and 
verachtung vn verdacht'zu bringen derision, as'if we Germans wholly 
ivnderetaht/ als ob wir Teutschen gantz-' lack'sense and brain and are without 
1lchen on sinn und Hirn/ und ohne ver- reason, and to be estaeM as children 
nunfft und vor kinder gegen de Ital- in comparison to the Italians, for 
ianern zu achten ueren/ dan er sich bei some unashamedly let it'be heard, that 
AIL 
etlichen/ ohne scheu hbren lasst/ wo he has never seen or heard of anything 
wer in Teutschland noch jemalen gewesen/ yet in Germany of our 
er nie'nichts in vnserm thun gesehg no doings that we had not stolen from 
noch 
gehurt hab/ dass wir vn andere 
ý others, and if truly some Master has 
Jnen solche nit abgestolen hatten/ vn something newly discovered, he never- 
ob schon etliche Meister etwas news theless can not allow this has occured, 
>, herfür bringen/ kenne or doch solche because'he'has not yet seen such 
nit passieren lesson/ dieweil er in Italy, because he 
solche zu voran in Italia nit mehr has his lifelong nothing seen or heard, 
gesehen hab/ zu dem hab er sein leben- that anything neu has been discovered` 
lang niemalen gehört oder gesehen/ in the whole of Germany. 
Xdaess die vollen Teutachen etwas news 
erfunden hatten. 
So Jet auch sonst sin Niderlbnder/ Thus it is also usually with'the' 
der gleichuol etwas bescheidener in Netherlanders as well, for all that 
der sachan/ aber in jren uercken vn they are something more modest on 
1. From the first edition. 
2. This sort of reference in a general way to religious issues is typical of 
Specklin's style at many points. At the end of his treatise he affixed "I)er 
Gott vertraut/ Mot uol gebaut. " (See also below p. 1tO, n. I ). Uhile there is 
no reason to question Specklin's sincerity in this sort of sentiment, connect- 
ions between such, and detailed problems of fortification, were in his text 
rather tenuous. 
3. It-is not clear who, if anyone, is referred to specifically here. But the 
ides that many Italians were highly critical of the work of individuals from 
other countries is"by no meaps euprising. No doubt 5pecklin was reacting tu a 
very real attitude coming from, for example, many of the Italian engineers at 
the Emperors court. (MAGLIUHUTTI (111319) details the many of those involved. ) 
Perhaps Specklin was thinking of Carlo Thetl for whom he worked at Vienna in 
1569. (See Blo 
.) 
The reasons that I move to publish 
this work, are these: Firstly that a 
soverdgn should and can build, who 
" 
also is responsible before God for 
the care of the public good, which' 
some "wholly 'reject. 
Secondly I must one Italien answer -- 
as also some of his like -- who 
assaults us Germans with great contempt, 
and none of us'esteems sufficiently', 
their abuse and condemnation to reject. 
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deren Regln/ seind sie durchauss einig/ moths subject, but in their work'and 
den sie jre Lineanenten zu den Vestungen rule. theyare. throughout united=that 
.. 1 
ziehen/ alle aus der alten Regel the trace of"the fortification is all t 
'*welche mandannheutigs tags weit from"the, old rule drawn; which one has 
gbesser hat und weist/ daU sie aber much better todayuhich, without any' 
alles ohne grund und vrsachen vernich- ground or reason they will destroy: - 
ten vnnd ververffen wollen/ darum ich and reject. Whereby I orf- 
ihnen da, gj gegenspil fürzustellen. vnd am caused to put forward this refut- k, 
zubeantrarten verursacht worden. , 
ation, and to answer them. z. Then uheng 
'1Do man sie aber in den hauptsachen one asks of the main business, why one 
befragt/ warumb ein bau hoch/ der building is designed, high, the other:, 
ander nider/ doU gleichen ein, Streichen lout aimilarly, oneflank open the other 
offen/ die ander zu/ eine, lang die closed, -one long the other short; their 
ender kuttz gezogen werden/ ist jr answer'is that when one doss not . 
Kantuort/ wann einer nit Latein könne/ understand Latin, then he can not 
* so verstehe er solchs nit könne auch also under. stand hou to, discuss it, 
diedauon reden/ und damit haben ales 
, 
and their,. opinione. are very much 
jres bedunkens treflich uol getroffen. to the point. ," 
VSo man jnen aber solche cuff gut Teutsch Thus one who'disputes in this. in, good 
at(uelchs sie 
, 
dann uol verstehen) wider- German -- which he well then understands 
legt/ warten sie big sie allein zu ein- -- he, auaits only, one who comes to, him 
em kamen/ so betten sie mann w lle solch eto beg hin to keep such art and, subject 
kunst/ vn -athen/ in geheim halten/ secret, especially against authority. 
besonders, gegen den Oberkeiten/ dann Then when , 
he, understands this a little 
wwan sie solche in grand ein wenig in its, fundamentale, thereafter no 
verstehn/ könne hernoch niemands mit one can overcome his, much, less, the 
vil weniger dann mit den jhnen/ uaruiss that often know lees how to 
, 
Kriegsveretendigen/ vbereinkommen/ die discuss the whole of it. 
wissen offt weniger dänn die Gantz 
Weil aber ich ein solche 'gründlichen 
weis/ so steht mir auch billich das 
zu verentuorden/ doch wil ich jedes 
(ueLs die gebaw belangt) an seinem ort 
##traulichen Examiniern/ und dassjrig vn 
meinigý 
{euff 
data meniglichen sehen 
vn spüren sol/ daU die fro`men Teutsche 
die each so uol als sie verstehn vor- 
-stellen/ und solche also zugleich 
4, veretendiger zu judicieren vndergeben. 
t Die schmechuort und vetachtung aber 
belangende/ will ich? in dieser Vorrsd'y 
verantworten/vn Erstllchen/ daej derma 
Italiener vorgibt/ daUýer in Teutsch- 
4[land nie nichts gesehen_noch, gehart/, 
Nevertheless, as I 
,, 
know one such foundat- 
ion,, thus it stands to me yet fairly 
this to answer, so, I will everything 
-- which belongs to building -- examine 
faithfully in, its place, and of an 
opinion at least shall see and 
feel, that the godly Germans, as well 
will understand to put forward 
the subject, and on such also at the 
same time know how to submit judgements. 
, 
The insults and contempt yet involved., 
I will answer in this forward. And 
firstly, that the Italians, claim, that_ 
nothing in Germany is ever seen not 
heard that we have not stolen from 
1. Presumably small and'dietant bastions, with the use of intermediate 'piutta. 
formal. Sea below p. 193/4. 
2.1.9. If you do not know Latip you are uneducated and not fit to discuss 
the wetter, and anyway our ideas are correct. 
' 3. This is slightly obscure, but the value of a good ground is certainly central. 
Specklin's view of the 'uaruise' here is probably not much different to what he clearly expressed later. See below p. 194. 
L,. %P II ý-R ,r"i, 
dais wir de Italienern nit abgestolen 
haben/ abzuleine weiss ich nit uaj sie 
in Italic habe/ weint sr da? S die grosse'' 
gebiu vnnd Vestungsn mujj man sie' 
afragen/ wo für solche gebawen werden/ 
" 
deuon ein so grosse Bücher schreiben. 
f Dareuff sie nichts andere zu antworten' 
wissen/ day dass solche für dz grausam 
geechutz gebawen words/ wer hat da?; 
44 Nnun dass geschuti erfunde 7 die Bücher 
dauon sit schreiben/ war hat da, y Trucken 
erfunden/ komt es nit von unss 
Teutschen her 7 welches zwo jneuentionea 
v? i kunst jetsrumal di hßchsten in der 
muelt seind..... 
f. (visa). Was nun den Tractat anim 
selbst belangt/hab ich de/ in drey 
theil abgetheilt/ und ein-jeden theil 
so Ktrtz/ vn veretendlich/ als jimmer 
*sein hat konnen verhandlet/ und so 
viel möglichen aller frembden uörter' 
mich entschlagen/ und allein bey unserer 
i. e 
Teutechen sprach gebliben/ auff dass es 
ein jeder Teutecher..... verstehen 
. tkbnne.... ich im ersten thou handle/ 
wau zu einem neuen bau gehörig/ und' 
erstliehe vom Circkel/ yuadrenten 
grundtlegunge/ Fundamenten/ Mauren/ 
darnach grieff ich zu de wehren vg 
aBeluertken.... Im andern theil..... kom 
ich an die hohen halden/ Bühel/ und 
drucken@ ort/ wie daran/ vnnd darauf? 
zu bauen/ deUgleichsn auff die Berg/ 
und deli widerumb herab an die Flüu 
xvnd See..... Im dritten und loteten 
theil/ handle ich gents kurtz wie 
grojj und kelsine Fluges/ durch 
Statt und Veetungen geleitet vnnd 
gefuhrt. 
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the Italians. I am not ignorant of 
what they have in Italy, considering 
the greet structures and fortresses, 
of which one must ask, why euch 
were built on which they write such'- 
great books. To which they do not 
know how to answer but that such were 
built against the ferocious'guns: where 
now were guns discovered ? The books they 
wrote on this, where was that printing 
discovered ? Lid it not-come from'us' 
Germans here ? Which two inventions and 
arts are now the greatest in all the 
world.... 
Coming now to the Treatise itself. I' 
have divided it into three parts and''' 
in each part shortly and understandably, 
as far as it can be handled, and as 
much as possible eliminated all for- 
eign words, and stayed only with our 
German tongue, so that every German 
.... can understand.... In the first 
part I consider what belonos to any 
new building, and 
firstly from the compass and square, 
to lay out foundations and walls. 
Thereafter I deal with the (flank) 
defenses and Bulwarks.... In the second 
part.... I come to the high slopes and 
hills, and narrow places, how therein 
and thereon to build, similarly for 
mountains and then further on rivers 
and the 'sea .... In the third and last 
part 
'l 
deal very shortly with how 
great and little rivers are led and 
carried through towns and fortific- 
ations. 
yf. 1e. EIN Jsdsr so sin Statt/ Schlo U/ Whoever intends to build a town, castle 
Merckt odor anders Vestung zuerbausn or market, or other fortification must 
vorhabens/ muse volgendsr dray Puncten the following three points well under- 
wol uissanivnnd bericht *sin/ auch guts stand and be instructed in end have a 
srkantnü2j'haben/ fürs srst'dsr Mother- good knowledge of: firstly of MathRm- 
«atica/ demnach der Mschanischsn kunst/ atics, then of the Mechanical' arts as 
ale da sind die Handwerker/ Stein- are of the craftsmen, Stone cutters, 
matzen/ Maurer/ Schrsinsr/ Zimmsrlsut/ Masons, Joinnrs, Carpentore, I3miths, 
1. To printing and guns Specklin went on to add the rise of the reformation 
in Germany as showing the achievements of Germany. Of course all this does little to persuade the reader that German skill in fortification is to be valued. 
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Schmidt/ Schlosser/ Wagner/ rc 
1 Was in Locksmiths, Carturights, ets. Which 
ein Bau gehörig/'r SoP dann auch der'(1at- are concerned~ uithbuilding! Then 
erialien/ als da send Metal/ Holtz/ further the materials as Metal, Wood 
Stain vnnd anders/ fürs drit der jetzig- Stone, and the like. Thirdlydofjthe Ara- 
ton Krsigsrüstung/ in Schantzen/ Schiess- ant day armament of forte, shootinq''guns 
en/ Gsechutzs/ jnnsr''vnd'ausserhalb Lan- inside ' and' outside, by water, mountains 
do/ zu Wasser zu Berg und Thal/ asitemal and valleys because`from theäe the 
suss demselben/ die gr8sse/ hohe/ dicke/ great, high, thick. "broad'. and whole, 
breite und gantz stercke des Baues strength of the building must be taken, 
. genommen/ geordnet`vnd angelegt'uerden" ordered and laid out. 
mu3J " 
So vil dann/ damit as desto bass 
'ver-'' As much as to this basic understanding 
standen werden mag/ die Mathematischen Matkematical science belongs, thus in 
uissenheit belangt/ So muss in vor- undertaking neu fortifications and 
%nemmung neuerVestungen vnd"däue (dann buildings -- that with the old`towns 
mit den alten Stätten und Schlössern and castles have their Way -- must 
1 
hats seinen Weg) alle und jede geleg- all and every opportunity be'carefully 
enheit fleissig betrachtet. ' Werden/ Ob 
"considered. ' Namely whether the ground 
nämlichen das Land gut/''d-as Erdrich" is good, the earth rich to the nourish- 
nfeiUt/`zur-nahrung des Menschen vnd' ment of man and beasts suitable, a 
Vihes bequem/ eines gesunden Luffte healthy air and mild climate, good 
und milten himels/ guten gelandes/ lend; " 
good structures having healthy 
guter gebaw say/ gesundes Holtze"/Wasser- woods, `watercourses, and wells; whether 
flösse und Bronnen habe/ obs sumpffig swampy of marshy, that the uind`draua 
coder Mosig/ damit die Wind kein base no evil air, particularly from south 
Lufft/ besondere Sud vnnd West oder or west, or foul smells therein. Then 
faule geschmack dahin treiben. Uann although an Architect or Building 
ob col ein Architectus oder Baumeister master can have no perfect knowleage 
kein vollkommener Astronomus oder in Astronomy or Physic, and in other 
zsPhysice vnnd anderer wissenheit ein a sciences, he can have an outline, so 
aussbund haben ken/ so soll er doch that' in laying out a neü, A or'improving 
inn anlegung neuer/ auch verbesserung andold, 'structure`, they'can be built 
alter 8äu/ auf? das die nutzlichtvnd usefully and beautifully.... 
bekömlich erbauen warden mögen.... 
xf. lb. Die Grundlegung oder Topographie 
die verzeichnusLS des ort$/ dahin neue 
B®u man anzulegen gedenckt/, belangende/ 
Ist dieselbige inn jedem Bau/ das recht, 
Haupt und Principle stuck/ dann auas 
"derselbigen alle rathachlag fliessen/'" 
sintemal alle gebeut/ neu und alt abge- 
messen/ und in den Jungen MaUstabe 
aussen/ und innen "lle... verzeichnst 
worden muse. 
41 In gleichem zu eruehlung der Mater- 
ialien/ als Stein/ gebrante Stein/ 
The ground layout or topography relevant 
to 'the drawing of *the place, 
in_which one thinks to set out a 
new Building, is in every building the, 
true, head and principal part, from 
which all council flows, because all 
building, neu and old must be drawn and 
measured and set out to reduced scale, 
inside -and out. 
+ h' 
Likewise to chose the material as 
stone, burnt stone; ' wood and other 
1. In a way this is rather Vitruvien In the way that the architect is supposed to have knowledge of all sorts' of fields. But in stark contrast to Vitruvius, 
Specklin insists not on the need for familiarity with the more 'bookish' disc- 
iplines, but with man y practical crafts. 
2. Brick 7. 
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Holtz und andere'Meterien mehr/ so 
gibt die Musica durch erkentnuis 
deren 
Harmonia/ als ein stuck der Plathesi/ 
*guten verstand 
und erkandtnuas/ dann 
j alles wee klingt/ 
vnnd ein Thon von' 
sich gibt/ ist, 
elluegen besser/ dann 
was keinen/ oder jedoch ein groben/ 
oder schwachen Than oder 
klang hat/' 
derhalben was kernhafft satt und rein 
»ist/ ale Stein/ gebrant Stein/ Holtz/ 
auch die Metal/ Ertl/ Stahel und Eisen 
....... 
materials, here, music gives, through 
understanding harmony, as a part-of 
mathematics, good understanding and know- 
ledge, for when all 
' 
are-sounded, and 
give out a toneAt is always batter than 
that which has none, or always a coarse or 
a weak, tons or sound, which is 
internally full'and pure, as in stone, 
burnt stone, wood, also Metal, brass, 
steel and iron .... 
I 
f. 2b. WAs den Cirkel belangt/ ist The Compass' involves that usage and 
deeselben gebrauch vnnd hoher nutz great benefit that nothing'can be well 
nicht vol auszugründen dann ohne set" out withoutpit nor is orccan 
aldonselbi nichts gemacht ! at noch gemacht be made. Nothing can be built but it 
warden ken/ Es ken nichts gebawf'uerden/ must have its size-and proportion, 
of muss sein . as vn Proportion haben/ and 
this can be done'in'no Way^but by 
und dieselbig ken durch'anders nicht/ 'way of thaýuss of the compass, through 
dann durch don Cirkel zuwegen gebracht whose help is everything in its true body 
aeuerden/ durch welches hülff ein jedes fixen. The sixt of-the heavCns, which 
ding inn sein geuij Corpus gefasst there go or. -exist arP'all by Cod, 
uird. 
toarm 
sechtlan dem Himmel vnnd the Almighty in a sphere, fixed, 
alles so daran gehet oder laufft/ ist similarly the'sun and moon, anC th' 
alles Won Gott don Allmächtigen/ inn earth have spherical bodies. 
stein Circkelrunde gefaUt/ dej gleichen 
Sonn und Monn/ und das Erdrich hat 
'alles sin Cirkelrundes Corpus. ' 1q ,: R tr = .. _,.,. 
Dieu'il dann nun der Cirkel, 'das Thus because 'the compass is the oldest1 
älteste Instrument ist, 'vnd von vnsern Instrument and by those before us 
pvordern hochgeach"worden/ wie er dann `highly`esteemsd, ''so'itnis to, bs, highly 
hoch. zuschten ist/ ist 'auch zui unserer 'praised. It-isaalsoýin our. ýtime, ' 
'zeit 
au j lieb ;u demselben/ von sinn- 'from"love-of'it,. by ingeni&W workers 
reichen Leuten derselb sehr gebessert/ itself much improved, and in a quick 
und in sin geschwinde richtig"theylung - exact dividingwia. employee..... .. _ 
1. Specklin seems to mean simply that the material gives out its true tone' 
when it is sounded. His dragging in of 'harmony' as a branch of mathematics here, 
is rather gratuitous. Of course Vitruvius dealt in some detail with harmony. 
(8k. V, Cap. 1II1. ), He. equally used much'ths same notion as Specklin's in the 
tuning of catapults. But the mathematical approach to harmony was-explicitly; -- 
, 
tied up with the design of theaters and their acoustics; in a, rather elegant 
way, in Vitruvius. In contrast Speckling attempted, to associate this rather 
esoteric field of mathematical music'with the, certainly useful, but very 
much rule of thumb craft practice of testing materials by note for their sound- 
ness which practice can hardly. have been illuminated by any euch study. 
2. Planets. 'n 
3. In the sense of being the most fundamental. 
'. 4 ý ,.. .r: v 
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brecht worden..... 
f. Se. Will man dann ein Bawl Statt 
oder Schlosa just inn grundt'legen/ 
vnnd verzeichnen/ mu V man ein starck 
iLinial/ und Messtangen nemmen/ so 
10 SChuch.... vnd durch' 2 Personen 




! hen a building or town or castle 
will 'be truly on the ground, laid 
and drawn out, one must take' a strong 
line and measuring rod of 10 feet.... 
and two people able to hIold it, and 
the square is held.... 
f. 6b. UAnn denn nun nach gehabter Now having considered such a place, 
reberhatechlagung`ýein solcher Platz - spacious and lying 
in a plene, then 
geraumpt/ vnnd'im piano ligt/ so mull must a stronger pile in'the centre 
im Centro ein stercker Pfal geschlagen be driven, that in diameter is fully 
werden/ so im Diameter'vollig eins a 
foot thick and in it' middle a 
iSchuchs`dick'iat/ und inn der mitten great iron nail, 1j 
or 2 inches in 
-1 F 
Kein grossen eysen Nagel/ so auff 1}. diameter thick, and, 11 feet läng, 
oder 2. Zoll"im Diameter'dick/ vnn'd driven into the pile, and than 10 
auff anderthalb Schuch lang/ inn den feet off from the pile, two feat 
Pfal 9eachlegen werden/ und dann cuff high, planks or wrought boards in a 
10. Schuch, darvon auff Pfälen zuen circle nailed, and around the 
saSchuch hoch Vielen oder saubere Brater centre a circle made by a groove: 
im Cirkel auff genagelt/ vnnd vom Centro and as many points or Bastions the 
sin runden riU darauff gemacht/ und castle of building shall have, so 
soveil ect-oder Bollwerck/ das Castell many should it have. 
2. 
oder eau haben soll/ also viel moll as 
s theilung_haben 1 
f. 17b. 3Es hat aber Key. Carle der V. The 
ILmperor Charles V however allowed 
solche Stattberahtechlagen lesson/ such council on the town, and in 1540 
vnnd im fahr 1540. 'durch M. Frantzen through Master Franz, the building- 
der Statt Antorff'6aumeistern/ welcher caster to the town of Antwerp, which 
in kurtzen Jahren noch gelebt/"zubaue existed a few years later, began to be 
angefangen.::... Is Jahr 1577.. ich built.... In 1577.... I asked him, firstly 
jhnen befragt/ sues was ` 
1. Speeklin seems here to be referring to the, ectual physical object as being 
mechanically improved, as well as to improvements in its use. In modern English 
there tends to be a distinction in this context between a compass -- that is an 
instrument typically provided with a pencil or pen, for scribing a circle; and- 
s dividers, which is similar but with two metal points and which is typically- 
used for setting tosend transferring a particular dimension. Of course this 
second type of instrument can equally be used for scribing a circle, by scratch- 
ing and indenting the relevant surface. It was this second type of 
instrument that was soused both in this period and earlier, and that was 
referred. to when a compass was mentioned by Specklin and the like. But 
Specklin's first copperplate (after f. 2$ gave some very nice illustrations of 
the instrument he use concerned with, which in fact was a set of tools each 
consisting of two arms which crossed at a junction to give a pair of opening 
legs on either side of the junction, the different instruments he showed each 
having a different ratio between the lengths of the pairs of legs on opposite 
sides of their pivot. The ratio between the openings, of the legst on one side 
of. the pivot to the opening of those on the other was then constant for each 
instrument, but varied from instrument to instrument to give the ratios }, J, 
}' 1/5,1/6, end 1/7, as. he indicated in his illustration and confirmed by. his 
text (f. 2e. ). IThese instruments then as a set were roughly, equivelent to what 
is now known as a proportional compasses, which is in fact only one instrument 
but with an adjustable pivot to give the same affect. ) Llearly these compasses 
of Specklin's could be used for reducing or-increasing drawings, and for divid- 
ing lines into the fractions they represented. Thus reducing to a mechanical- 
process, chat, otherwise would have been-more geometrical. 
Z. Specklin gave a good deal of this sort of practical and low level description 
here and below. 3e A discussion on the enceinte of. Antwerp.,,. 
vreachen er eratlichen dia BolluerCk 
also Weit vö einander gelegt an der 
Statt.... Derauff er mir antuort/ dass 
Key. Carle der V. als man die Statt 
sbarahtschlagt hot/ an solchem . huldig 
t" 
ssy gewesen/ dais er d@Keyssr.... durch 
en weisung etlicher Obersten.... 
beredt were. Da aber M. Frantz 
gegsnpart heilte..... 
Auss des Keysers/ auch deren Obristen 
Rathschlegungen/ ist dieser bau also 
fortgengen/ darum darff man nit all- 
wegen dem Baumeister die schuldt geben/ 
;1 
wan ein ding nich recht uirdt/ dann 
Potentaten vn Dberkeiten/ sich. offt 
selbe vberrcden/ uan sie Kriegsverstend- 
ige hbren/ auch tuen Landtstreiffer/ 
die sich vieler künst auUthun. 
PA üLIv6 
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for what reason he laid out the bastions 
of the town so far apart ... On which he 
answered me that as the lmperor Charles 
V was the one who advised on the town 
he should be held to blame and the 
Emperor was counpclled by some of his 
captain* .... On this however 
Master" 
franz hold the contery1... (but) 
from the advice of the Emperor and 
also of his Captain counsellors 
this building went forward, "" 
whereby one does not always hold the 
Architect responsible, when somethinf 
is not right, rather great lords'and 
those in authority who themselves are 
often persuaded, ' when they hear aýweruiss 
man, or. sometimes an armyman, which 
despoils much art 
The Practise of Fortification (1589)' 
.ar 
Bibliography: London 1589. 
General description: ' A very slight treatise. 54" x 3k"" text. (iii) + 40'page's-. 'Some 
illustrations in the text and pull out illustrations. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page: THE/ PRACTISE/ of Fortification: /'Wherein is sheueo the 
manner of/ fortifying in all sorts of scituationa, with / the considerations 
to be weed in delining, / and making of royal Frontiers; Skun-/ces, ands renfor- 
cing of ould/ walled Townes. / Compiled "in a most easier and compendious 
method, / by'Peul Iue. Gent. / Imprinted at London by Thomas Uruin, for Thomas/ 
Man, and Toby Cooke. 1589. 
p. (iii/iv): Dedication to Sir'William Brooke. 
p. 1/68 Cap. t/ Z": Locations of fortresses and their sites. 
p. 6/27: Cap. 3.: p. 6/13: The standard way of laying out the pointed bastion, 
Land the 'dimensions to be used. 
p. 14/27: Uifferent'parts of the structure individually 
discussea. 
p. 29/34: Cap. 4: 'Eatth fortifications. 
p. 35/40: Cap. ' S: Fortification of-old walled towns. 
The Practise of Fortification: Texts 
p. 2. WHo so shall fortifie in playne ground, may make the fort he pretendeth 
goof-what forme, or figure he will, and-therefore he may with lease compesse of 
1. I. e. aflainst, the Emperor and his count hors that thb bastions should bi- distant. 
, 7. Speckhin argues hero, roughly, that one should not I+eap is rlog and bark oneself. if someone employs an architect, the advice of the architect as th«! expert should be listened to even against the views of very expnrinnceil yonegn1, and other counsellors of states if one does not one is only too likuly to mnke some bad mistakes. 
3. Only edition known. fcs. Amsterdam 1968; Lnyland 1972 ed. bIUULf, rl (Greg International Publishers). ONO however notes e 1599 edition. 4. I. e. fortresses 
{ 
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wall enclose'a more superficies of ground, then where that scope may not be 
had. Also it may be the perfecter, because the angles that do happen in its 
; "" may be made the flatter'or sharper 
1 
p. 6. IN the delineation of a Fort that shall serue for a royall frontier;, - 
, 
cthe figure triangular is not to be used at all, nor the quadrant, but only 
in those watrie grounds where it can not be" approached, vneither, ie the cyn- 
queangle to be chosen for any perfection that is in y' figure, for this"purpose 
t'elthough that many good Forts are made in that forme of the Gasteil of Antuerpe. 
the citadell of Turyne and others) but rather for sparing of charges in building 
Viand mainteing the fort, for the exteriourangles of the bulwarks placed upon 
the angles of those figures, do fall out sharpe, and therefore are ueake, to 
resist a batterie, and hard to be defended, but in other figures they become 
flatter...... All which being considered, lyne out the Fort you pretend, 
., 
if nothing do hinder the deliniation, not that any part may be lese approch- 
. eble then other with squall sides and angles; but if any part may be, better 
assured of the ecituation then the rest, on that side lay out the longer 
sides and sharper angles, or both, to the intent the other part more oasis 
to be approached, may be the more defenceable3yet heerein there"must be a 
foresight, that the Fort may fall out as circular as possible it may.... 
top. 8. But to returns to the practise of the deliniation, being vppon the 
ground to be fortified, take good viewewhere it were necessarie the bulwarks 
which are the chiefest and royalest defences should be placed.... And where you 
determine to place a Bulwarks, there set donne a stake, and stretch a lyne 
betwixt stake and stake, and with a Spade make a little cut along the lyne.... 
t{p. 12. And when you haue thus lined out the fort and his ditch.;... for the 
angles of the 8uluarkes begin a neue riuieu, to see If any thing, either in 
,, _the placing of 
delining might be amended. For if any fault should be escaped, 
it were now time to amend it before any ground bee broken: which the Duke of 
, 
Alus and the Marques Vitell considering, caused the Castle of Antuerpe after 
sethe first, marking to be delined a neue in m9y parts, correcting their first 
escaped negligence* and errors. (Here note, that in this busines the opinion 
* of the Souldier who kath had experience of the defence, and offence, is to 
be preferred before the opinion of the Ceometrician4, or reason, who are inexpert, 
of the practises than an enemie may put in execution)... 
% p. 35" FOr that the Townes enclosed with weeks walles of stone, and defended 
with small, square, or round toures, are insufficient to abide the mallice 
and offence that an enemy at this day may put in practise, the Cannon being 
an engine of much more force then any before it inuented. To resist whose 
.. _ . violence, other means cannot 
be given, then to rampier those ualles within, 
and make greater and royaller defences without..... 
1. Iva is a bit peculiar hers. He stated quits reason- 
ably that on a flat free ground one may choose whatever shape'one wants and 
hence make it the'best"shape. but, it was common coin that this involved - 
making the bastions more obtuse, hence his remark that they may be made 
'flatter or sharper' is slightly odd. 
2. Or fortress. 
3. Iva very rapidly drifts here from consideration of the ideal trnr. e, to its 
adjustment in practice. 
4. Designer or architect. 
s. Cf. Specklin aýeve p. 117µ where the specialist desiyner is shown to bu right 
and errors to arise when such high figures take their own counsel. 
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Problematum Geometricorum (lat. ed. 1583): Texts 
p. 3. GEOMETRIAE, mediusfidius, vtilita 
.r aý3. P '. ar 
magna, imo vero necessitas. Et vero, 
quid tandem non L11i feremus acceptum ? 
Ponamus noble ante oculos pauca qutgdam 
Sax multis, sine quibus carte neque 
commode, neque omnino bens viuitur. An 
non hinc domicilia, an non & vrbes ? 
an non vestes, omnisque suppellex ? an 
non amnia cum pacis tum belli instru- 
"menta ? 
0e Weephdast (1st. ad. 1586)2tTexts 
3 
p. 3. GMELICT onnutte cost vvaer, een 
groote stercke grondt to legghen, die 
sen svvaer ghesticht araghen can, 
sonder eintlick eenich ghebau daerop 
fite vvillen brenghen: Alsoo is de 
epeigheling inde beghinselen der 
consten verloren arbeydt, deer t1einde 
totteldast niet an strect, Lhe1ijck 
oock ne de natuerlicke oirden, dien 
sogrondt voor t'opperghebaL gaedt, alaoo 
dose speigheling voor huer_daet. 
194 
'k< 
s Geometry, U God, is of'the greatest 
usefulness - on the contrary-r- a true 
necessity. And in fact, what, in the 
end, oo we not get fromtit. let us 
remember what feu things out of 
many without which certainly neither 
ease nor the good life is lived. Are 
not from it homes and towns 7; and 
clothefs and all furniture ?; and 
instruments for both peace and war 7 
Similarly as it a useless cost, to lay 
a great strong foundation, that can 
, 
suffice for a heavy structure, without 
in the end wishing to briny up on it 
any heavy structure, thus theory in 
the elements of the arts, is lost 
labour if its and is not 
oirected towards practice. Similarly 
also in the order of nature, as the 
ground preLeds the superstructure, 
thus theory goes before practice.. 
p. 68.... uy de WeeghCOnst.... een veye ... (why) we have called 'the art of 
Wisconet ghenoemt hebben.... dat haer neighing' a liberal Art.... (Now con- 4 
uetenschap den menschen daeren bouen cerning arithmetic and goemetry) 
useer nut is, soo wordense met recht because men's knowledge of them is very 
veye consten ghenoemt.... nadien de useful, thus are they rightly called 
sekerheyt in haar bestaende, de gheuis- liberal arts..... (and) since the cert- 
heyt van dander Consten verre to bouen ainty inherent in them far exceeds 
gast, coo uordense billichlich doer- that of other arts, thus they are 
obeneusn, Wisconsten gheheeten. T'selue legitimately called (true) Arts also. 
is om der ghelijcke redenen vande Weegh- The same for similar reasons can be 
const oock to oirdeelen...... Voorta dat said of the Art of ue. ighing... Further 
sy duet hear uyterste beghineelen, in because in its fundamental principles 
sulcken 
gheuisheyt besteet als die, coo is the same certainty as exists in 
sal sy om hear ghemeene reden, eon them, thus for this common reason, is, 
besonder wry. Wisconst ghenoemt it named a particular liberal (branch) 
worden. of mathematics. 
1. At Antwerp. Date after VAN UL VLLLE (1948). For further details and bib- 
liography see the same. STEVIN (M55190 Vol. IIA p. 134/5. 
2. AE-Liydin by'Plentin. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol. I p. 287 on. This work appeared 
as part of a uniform edition with Beghinselen der Weeahconst and the work from+ 
which the nest section comes. 
3. Of the first edition. 
4. Marginal note "Theoria". r S. Morginsl note "Effectum". 
6. from 0. B" hinsslen des %Jataruichts "Anhangs Cap. III. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol. 
ý. P. 5. 
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p. 69. DE. gheleerden maken oderscheyt 
The learned make a distinction between 
tusechen Wisconstich ende Werckelick mathematical and mechanical proofs, 
beweyet TOwelck niet"sonder reden an which 




dat is ghemeen, ouer allen, the first is general over all (cases) 
t 
ýoock grondelick d'oirsaeck verclarende, and further clarifies fundamental 
ditbesonder allenlick op t'ghegheuen, reasons`t`the'latter to the particular 
aonder kennia der reden waerom dat also -given caä'e'only, without knowledge of 
gheschiet.. `, the reason uhy`"it happens thus! 
Der Sterctenbouuing (let. ad 1594)* 
8ibliographyt Leyden 1594*; Amstelredam 1624*t German translation Franckfort am 
Mayn, 1608*; 'Franekfort. am Mayn 1624. French version Leyde 1634. 
General description: (vii) + 91 pages. A good many diagrams in the text. Illust- 
ration of a bastion; of a front of two bastions with curtain; and a full plan 
of a hexagonal tortress. l-. "'- 
Contents: 
p., (1):. Title page: UE STEHCTENHUVUINL', /"eeschreuen/ "oöor/ SIMCN 5TEV1N/ van 
Brugghe. /. TOT LEYDEN, / By-Franjoys-van Havelenghien. / M. C. XCIV. 
p. (ii/v): "Dedication 
to "lonker Hendrick van Grienen". '' 
p. (vi/vii): 'The Argument', on the structure of the work. ' 
P. 1/7 Cap. I: Definitions. sa 
ý'J 
p. 7/27: Cap. II: A hexagonal fortress, with'details, particularly of the 
bastions,, anu its various dimensions, along with the production of the nec- 
aesary drauinge, discussed. 
- p. 27/32: Cap. III: Setting out the actual fortress. 
p. 33/34: Cap. IV: Setting out of the reg. ilar fottresses of other number of 
aides, full size and to scale 
p.. 35/39: 
_Cap. 
VS On the need"for the pointed bastion 
p. 39/71: Cap., VI:. 
_Many'points 
of detaillof the structure and the different 
solutions that can. be, adopted, with regard to regular fortresses. 
p. 71/911 Cap. VII:., Irregular. fortressea; their various problems, and the 
disadvantages and, advantages of ; different sites. 
m D. Sterctenbouuing t(j594): Textat 
p. DE sterckten dese tijts, welck- The fortresses of these times, which 
semen etercktan noemen mach, to waten %, (truly) can 'be named sträng; that is, 
1. Marginal note "Mechanicam". `2. This is rather odd. A proof, for example,: of the construction-of-the pentagon, 
 ay apply to that particular case only, yet give reasons and show why it must 
be so, in contrast to any mechanical (approximate) solution-which does not. Proof and generality are distinct and independent notions, although Euclidean 
proofs tend to apply to general types of triangles, and this was possibly what Stavin was thinking of. If such proofs are than contrasted with"special`tri- 
engles"uith numerical values attributable to their variables, which can be 'solved' by reference to sine tables, for example,. one gets an idea of what Stavin may have been after. 
3. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol. N. p. 38/231.4. VANIDE VELDE (1948). 
S. " Trs. Levinus Hulsius. I"I,.. 
6. Stavin began this chapter by admitting that men have'different tastes in 
building fortresses, as in other areas, but he stated-'in the building of fort- 
resses the architects ideas are not so wholly different but that by natural feeling (natuerliek ghevoelen) they have something in common, some scope that they aim at, so that who so repugns (suix dat by die t'selvs teghenstest) is 
thought to strive against common feeling"o and then vent on to give the standard historical justification of the pointed bastion, as this inevitable universality. 7. From STEVIN (1955/66) Vol. IV, as all the sections below. 
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die door 
Iwisconstich belegt, met sicht- those by mathematical methods with 
stralentopt meeste voordeel gheteyckent sight-lines to the best advantage 
worden..... drawn..... .. _,.. r 
p. (11! ).... de Aristotelisten beftelick .... the Aristotelians disputed, viol- 
rghenouch vande Oirden streden, maer ently enough on Method, but in the,: 
matter dast weynich Oirdens ghebruycktan matter of practice. employed. - little 
...,.. Remus meining van 
dies tot een method..... Hamus' opinion, on. thisuas, 
ÄA 
goat einde streckte....... hebbe my directed to a good and.... (but) 
'I 
have 
Euclides (die ick acht int stuck des been by Euclid -- whom I consider in 
»Oirdens, onder de ouden wat besonders point of method, amongstý, the ancients, 
to vesen) in ettlicke punten wel laten particularly apt -- in several points 
bevallen... 4 greatly satisfied.... 4, . 
p. (iv).... mijn meyning'`altijt was, 
dat derfSpieghelaers spieghelingen, 
%tot voordering van derDoende{rs daden 
connen strecken..... 
.... my opinion always was that the 
theories of the theoreticians, can 
direct the regulation of practioners 
arts. 
p. 7. WANTMEN do eterckten al veroir- Fortresses must be designed... before 
dent most hebben.... sermon ant bouwen the builoing, is undertaken.... thus it 
comt.... eoo Jet finde ghebruijck, dat- is the custom, that first the different. 
somen van to vooren verecheyden formen' forms are drawn, according to the 
teeckent, na gheleghentheyt der pleats; opportunity of the place, so that every- 
ende den eysch"van allen ometendighen, - thing. concerning it., all the people who 
op dat de personen die daer of to sprek- have to speak of it, can well understand 
on hebben, dour soodanighe formen mal- - it through such figures, so that further 
sfcender wel verstaen"'meughen, ende the best thereon is-resolved. These 
eintlick het beste deer of°besluyten. figures can, be made in two ways. 
Ueee formen worden ghemeeckt op 
tweederley wijee, gierst int platte op 
p ap ier, 
0 daer na lichamelick van 
jo poteerde, was, hoot, of ender stof, e 
eintlick comtmsn tottet eyghen'ghebou. 
Um uelcke natuerlicke oirden hier cock 
to volghen, soo'namen uy'earet voor 
de teyckening van eun volcommen7ses- 
u houckighs evesijdeghe sterckte, int 
runt bescrivelick, sonder one to be- 
commeren, niet aenich belet, 'achterdeel 
of voordeel van omligghende hooghden, 
leeghden, Zeen of merasechen..... 
Firstly in a plan on paper, then in 
a model of potters earth, uax, wood, 
or other, materel and finally one comes 
to the actual building. Which natural 
order here to follow 1 take first the 
design of a regular evensided hexagonal, 
fortress, described in a circle, with- 
out being troubled by any hindrance, 
disadvantage or advantage of nearby 
heights, or low grounds,, sea or marsh 
}, + 
"ý ýý ý ýý Y r, 4{ ,,. f Rr 
ýý I 
Because the foregoing ground plate 
enighe alleenlick bathoont der sterkten only shows the figure of the fortress' 
ghestalt int ansien van lengdde on in respect of length and breath and 
I. Marginal note "Mathematicam operationem radus 'visualibus". ý L. STEVIN (15S5Y1 translates "sichtstralen" as -"auxiliary. lines" yet, the root 
meaning is clearly heret"sight, beams or rays. Llearly the sightlines of the `" ' defensive guns, in other words. in accord with the notion of flanking-fire., 
which thought is completely missing from - 'auxiliary lines'. es his marginal 
note emphasised. 
3. Just previously. ýStevin gave a marginal note against "Dirdens" of "Methodt". 
4. Stavin here in his dedication to Lord Hendrick van l1rienan explalnnd that 
part of his reason for publishing his work was to shou the method he had 
learnt from the dedicatee ("tu toonen des Uirdena die ick van V. E. doen sy hear 
met my Inds USaconsten oetfends, gheleert heb... "), who held such opinions. How 
laterally he should be taken here, in view of dedications of the period tend-. 
ing to impute very, greet abilities to their dedicateea. 
=is rather unclear. S. Marginel'note "theoricum theoriae". 
Marginal note "Practicorum effects". 
7. Marginal note "Hexaoonum castrum aequilaterum circulua inscriptibile". 
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breeds, ende dot desspieghelinghe 
vends ghsleghentheyt in hoochde of 
diepts tot volcommon kennis seer 
noodich is, eoo sullen uy nu ende ver- 
sheuen teyckeninghe commen; oin den sin' 
van uelcke uat breeder uijt to legghen, 
soo neem ick dat ein lichamelicke 
stercte, dooraneden wort met sen 
1oneindelick plat door t'middel tusschen 
rtuee boluercken (eulcx is de gebruijck 
van doen byde Wisconstnaers, die alsoo 
hemelen ende "erde dooranien, om to 
vinden uat finde one staet).... 
because speculation on the opportunity 
of. height and depth is very necessary 
for the fullest knowledge, 
we will now come to the raised rep- 
resentation concerning the meaning 
of uhichý to better explain, I take it 
that a solid fortress, is cut through 
with an infinite plane through the 
middle between two bastions -- as is. 
the practice of mathematicians that 
thus cut through heaven and earth to 
find what is the section.... 
'p. 27.... one nemende datter to bouwen 
Ksy op plat even landt, een sterckte... 
van 
'revesijdich seshouck int rondt be- 
schrivelick, elcke sijde lanck 1000 
voeten: uelcke form by anderen yhem- 
Iasnelick gheteyckent ubrt dour t' 
wbehulp eons 
&platcloots.... Maer am op 
*cotter tijt, ende met minder moeyte 
Allee volmaecter to hebben, soo eoude 
ick'(volghende de ghemeene reghel, 
uelcke inhoudt dat do grootste uiscon- 
vstighe. reetachappen de sekerste sijn) 
doer tot nerven twee evelanghe coorden, 
elck van 1000 voete..... 
p. 34. Ghenomen den datmen begheert ein 
vijf houck, hebbende elcke sijde van 
»1000 voeten, vraghe hoe lanck dander 
coorde eel mosten sijn, die de half- 
middellijn beteeckent,, om offen uijt 
to common ? Men eel sien in eenlbooch- 
tafel, uat~reden deahalfmiddellijn 
3sheeft teghen de peze ghstrocken ondet 
den booch lanck uesende eon vijfdendeel 
des rondte, dat is sen hooch van 72 
Attrappen, ende uort bevonden van 
10000000 tot 11755704.... comt voor 
4obegeerde langde van dander coorde 




... we assume a fortress to be built 
on a flat even plane .... equiluttraly 
hexagonal in a circle described, each 
side 1000 ft. long, which figure by 
others is generally lain out with the 
aid of an astrolabe (or the like)... 
Out to have it in less time with less 
lauour all well made, I would -- 
following the general rule, which has 
it that the greatest mathematical 
instruments are the surest*-- thereto, 
take two equal ropes, each 1000 foot 
(long).... 
Assuming that a pentagon is desired 
having each side of 1000 feet, then 
how long should be the rope that 
represents the radius, to give a good 
fit ? One must look in a table of sines, 
what is the ratio of the radius to a cord 
drawn under an arc that is one fifth part 
of the circle, ' that is an arc of 72 deg- 
rees, and it will be found of 10,000,000 
to 11,755,704.... the desired length 
of the rope comes to 805ft. 
7 9529272 inches.... 
p. 55... soo de vient sonder 
muerbrake 
.... if the enemy without a breach, 
de qroote gordine met leeren bestormt, storms the great curtain with ladders, 
in sulcken gevalle echistm"n u1Jt de in auch circumstances one shoots from 
1. Marginal note "Conta platio". 
t. I. e. elevations roughly, but including sections. 
3. Marginal note "Plan infinito". i. Marginal note "Methematicos". 
5. Marginal note "AEqulaterale hexagono circulo inscriptibilö". 
6. Marginal note "3lanlsphWj seq Netralabij". 
7. Marginal note "Moths mutica Instruments". 
0. Stavin seems to mean here not merely physical instruments, or gndyet%' but 
also intellectual devices, for here he describes setting out a hexagonal 
fortress by means of equilateral triangles, using ropes, 
9. Marginal note "Teblum Sinuum". 10. Marginal note "Rationen". 
11. Marginal note "Sewldismater". 12. Marginal note "Graduum". 
13. Marginal note "Brocke". 
Loo 
etrijckhoucken met keyen ende keten- 
gheechot, ttublck grooter moort der 
vianden doet.... 
the flank, with stones and chain shot, 
which do great murder to the enemy... 
i p. 88. .... do Boumeeeter an can de 
tform niet kiesen diet hem belieft, 
maer most hem na da gheleghentheyl 
ghaoughen, nemende meer plaets dan by 
van doen heeft, ofte min dan hem 
behouft. 
i... The architect can not choose the 
figure that pleases him, but must 
adapt according to the situation, 
taking in more space than he would. 
or less than is needful to him. 
Wisconstige Ghedachtenissen (1st. ed. 1605/8)3 
io ... Soo is de atof des 
IZeeschrifts 
een der besonder oireaken gheuveeat, 
die hem 
a 
track totte begheerteen oeffen- 
ing der7VViaconsten: Sulx dat by deur- 
sien heeft al het oirboirste an diep- 
gssinnichste dat van die"stof mijns 
uvetena ghehandelt uvort. 
Thus the subject of hydrography was 
one of the particular causes that at 
attracted him to the'desire to practise 
in Mathematics. Such that he consid- 
ered all the most useful and ingenious 
things that to my knowleage have been 
said on the subject. 
8Arlgesien ervaringen de sekerste Since experience is th9 surest i4round 
gront sijn...... doormen ghemeene reghelen .... from which to draw out general 
uty treckt, om tot kennis aer oaken to rules, in order for knowledge to come 
wocommen, en dat one dour deser landen of things, since wd, because of our 
groote seylagen, bequamar middel ont- countries, great voyaging know getter 
moot dander to vooren gheuveest is, means than others before, for ubtain- 
om to geraken tot veal gheuvisse ervar- ing many definite experiences of the 
inghen der eyghenechappen van ebb en* properties of ebb and flow: Thus it 
tevloet: So heeft my tottet bevoorderen seemed to me suitable to further this 
van sulcx, oirboir ghedocht van dese to describe a theory of the subject, 
etof eenISpiegheling to beschrijven, grounded in part on experiences nou 
ghegront ten deale op ervaringhen die- available, and in part on assumptions 
men nu heeft, ten deals op stalling that present the characteristics of 
jsdie de natuerlicke redenlijck formich the form of natural reasons.... If any- 
echijnt.... Angaende yment decken mocht, one should think, that before my 
dattet van my voor t'uytgeven van desen puolishing of this treatise, it were 
vougheucker uvaer ghouveest, sulcke better to have first in this subject 
dingen caret sekerlick ondersocht to securly researched or have had resear- 
Xhebben, of doen ondersoucken: Hier op chad, on this I say.... it appeared to 
eagh ich.... heeft my dit do bequaemste me the best way in a short time to 
uvech ghedocht, om op corten tijt veal aquire much information and certainty 
bescheyt on sekerheyt to crijgen..... .... 
1. Under the disadvantages of hilly sites. 
2. Marginal note "Architectus". 
3. For bibliography see V4t1 UEI VLLUI (1949) Texte from the work along with 
English translations can bit found in STLVIN (11ä$f[6) at various places. 
4. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol III9 p. 505. Wieconsti he Ghedachtanissen Pt. I: Vent 
Weereltschrift. Sect. (ii): Vent Eertclootschri to p. 66.8k. 4 Van de 
zeyletreken. 
5. Marginal note "Hydrographigg". 
6. "His Princely Grace as Admiral" - Prince, Msurice. 
7. Marginal note "Msthometicsruw artium". 
8. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol. III p. 330. Wisconstighe Ghedechtenissen Pt. I, Sect. 
(ii)t Vent Ertcloosehritt, p. 178, Bk. -G: 6Van do Spiegeling der Ebbenvlost. 
9. Marginal note "Theories". 
.... ich segh'dat`gelijck ymant die in 
Caert wil brenghen een Lantschap dat 
°- noyt caertische wijse gheteychent an 
. as, of deer hem gheen teyckening noch 
ionderrichting of ter handt qhecommen 
on iss soude mosten het Landtschap of,, 
self dadelich besien, of seker onderv 
richt hebben vande gene diet dadelick 
gesien hadden: Alsoo eenen die 
tode'manier des loops der Owaelders... 
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... I say that similarly as one that 
wishes to put a region into a map of 
which no known map has been drawn, or 
of which no representation or report 
is come to hand, should either him- 
self actually inspect the region, or 
secure reports have from one who had 
personally seen it. Similarly harem-. 
the nature of the plsnstaYy circuits... 
ilck noem dese uercking uisconstich. I call this treatment mathematical to 
tot onderecheyt der wercking yhetrocken. distinguish it from the treatment drawn 
uyt ervaringhen int aerate bouck, an ,, out of experience, of the first book, al- 
' hoeuelee dickuile deur. rekeningen, met though often concerned with reckoning 
atafele in geen heels volcommenheyt der with tables of no complete perfection of 
getalen an bestaet, gelijck in vol- accuracy, as in perfect mathematical 
commen uisconstighe uercking_vereyecht operations are required. Nevertheless, 
wort, nochtans anghesien deer is son -since there is a basis for infinite 
voet van oneindelicke naer ct ering. approximation, having a great deal in 
M mettet uisconstich groote yhemesschapý common with mathematics, ' and the proofs 
hebbende, an de beuijeen ooch uisconat- also'. being mathematical, thus it appears 
ich sijnde, soo schijnet datmense am . , from the outlined distinction it can 
t1boveschreven enderscheyte wille via- be called mathematical... '.. 
conetich noemen mach. "k 
aALS00 sijn VDRSTELICKE,, GHENADC4hem, As his princely, Grace4öften`nxercised 
3 
dickuvile oeffende in to, trecken*gront- himself in drawing ground plans and 
teyckeninghen, en6etentteyckeningen elevations of fortresses ...... he found 
van ster'ckten..... hoeft oirboir it useful to practise also' in the 
bevonden hem Dock to oeffenen rode third type of drawing, that is in 
3gderdeafcomst der teckening to"uveten-. = perspective or painting.... in this 
hatsverschaeuvven of schilderen... om way to easily clarify his meaning to 
deer dour anderen. sljn meynLng, alet '0 others as the business req'uired'.... 
de sasck vereyecht, lichtelicker to However because of the shortening of 
.., oa 
verclaren..... Doch vvant de vercorting-"- the lines and the alteration of the 
39der. linien, an verandering der houcken , angles was obtained by sight or "yuoss- 
uyter oogh, of byder glase toeginck, ing, however useful these can be, he 
an harft hem, how vvel het aijn oirboir was not satisfied"but'uished any form 
ghebruyck can, hebben, deer me niet ver- in, a perapective'manner truly to 
nought, maer vvillenaeen voorghestelde draw. uith knowledge of the causes 
aoverschaeulicke eaeck, volcomelick aft- and their mathematical proof. 
syckenen, mit kennia, der-oirsaken en av s' r` ý'` 
eijnývvisconstich bevvijs. 
1. STEVIN (1955/66). Vol. 1110 p.. 50 Uisconstighe Ghadecteniseen Pt. `I: Vant 
Ussrolschrift. Sact. (iii): Van don hale oopen p. 15, Bk. . 
2. STEVIN (1955/66) Vol 11I, p, 110,; Uisconetiahe Ghedechtenissen"Vt. I, Sect. 
(iii) p. 118, Bk. II. - 3. STEVIN (1953/66), Vol. IIB p. 8001 Wisconsti he Ghodactenissen Pt III: Van 
dar Doursichtighe Bk. It Vend der Vsrsc  euw ng, p. 4. 
4. Prince Maurice. 
5. Marginal note "Ichnographiss. Plans". 
6. Marginal note "Orthogrsghies. Profils". 
7. Marginal note "In tertie specie". 
8. Marginal note "Scenographia, -sou Sciographia". 
9. Marginal note "Mathematics demonstrations". 
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La Guide des Fortifications: (1st. ed. 1597) 
> Bibliography: Montbeliard 15971. 
General description: Small format work. Small diagrams and illustrations in 
the text. 204 + (xvi) t 227 pages. 5" x 3" text. 
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3.1Irregular pagination. 
I 
Lu Guide des fortifications: Texts 
p. 3 SIre outre is grand plasir & con- 
tentement quo Is diuersite des 
'indus- 
'tries,. 
& sciences donne 
a Thome, le 
eouuerain bein, qu1i1 an pent receuoir, 
sn'est pee de petite estime 
entendu 
mesme, qu'a la re cerche d'iceux, sont 
trouuez lee moyes lea plus propre & 
vtiles,. pour lee affairs de is vie 
, 
humaine: ce qua nous voyone par 
: eescrit, qua les nobles anticquea, n'ont 
ismais m'eeprieä lea arts & sciences, 
& principalement lea grandsRoys, 
, 
Princes, & Potentaux, lesquels de tout 
temps sont este curieux 
ä receri. her lea 
sciences & industries', tent pour 1' 
vtilitä de'leura affairs, que pour Is 
cötentement, & plaisir qu'ila prennent 
d'en auoir Is cognoiesaoce. Car cleat 
Is propre,, & Is vertu de l'höme soul, 
yde rechercher la cause de toute chose: 
ce qua par Industrie & diligence, il u 
trouue Is science de tout Art: par 
son esprit il 
ýa 
recerche, & descouuert 
l'eeeence, nature & ressort, de ce qui 




Sire, besideb the groat'pleamure'and ' 
contentment which the diversity Of 
industries and sciFnces'gives to men, 
the sovereign yood9 which he can rrc- 
eive, is not'bf little value, under- 
standing that from the research of, ---* 
these are found the" most 'propel" jinnot' 
useful means for the"uffairs of human 
life: whereby we see written, 'that the 
nobles of old never "corned thu` arts 
and sciences, " and-especially the"" 
great Kinys, Princes 'andPotentates, 
who at all times have been euriousitö 
inquire intö the sciences kind indds'--4 " 
tries, as much for` the" utility of'` 
their affairs' 4s for the contentment 
and pleasure they took in having know- 
ledge. Because it is the propr'rty and 
virtue of man alone to search the 
cause of everything, 'so that witn 
labour and effort'he has found the, 
scienL. e of'nll art: by his spirit he 
has researched and discovered. the 
essence, nature and scope of th"it 
which is contained in all the universe: 
son esprit eat bein monte plus haut. further his spirit is truly raiseu 
Car il a penetre iusquea aux cieux, & on high, buciuse he has penetratdd 
a comprins Is cours, 3', reuoluti5 dv, to the sky and has understood tho 
Soleil, do Is Lune, des Estoilles, des course and revolution of t the 'Run, of 
*Astres ..... 0r le profit q'ui reuie't, de 
the moon, of the stars, of the heavenly 
quelque chose excellence, est Is prin- bodies ..... Now the profit which returns 
cipal, qui induit lea hommes, tent a from such an excellent thing, ' is the 
*ree etcher Is cognoissance des sciences, main treason) which induces'men as 
quo la iouyeeance d'icelles, principal- much'to research the knowledge of the 
cement ea Mathematicques, & Geometries, sciences, as much as their plea! ure 
ou sont contenus tent do secrets innom- in them, mainly in Mathematics ano 
brables, qu'ellee, contiennant en alles: Geometry, where are contained so many 
tellement qua l'on pout asseurement ' innumerable secrets, that they contain 
dire, quo lea beaux effects yui pro- in them, in such wise. that it can be 
asviennent des äciencea nobles; notamment assuredly said that the beautiful- 
des Mathematicques & Geometrie, sont 'effects that result from the noble 
comma' lea appuis de la vie humaine. sciences, notably from Mathematics 
Car cleat la vray'& soul science qui ' and Geometry, it is the support of 
ensiigne touttdiacipline h industrial human life. Hecause'this is the true 
efpour Is conduitte'de tout art, eno'only science which, tedchpa All 
discipline dnd inoustry, for the 
5Y 
1. from the-let., edition. «2. let. pagination. 
ý3. 'This, atthe very least'aeems. highly exaggerated, it not totally 6 1st'. 
hionysius of-Syracuse might be considered onn for whom this was true, hut, an 
a rule, In any. period, it is difficult to accept f l++munn's view except iu +'tur 
in the vaguest most general udy. 
Z04 
principalement pour 1'asseurance d' 
icelle, contra is violence & impet- 
uositS des armea.... l'experience a 
*monstre da tout temps, qua las affaires, 
dtant ciuile, qua guerriers, estans 
conduittes par measures & proportions, 
ont eu ordinairement lour deliberation 
plus'eseeuree, & 1'execution plus 
heureuae, eyant ainsi lour affairs' 
compass comma il eat expedient, 'ont 
tousioure 11euantage, par aesaus'toute 
autre force esgaree, &'sans mesure, & 
comme per Is bonne discipline, & cog- 
noiesance des choses naturelles, on 
tftrouue las mayens lee plus propre & 
vtilee, tent pour l'enrichisement de 
is paix, quo pour Is conseruation & 
deffence contra touts impetuosite, & 
violence do guerre.... 
top. 10. AYant'das ma cognoiesance, * 
tousiours ests diligent & affectionne 
ä rechercher lea sciences & industries 
on plusiers, & diuers lleux, ou Pay 
tousioure honors & chary las amateurs 
erd'icelles: d'autant qua la'vertue de 
l'homme proiiient de la connoisIsance & 
verite qu'il ades choses naturelles, 
3'des fausses, &'pour la bonne affect- 
ion qua is ports'eux homes vertuex 
pdeaireux' des sciences, i'ay dresse ce 
petit'traitte, de ce qua i'ay peu re- 
cognoletre per experience, & pratticque 
tent , des fortifications, quo do la ' 
conduits militaire, & des Mathematiques 
K& Geometrie..:.. 
conduct of all art, and in the first 
place for their assurance against, the 
violence and force of arms... experience,,, 
has shown in'all times that affairS- 
an much civil as military-being con- 
ducted by measure and proportion have 
generally had their consideration more 
assured and their execution, more, happy, 
having', thus their'businsas"regulated-. r", 
as is useful, "having always the advent-, 
age over all other force, astray and 
without measure, because by the good 
discipline and understanding of natural 
things, is found the means most proper 
and useful as much to enrich. the country 
in peace as to secure and defend, against 
all impetuosity and violence of war.. 
L 
v., 10L 
I, havingrfrorr the age ofýreason, 
always'been ailigent and desirous to 
inquire into the sciences and inaus- 
tries in many and diverse places, 
uhere I have always honoured-and- 
cherished the lovers of'these, in as 
much" as that virtue In man rpS61ts 
from the' understanding and truth tihiLh 
he has of natural things, and of the 
false: and from the good affection 
that I carry to virtuous men desirous 
of the sciences, I have organises; this 
little treatise of that'uhich I havr 
become a little familiar with, by 
experience and practice, as much of 
fortifications as of military"conduct', 
and of-Mathematics and Geometry. ' 
p. 17. Pour "bien excereer l'art S In'order'to properly exercise'the : art 
pratticque de fortifier, comme aut2i and practice öf fortification, as also 
de tout ee qui se me sure 11 eat nec- of all that'is'measured, it is neccss 
eeesire, d'entendre ou ecauoir, lea ary to understand or knou, 'the dienen-" 
"edimentions des lignes droittes, des- sioningsof right lines, on which dop- 
nuelles depend toutee sorter de mes- ends all sorts of measurments, to mqa-' 
urage, pour mesurer, & scauoir lee' sure and knoa the distance..... as nl-to 
dietsncss... '. comme au !i pour trasser to trace each plan, as much in 
tout plan, tent des fortifications fortification as in other thiiiys.... - 
K qu'autrs...... 
1. flamand could hardly 'have *put more strongly hie basic helau in the . 'fret t- 
ivonese"'of mathematics. ^2. I. e. efficacy, power., 
J. ' HUCUET (1,25 ), v. bimension -- "Action de mesurer". Thus geometric, +l m"" t!, ur. j- 
ment. 
P y 
p. 49. ..... la'necessite contraint 
de 
... necessity forces the most 
fitting re- 
recher'cher leý'plus propre pour-se search to be availed of to protect 
preualor & garentir contra 1'inclemonce 
'against the inclemency and fury of 
& furie des guerres, quand elles cur- war, when this occurs, and as much 
Suiennet, h combien qua Is pratticque that practice teaches the means most 
enseigns lee moyens plus propres pour suitable for this practice, something 
tel exercice, ce qua lion ne pout pas which can not sometimes be conceived, 
quelque fois conceuoir, on y consomme without spending a great deal of time, 
beaucoup de temps, 'si ells niest aydee if it is not aided by familiar teach 
»par eneeignements familiars, de It 'ings and common experience. Hecause 
experience ordinare. Lar la pratticque military practice is not grounded but 
militaire ne as termine qu'auec grande with great prudence, art and'under- 
prudence, art & industrie.... 
a ceux qui standing .... 
(and) for those who are 
ne sont praticquer an tel art, c'est not very 'practised in this art, it is 
gbein preuoir par raison. s'appuyer well to Torsee by reason and depend 
cur quelque regle d'experience, sans on some rule of experience, without 
s'arrester 
a 
autre inuentions impract- stoppln9 at other impracticable inventions 
"icablos... Cleat pourquoy is me suis del- ... This is why I have decided to show 
fibers de mostrer is prsticque par raison, by reason the practice and experience 




plussvtile d la 'plus'grande 
commodite des affeires humsLns, dep- 
endent des forces mouuätes, parceque 
presque toutes choses sont condu[tes, 
as& guidez per mouuement, ce qu'est big 
necessaire a toutes gens d'estats, de 
scauoir ou'entendre quelque peu des 
eaniments, & proportions des forces 
mouu; tes, quest l'vne des principals 
»parties, & In plus exquises & indust". 
rieuss des mathematicques & Geometrie, 
encore quo ce soit is plus ignore & 
cache a ceux gui n'entendent 
ins 
mathematicques pour son obscurite, & 
Kpour is subsection des troia prop- 
ortions, qua sont coioincte ensemble, 
quest Is force, Is temps, d is contre- 
poix. & c'eet qui 
ä 
eneeigne aux 
anciena vne infinite d'inuentions, 'qui 
4onous sont a caste heure, lea plus 
propres & vtiles, pour lesaffaires de 
' In vie humaine, & is moyen do trouuer 
lee Lnuentions pour 1'vtilite de tour 
arts & sciences.... 
The most useful and the greatest ease 
in human Affairs, depends on moving 
forces because nearly all things are 
conducted and guided by movement, so 
that it'is very necessary to all men 
of estate, to know or understand a 
little something of the managment and 
proportion of moving forces which is 
one of the principle parts and the 
most exquaite and industrious of math- 
ematics and geometry, further which 
would be the most unknown and hidden 
to those who do not understand math- 
ematics because of its difficulty, 
and through the domination of the 
three proportions which are joined 
together, that is, the force, the time, 
and the counterweight, and it is these 
which taught the ancients an infinity 
of inventions, which are to us at this 
hour, the most proper and useful, for 
the affairs of human life and the means 
of finding the inventions of utility' 
in all arts and sciences.... 
1. Of the second pepinetion. 4 
L. ilemend refers hate to thu lever, and tho countnrueiyht is really Cho momnliti 
although he wes not really clear about the difference. 
0(4; 
iý 'ý 
...... .,, _.. , .. '106- 
p. 101 .. combien que"plusieurs as söt trau- .... in as much that many have worked 
aillsz, & ont estime qu'il as pouuoit and have believed that'it is possibl-I 
faire vn mouuement, qui seroit, perpet- to make"emovement which would be perp- 
, uel,. "st 
I dire, qui mouueroit, aans etual, that in to say, "which would move, 
fl'ayde du contrepoix,, & qua l'on luy=, without; the aid of the dounterweight', 
pourroit döner quelque grande force, and to which one could give as great 
ce que,. l! on pourroit faire, ei anal force, as one would, it being .' 
estoit., l"ais l'ignorance qu'ils ont thus. But the ignorance which they 
ade ce quieat vray 
& natural, cleat ce have of that. which is true and natural, 
pqui, lee fait esblouir, on teste opinio is that which Dazzles them with this 
Is fantasticque, & sane raison.. Tout opinion, -fantastic and without reason, 
lour but & attente est appuyee our All their intention and expectation 
lour imagination ou resuerie trompeuse is based, on their imagination or 
, qui 
lea dejoit. Car quant. iii sont _ 
fancies which decoy them. Because when 
. fentrez en ce labirinte de folic & outru- they are entered in this labyrinth of 
cuidence accöparee a Is pierre phil-,. folly and presumptuousness, like to the 
, osophale,. lie ne s'en peuuent, retirer, philosophers stone, they can not with, 
en 
"reason 
quo ce soit:, & 
ä 
vray dire, draw from doing what they would, and 
, cleat vn mouuement perpetual & sans 
true to say, it' is a movemunt perpet- 
terin, qui los trauaille incessamment, ual, and without and, which they work 
parce ce quill mya point do bout n'y at enceasingly, because, there being 
do fin, lour, esprit qui eat tent embrou- nothing to their end or aim, their 
ills on casts opinion, qu'ils ont de spirit, which is so much tanyl'd in 
sparfaire tells oeuurs lea pousse, & this opinion that they have to perfr'ct 
tiles enföce tousioure do plus an quant, this work. -pushes and drives them . 
tantoet il faut vne piece d'vnd sort, 
tätost, vne d'vne sutre, pius vne piece 
rompt, ou il faut, vn, resort, ou il faut 
yirefaire vne autre piece, ou il en faut 
, tefaire plusisurs, 
1'vne est trop petite, 
ou l'autre trop grander puls il ont 
opinion, qu'il faut'vne piece d'vne 
Sorte, & vne autre d'vneautre, ou 
trop do dents on vne , roue, 'ou peu en 
3fvne eutre, l'vn des arbres met trop 
petit,, l'sutre, est trop gros, ou il 
faut Is machine, plus grande, ou plus 
courts, & sont tellement, aueuglez on.. 
ces fantasies is insensibles, qu'il, 
isles met an vn, cotinuel trauail sans 
bout n'y fin. Comblen qua tolles gens 
lesquele sont solicitez, par le cur- 
iosite de lour esprit do rBLhbtcher 
lee chosen in plus propre pour ayder 
ä 
«91a vin humsine,. mals sueji, ceux qul 
ee, eentat auoir 1'esprit, eyile, ne 
so doiuent point onfourner dans vn 
lebleinth" do tantde secrets inconnue, 
qui no ecnuent, l'issuo, sans discretion 
N8 bon lugement pour toe guider: encores 
always the further forward: sometimes 
it needs. a piece of one sort, sometimes 
one of another, then one piece breaks, 
or there ought to be a spring; or anoth- 
er piece must be remade, or it ought to 
be wade larger, the one is too small, 
or the other too big; then they have 
the opinion that a piece of one sort 
is needed, another of an other, or too 
many teeth on a wheel. or too few on 
an other; one of. the axles is too 
small, the other is too big, or the 
machine, ought to be2larger or shorter, 
and they, are auch vise blind in these 
fancrful fantasies that they set to 
a continual work without aim or ens. 
In as much that such men who are drawn 
by the ourlosity of their spirit to 
inquire into the things the most 
. -proper to aid human life, but linot 
those who foal they have a quick spirit, 
ought never to take in hand such a lab- 
yrinth of such unknown secret& whose 
results they do not know, without dun 
care and good judgement to guide them. 
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qu'ils presument At mettent an auant Further they who pri8ume, and put 
for- 
ýtoutes lea inuentions dequoy l'on se uaro that all the inventions uhich 
sort e present n'ont as aste de tout have arisen up to the present, have 
temps, & qu'elles wont ester trouuees not been for all time, and that they 
Spar tel moyen, ce quo is confesse estre have been found by such means, %, thirh 
vray. Mais depuis duex mills 
'ans 
once, I confess to be true. But for 2, UD0 
du temps d'Aristote, & d'Archimedes, years from the time of Aristotle an, e. 
'& d'autres depuis n'öt iamais sceu of Archimedes, x and others since, it 
entendre, n'y cöprandre tel mouuement , 
has never been known to be understood 
psans fin, 
comme aussi de la quadrsture or comprehended such movment without 
du cercle, du feu sans fin, & de la end, as also the squaring of the 
pierre philosophale, & anttiestime ces circle, fire without encl, ano the 
quatre chases impo _sibles, cola lour philosophers stone, and these 
4 things 
dolt seruir de regle, pour s'arrester have been considered impossible, so 
igaux chases posssibles, & fuir lea imps. that they ought to serve them as the 
ossibles, cobien qu'ils dient quo le rule, for stopping at things possible 
mouuement perpetual, eat vn beau secret 
anti fleeing the 
, 
impossible. In as much 
d qui pout estre, i'eduoue quo c'eet vn as that they say that perpetual motion 
, grand secret, 
veu q personne ne la is a beautiful secret, and which can,, 
gjancore deacouurl,, mais quelle Folie be, I avow that it is a great secret, 
pourroit eetre plus 
4euidente, A 
qua, da seeing that no, one has ever discoverer 




be more obvious',, 
11 ,o 
trie, pu. tsss fairs, ce qua la nature than of believing that man with their 
ne pout faire parfait, ou de döner 
" industry can make that which naturr 
suesprit & vie 
a 
vne chose morte.... can not make perfect, or give spirit 
i'estime qu'il sot autent possible, and life to a dead thing ... I believe 
da faire vn mouuement perpetual, come that is is as much possible to make a 
transporter lea monts S. Bernard perpetual motion, as to transport the 
mountains of St. Bernard to Spain.... luaquee an Eapaigne.... 
t 
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Le Couvernall (1598) ® 95 
General description: A work very much dependent on its high quality Engraved 
designs. (vi) + 44 pages '+ 70 pages of engravingsunpaginated. The early section 
with text has a good many diagrams and good quality woodcuts",. and 4 
full page engravings. 10*" x 7}" text. The engravings vary in size, occasionally 
of a double page spread, often of'single page 10" x 7", and sometimesof a 
collection of 3 or 4 impressions c. 2}" x 3l" in size, a few include engraved 
text rather than designs. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title pages LE/ UUVUEHNAIL/ D'ANbHUISE HALHOT/' LAPITA1NL 1NGENiEVk/: lid 




entittled La Timon was'publishou at Paris in 1597* With 
lees material particularly in the fortification plates. See M. T. Lnudi in 
'RAMELLI''(1976). A copy of this Work is also to be found in the Hibliotheque 
Saints-Genevieve Paris. 
zo8 I o- 
chitecture des fortifications, ma-/chines 
de guerre & plusieursautrys/ 
particularitez y contenues. 
/ lmprime a helun souoz/ L'auter. / Et. s'en trouuera 
ansi an son logis rue de/ seine du fauxbourg 
S. Germain des/ Prez,. a le croix 
blanche 
ä Paris/ M. D. IIC. 
p. (iii): "Uedication to "Monseigneur de 
la Grange le Hoy Conseiller Cu Hoy 
at Son Bonseil d'Eetat', at'Govverneur pour so haieste as villas 
& Chateaux de 
Melun. " 
p. (v): Engraved plate including verse: "Je sere MON 
kOY, is via an esperance/ 
Le Roy me tient, on is Grange enfferme: / Uedane Melun, ou is me suis arme: 
/. 
U'vn mien labour pour seruir°a la France. " I 
p. 1/2irA Is Bande Guerriere. 0-I'IvýV< Yr .' c" x^ ; 
p. 3/4: Introductory-section "le-subiect de mon intention". 
p. 5/12: Geometrical constructions and the basis of-dachot's perspective. 
p. 13/44: The remainder of the text is more concerned to illustrate dachot's 
perspective techniques than anything else, although it starts with a'short 
section showing the layout of the pointed bastion in standard fashion. Many of 
the illustrations show basically only a bastion and its details, though occas- 
ionally two bastions with their curtain appear, and a pentagonal fortress is 
given-in full in a number"of"cases. 
The plates: The first 19 (after the section with text) are mainly concerned with 
representation of the pointed bastion trace in perspective: a few show a simple 
geometrical-trace. Than come 19 pages of engravings nearly all with 4 small imp- 
ressions concerned with geometrical constructions. Then 5 pages on surveying. 2 on 
the eitipse with a compass for drawing that'figure. 4 on vanishing point persp- 
ective. The last 22 are on"gadgets or machines many connected with warfare 
but others of a more"general tcchnolog4al interest. Plany of these are a clear 
steal from Rammelf 
i 
Le Gouvernai1 (1598): Texts 
, p. 1. PCVHAVTANT quo l'affection eta' In as much that the liking and nat- 
naturelle'inclination qua i'ai tour- ural inclination that I. have nluays 
iours sue aux sciences Mathematiques had for the Mathematical sciences - 
(amy Leeteur) m'a eonstrainct non,, - dear reader- has compelled me not- 
rseulement de'rechercher les plus rares only to inquire into the most rarF 
vuures des plus doctes personnages 00 works of the wisest persons of these 
icelles disciplines: Mais. ausailm'a' disciplines. But also'I have been 
grandement incite a hanter lea, plus. ý+ greatly encouraged to frequent the 
eegnalez hommes de nostre, aage, at most notable men of our age, ano to 
ýd'auantage, parcerque les"preceptes, " advantage, because the precepts, dis- 
discours, at propositions des discip- cussiuns, and propositions of the(se) 
-lines, se comprenent^beaucoup mieux disciplines, are much better under- 
qued on lee voit rapporter at air stood when one sees them connected with 
appliquer"a`quelque vsage.... ee qu'vn and applied to someusays.... that 
Kbö Cuerrier doit'scnuoir & entendre, which n good soldier ought to knnu 
qui eet, la cognoissance des fortific- and understand, that is the undrr- 
ejetionei at pource'il m'a aemhle fort standing of fortificetiono; anu hat- 
expedlent devil qua de repret)nnter par,, - ause it seams to me very useful. 
before reprnsentiny by the tratet. -- 







las traces, fart de las treabien con- the art of good construction -- to 
atutre, de sommairement l'aduertir allude summarily to things more gen- 
des chores plus generelles & princip- oral and fundamental which conduce to 
alles qui is peuuent conduire 
ä la the clear understanding of thecci. 
aciaire intelligence d'icelles. Prom-'"'` Firstly it is very useful that he 
has 
cerement il ist tresvtile qu'il aye, the knowledge of numbers and lines, 
is cognoiseance des nombres & des that is to say, that he ought to be 
lignes, c'est 
a dire, qu'il eoit aucun- somewhat instructed in the understand- 
ement instruict_en 4'intelligence de ing of Arikhtnetic and Geometry and 
bl'Arithmetique &, de is Geometrie: & afterwards with regard to"solid bodies 
enapres pour Is regard des corps and the raising of,, the said fortificat- 
aolides & esleuez desdites. fortificat- ions, he ought to, well understand Per- 
Lone, il. dolbt bien entendre la Persp- spective, and it is advantageous if 
eetiue, & d'auantage faut qu'il aye he should have many ideas about places 
leplusiera considerations des'lieux quo which have to be fortified, in regard 
1'on doibt fortifier, ei esgard a is 
f to their diverse situations, as much 
diuerse situation d'iceaux, tant pour for the regard of the means, suitab- 
le regard des moyens, commoditez, & ility and unsuitability, which are of- 
incommoditez qu'ile'ont de is nature the nature of the'place as also in 
ödes lieux, 'comme aussi pour Is regard's regard to their qualities .... LLhereby 
da lout qualitez.... Parquoy is diray 'I will say only that the Uarrior who 
seulament quo is Geurrier qui voudra -would truly understand his profession, 
bien entendre so profession, epres after being provided with the three 
s'estrs fourny desdites trots discip- said disciplines, ought, as much: to 
Ulines, doibt tent pour deffendre la_ defend a place as to assault it,., to 
place, comme pour, l'assallir, so have fought from inside to without, 
*faindre vn combat du dedans au dehors, ,. and on 
the contary from outside to 
& au contraire du dehore au dedäs.... within.... that he recognises all the 
qua luy recognu tour lea aduantages advantages that the form ofthe site 
JOque Is forme de Is situation du lieu of the place can give him. 
luy'peut donner. 
p. 2. ..... esquelles traces at desaeins :.. in`which traces and designs our 
nostre Guerrier doibt finalement auec soldier`oiight finally to recognise 
grands consideration cognoistre vn with great attentiön''än admirable 
X effect admirable cur Is sublet dc 1' effect in the subject of the Archit- 
Architecture des fortifications lequel, ecture of fortifications, which is 
eat tel, is Perspectius ne, doibt an thus: Perspective ought'not. to'change 
rien changer la forme at dimension du in any way the form and dimensions of 
plan Ceometrique, s cello fin que, lon the Geometric plan,,. to the end that 
fiele piusse tousiours measurer quand il 
,, 
one can always. measure. from it, where' 
on sera besoing. Ce qui ne se pout it will , 
be needed. This. can, not bn 
faire ny obseruer par la reigle de Is done orobservedby the rule, of Par- 
Perspectiue, quo so conduit ausc vn spective, that is organised, by. a r4 
poinct principal at deux tiers poincts. principal point and two third points. 
4(Ceste maniers dont il set question, de This manner that is at issue, which ui 
is quelle noun suons vss pour represent- have, used to represent the designs ut 




ý as ... ._.. ý., ý.. ., a ý- 
LID 
fort familiere at facille a entendre: easy to understand, the making of 
is faict d'icelle ne gist qu'ä tirer which does not lie but in-drawing 
les lignes perpendiculaires, les haut- perpendicular lines to the heights or 
Burs ou profondeura au dessus ou au depths above or below the said plan, 
tdessoubs ledit plan, is quel repres- which represents the surface of the 
ante la superfite de 1a terre, at assem- earth, and joining the said lines 
bler las dites linges dessus at dessoubs, above and below, with parallel lines 





p. 3. En"ce discours recognoistrez Is In this discussion you will find the 
lasubiect de man intention, pour vous subject of my intention to guide and 
conduire at addresser parmy les quarr- direct you in the compapy of Mathemat- 
ieres mathematiques, an Geometrie, ical warriors, in Geometry and Per- 
Perspectiue, euec l'ordre. des ombrages, spective, with the arrangment of shad- 
ensemble la metode de paruenir ä la ous, together with the method of 
iscognoissance des fortifications, inst- arriving at the knowledge of fortif- 
rumens, & machines de Guerre, & autre ication, instruments and machines of 
parties. war, and other things. 
D'AVTANT qu'en touts chose Is bon In as much that in all things a good 
ordre doibt estre en recommendation descipline ought to be in a recommend- 
tepour autant quelle nous addresse & ation such that it guides and directs 
conduit a la claire intellegance de us to the clear understanding of our 
nos affections, parquoy il m'a semble desires: thus it seems good to me, 
bon suyuant man intention, de vous following my intention, to direct you 
addresser le Stil da plusieurs belles to the method of many beautiful pract- 
u pratiques, par paruenir par la Theorique, ices, in order to arrive by Theory, at 
a Is construction des fortifications, the construction of fortifications, 
d pour ca regard i'ay Prins, comme il and in this regard I have taken, as 
m'a semble conuenable, man subiect our it seems to me convenient, as my 
la figure du Pentagone, d'autant qu' subject, the figure of the Pentagon, in 
Noelle ast vne figure assez delectable, as much as it is a very pleasing figure. 
aussi qua celuy qui spura & aura and also that whoever will know and have 
Is cognoissance de la fortification. understood fortification on the plan of 
sur le plan dudict Pentagone, il ne the said Pentagon, it will not be poss- 
pourra eatre accuse qu'il nays ible to accuse him of not having a ready 
afpröpte cognoissance our quelque prop- understanding of whatever proposition 
ositiom qui luy puisse estre faicte, &. can be made to him, and it 
ne luy snit facile, pour Is regard des. should be easy to him; in regard to 
dictea fortifications, & pour le regard the said fortifications, and in regard 
du Stil & ordre, i'ay commence per Goo- to the method and arrangment, I have 
4ometrie, comme fundament & appuy de begun with Geometry as the foundation 
nostre Perspectiue, par laquelle pour- and support of our perspective, by 
rez representer fides de vos concept- which can be represented the proposal 
ions an Vert des fortifications, & en- of your conception in the art of fort- 
apres pour les corps esleuez ast de ification, and afterwards for the 
*besoin do contenter 1'oeil par lea solid bodies4it is necessary to 
diuerses ombrages par lesquelles please the eye by the various shadows 
1. Bachot illustrates the process 
(thus 10) ý7 
2. This first paragraph is the section heading, (capitalization ommitted). 
3. Although Bachot here seems to imply that the figure of the pentagon is in 
itself a very nice figure, undoubtedly he was influenced by the popularity of 
this form among furtification uritere. 
4. Lit. 'raised bodies'. In other words bodies developed upwards from the 
plan trace into 3 dimensional objects. 
f Lit 
P oil as contents de pouuoir discerner uhich the eye pleases him in being able 
le but de sea intentions. to discover the aim of his intentions. 
p. 3. Et de la pour a'acheminer a la And in order to proceee'to the rorstr- 
construction das fortifications, & do uction of fortifications, `and-their 
sla praticque d' ! cell., i'ay prix Is practice, I have taken the most familiar 
plus familiars demonstration qu'il m'a demonstration that has been possible 
este possible, pour vous conduire sans to me, to guide you without confuoion 
confusion (pourueu quo Is patience vows -- provided you have patience -- and 
accompagne) & cognoistrez qu'an.. suyuant you will find that in following our 
wnostre ordre, vous entrerez do traict a method you will enter bit by bit, and 
traict, & peu 
a 
peu on Is totale intel- little by little, into the full unuer- 
ligence do Is Theorique & practique standing of the Theory anu practice 
desdictes fortifications, par laug- of the saiu fortifications, by the 
mentation & amplification do nos des- increase and amplification of our 
rsseings, oü sont representees nos con- designs where are represented our 
captions. Et de lä comme Own piussant conceptions. And from there-as a 
fondemet, falcons euyure. par ordre strong foundation, we will-add in 
plusiers diuerses & notables inuentions, their place many various and riot"ille 
losquelles n'auons voulu pourle present inventions, which we hl; ve not-uishe, t 
jdeaduire & discourir par le menu, .. for the present to describe or oiscucs 
attendu quo tout ainsi qua Is nature in detail, considering that all that 
ayät so matiere disposes, -, ne produict natura of its meterial"hae arrangedýit 
iamais is chose suet sa perfection: has never yet produced the thing in 
Car came Von voit an obseruent las perfection. Because,, 
uchoses naturelles soudainrqu'elles- - as can be seen in naturnl things, 
wont produittes, alle ne cease jemals as soon as they r, re pruruceh, they rho 
aelon tour ces moy'es, de"les esleuer- not Lease accoruiny-to all their 
an lour plus grande perfection, semb- means to raise 
_ 
themselves to their 
leblement lea entendemens cötempletifa, greatest perfection, similarly con- 
joselon 1'occurance, besoing &, necessite, templative unuertakinys'accord. ing to 
1'imitation d'icelle comparant lea the opportunity, need and necessity, : 
hoses, lea vnes-aux autres, prod- in imitation of this, comparing -% 
uiernt de Is plusieurs inuentions, things the one with the other, prod- 
leequelles bien souuent mettent en- uce in this way' many-inventions, 
afsuant anal simplement representees which very often they put forward thus 
par laure euidentes traces, sons autre through simple representationýof their 
long diecoure. clear trace with other long die- 
.1 cussion. 
1. MULSIUS (1607) "nsrrsr per 1s menu' .- "Yon stück zu stück orzshlsn". 
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1. Only know edition. The work by Rotaa Compendia breve re, olucion de fnrt- 
ificncion (Madrid 1613*) often said to be a second edition of this work is, 
according to"MARIÄTEGUI (1880) p. 183/4, a much  ore elementary work. 
2. Penalty for offending against the privilege "cinquits  il maravedis". 
eGiven 3 March 1598 for 10 years. 
3.0.... tesseron cads vno do los dichos libros`en onzu reales". {Dated 
19 
June 1598. 
A. A. The copy used here (S. M. 717.; k. 14) is defective, at this point and 
contains only the first page of this section, and the next folio is from a 
totally different work. 
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Teorica Y Practica de rorti? icacion (1598) : Texts 
f. (iiib). r .... la materia de fortific- .... the subject of fortification, 
acion, qui contiene este libro, as which this book contains, is a part 
parts de la milicia tan importante, of warfare of such importance, that 
qua sin ella an estos tiempos ningü without it in these times no effect 
sefeto puede conse9uirse, y assi can can be obtained, and as much as it is 
esto se cifra quanta se puede dezir counted in this so much can be desired 
de sus vtilidades (ö hablando mas pro- its utility, or speaking more exactly, 
piamente) do la necessidad precise, for its necessity to the understanding 
qua ay de qua la entiendan los Princ- of Princes, Captains, and soldiers.... 
joipes, Capita nes y soldados..... 
f. la. THES Cosas han de concurrir en Three things have to come together in 
el soldado, o Ingeniero, quo perfet- 
amente quiere tratar la materia da 
fortificacion. La primera, saber mucha 
u parte de Pfatematicas: si fuere possible, 
los seis primeros libros da Euclides, 
y el vndecimo y duodecimo, porque con 
ellas absoluerä Codas las dudas qua so 
la ofreciere', assi de medidas, coma de 
tpproporciones, y para el disponer los 
pianos y fundametos de los edificias, 
y medir las fabricas y murallas, pil- 
ares, colunas, y las demas figuras: y 
quando no lo supiers, bastara lo quo 
j4cerca dello se dize y declara en este 
tratado, digerido y puasto en terminos 
claros para instruyrle en lo quo para 
esta'materia Euere necessario, ei bein 
la tal Inteligencia sera mecanica. La 
jolegunda. es, is Arismatica..... La 
tercera, y mas principal pare la fort- 
ificacion, es saber recono. er bien el. 
puesto donde se ha de hazer la fort- 
aleza, o castillo. Sere dificil saberlo 
gdar a entender y ensenar el Ingeniero, 
I&sino huuiore estado en le yuurru en 
ocasiones, y cerca de algun gran sol- 
dado.... si is faltare esta esperiencia, 
tendra necessidad de acompanarsi con vn 
isoldado viejo, el die quo huuiere de 
edificar is forteleza, por muchas 
respetos: y al contrario, el 
q fuere 
solamente soldado, sin Matematicas, ni 
pratica de fabricas, tendra necessidad 
46de acompanarese con el Platematico, y 
a Soldier, or Engineer, that wishes 
to treat perfectly the subject of 
fortification. First to know a good 
deal of Mathematics: if it were poss- 
ible the first six books of Euclid, 
ano the 11th. and 12th., because with 
those are answered the doubts that 
arise both of measurement and of 
proportion, and in order to lay out 
the plans and foundations of the build- 
ings, and measure the structures and 
walls, pillars, columns and further fig- 
ures, and when then this is not possible, 
sufficient concerning this, what is 
said and declared in this treatise, 
directed and put in clear terms to 
instruct in whatever of the matter 
would be necessary, even though such 
undertakings will be mechanical. The 
second is Arithmetic.... The third and 
most fundamental for fortification is 
to know how to recognise Well the site, 
where the fortress or castle has to be 
made. It will be difficult for the Eng- 
ineer to be instructed and taught with- 
out his having been in the wars on 
occasion and in the company of some 
great soldiers .... if this experience is 
lacking it is necessary to be accompam- 
ied by an old soldier when the fortress 
has to be built, for many reasons; and 
on the contary, anyone who would be 
only a soldier without Mathematics and 
practice in building, will have to be 
accompanied by a Mathematician and 
i 
Z%4 
hombre inteligante an la pratica: mas 
el Ingeniero qui tuuiere lo vno y lo 
otro, dar buena quenta de su fabrica, 
por saber la razon teorica, y practic- 
ramente, quo es lo propuesto a2 prin- 
cipio. 
man learned in practice; further the 
Engineer who would have the one and 
the other, gives good account in his 
building through knowing the reasons 
theoretically and practically, that 
are proposed in the beginning. 
f. 3a. .... lo primero 
q he de aduertir .... the first thing the. soldier or 
el tal aoldado, e Ingeniero al tiepo engineer has to observe when he con- 
trate de erigir au fortificaciö, si siders the ierection of his fortific- 
*fuers Ciudad, laro deara con muchas ation, if it would be a city, istosur- 
valuartes, conformandose con el terreno: round it with many bastions, conforming 
y si fuere Castillo, cöeiderarä bien a to the ground, and if it would be a 
aquej puesto, Si es fuerts par natur- castle to consider well the site, if 
aleza, o par artificio, o par ambas it is strong by nature or through 
ucosaa. Par naturaleza lo puede car, ei, skill, or by both. by nature, it can 
lo circüda la mar, o estä sabre alguna be if it is surrounded by the sea, or 
montana... "Por artificio pue de serfuerte, is on some mountain.... By skill it 
quando tenga cerca de si alguna plaja can be strong when it has around it in 
fuerte de amigos quo socorran a au some strong place friends that can aid 
Aonecessidad. Y an conclusion aerä fuerte it when necessary. And in conclusion 
equal puesto quo no se pudiere miner.... it will be strong that site can not be 
mined... 
f. 32a. ..... las defensas qua an equal .... the defences that were in that times 
tiempo Bran cö artilleria, se hä reduz- that here by art. llery, have been red- 
ido aora a tiro de mosquete, y arcabuz, uced now to the range of a musket or 
isporque al tiempo qua el enemigo he met- arquebus, because when the enemy has 
ido sus trincheas hasty el bordo de la pushed his trenches 'to the edge of the 
estrada cubierta.... y quiere passar el covered uay...... and wishes to pass 
fosso par el derecho de la esquins del the fosse in the direction of the 
valuarte, y arrimarstl a al pars picarlo, corner of the bastion to close up on it 
day hazerla is mina, Si estuuiesse la to use picks an it and make mines, 
defense atiro di artilleria, passarian the defence being of the fire of 
los enemigos vno 
a 
vno, Iasi al descub- artillery, the enemy passes one by one, 
ierto, par ser muy lexos la difensa, almost openly, through the defence 
porque Is pieta do artilleria se sue le being very distant, because a piece of 
jitirar pace vezes 
a 
vn höbre solo, y artillery is able to fire only a few 
siedo Is defense tan large, coma dicho times at a single man, and being the 
as, se passe al foaso con vna trinchea defence so great, as is said, the 
muy baxa, quo as haze con pace trdbajo, fosse is passed by very low trenches 
y as muyfuerte, par estar pace leuantada that is made with little work and is 
4pde is tiarra, y con dificultad la puede very strong, in being little raised 
batir el artilleria desde la casemate: above the ground, and with difficulty 
(only) can be battered by the artillery 
1. While Rojas clearly here speaks of the familiar distinction between sites 
strong by nature or by human skill, he gives a unique personal meaning to the 
idea. It is difficult to think that he misunderstood such a well known distinct- 
ion and it seems probable that he simply felt it could be used in whatever way 
he thought handiest. Italian-engineers having worked in Spain for many years 
(see MATCIOROTTI (113319)). In a mss, he stated he had read Tartaglia among 
others, on artillery. (MARIATECUI (1980) p. 135). See next note also. 
2. He has just indicated 25 years past, and mentioned Alghiai, Busca, Maggie 
& Castriotto, Lanteri, Theti and Girolama Cataneo. 
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y sienao las defensas a tiro de mos- 
quete, y arcabuz, no puede passar el 
enemigv, sino es con trinchea muy Alta, 
y siendo alta, es facil de derribarselu, 
porque la puede batir bien el canon de 
is casamata, y siendo is cefensa corta, 
comp dicho es, ei el enemigo procur- 
asse de passar vno 
ä vno, los mosquet- 
eros, y arcabuzeros, quo eaten en la 
defensa, titan cö mucha facilidad..... 
in the casemate; and the defences 
being to the fire of a musket and 
archibus, the enemy can not pass with- 
out very high trenches, and being high 
it is easy to demolish them because 
they can be battered well with the 
cannon in the casemates and being 
the defence short, as is said, if the 
enemy attempts to pass one by one, the 
muskets and archibuses, which are in 
defence, fire very easilq at them.... 
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Examen as Fortificacion (1st. ed. 1599) 
Bibliography: Madrid 1599; Pladrid 1609 *1 
General description: 
=A long undivided text mainly in dialogue form. (xii) 
221 pages. Some good quality though small illustrations. 
Contents: 
p. (i): EXAMEN/ GL FORTIFILA-/LION, HELHU PUH DUN/ Uiego Goncales de Phedina 
Barba, / natural de Burgos. / UIRIGIUU AL HLY NVESTHU/ Senor don Felipe III. / 
CON PRIVILEGIO, /IN MNORIU, / En la Imprenta del Licenciado Varez de Castro/ 
Ano de M. U. XC, IX. anos. 
p. (ii): Coat of arms. 
p. (iii): Verse in praise of the author, by Luperci Leonardo. 
p. (iv): "Errata", dated 11 June-1599. 
p. "Tasse", dated 16 June 1599' 
p. (v): "Al lector". 
p. (vi/viii): Dedication dated 24 November 1598 at Madrid. 
p. (ix/xi): Privilege dated 2t Jan. 1599 at Madrid .4 
p. (xii): "Apouacion de Francisco de Valencia, Baylio de Lora, del Consejo de 
guerra de au Magestad" dated 11 Jan. 1599 Madrids 
p. 1/6: General introductory remarks: Only a "just" defence to be considered; 
nature and value of defence, and of the fortress, and the like, discussed. 
p. 6/13: Advantages and disadvantages of various types of sites! ' 
p. 13/16: The beat form for the fortress and the pointedness of the bastions, 
considered. 
1 MARINI (: 610). ENC UNI SLL_EUI. AN k_suggest. there were other later editions. 
2, . Of the first edition taken from a"microfilm of a copy belonging 
to the 
University. of Michigan. 
3. "tassaron cads cuerpo del dicho libro W says reales an papal, y dieron lic- 
encia Para qua a este precio se pueda vender". 
4. For "todos eatos reynos de Castilla", for 10 years. Penalty "cincuenta mil 
maruedis" } to accuser, J to the king, S to the judge who tries the case. 
5. "AViendo visto vn libro, quo se me Cometio par el Consejo Real el examen y 
censura..... me parate, qua as puede y daue imprimir, par ser la materie de 
qua trete muy vtil y prouechosa el conocimiento destemanera do soldadesca Para 
is nation Espanola, no obstante otro mas y major parecer qua el mio, can qua 
se entienda, quo di mi opinioni no as aprouar an ninguna manera el fort- 
ificar los arrabales.... " 
6. The dialogue between "vn Principal' and ""vn Maestro de is profession" begins 
with this section. 
Z 16 
p. 16/21: Different members of the fortress named and outlined. 
p. 22/51: Different members of the fortress discussed in detail in terms 
of size and function and the like. 
p. 51/65: The plan of the fortress. Hou to set out pentagonal, hexagonal, 
septagonal, and octagonal fortresses. 
p. 66/69: sn irregular fortress. 
p. 70/75: Calculating the area contained by the fortress. 
p. 75/78: Hou the curtain should be best set out. 
p. 78/87: Setting out on site. 
p. 88/221: The remainder of the book consists of the Prince raising a partic- 
ular problem and the "master" giving a continuous definitive answer. Many 
problems and 'remedies' are dealt, with -- a too pointed bastion, a hill nearby, 
or in the enceinte, a site on a lake or near a bridge head, the construction 
of reterate. Included also are short sections on materials, artillery and 
surveying, and so on. 
6 pages listing the contents. 
Colophon: EN MADRID, En case del Licenciado Varez de Castro. Ano de PI. L`. XCIXý 
Examen de Fortification (1599): Texts 
i 
p. 8. M.... deuese de eliger... el sitio 
Llano, por el major, que se le podra 
dar forma qua se yuisiere, y sera mas 
perfeta..... 
... the site on a plain ought to be 
chosen as the best, in that it can be 
given the form that is wished, and it 
will be more perfect... 
i 
p. 75. M. SanZr. verdad es, qua la 
cortina obliqua par el angulo enmadio, 
tiene mas fuerca contra los golpes de 
la artilleria..... 
, J-E - AN E RR RD 
. Sire it is true, that the oblique 
curtain with an angle in the middle 
is stronger against the blows of the 
artillery... 
1 
La Geometrie et Pratique General (1st. ed. 1594): Texts 
p. 3. SIRE, puis qua vostre rajeste Sire, since your Majesty makes us hope, 
nous faict esperer, par l'Academia qul by the Academy which has been ordered 
eile a ordonnä estre dressee'en caste to be prepared in this town of Paris, 
villa de Paris, de voir rususciter & to see the revivification and renewal 
greuiure lea sciences, de long temps of the sciences, for a long time dead 
mortes an ce Royaume, & quel les in this'Kingdom, and because French 
Gentile hommes Francois ont este con- men of quality have been forced to 
traincts cercher & aller mandier as search and to send out to foreign 
pays estranges: Isay pense quu ca ne countries, I have thought that it would 
pseroit mal a propos luy dedier main- not be inappropriate to dedicate to 
tenant cast oeuure, combien qua petit, you now this work, no matter how small, 
1. The text finishes "Acabose do aacriuir on Madrid a voynte de Abril de 159B. 
anoa, por U. Diego ConFalez do Pledina., LAUS UEU. " 
2. The "Master of the profession". 
3. At Parip after LALLEMENU & BUINETTE (1884); 2nd. edition (Paris 1602). A 
smallish treatise of 96 pages on surveying and mensuration. For later editions 
see ibid. p. 110/111.2nd. edition used here. 
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comprenant neantmoins ce qui eat de 
plus beau & plus rare an la Geometrie: 
Esperant.... il sera veu & receu du pub- 
lic &.... incitera par-sa facilite & 
sbrefuets, la Noblesse a recercher les 
Nathematiques, vrayes d, seulas sciences, 
qui ne proffitent pas saullement durant 
la paix, mais produisent lours plus 
beaux effects an temps de Guerret 
nevertheless containing that which is 
most beautiful and rare in Geometry. 
Hoping... it will be seen and received 
by the public.... and will incite by . 
its easiness and brevity, the Nobility 
to investigate in Mathematics, the true 
and only sciences, which do not bring 
ruward during peace alone, but produce 
their most beautiful effects in time 
of wart 
L 
Les Neuf Premiers livres des Elemens d'Euclide (1st. ed. 1598*) : Texts 
sof. 2a. SIRE, Le fauorable accueil qu'il Sire, the favourable reception which 
a pleu a vpstre Maiestä faire ä mes it has pleased your Majesty to make to 
premieres oeuures Mathematiques, ml my first Mathematical works, obliges 
oblige & asseure tout ensemble de luy and assures me altogether in presenting 
presenter ce recent labeur, qui apport- to you this recent labour, which will 
sera peut estre quelque clartä a ces perhaps bring some clarity to these 
sciences, & quelque desir a vastre sciences, and some desire to your 
Noblesse d'aimer & honorer ce qu'elle Nobility to love and honour that which 
void fauorise & chary de son souuerain they see favoured and cherished by their 
Prince. Et ei au gouuernement du monde sovereign Prince. And if in the govern- 
soDieu vse tousiours de quelque trait ment of the world God uses always some 
de Geometrie (comma disoit le diuin aspect of Geometry -- as the divine 
Platon: ) C'est bein raison, qua celuy Plato said -- it is good reason that 
auquel par vne certaino communication he to whom by a certain communication 
de as puissance an terre, il a commis of his power on earths he has commited 
ul'administation du plus beau Royaume the administration of the most beaut- 
qui y soft, se monstre amateur d'vne iful kingdom which there is, shows 
science dont l'vsage as remarque au himself the lover of a science whose- 
Ciel, & qua le Createur mesme de 1' usage is noted in the sky, and that the 
vsage se remarque au Ciel, & quo le creator even of the Universe never 
b Createur mesme de 1'Vniuers n'a point scorned, since -- as says the sage -- 
desdaignse, puis quo ( comma dit le he has created all things by weight, 
Sage) il a crestoutes choses par poids, number and measure. And truly if it 
nombre & mesure. Et certes s'il ast is more difficult to measure, as oppeors 
plus difficile de mesurer, comma il with large things, the science which 
efappartient las choses grandee, Is teaches it, is very necessary to 
science qui 1'apprend est tree- those who god has raised to the supreme 
necessaire a cuex qua Uieu a esleuez level of grandeur..... 
au supreme degreede grandeur. 
4 
1. From the dedication dated 1594 to the King 
2. N. U. C. Les six premiers livres....... (Paris 1598). For later editions see 
LALLEMEND & BUINETTE 1884 p. 110/111. The 1605 enlarged edition used here. 
3. Errard was presumably only too happy to be able to shoo his support, in 
this contest, for such a notion as the divine right of kings. 
4. From dedication dated 1598. 
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La Fortification reduict en Art (1st. ed. 1600*) aill 
L 
Bibliography: Paria 1600*; Paris 1604; Francfort-sur-le-Plain 1604; Francfort 
sur is main 1617*s corrected by A. Errard, Paris 1620/19; and Paris (? ) 1619/ 
22; German trans. Franckfurt"am Mayn 1604*. 3 
General description: 
4Large format work. 12" x 7" text. (iv) + 130 pages. Many 
good quality engravings, often impressed on the same page with a section of 
normally printed text. 
Contents: 
p. (i): Title page : LA/ FORTIFICATION/ UEMONSTREE ET/ REUVICTE EN ART/ PAR/ 
1. ERRARD'DE BAR-LE-DUC/ Ingenieur du Treschrestien Roy/ de France at de/ 
Nauarre. / Dediee a as Majeste. / A Paria. / 1604/ Edition seconds reueue at 
augments. / Auec Priuileges. / a Is rose blanche rue St Jaques/ 
p. (iii/iv): "Au Roy". 
p. 1/2: Preface "A la"Noblesse Franchise". 
p. 2: "Advertiasement aux lecteurs". 
Corrections. 
p. 3/26: Book I: Preliminary matters. 
p. 3/4: Introductory section "Lea Axioms, qui sont sentences communes, 
n'ayer besoin d'aucune demonstration". 
p. 5/22: Cap. I/X: Artillery, Batteries, Munitions of an army, 
Sieges, Walls, Terraces, Retrenchments, the Fosse, Counterscarpe, 
Methods of attack. 
p. 23/26: Cap. XI/XII: Qualities of an Engineer and the taking of 
a plan. 
p. 27: Dedication of Bk. II to'Maximilian de Bethune... Grand maistre de 1' 
Artillery, at Superintendant des Fortifications de France". 
p. 29/63: Book II: The pointed bastion trace. 
p. 29/30: Cap. I: The precepts of the system. 
p. 30/52: Cap. II/VIII: Hexagon to Dodecagon, each seperatly discussed. 
p. 53/57: Cap. IX: Other regular figures from 12 to 24 sides. 
p. 58/63: Cap. X/XI: Counterguards and detached works, and retren- 
chments. 
p. 65/108: Book III: Irregular traces; 
p. '65/66: Cap I: Preliminary remarks. 
p. 66/76: Cap. II/VI: Triangle and square, rectangle, "quarre 
compose"; pentagon, separately discussed. 
p. 77/108: Cap. VII/XVII : Mainly concerned with irregular traces 
and different types of sites. 
p. 109/130: Book IV: Of places commanded. 
1 page: 9Priuilege du Roy: 
2 pages: "Cppie du Priuilege da lä Ilajests Imperiale' 
1. The first edition is often quoted as of 1594. However the dedication of 
the work is dated January'1600 and a document of 1599 shows the king paying 
220 ecus towards its production. LALLEMANU & BUINETtE (1994) p. 157/60. 
2. Ibid p. 163/4.3. N. U. C. 
4. Of the Paris 1604 edition. 
5. This is a square with doubled bastions at the corners. 
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La Fortification reduicte an Arte (Paris 1604): Texts 
p. 1. ..... la Pratique astant aussi .... Practice being as blind without 
aueugle sans is Theorique, que la theory, as theory is one armed without 
Theorique'est manchotte sans la Pratique. Practice. 
.... ilay ose enterprendre ce qua taus 
flea Ingenieurs, iusques a present, n' 
ant uoulu ou ost, au mains n1en 
paroist-il rien per aucun. escrit 
traitantde caste science: Car las 
discours'das chases mechaniques ne 
p meritent point ce Titre: We stat icy 
quest(i)on des traits, qui a quelqu'vn 
pourroient reüsssir a l'aduenture: mais 
do demonstrations Geometriques, qui 
donnet a taus asseurance infallabile; 
aauiconque as fie an ceux-la, ne haz- 
erde mains le salut d'vn pays, qu'vn 
autre la vie d'vn homme, qu'il commet 
a vn ignorant Empirique, lequel (comme 
dit Platon) deuroit auoir'pase par 
*toutes las maladies & accidents, dont 
il veut iuger: autrement il ressamble 
a celuy qui peindroit bean la mar, des 
escueils & des naiures, mais s'il faut 
venir a l'effet, il ne scait comment 
fey prendre. 
.... I have ventured to undertake that 
which all the Engineers up to the 
present, have not wished or dared, at 
least there appears nothing written by 
anyone treating of this science. Becau- 
se the discussions of mechanical 
things, in no way merits this title, 
there being no question here of features 
which anyone can achieve by chance: but 
of Geometrical demonstrations, which 
give to everything infallible assuran- 
ce. Whoever trusts in those, does not 
risk less the saftey of a country, than 
an other the life of a man, which he 
commits to an ignorant Empiric' who --ý 
as Plato says -- ought to have passed 
through all the disorders and accid- 
ants, which he wishes to judge. Other- 
wise he is like one who would paint 
well the sea, the reefs and ships, but 
if he would come to action who would 
not know how to not about it. 
p. 2'± CEsts seconds edition a este 
4This second edition has been enlarged 
augumentee de quelque figures & die- by some figures and discussions nec- 
coure necessairea pour 11intelligence essary to the more complete under- 
plus entiere de cat gguure, lesquels standing of this work, which in the 
joen Is premiere edition auoient este first edition were omitted, for. ' 
obmis pour cartaines raisons! Et quant certain reasons! And with regard to, 
au mot d'Art dont nous vsons, souuent the word 'Art' which we use, often it 
il eat plus conuenable a nostre propos, is more convenient to our purpose than 
quo celuy de science, d'autant qua nous 'science', especially as us relate 
zraportons is tout a is pratique, qui everything to practice, which is the 
est is fin & Is but de costs institut- and and aim of this discipline; we are 
ion, ne nous contentans de la simple not content with the more knowledge of 
cognoissance par sea causes, qui est causes, which'is the attribute of ec- 
le propre de Is science, combien quo ience, "even though we do not propose 
ronou" n'y proposions rien qua ne soit anything which is not demonstrated, or 
demonstre ou ne so puisse demonstrer can not be demonstrated by the 
1. I. a. mechanical solutions. 
2. The Empiric school of medicine is generally taken to have developed after 
Plato's time, in reaction to the Dogmatics. See CASTICLIONI (1947), for example, 
who suggests it developed 270/220 B. C. 
3. In Laus (720) Plato wrote IS The slave doctor prescribes what more experience 
Bugges s if he had exact knouledge... But the other doctor who is a freeman, 
attends and practises-on freemen; and he carries his enquiries far backs and 
goes into the nature of the disorder" J0UETT (1964) 
4. Advertisement aux lecteurs. 
S. What reasons is not very clear. 
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par Jos principes des sciences Math- 
ematiques. Qua si an quelque lieu nous 
vsons du mot de science; nous entendons 
vne science pratique qui equipolle au 
jterme d'Art, & s'oppose 
a is science 
speculatius qui n'a autre fin qua la 
cognoissancc 
principles of the Mathematical sciences. 
Thus if we in any place use the word 
'science' we intend a science of pract- 
ice synonymous with the word 'Art' and 
opposed to speculative science which 
has no"other and but knowledge. ' 
p. 10. AVANT quo de traicter fart de Before we treat of the art of fortif- 
la fortification, il ne sera pas inutile ication, it will not be without value 
lode descourir des assiettes des places, to discuss the sieges of places, their 
des commoditez & incommoditez d'icelles, advantages and disadvantages, their 
de la muraille, & de so matiereo en- wall and its, material; together with 
semble des terarres, retranchemens, terraces, retrenchments, fosses and 
fossez1& contrescarpes, qui son chases counterscarps which are things indif- 
jindiferentes, communes 3 touter sortes Brent, common to all sorts of fort- 
des fortifications, & non de is sub- ification and not of the substance 
stance & essence de l'Art: a fin qu' and essence of the Art, in that when 
icelles bien entandues, on lea puiase these are well understood, one can suit 
approprier & adapter a is fortification, and adapt them to the fortification, 
tosuyuant lea preceptes qui seront cy following the precepts which will be 
aprea enseignez & demonstrez, & quo la taught and demonstrated below, and 
necessite le requerra. which necessity requires. 
p. 23 D'AVTANT qua de la suffisance & 
iugement d'e l'Ingenieur, depend tout 
isle desssing de is forteress, & qua lee 
Roys, Princes & grands Seigneurs, doi- 
uent bien & exactement examiner lea 
raisons, pour lesquelles eat faicte la 
fortification de caste sorts ou de 1' 
jeautre, il eat bien necessaire aussi quo 
l'Ingenieur discoure a propos de touter 
lea parties de so science, an sorts qu' 
il puisse par demonstrations Geomat- 
riques(& non mechaniques 
a la facon des 
jrignoranta) faire cognoistre ce qu'il 
aura conjeu pour 1'accomplissement de 
son desseing, lequel se doit touiours 
rapporter a 1'intantion du Prince, qua 
veut fortifier salon sea moyens, salon 
role tamps & salon is puissance & force 
de son enneny.... Et pourtant, il eat 
premieremente de besoing qu'il cognoisse 
suffisamment is force de l'artillerie 
..... . 
1. The insertion of this section in the 
have come under a certain amount of cri 
'art' and (science'. 
in as much as that an the adequacy and 
judgement of the engineer, depends the 
whole design of the fortress, and that 
Kings, Princes and great lords, ought 
carefully and exactly to examine the 
reasons why the fortification is made 
of one sort or an other, it is very 
necessary therefore that the Engineer 
discusses aptly all parts of his science, 
in the way that he can through Geom- 
etrical demonstrations -- and not mech- 
anically in the fashion of the ignorant 
-- make known that which he will 
have conceived for the accomplishment 
of his design, which ought always to 
relate to the intention of the Prince, 
who would wish to fortify according to 
his means, according to the time and 
power of his enemy.... 
Nevertheless it is first necessary 
that he sufficiently recognises the 
strength of the artillery..... 
2nd. edition suggest that Errard may 
ticism for the way he used the terms 
L a' 
... Qu! il soft Geometre, tant pour That he should be a Geometer as much 
inuenter machines, qu'auttes instruments to invent machines, as other inatrum- 
seruans a la defense de la place & au ants serving the defence of the place 
trauail necessaire, qua pour demonstrer and the-work necessary, as to demons- 
tl'vtilite & profit de sea inuentions, trate the usefulness and profit of his 
auant quo las mettre"en practique, & inventions before putting them into 
proportionner l'ouurage a faire, au practice, and to proportion the work 
temps & aux moyens presens, & par ainsi to be done to the time and to the 
suitor les despencea excessiues, qui means present and by this avoiding 
pse font is plus souuent mal ä propros, excessive expenses, which arise most often 
faute d'entendre caste belle science to bad effect, ' lacking the understanding 
de Geometrie. of this beautiful science of Geometry. 
p. 29. L'ART de fortification ne consist The art of fortification does not con- 
an autre chose, qua. cliner ou declines aiat in anythingbut the inclining and 
&Iles lignes sur lesquelles sont jettez decliningsof the lines on which are 
las fondements d'vne place, an sorts laid the foundations of a place in 
qua l'ennemy l'atta. quant en quelque such a way that the enemy attacking in 
sorts qua ce soit, puisse etre veu & whatever way he would, can be seen and 
offense, au front & au flanc: caste attacked, and to the front and by the 
msorte doffension sapelle Planquer. flank -- this sort of defence is called 
flanking. 
p. 39. EN l'Heptagon l'angle cu cetre In the heptagon the angle of the centre 
eat 51 3/7: La raison du costs de 1' is 51 3/? degrees. The ratio of the 
Heptagon au demy-diametre de son cercle, side of the Heptagon to the semi-diameter 
ne se trouue, & pourtant as description of its circle is not found and therefore 
&S& demonstration on a eats mechanique ius-its description and demonstration has 
quas ä present, & n'auons, rien do-plus been mechancial up to the present, and 
preciz, qua la moitii-du costs d'vn we have nothing more precise than half 
triangle equilatere, d'escrit au memo the side of an equilateral triangle, 
cercle, pour Is costs du dit Heptagon. drawn in the same circle, for the side 
of the said Heptagon. 
sop. 66. LE triangle equilateral ne Be 
pout simplement fortifier qu'auec beau- 
coup d'incommoditez & imperfections qui 
as trouuent an la construction: ce qui 
as sera neantmoins salon. lea maxime3 
3Cde ce liure, pout estre demonsträ an 
cost sorts. 
The equilateral triangle cannot be fort- 
ified ordinarily but with much incon- 
venience and imperfections that occur 
in the construction. That which it will 
be nevertheless, according to the prin- 
ciples of this book, can be demonstrated 
in this way. 
p. 97. ON fait lea Citadelles pour las 
villea, ou lea villes pour lea Citadel- 
lea. 
roles Citadellea pour lea villes, comme 
quand vn Cpnquertnt ayant gaigne vne 
grande villa, vout l'asaourer contra 
Citadellea are made for towns, or towns 
for Citadelles. 
Citadellea for towns, as when a conqu- 
eror having gained a great town, wish- 
es to secure it against the revolt of 
1. In. this section Errard suggested that the fortification engineer ought 
also to have had the soldiers' experience of sieges; that he ought to have 
some experience of commanding people; and also a knowledge of general architecture. 
2. I. e. setting them at different angles in the drawing. 
ZZ2 
la reuolte des habitans & euiter la 
ds pense d'vne si grande"garnison qua 
requiert tells place.. *. 
L 
On fait les villes pour lea Citadells, 
scomme quand vn Roy ou Prince a quelque 
beau & fort Chaateau ou Citadelle qu' 
il desire (pour certaines"raisons) 
accompagner d'vne. belle villa: Alors 
il fait tailler cost place an plain 
adrap & on sorts que, son chasteau 
commando par touts la ville, & rend s% 
place capable pour contenirle nombre 
de sujects qu, 'il aura aduise, logez au 
long & au large, tent pour y accomeodcr 
kla garnisson suffisante a resister aux 
efforts de sea ennemis, qte pour la 
beaute & espace des logic &"Jardinages 
qulil veut preferer 
ä la depense & au 
temps du trauail. 
of the inhabitants and avoid the ex- 
pense of a garrison as large as the 
place requires1... One makes the town 
for the Citadelle, when a King or Pri- 
nce has some beautiful and strong 
chateau or Citadelle which he desires 
-- for some reason -- to accompany with 
a beautiful town. Then he does as he 
pleases, and in such a way that his 
castle commands all the-town and makes 
the place capable of containing the 
number of subjects which he will have 
decided on, lodged at breadth and at 
large, as much to accommodate a garrison 
sufficient to resist th6 endevours of 
his enemies, as for beauty and spacious- 
nass of lodgings and gardens, which he 
would like given the expense and time 
of the work. 
1. To obviate the need for a garrison which is so large as to be able to hold 
the town simply by being in it. 
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Plate 1. Battery of a square fortress. ZANCHI (1554) p. 39. { 
Actual size c. 7" x 5". 
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Plate 3. Battery of a fortress. Girolamo CATANEO (1564). 
Approx. full size. 
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Plate 4. A field fortification. Girolamo 
Cataneo 
Dell'arte militare libri tre 
(1571). p. 79.. 










Plate 5. Different traces in accord With the principle 
ofino dead ground. MAGGI (1564) fr. 105b & 106a. 
C. j full size. 
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Plate 6. A structure floating on pontoons. MAGGI (1964) Y'. ', -ý,, f. 84b. c. J full size. 
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Plate 7. Trace of a pentagonal fortress ALGHISI 
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44/5. Co 2/3 full size. 
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Plate 18. The castle of Milan. RYfF (1547) f. Ha 
of the section on fortification. Slightly 
reduced. 
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Plate 19, A sinuous field fortification. FRONSPERGER 
(1571/3). Betueen f. CXXVII/VIII. c. 
full size. 
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Plate 20. A field fortification with rondells. 
FRONSPERGER (1571/4). Between f. CXXIX/ 





Plate 21. A partl flanked field 
fortress. FRONSPERGER 
(1571/3). Between f. CXXX/CXXXI. C. Pull 
size. 
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Plate 22, Pioneer with a square fortress in the backi_r 
ground. FRONSPERGER (1571/3) f. CXLVIa for 
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Plate 23. A round 
bastion. FRONSPERGER 
(71/3e. Pt. II 
XXVIIIb, for example. C. 
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Plate 24. A pointed bastion. FRONSPERGER 
(1571/3) Pt. 
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Plate 26. Fortress traces. SPECKLIN (1589)'P1.7. r. h. 
side. c. full size. 
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Plate 31. 'Design of a 12 bastign fortresq. SPECKLIN 
(1589). Pl. 12, l. h. side. C. ' full size. 
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Plate 32. Castle sites. SPECKLIN (1589). Pl. 16. C. 
full size. 
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Plate , 33,., Castle sites. SPECKLIN (1589). Pl. 16 & after 
f. ý88. c. I full size. 
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Plate-34. Perspective view of a bastion. BACHOT 
(1589) 
-ý-p. 43. c. J full size. 
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Plate 35. Perspective view of a bastion with shading. 
BACHOT (1598), p. 45. - c. j full size. 
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Plate 37. "Quarre compose" ERRARD (1604 Paris) p. 74. 
>r, c. full size. 
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Plate 38. An oval fortress. ERRARD (1604 Paris). P. 38. 




















Plate-39. Regularization of an old enceinte. ERRARD 
(1604 Paris) p. 89. C. 4 full size. 
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plate 41. Figures for another ship's 
lines GALACIO DE 
" PALACIO 
(1587) f. 93/4. Slightly enlar-ged. 
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Plate 42. Design of ships. Oliviero's digrams, after 
LOPES DE MENCONCA (1898). 
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Plate 43., Device for regularising a ships lines by 
Oliviero, after LOPES DE MENDONQA (1898). 
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Plate 44. Geometric ship design . 
GeoreUA MOUTH - 
JeWell of A rtes 




Plate 45. Geometric ship design. George WAYMOUTH 
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Plate 46. Geometric ship design. George WAYMOUTH 
Jewell of Artes f. 152.14 full size. 
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Plate 46. Geometric ship design. George UAYMOUTH 




Plate 47. Geometrical ship design. George WAYMOUTH 
Jewell of Artes f. 155.1} full size. 
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Plate 48. Clover leaf forts. George WAYMOUTH 














Plate 49. A triangular fort. George WAYMOUTH 
Jewell of Artes f. 233. J full size. 
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Plateý50a. Dialling diagram. SCHÖRNER (1572) f. LXIXa. 
Full size. 
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Plate 51. Dialling diagram. SCHORNER (1572) f. LXXIa. 
Full size. 
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Plate 52. Perspective exercises. COUSIN (1560). Full 
size. 
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Plate 53. Perspective exercises. COUSIN 
(1560). Full 
size. 
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Plate 55. Perspective representation. BARBARO 
(15-4 8). 





Plate 56. Fronsperger's ballistic diagrams. FRONSPERGER 







Plate 56. Fronsperger's ba llistic diagrams. FRONSP ERGER 
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Plate 59. Musical harmony. CAESARINI (1521). 
f. LXXVIIb. Somewhat reduced. 
